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PREFACE
IT may seem somewhat premature to issue a History
of Roman Egypt, when there are masses of papyri,

belonging" to the period under consideration, waiting
1

for publication in half a dozen different museums. But

the additions to our knowledge made by the documents

already published are so considerable, that it will be

of service to students to have them briefly summarised.

It must be recognised that the story of Egypt during
the centuries of Roman rule is not, and probably never

will be, anything like a connected narrative. From
time to time a chance notice by some writer throws a

momentary light on the state of the country ; but, for

the most part, events in Kgypt were too monotonously
uninteresting for the historians of the Roman Empire
to pay any attention to them. Egypt supplied corn,

not men, to Rome.
There is one point on which I should like to forestall

criticism. In the spelling of proper names and titles,

I have found it impossible to be consistent when deal-

ing Avith the mixture of Egyptian, Greek, and Latin

which prevailed during the period. And so I have
used whatever form was most familiar to me, as it

seemed better even to write the Latinized "drachmas"
beside the Greek "arourai," than to fall into the

pedantry of such a style as " Thebai "
; the more so,
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when it is necessary to deal with such compound names
as ^Elius Eudaemon or Aurelius Didymus.

I have to thank Professor Petrie for continual help
and advice throughout the time that I have been

preparing this book, both in Egypt and in England.
Mr. F. G. Kenyon and Mr. B. P. Grenfell have most

kindly put at my disposal the proof-sheets of their

publications of papyri, and the latter has also made a

number of valuable suggestions ; while Mr. F. LI.

Griffith has given me information on various points
connected with Egyptian religion. I have tried to

acknowledge in the references all facts and ideas which
I have drawn from other writers, but I feel that I owe
a special debt to Professor Mommsen and Professor

J. B. Bury in a wider sense than can be stated there.

And I must also thank Mr. D. S. Crichton for much
careful work in preparing the index ; and my wife, for

constant clerical assistance.

LONDON, 13/7* September 1898.
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A HISTORY OF EGYPT
ROMAN EGYPT

CHAPTER I

THE ORGANISATION OF EGYPT UNDER THE ROMANS

1. THE conquest of Egypt by the Romans produced
little change in the internal organisation of the country.
It was always the policy of Roman statesmen, when a

country possessing- a fully developed system of govern-
ment was added to their empire, to interfere as little as

possible with existing* institutions ; and there was a

special reason in the case of Egypt for adopting this

course. The country was, in a sense, the personal
spoil of Augustus ; while the older provinces of the
Roman Empire had been ^on from foreign kings for
the Republic by its generals and with its armies, Egypt
was the fruit of his victory over a Roman rival, albeit
a recreant to Roman ideas ; and, as the personal pro-
perty of that rival's wife, was confiscated for the private
benefit of the victor.

2. The elaborate system of government which had
gradually been developed by the native and Greek
kings was therefore taken over bodily by the Roman
emperors. In all probability the lower grades of
officials were left to complete their terms of office:

even in so high a position as that of epistrategos there

v i
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is found a Greek, Ptolemaios, the son of Herakleides,
thirteen years after the conquest ;<*> and as in later <

times that post was always held by a Roman, it may
be presumed that he had continued in his place undis-
turbed by the change of dynasty. For, indeed, the
Roman conquest of Egypt was practically nothing more
than a change of dynasty, and was attended by far less

disturbance than had many times been caused by the
transference of power in the time of the native kings.

3. In the course which Augustus chose to follow
with regard to the government of Egypt, he was
guided partly by his personal claim explained above,
and partly by considerations of prudence : <2> the country
was rich, and could easily furnish the materials for

supporting a revolt ; while, at the same time, anyone
who held Egypt could cause great inconvenience to

the population of Rome without any further hostile

measures than simply stopping the export of corn from
Alexandria, and could thus practically starve Rome
to his side, as Vespasian proposed to do/8) More-
over, Egypt was difficult of access, especially from
Rome : there was only one harbour on the Mediter-
ranean coast available for large vessels, at Alexandria ;

W
and the approaches by land across 'the deserts, either

from east or west, were dangerous for a body of any
large number of men. The Egyptians, too, were

always ready for a disturbance ; the most trivial

question would raise faction-fights among the crowds
of various nations and beliefs who inhabited Alex-

andria/5) while the inhabitants of the upper country
from time to time took up arms to settle their local

grievances ;
<tf) and from such small beginnings there

might arise serious troubles, unless prompt and
vigorous measures were taken. In all these reasons lay
a great argument for autocratic rule, which could act
on such an occasion without the danger of delay which
might arise from the necessity of consulting the senate,
purely formal as the consultation might be, to get con-
sent to measures which seemed good to the emperor.

4. Egypt was therefore treated as the personal domain
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of the Roman emperor ; and from him, directly or

indirectly, all the Egyptian officials held their posts.
To guard against any possibility of senatorial inter-

ference, no member of the senate was allowed to take

office, or even to set foot, without the special leave of
the emperor, in the country/

7) The highest position
that of prefect was usually filled by a Roman of

equestrian r*ank ;
<8> on one occasion at least a freed-

man/9) and on one an Alexandrian/10) who had obtained
the Roman citizenship, were placed in this office. The
prefect, nominally a procurator of the emperor, was
really a viceroy, taking almost the whole part played
in the system of government by the Greek kings. His
power was limited only by the right of appeal to the

emperor ; and he was head of every branch of the

administration, financial, judicial, and military/
11 ) The

sum -total that was to be raised by taxation was
determined by the emperor ; but the prefect was re-

sponsible to him for the collection and transmission,
of the money to Rome/12) and consequently was par-
ticularly concerned t<5 supervise the collectors and
other subordinate officials, with a view of keeping in
check their exactions, which tended to diminish the
revenues of the state ;

<13> and also had to decide upon
claims of exemption from taxation made by commun-
ities or individuals.*14) The judicial duties of the prefect,
which theoretically embraced all cases, both civil and
criminal, were lightened by the delegation of authority
to lower officials ;

<15> but large numbers of legal
questions came before him for settlement, as petitions
for the redress of injuries could be addressed directly
to him/1 ) and he received appeals or references from
the inferior courts/17) He went on circuit throughout
the country, probably every year, to try such causes/18)

He was also specially concerned to inquire into the
efficiency of the police of the various districts.^9) The
nominations to subordinate offices and liturgies, and
appeals against them, also came before him;*20) and
from him emanated the orders for official inquiries
and returns, such as the census lists of persons and
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property of all kinds which were constantly required,
and for the safe keeping of these and other records.<21>

'

All the troops in Egypt were under his control, and
their complaints and disputes were specially referred

to him for decision. <22> He held office at the will of the

emperor, and was not, apparently, appointed for any
definite period ;

^ the longest recorded tenure of the
office being that of Vitrasius Pollio, who was in

Egypt for upwards of sixteen years : <24> and he was
assisted by a council of Romans, who sat in the

praetorium.<
25>

5. In judicial matters, the immediate subordinate
of the prefect was the dikaiodotes,<

26> who went on
circuit with him, and in his absence acted for him<27>

His work lay chiefly in hearing and deciding cases
which had already been investigated by lower magis-
trates, and referred by them to his jurisdiction. <28> The
majority of the prefects of Egypt would not be

acquainted with legal procedure, and would require
an assessor to help them in their judicial work. And
the dikaiodotes was such an assessor : he filled the

place taken by legati juridici in other provinces. He
was, like the prefect, appointed by the emperor himself,
and was usually a Roman knight.

6. The only other purely judicial officer was the
archidikastes/20* who was, according to Strabo, a
local Alexandrian judge.<

30> His court usually sat at
Alexandria ; but he had competence in civil cases from
all parts of the country,*

1*1) and on one occasion is

recorded to have tried a case at Memphis.*32) He
appears to have had special charge of the archives at

Alexandria, and to have been the ordinary judge before
whom civil cases were brought which involved reference
to the documents preserved in those archives. He,
too, was usually a Roman citizen*

7. Immediately subordinate to the prefect there were,
ultimately, three epistrategoi/

88) appointed respectively
for the Thebais, the Heptanomis and Arsinoite nome,
and the Delta. In Upper Egypt such an official had
existed in Ptolemaic times ; but no evidence for the
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appointment of an epistrategos either in Middle or

Lower Egypt is found before the second century of the

Empire. With one exception, to which reference has

already been made, under Augustus, the epistrategoi
were always, so far as is known, Romans ; they were
the lowest of the imperial officials appointed from
Rome, and as such were the usual delegates for the
exercise of many of the powers nominally fulfilled by
the prefect. They held no military authority, except
in so far as the soldiers were employed for police
duties ; but they frequently appear as competent judges
in cases arising in their dioceses, through which they
went on circuit. <34> They were also charged with the
task of choosing on behalf of the government, from
names submitted to them by the local scribes, men to
hold the unpaid offices, such as that of strategos or

gymnasiarch.<
35> A considerable part of their work,

however, was that of intermediaries for the transmis-
sion to the authorities of the nomes of the orders of
the prefect, and the obtaining for the central govern-
ment of returns of taxation, population, and the like/36)

8. Below the epistrategos came the strategos, <H7> who
occupied the next step for the transmission to and fro

of orders and returns. The unit of government for

the strategoi was the nome ; though occasionally two
nomes were temporarily united under one strategos/

38)

or one nome was divided between two strategoi/
39) In

judicial affairs, they were the usual recipients of com-
plaints, where proceedings were to be taken under the
civil law : <40> and for the purpose of hearing such they
made circuits of their nomes, probably every month ;

<41 >

but, except when the power was specially delegated to
them by the prefect, dikaiodotes, or archidikastes, they
had no competence to deliver judgment :<42> complaints,
when received, were filed to await the visit of the

prefect on circuit. In such cases, however, it is prob-
able that the strategos made a preliminary investiga-
tion, to satisfy himself that there was a prim& facie
grievance ; and he certainly took evidence on oath,
copies of which were filed like the complaints^48)
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Copies of all census returns, whether of land, persons,
or animals, were addressed to him, as well as to the
census officers and scribes/44) In financial matters,
the strategos was responsible for the collection of the
taxes in his nome, and consequently had to supervise
the assessments of the districts into which it was
divided, and to take steps to recover debts due for

taxes ;
<46) he was also required to arrange the incidence

of the various liturgies, such as the corvte for the
maintenance of the dykes and canals/46) Strategoi
were appointed for a period of three years, presumably
from the inhabitants or property-holders* of the nomes
for which they were to hold office, by the epistrategoi,
the nominations being confirmed by the prefect/

47)

They were chosen indifferently from Romans, Greeks,
and Egyptians ; and were required, upon entry into
their office, to give up all other work, and to provide
security for the proper observance of their duties,
besides taking an oath to act according to law ;

<48>

while, at the close of their term, their accounts were
subjected to an official audit before the prefect/

49)

9. With the strategos was habitually associated the

royal scribe, who was his assistant in all departments
of his work, especially in receiving returns C50) and col-

lecting evidence for legal proceedings ;
<51) and, on

occasion, could act on his behalf/62) The royal scribe,
to judge from the records preserved, served for about
the same period as the strategos, though, in one
case at least, a scribe, Herakleides, was in office for
over five years/

63) He was probably also appointed
in the same manner. Instances of the appointment
of Romans to this post are rarer than to that of

strategos.
10. The nomarchs,<M) who had originally filled the

chief positions in each nome, had been deposed from
most of their functions by the strategoi ; but they were
still retained under the latter as financial officers, and
also appear to have had some special duties in con-
nection with the transport of goods/66) They exercised
some supervision over the collection of the taxes/66)
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, and the payment of the money to the local treasury/
57)

They were responsible for the performance of these

duties to the government, and were liable, in default

of raising" the due amount of revenue, to have their

property confiscated/58) In connection with their posi-
tion of supervisors of taxation, they were apparently
ranked as the financial authorities for the various trades

and occupations of the nome/59)

n. The records of the nome were kept by the biblio-

phylakes, with whom copies of all official documents
were deposited/

60) and who received notice of all

changes in the ownership of land/61) together with

periodical returns from the landholders of the nome
describing their property/

62) They were divided into

two departments, the one concerned with the work of

land-registry/
68) the other with the financial statements

of the district/64) The staff of the former at Arsinoe
numbered two.

12. The local government of the villages was in the
hands of a number of officials, whose precise relation-

ship to each other is hard to determine. The elders
were probably responsible for the'general management
of affairs ; they were a body of men known in one
instance to have numbered about ten, and in another
four, and to have been of no very substantial position,
possessing, in the first case, incomes of four or five

hundred drachmae, and in the second eight hundred/66)

They acted as intermediaries for the payment of taxes
on behalf of their village ;

<w> and were held liable to
the authorities of the nome for the peace of its inhabit-
ants ; which liability carried with it the duty of assist-

ing to present malefactors for trial, and of collecting
evidence when required/67)

13. The elders probably formed the village council,
which is only known from a single instance, in which
its president appears as hiring two dancing-girls for
the service of the village, doubtless to dance at a
festival/6*)

14. The village scribe was the person ultimately
responsible for the supply of all the various items of
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information required by the central government : it

was he who drew up lists of the inhabitants of the

village, their several holding's of land, the extent to,

and manner in, which each holding was cultivated ;

and generally gave all particulars necessary for the
assessment of the taxes upon each individual. In
connection with this duty, he had also to supply the

names of men suitable to be appointed to the liturgies
of the village.<

09>

15. In his work of cataloguing the inhabitants, the

village scribe was assisted by the laographoi, who were

appointed in each village for the sole purpose of col-

lecting census returns/70)

16. The agoranomoi <71> were village officials who
were chiefly, if not entirely, occupied with the execu-
tion and registration of contracts, wills, and other

legal documents. The parties to the contract attended
before an agoranomos, and, after it was drawn up,
probably by the clerk, and signed, it was registered,
and a copy deposited in the local archives.W If the
contract was not drawn up at the agoranomeion, notice
had to be given there of its completion/73) In the
Arsinoite nome, contracts appear habitually to have
been made at the grapheion ;

<74> or, if completed
privately, to have been registered there :

<76> but it does
not seem clear whether the grapheion was under the
control of the agoranomos.

17. The police administration of the nome<7 ) was
under the general supervision of the two eirenarchai :W
subordinate to them there were in each village one or
two archephodoi, who were the officials responsible for
the custody and production of offenders in court ;*

78)

in which duty the elders or others were sometimes
associated with them/79) The euschemones and eireno-

phylakes appear to have held about the same rank,
and to have performed similar duties to those of the

archephodoi/80) The actual work of arrest was done by
the lestopiastai or phylakes,<

81) the latter of whom were
paid officers, and were divided into classes according
to their work. In the maintenance of order, however,
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the assistance of the military was constantly sum-
moned ; and the centurions of the Roman army were

empowered to receive complaints, in the same manner
as the strategoi, with the addition that they could
order the summary arrest of offenders. ^8^

1 8. There were also a number of officials in the
towns and villages whose precise functions it is at

present impossible to determine : the exegetai/
88)

euschemones,<84> kosmetai,<85> and gymnasiarchs.*
86)

These were probably all offices which were imposed
as liturgies upon the wealthier members of the com-
munity ; and the holders of them shared with the elders
the general management of the affairs of their town or

pillage. In this capacity they could be called upon by
th^bigher officials to give such assistance as might
be required in the government of the district, by col-

lecting taxes, arresting criminals, or supplying evidence
with regard to the state of their local affairs. It is

possible that the exegetai were introduced into the

government of the towns when they were granted the

privilege of electing senates; but in Alexandria, at any
rate, the office of exegetes was not dependent on the
existence of a senate.

19. The revenues of the country, in addition to the

general authority exercised over them by the prefect,
received the special supervision of the idiologos, who
was appointed by the emperor, and who, in view of
the position of Egypt in the imperial economy as the

private property of the emperor, was virtually the
steward of the country ; he was nominally subordinate
to the prefect, but, being independently appointed,
would be likely to serve as a check on any attempt to

vary the imperial orders with regard to the taxation
of Egypt.<

87> The directions as to the amount of
revenue to be raised, its assessment, and the money
when collected, passed along the usual channel of
officials and subordinates, from prefect to strategos ;

but the actual collection was done by a special body of
officers, the praktores, who were divided into classes

according to the taxes with which they dealt poll
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tax/88) corn tax/89) bath tax/90) stephanikon,
91 and so

forth ; and for this purpose a number of the inhabitants
of each village of sufficient income which in one case
was looo drachmae were chosen by the strategos
from nominations by the village scribe/92) That the

liturgy of collecting- taxes was a burdensome one, in

respect of the time and expense involved, is shown
by a deed in which a man who had been named as

praktor 'appointed a deputy, and paid him 252 drachmae

yearly to do the work/93) The praktores were assisted

by another body, the epiterqtai ;
<w) and, in the case of

the wheat and barley taxes, by the paralemptai/9*)
The money taxes were usually paid into the public
or other bank of the village/

96) while the taxes in kind
went to the village granary, which was in charge of the

sitologoi/
97) who had to make monthly returns as to

the amount of corn stored therein.

20. In addition to the strategos of the nome, there
was a second check upon the collection of corn in the

dekaprotoi, who were appointed to hold office in the

toparchies, into which the nomes were divided, and to

supervise the storage of grain in the granaries/
98)

22. The collection of customs-duties at the stations
on the Nile and on the roads leading across the desert,
was in the hands of companies of farmers ;

<") and
other indirect taxes, such as the fees on sales and on
the registration of contracts, were likewise farmed/100)

That the position of farmer of taxes was not a very
profitable one, and, in fact, was probably little better
than a liturgy, especially after Nero had reformed the

system of collection by publishing tariffs, may be

gathered from the reluctance to continue their work
which is sometimes stated to have been shown by the

farmers, and from the special orders which had to be
issued by the prefects against compelling them to
undertake the duties/101) The collection of some taxes,
such as the poll tax, appears at some places to have
been done indifferently by the farmers of the customs
and the praktores : <102> it may be surmised that the

latter, in places where a body of farmers existed, made
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some arrangement with them to take over the \v*>rk of
revenue collection.

22. The domain lands, consisting* of the larg-g

properties which had belonged to the Ptolemies,

together with the possessions of state debtors, and
those for which no heirs or claimants appeared, were
administered, under the idiologos, by a dioiketes <103>

who was probably, like the idiologos, always a
Roman and a body of epitropoi or procurators. <104>

23. The administration of the large towns naturally
stood on a somewhat different footing to that of the

villages. Alexandria had been deprived of its senate

by Augustus ;
<106> but it still enjoyed a separate body of

officers, who were specially nominated by the prefect
himself/106^ The exegetes answered to the strategoi of
the nomes, having the general charge of the govern-
ment of the city, and was privileged to wear the purple.
The hypomnematographos was the counterpart of the

royal scribes, and acted as the clerk of the city. The
local courts were presided over by the archidikastes,
who had also, however, as has been seen above,
extraneous functions. There was, naturally, a body of

police, whose commander was dignified with the title

of strategos ; and in addition to the agoranomoi and
gymnasiarchs, whose place was similar to that which
they held in the country towns, there was at least one
imperial procurator of Neapolis and the Mausoleum
of Alexander specially attached to Alexandria/107)
The Alexandrian citizenship in itself carried certain
more or less substantial privileges, the chief of which
was the exemption from poll tax and liturgies ; the
citizens also shared in the distributions of corn, and
were entitled to be scourged with rods instead of whips ;

and it was only through the Alexandrian citizenship
that an Egyptian could attain to the Roman, until

Caracalla gave the latter privilege broadcast to all the

provincials.C10*) Severus had, a few years previously,
restored their senate to the Alexandrians ;

OW but there
is no evidence to show how far it superseded the

previous form of government.
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24. At Ptolemais - Hermiou, the administration of

the city on the Hellenic pattern, with archons and
a senate, established on its foundation by the

Ptolemies, was seemingly left to subsist as it stood by
Augustus/110) and Naukratis also probably preserved its

separate magistrates/
111) Antinoopolis was built and

organised by Hadrian as a Greek state, with a senate,

prytany, and tribes.<112> And at the end of the century
the chief towns of the nomes were granted the privilege
of self- government. Arsinoe,<lla> Herakleopolis,<

114>

Hermopolis,<
115> and Oxyrhynchos<

116> are known
instances, but doubtless every other metropolis of
a nome had its senate. At Thebes <117> also there were
archons in the time of Hadrian ; in this case, however,
the office was probably a religious one, as it was
hereditary, and the political importance of Thebes in

the second century was extremely small.

25. So far as can be ascertained from the scanty
evidence, the reorganisation of Egypt, which took place
at the end of the third century, under Diocletian,
effected more change in the titles than in the actual
duties of the officials concerned in the government.
The prefect of Egypt, to whose province Upper and
Lower Libya that is, Cyrene and Paraetonium were
added, received the title of Augustalis. Middle and
Lower Egypt, with Libya, were under his special
supervision ; and in place of the epistrategoi of the

Thebaid, Heptanomis and Delta are found in the
time of Theodosius II., the presides of Arcadia,
Augustamnica Secunda, Thebais, and Aegyptiaca, and
of the two divisions of Libya, and the corrector of

Augustamnica Prima. The military forces were placed
under a dux, whose authority extended over the whole
country, till about 380 A.D., when the province was
split up into three military divisions the limes

Aegypti, including Lower and Middle Egypt, under a
comes ; the Thebaid, under a dux ; and the two
divisions of Libya, likewise under a dux.*118)

26. The prefect of Egypt was not only deprived of
his control of the troops by the appointment of the
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comes under the Diocletianic reorganisation ; he was
also superseded in his financial duties by a new official,

the catholicus, who apparently took the place of the

idiologos, but was not, as he had been, subordinate to

the prefect. The dioiketes, who had special charge of
the imperial domain land, continued to exist with the

changed title of epitropos of the royal property.*
119)

27. Among the subordinate officials the strategoi
almost disappear in the Byzantine period, and their

place appears to have been taken in the Arsinoite nome
by the pagarchs, who were not, however, like them,
appointed to the charge of a nome, but merely to that

ofapagusor division of a nome/120) In the Hermo-
polite nome the praepositus pagi held an identical

position/
121) At Oxyrhynchos there is found another

official, the logistes, who more nearly resembled the

strategos in the extent of his jurisdiction over the
whole nome, and who fulfilled similar duties : <122) he is

once associated with the strategos.Ciao

28. The local government of the towns continued in

the hands of the senates ; while in the villages the
elders likewise remained as the chief authorities of
their districts/124) A few other minor officials appear
the ephor and the quadrarius, associated with the

komarch, and subordinate to the praepositus pagi, and
the exactores, who had taken the duties oftax collection
which formerly belonged to the praktores : these were
appointed by nomination for one year, a second year of
office only being allowed if such were the custom of
the district, or if no other suitable persons could be
found/12*)

29. The military authorities still took a considerable

part in the administration of justice, especially with
regard to criminal offences. The correspondence of
Flavius Abinnaeus, prefect of the camp at Dionysias in
the reign of Constantius II., shows that complaints
were frequently laid before him with petitions for
redress against injuries ; and the superior officer whose

aid^he was requested to invoke was the dux, another

military official/126) That his judicial functions were
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perhaps somewhat irregular, may be gathered from the
fact that on one occasion a serious dispute as to juris-
diction arose between him and the civil official s.<m>

However, though as a military officer he may not have

possessed any statutory powers in such legal matters,
his authority was unquestionably recognised ; and he
had the great advantage over the local officials, that his

decisions could be promptly enforced by the soldiers

under his command. It was probably this considera-
tion more than any other which caused the frequent
reference of criminal cases in Egypt to military officers.

30. In the sixth century fresh officials occur in sub-
ordinate posts : the epimeletes of the public treasury ;<

128>

the ethnikos and embolator or arkarikarios, who were
both collectors of taxes ;

<129> the pronoetes, who was
also a financial official. <130> But it is interesting to
observe how almost the whole government of a village,

apart from the mere duties of tax-collection, seems to
have passed into the hands of the wealthy landed

proprietor in some cases in the Oxyrhynchite nome,
where the leading house was that of Flavius Apion ;

so that on one occasion a village actually describes
that house as its pagarch. This custom had been
attacked by the laws against patronage ; but the orders
of the government were of little avail against the needs
of the Egyptians.*

131)

[See Note IX., p. 216, for a comparison of the ancient
and modern local government of Egypt.]



CHAPTER II

THE FIRST CENTURY OF ROMAN RULE IN EGYPT,
30 B.C.-68 A.D.

AUGUSTUS.

30 B.C.-I4 A.D.

Buildings* Alexandria : Nikopolis. Sok-

nopaiou Nesos : peribolos of temple of

Soknopaios. Tentyra: hypostyle,outside
back wall, east and west walls of great
temple ; temple of Isis ; Typhonium.
Koptos: small chapel. Philae: east wall,

temple K ; cast and north walls, temple
J. Deboti west wall oftemple. Talmis:
temple. J)endun front wall of temple.
Pselkis : pronaos completed.

[In almost all the cases where the name
of Augustus appears on buildings, it

merely shows that a work previously
begun was being carried on. The

small chapel at Koptos is perhaps an exception, and may
have been entirely built in his reign. The propylon of the

temple of Isis at Tentyra was dedicated for him. The
. inscription from Soknopaiou Nesos in the Ghizeh Museum
refers to a building which has probably been destroyed. The
building of Nikopolis is mentioned by Dio Cassius (li. 18).]

Inscriptions. Hieroglyphic : L.D. iv. 69, 70, 71, 72, 73. Demotic :

L.D. vi. 32. Greek: C.I.G. 4715, 4723, 4909, 5080; M.A.
61, 65 ; App. iii. i ; Rec. Trav. 1890, p. 62 ; Lumbroso, Docu-
ment! Greci del Mus. Egiz. di Torino, App. II. Trilingual:
Sitzungsb. d. Kaiserl. Akad. zu Berlin, 1896, p. 469.

Pafrrt.B.G.U. 174, 189, 543, 580; G.G.P. i. 45, 46, ii. 40;
C.P.R. 224; Petrie, Hawara, p. 36, No. 244; Pap. B.AL
256 *d, e, 262, 354.

Ostra*a.BM. 12,612, 12,618 (R.E. iv. p. 183).

i. THE deaths of Antony and Cleopatra secured the
immediate recognition of Augustus as their successor

15
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by the population of Lower Egypt ; and he was thus
able to return to Rome, leaving

1 to the prefect the

greater part of the work connected with the settlement
of the country. Before his

departure, however, he took
three "steps to impress upon
the Greeks of Alexandria that

they were no longer to look
for special privileges as from
rulers of their own race, or
to arrogate to themselves the

position of a sovereign class.

In addition to depriving them
of their senate/132) and thus

destroying the most char-

acteristically Hellenic part of
the local government, he

granted to the Jews of the

city a renewal of all the rights
and privileges which they had

enjoyed under the Ptolemies,
thus placing them on a position
of equality with the Greeks,
or even of superiority ; for,
on the one hand, they were
allowed to choose an eth-

narch or a council of elders

to regulate their own affairs/
133) while the Greeks

lost their right to elect a senate ; though, on the

other, they were liable to pay the poll tax, from
which the Greeks were free. These concessions were

granted to the Jews by Augustus, to whom that
nation had been of considerable service, in the teeth
of a request from the Greeks for their refusal.

The third blow aimed at the Greek population,
which if it had succeeded in its object would
have been the heaviest of all, was the foundation
of-a new city, named Nikopolis, four miles east of
Alexandria/184) To this Augustus seemingly designed
to remove the seat of government and the official

FIG. i. Augustus: Temple K,
Philre.
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celebrations of religion. But the new settlement never

flourished, and only
continued to exist as

the camp of the Roman
garrison.

2. The submission
of Lower Egypt to the

Roman government
did not carry with it

that of the southern

districts, which for

many years had been

^subject in little more
than name to the kings
of Egypt. So the first

duties which fell to the
new prefect, Cornelius Fi<s- a. Augustus adoring Isis: Tentyra.

Gallus, consisted in suppressing disturbances up the

country. Heroopolis was the first city to rise against f9 *c.

&: Temple of Hathor. ;

the Romans, atid to be retaken;**") A more widdy
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spread revolt was caused in the Thebaid by the arrival

of the Roman tax-collectors ; but the Egyptians were no
match for the legions
which followed. In

fifteen days the rebels

were crushed in two

pitched battles, and the

country was secured

by the reduction of
.

s
_ . . . _ the towns of Boresis,

"1 \ (\\ I ( <^A Koptos, Keramike, Di-
... II If SiVr4 -X r^r M

1 ospolis, and Ophieum.
The prefect marched,.

FIG. 4. Khnum forming Augustus, and
Hekt giving him life : Tentyra.

king of the ^Ethiopians.

on to Syene, and on
the island of Philae met
ambassadors of the

The region beyond the First

FIG. 5. Talmis: Front of Temple.

Cataract had been for over a century entirely independ-
ent of Egypt ; and Gallus, not caring to venture into
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unknown country, came to terms with the ambassadors,

by which the border territory known as the Triakon-

taschoinoi was constituted a Roman protectorate, but

left in the hands of the ^Ethiopians.<
iao>

3. This easy conquest of the country was celebrated

by Gallus with such extravagant praise of himself, that

he aroused the displeasure of his master. He caused
statues to be set up in his honour, and inscriptions to

be carved on public buildings ; and Augustus, lest the

Egyptians should hold the viceroy above the emperor,
recalled him from his province ; whereupon he com- [a8 B.C.

mitted suicide.<187>

4. His successor, Gaius Petronius, was called upon
to suppress a rising of the Alexandrians probably one

FIG. 6. Tentyra : Temple from the south.

of the general riots in which the turbulent mob of the
chief city of Egypt indulged from time to time.<l88>
It was, at any rate, easily quelled ; and the soldiers
were turned to the more useful task of clearing the
irrigation canals, which had silted up during the reigns
of the later Ptolemies to such an extent as seriously to
diminish the amount of land available for cultivation/189)
The work was successfully accomplished, so that a rise
of twelve cubits at Memphis, when the Nile was in

flood, conferred as much benefit on the country as one
of fourteen had done in previous years.

5- ^lius Callus, the third prefect, was specially
commissioned to subdue the districts of Ethiopia,
Trogodytica, and Arabia, Through these the trade-
routes from Central Africa and India ran; and the
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Romans, imagining that the valuable goods which they
received along these channels were produced by their

immediate neighbours,
designed to get into their

possession districts of

as B.C.] i^, -ftii f3 /")//
such wealth. Gallus ac-

cordingly built a fleet at

Cleopatris, and sailed to

attack Arabia with a force

of 10)000 Roman troops,
loco Nabataeans, and 500
Jews, the two latter con-

tingents being supplied by
the client-kings Obodas
and Herod. The expedi-
tion landed at Leuke
Kome on the Arabian

coast, where it wintered,
and moved forward in the

spring into the territory
of the Sabseans. But

by the time that the

Romans had reached the
Sabaean capital, Mariaba,
although they had no-
where met the Arabian
forces in a regular battle,

they had suffered so much
from disease and want of

water, that Gallus deter-

mined on retreat, with-
out making any serious

attempt on the town ;

and withdrew his troops
to Nera Kome, whence
he returned by way of

Myos Hormos and Kop-

FIG. 7. Augustus : Talmis.

FIG,- 8. Augustus : Debft.

6. The expedition had
Failed largely through the
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ignorance or incapacity of the prefect, who had wasted
his time and forces by an unnecessarily long voyage and
march. If he had obtained proper information about
the country he intended to invade, as he might easily
have done from merchants, he could have learnt that the
route to be followed was the more southerly one from
Berenike to the island Katakekaumene. It was pos-
sibly on account of this failure that, in the follow-

FIG. 9. Talmis : Temple from behind.

ing year, the government of Egypt is found in the
hands of Gaius Petronius once more/141) During the
absence of JElms Gallus in Arabia, the Ethiopians
had taken the opportunity to break off the friendly
relations which Cornelius Gallus had established with
them

; and their muster of 30,000 ill-armed men had fo B.C.

seized Syene, Elephantine, and Philse, defeating the
three Roman cohorts which were stationed in that
district. Petronius, however, brought up a force of
10,000 infantry and 800 cavalry, and drove them back
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to Pselkis. There three days were spent in fruitless

negotiations, at the close of which the Romans defeated

them, and successively stormed Pselkis, Premis, and
the ^Ethiopian capital Nabata. Leaving a garrison,

FIG. io. Dendur: Temple.

FIG. if. Psclkis : Temple and Pylon*
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Petronius returned to Alexandria, only to be recalled

next year by the news that his garrison was besieged.
It was, however, speedily relieved ; and Kandake, the

queen of the ^Ethiopians, sent ambassadors to Rome to

sue for peace, which was granted, and their territory
evacuated.*142) A part of the Roman protectorate of
the Triakontaschoinoi the district between Syene, the

former frontier town, and Hiera Sykaminos, known as

the Dodekaschoinoi was, however, now definitely

FIG. la. Hiera Sykaminos: Temple.

occupied by Roman troops as a military frontier,

seemingly not subject to the civil authorities, and not

organised, like the rest of Egypt, as a nome.(
143> From

this time the relations of Egypt and ^Ethiopia remained
on the whole peaceful. A few years later a mission
from Kandake into Roman territory left a record on
its return at Pselkis ;

<144> but with this exception
nothing is heard of the ^Ethiopians for many years after

the expedition of Petronius,

*- c -
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TIBERIUS.

'4-37*

t30 U.C.-68 A.D.

Buildings. Philae : temple J, west wall ; easl wall and wall of

hypostyle, temple K ; door M ; colonnade F ; colonnade D.
Ombos : temple. ApollinopoHs Parva : temple of Isis peri-
bolos. Koptos : temple of Ptolemy XI II. Tentyra : pronaos.
Athribis : pronaos of temple of Thriphis.

[The buildings executed under Tiberius at Phils were all con-
tinuations of earlier undertakings ; as was the work on the

temples at Koptos and Ombos, At ApollinopoHs Parva,
Tentyra, and Athribis, additions were made or completed to

old temples.]
Inscriptions. Hieroglyphic: L.D. iv. 74, 75, 76; Petrie, Koptos,

xxvi. 6, 7, 8. Demotic: L.D. vi. 26, 27, 33. Greek: C.I.G.

64 ; App. iii. 2, 3 ;

6589.
19, 21, pp.Ostraka.

No. i ; ix. p. 198, No. 4.

JPt*tpri. B.C. U. 197, 636 ; Petrie, Hawara, p. 36, Nos. 41, 60, 166,

208, 212-4, 238; Pap. B.M. 195, 256 "a/ 276, 277, 357, 445.
Miscellaneous. A stele of Tiberius adoring Horus and Isis (M.G.)

from
Apollinopolis

Parva ; a similar stele from Koptos (Fetrie,

Koptos, p. 22j.

7. During the remainder of the reign of Augustus,
and the whole of that of Tiberius, Egypt remained in

a state of comparative tranquillity ; so that by the tenth

year of the latter emperor the three Roman legions
which had formed the original garrison of the country
had been already reduced to two.<146> The strict watch
which Tiberius kept upon his ministers tended to

preserve this tranquillity, by checking any exaction or

oppression on the part of the officials which might
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have given occasion for disturbances among the people.

FIG. 13. Tiberius : Philae.

Thus he rebuked the prefect ^milius Rectus, who sent

FIG. 14. Phflee : West side of Great Court.

to Rome a larger amount of tribute than that which
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had been fixed, for flaying- his sheep instead of shearing*
them/14*)

8. The same strictness appears in his censure of
Germanicus Caesar, who, when sent out as governor of
the East, took the opportunity of visiting Egypt on an

FIG. 15. Tentyra : Portico of Temple. (Photo, by W. M. F. Petrie.)

antiquarian tour, ascending the Nile as far as Syene.
He had, however, omitted to obtain permission from
the emperor, and had thus broken the law laid down
by Augustus, which forbade any Roman citizen of

senatorial rank, without such permission,* to enter

Alexandria: he had also taken upon himself to open
the public granaries in a time of scarcity, and allow the

stores of wheat hoarded there to be sold, thus lowering
the price of grain ; and had gone about among the
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people in a Greek dress, without gfuards.<
147> All these

acts were capable of treasonable interpretation, especi-

FIG. i7,Stele of Tiberius adoring Isis and Horu in Ghizeh
Museum. (Photo, by J. G. M.)

ally when done in Egypt, the province which gave to
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its possessor the command of Rome, and which was
always ready to embark on a new course of sedition

FIG. 18. Tiberius : Philae.

with any leader who might call to it ; and they were
visited with severe reproof by Tiberius.

CALIGULA.

A.D.]

Buildings. Tentyra : hypostyle of great
temple. Koptos : passage dedicated
to Khem-ra.

[The buildings
of this reign were appar-

ently only continuations of the older

works.]
Inscriptions. Hieroglyphic : L. D. iv. 76.

Greek: C.I.G. iii. 5101; Sitzungsb.
der Kg-1. Preuss. Akad. 1887, P- 4*9>
No. 125. Latin: P.S.B.A. xviii. p.

107.
Ctow&*.--P.S.B.A. v. pp. 84ff., B.M. 57906;

vii. pp. 1 1 ff. , No. 20.

Papyri. C.P.R. 242; Pap. B.M. 177.

9* The last of the prefects appointed by Tiberius,
Avillius Flaccus, succeeded for some years in keeping
the various factions in Egypt quiet, if not satisfied, by
administering even-handed justice to all ranks and
classes alike, and by holding firmly under control both
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the Alexandrian mob and the Roman soldiery. -But
on the death of Tiberius the reins of empire passed
into the weaker hands of Cal-

igula ; and the old - standing
enmity of Greeks and Jews soon
found an occasion for .open
conflict in the eccentricities of
the new emperor. The signal
for the outbreak was given by
the arrival of Agrippa at Alex-
andria on his way to the king-
dom which his friendship with

Caligula had secured him. The
Jewish account ofwhat foliowed,
given by Philo and Josephus,
naturally throws the whole

FlG Calila: T
blame on the Greeks ; but it may
be remarked that the visits of Agrippa and of his

son to Alexandria were always coincident with riots.

The newly-made king was well known to the Alex-
andrian money-lenders ; and in his sudden elevation

from bankruptcy to a throne the mob saw an opportunity
for the coarse humour in which they delighted : they
dressed up an idiot with a paper crown, and $ led

him about the streets in mockery of the parvenu
king. The disturbance once begun, as the Greeks

might feel certain that Agrippa would lay the Jewish
case before his friend the emperor, they proceeded to

find a justification for their actions in the plea that the

Jews had disregarded the order of Caligula for the
erection of statues of himself in all temples, and to

enter the Jewish synagogues for the purpose of placing
therein such statues. By this stroke of policy they got
the prefect on their side, and induced him to withdraw
from the Jews the rights of citizenship, to have thirty-

eight of the Jewish elders scourged by the public execu-

tioner, and to order all the houses in the Jewish quarter
to be searched for concealed arms. Meanwhile the

Greeks plundered and slew the Jews at their will.

10. The attempts of the Jewish community to lay

[38 A D.
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a complaint before the emperor were suppressed by
Flaccus, until Agrippa took up their cause. His in-

fluence was sufficient to secure the disgrace and recall

of the prefect, for which a colourable pretext might be
found in the facts that he had not been able to keep the

peace in his province, and had certainly exceeded his

powers in depriving the Jews of the rights of citizen-

ship : although neither of these arguments would be

FIG. 20. Alexandria : Ruins of the Gymnasium. (Ainslie, Views in

Egypt.)

likely to have any great weight with Caligula in the
actual decision of the case, as the riots had arisen over
the question of his own deification, and the Jews had
been punished for opposing his wishes.

u. The precautions taken in effecting the deporta-
tion of Flaccus serve to show the strong position held

by a prefect of Egypt. A centurion was specially

despatched from Rome with a cohort of soldiers, and,
on approaching Alexandria, waited till night fell before
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he entered the harbour. He then hurried to surprise
the prefect before any news of the arrival of the Roman
vessel could reach him, arrested him at a supper party,
and took him back on board without delay.

12. Agrippa had effected the disgrace of Flaccus ;

but he was unable to procure a favourable hearing at
Rome for an embassy which the Jews sent to lay their

case before Caligula. This embassy, which was headed
by Philo, was confronted by another representing the

Greeks, whose spokesman was Apion ; and the two
parties exhausted themselves in running about the

palace after the emperor, and endeavouring to get a
few arguments or explanations interposed in the dis-

cussion of domestic trivialities which occupied most of
the attention of the court. Finally, as the only ques-
tion of importance appeared to be the worship of the

emperor, the Jews were glad to be dismissed by him
with an affectation of contemptuous pity for a people
who could not recognise that he was a god.<

148>

CLAUDIUS.

Buildings. Tentyra : columns of great
temple. Latopolis : corner pillars of
pronaos and columns. Philae : west
colonnade.

[Under Claudius the records of building*
refer only to the continuations of work
previously begun.]

Inscriptions. Hieroglyphic : L.D. iv. 77,

78. Greek: C.I.G. iii. 4956, 46976;
M.A. 47 ; App. iii. 4, 5. Latin : C.I.L.
iii. 6624.

Ostrakon. P.S.B.A. vii. pp. uff., No, 14.

Papyri. B.G.U. 37, 177, 297, 584, 611,

713; G.G.P. ii. 41; C.P.R. 4; G.O.P.
' 37 38* 39; Pap. B.M. 139 a, 1396, 165.

13. Agrippa reappeared in the tumults which broke
out at Alexandria after the death of Caligula ; and
on this occasion the Jews were unquestionably the

aggressors. They hoped to be able, under an emperor
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who was more favourably disposed towards their nation
than the late one had been, to
take vengeance on the Greeks ;

and Agrippa, whose influence

was still strong at Rome,
procured the countenance of
Claudius for their claims and
the restoration of the rights of

citizenship and self-government
which had been conferred upon
them by Augustus. He went
so far as to appear in public at

Alexandria, and read aloud the

imperial edict for the protection
of the Jews.<

149>
FIG. 2i.--Claudius : Philae.

FIG. 23, Latopoiis : Capitals of columns. (Photo, by W. M. F. Petrie.)
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14. The hatred of Jews and Greeks, however, was
not likely to be stilled by such measures, and when the

younger Agrippa, who had been made king of Chalkis f53 A.D.

by Claudius, came to play the same part at Alexandria
as his father, the Greeks, resenting his interference in

their affairs, despite his friendship with the emperor,
sent an embassy under Isidoros the gymnasiarch to

Rome to make formal complaint of his behaviour. <160>

15. Since the time of the expedition of ^Elius Callus

FIG. 23. Hermopolis Magna : Temple. (Description de I'Egypte.)

into Arabia, the Romans had learnt that the goods
brought into the Red Sea ports by Arab vessels came,
not from Arabia, but from India ; and they rapidly
took the trade into their own hands. The discovery
was partly made by accident, when, in this reign, a
Roman tax-collector was driven by a storm from the
coast of Arabia to Ceylon ;

<161> but the government
took systematic measures to secure the monopoly for

ships from Egyptian ports. In addition to steps for

v 3
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the suppression of piracy in the Red Sea, a Roman
fleet was sent about this time against Adane, the chief

trading - centre of the Arabian coast, and destroyed
it/

162) apparently for purely commercial reasons ; and a

special customs tariff was adopted, favouring the direct

Indian trade by the imposition of a heavy import duty
of twenty-five per cent, on goods from Arabian ports.

16. The development of trade, together with the

advantages secured to the Egyptians by a settled and
careful government, chief amongst which was the im-

provement of the irrigation system, brought a renewal
of prosperity to the country, which was marked by the

reopening of the Alexandrian mints under Claudius.

Very little fresh coinage was put into circulation in

the reign of Augustus, and by the time of Caligula the
issue of local money had entirely stopped. It now,
however, recommenced, and considerable issues of the
debased silver tetradrachms, which served as the
Alexandrian stater, were made. Still larger quantities
were struck under Nero ; indeed, so numerous were the
coins then put into circulation, that in the hoards of the

succeeding century they habitually form one-half of the
total sum.<163

NERO.
54-68.

Buildings. -Karanis : propylon of temple of

Pnepheros. Tentyra: east wall, colon-

nades, and columns of great temple.
Koptos : tetnple of Ptolemy XIII. Om-
bos : west colonnade,

[The only building
1 of Nero which appears to

have been more than a continuation of
previous work is the propylon at Karanis,
which may have been erected wholly in

this reign.]
Inscriptions. Hieroglyphic : L.D. iv. 79, 80 ;

Petrie, Koptos, xxvi. 9. Demotic :L,D.
vt. 144. 'Greek: C.I.G. Hi. 4699; M.A.
99, c ; R.E.G. viL p. 284, No. 10? Petrie,

Iliahun, p. 33; E.E.F. Report, 1895-96, p< 16, No. a. Latin:
C.I.L. iit. 30.

Ostrak** P.S.B.A. v. pp. 84 ff., B.M. 5790 k, B.M. [no number];
vii. pp. ii ff., Nos. 16, 22.
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Papyri. B.G.U. 112, 181, 379, 59*, 612, 650, 748; G.O.P. i.

99; Pap. B.M. 154, 181, 280, 281.

Miscellaneous. Stele of Nero adoring Min, from Koptos, Petrie,

Koptos, p. 22.

17. A fresh and unusually serious riot of the Greek
and Jewish factions broke out soon
after the accession of Nero. It

was provoked by the expedition of
a large body of Egyptian Jews to

Palestine, with the object of setting

Jerusalem free from Roman rule.

The expedition itself was fruitless,

but the religious fervour which had

inspired it and sent it out, found
further vent in a quarrel at Alex-

andria, where the Jews attacked the

amphitheatre in which the Greeks
were assembled, alleging the ill-

treatment of certain of their fellows

in justification ; and, but for the
FIG. 24. Nero : Teniyra.

FIG. 25.-^Karanis : Interior of Terapte of Pnepherds and
Petesoucfaos. (Photo, by J. G, M.)
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active interposition of the prefect with a number of the

Jewish elders, would have set fire to it. The Greeks

naturally indulged in reprisals, until the Roman
garrison had to be called out to protect the Jews, and
secure them in their own quarter/

164)

1 8. Apart from Alexandria, however, Egypt was peace-
ful. Even on the southern frontier the tribes of the desert

had ceased from troubling ; in great measure, no doubt,
because of the waste which had been made of the debat-

FIG. 6. Nero : Ombos.

ableground above the First Cataract, and which secured

peace because there was no plunder. A tribune, sent
with a scouting party from Syene to Meroe, found

nothing along the banks of the Nile but desert/iw>

19. This mission was connected with a great scheme
of conquest in the Eastern provinces to which Nero
was devoting his attention. One of the objects was
the invasion of ^Ethiopia ; and for this purpose, just

63 A D 3 before his fall he despatched to Alexandria some of the
German legions.<

1M> A year previously he had seem-
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ingly been expected at Alexandria, as coins were
struck bearing the type of the galley which was to

convey him ;
<157> and when he heard of the proclama-

''7*3$?$$

FIG. 27. Karanis : Gateway of Nero in Temple of Pnepheros and
Petssouchos. (Photo, by J. G. M.)

tion of Galba as emperor by the troops, and of his

approach, he thought of retiring to Egypt, or even
of asking for the position of prefect of that country.C

158)

20. On the whole, the internal condition of Egypt
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had steadily improved during
1 the first century of its

government by the Romans. The immediate results

of the conquest by Augustus, it is true, had not been
favourable to its prosperity ; the trade and agriculture
had been rapidly deteriorating under the later Ptolemies,
and the^sudden removal of all the portable property~~

of the court, representing a large
amount of capital, from the country,
did not tend to improve matters.
There was no remission of taxation ;

a large quantity of corn was with-
drawn yearly as tribute ; the rate
of interest was high eighteen per

FIG. 28. Galley of cent./ 15^ at any rate in one early
Nero. (Bodleian.) instance ; though shortly afterwards
the rate, subsequently normal, of twelve per cent, is

.found ;
<1(JO> and all signs point to a general scarcity

of money. The consequence of these difficulties may
partly be traced in the several outbreaks under

'Augustus. But gradually, under the care of a suc-

cession of able prefects, the state of the country was
improved. The frontiers were secured against in-

vasion by the defeat of the Ethiopians by Petronius ;

the external trade of the country was enlarged by
the development of the Red Sea traffic with India
'and the East ; measures were taken, notably by
Claudius, for the extension of manufactures and
mineral workings ; and the government encouraged
agriculture by restoring the means of irrigation in the

cleansing of the canals, first done by Petronius in the

reign of Augustus, and subsequently by Balbillus in

that of Nero. The increase in general prosperity is

marked by the large issues of fresh coinage under
Claudius and Nero. The decree of the inhabitants of
Busiris and the Letopolite nome in honour of Nero and
his prefect Balbillus,<

161> which styles Nero the Agathos
Daimon of the world, is probably more than a mere
empty formula, and shows the actual feeling of the

people towards the government which had done so
much to improve the condition of the country.



CHAPTER III

A CENTURY OF PROSPERITY, 68-182 A.D.

GALBA.

68-69.

Buildings. Thebes : small temple of Med-
inet Habu.

[At Thebes, the work done in previous
rciens was still continued under
Galba.]

Inscriptions. Hieroglyphic: L.D. iv. 80.

Greek: C.I.G. iii. 4957; Petrie, Kop-
tos, c. vi. No. ii.

i. THE legions sent to Egypt by Nero went no farther

FIG. 29. Galba: Thebes.

than Alexandria, and were recalled immediately on the

accession of Galba ;
<162> since the idea of an invasion

89
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of Ethiopia was not one that was likely to attract

the new emperor, and if that project was dropped,
there was no need whatever for increasing- the garrison
of two legions in Egypt.

OTHO.

69.

Buildings. Thebes : door of small temple
of Medinet Habu.

[The building
1 at Thebes was a continua-

tion of earlier work.]
Inscription. Hieroglyphic: L.D. iv. 80.

2. These two legions at first showed no desire to

Fie. 30. Otho : Thebes.
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rival the Roman armies of the West in the work of

making emperors. They took the oath of allegiance
to Galba, and on his murder they accepted Otho with

equal readiness/103) The three months' reign of Otho,
however, did not seemingly give time for the news of

his accession to spread over Egypt generally beyond
Alexandria ; coins were struck there for him at the

imperial mint, but in the official and other documents
of the upper country no emperor is usually recognised
between Galba and Vespasian/

104) and Otho's name
appears only in a single inscription on one of the

temples whose erection was continued through all the

changes of rulers.

VITELLIUS

69.

3. The news of the proclamation of Vitellius by the

troops in Germany, however, induced the Egyptian
army to take action, and they joined with the other

legions of the East in finding a candidate of their own.
In less than three months after the death of Otho and
the accession of Vitellius, Vespasian, who had already
been hailed as emperor by the troops under his com-
mand in Syria, was formally proclaimed at Alexandria toi Jui:

by the prefect Tiberius Julius Alexander/105) With
the support of all the legions of Syria and Egypt, he
was secure in the possession of the East, and might
have starved out Rome by simply cutting off the Egyp-
tian corn supplies, as indeed he was advised to do by
Mucianus/106) But be preferred to take more speedy
measures, and sent Mucianus with his own son Domi-
tian to crush the forces of Vitellius in Italy.
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ii if.

ri.

140,

VESPASIAN US.

69-79.

Buildings. Karanis: temple of Pnepheros.
Latopolis : architrave. Oasis of Dak"
Ml : temple of Ammon Ra.

[The gateway of the temple of Pnepheros
at Karanis was dedicated for Vespasian.
Apart from this, his name only appears
on minor parts of building's in progress.

Inscriptions. H ierog'lyphic : L. D. i v. 8 1 .

Greek: C.I.G. iii. 4719; E.E.F.

Report, 1895-96, p. 16, No. 3; P.S.B.A.
xi. p. 228. Latin: C.I.L. iii. 31, 32,

33, 34, 6603.
Ostraka. P.S.B.A. v. pp. 84 ff., B.M.

579i <*, 5790 d, 5791 j, Leyden ; vii. pp.
f., No. 17 ; C.I.G. iii. 48630 ; Louvre, N. et E., Nos. I, 2.

B.G.U. 184, 251, 594, 595, 597, 644; Pap. B.M. 131,

260, 261, 282 ; Pctrie, Hawara, p. 36, No. 381.

4. Vespasian himself proceeded to Alexandria, that

he might be ready to adopt the plan of starvation, if

his army were defeated. < 1(J7> Very shortly after his

arrival, however, he received the news of the defeat

and murder of Vitellius, and of his own recognition at

Rome/168) He was naturally received in great state by
the Alexandrians, who had not been favoured with the

sight of a Roman emperor since the departure of

Augustus after his conquest, and must have felt how
greatly the position of their city was changed from
that which it held in the days when it was the home
of the kings of Egypt. So Vespasian found himself
treated as a god. A blind man, and one with a
withered hand, came to him to be healed, in accordance
with advice which they said they had received from

Sarapis ;
and the report went abroad that he succeeded

in restoring them, the one by spitting upon his eyelids,
the other by trampling upon him. He was also vouch-
safed a vision in the temple of Sarapis, where he saw
Basilides, one of the best known men in Alexandria,
who was actually at that moment lying seriously ill

many miles away.<
169>

5. But the Alexandrians soon found out that their
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god was essentially a man of business, who was so
careful of mundane affairs as to increase the taxes and
to claim payment of even the smallest debt from his
friends ; and they revenged themselves for their

disenchantment by returning to the habits of scurrility

FIG. 31. Karanis : Gateway of Vespasian in Temple of Pnepherds
and Petesouchos. (Photo, by J. G. M.)

with which they amused themselves at the expense of
their rulers. A tax upon salt fish won for Vespasian
the name of Kybiosaktes, and his anxiety about a loan
of six obols, that of "the six-oboller." He replied to
these witticisms characteristically enough, by ordering
a poll tax of six obols to be laid on the Alexandrians,
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who had hitherto been exempt from the direct taxation
to which all other inhabitants of Egypt were liable ;

but his son Titus intervened, and secured a pardon for

the city.<
l70>

6. The two legions, the III Cyrenaica and XXII
70 A.D.] Deiotariana, which formed the chief part of the Roman

garrison of Egypt, were summoned from Alexandria to

FIG. 32. Alexandria : "Cleopatra's Needle "and Roman
tower. (Description de 1'Egypte.)

reinforce the army which Was besieging Jerusalem.*
171)

They remained there until the fall of the city, when
they were apparently accompanied back to Egypt, by
Titus, who had taken his father's place as commander
against the Jews. During his visit to Egypt he showed
the same regard for the feelings of the people which
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had formerly led him to intercede with his father on
behalf of the Alexandrians : he attended the conse-
cration of a new Apis bull at Memphis, and lent to it

the honour of an imperial presence, by appearing
1

in

FIG. 33. Roman Stele : in Ghizeh Museum.
(Photo, by J. G. M.)

state, crowned with a diadem. This action, however,
while calculated to increase the popularity of the
Roman government in Egypt by the countenance given
to the national religion, was viewed with disfavour at

Rome, as if it betokened a desire to seize the crown
prematurely.<

m>
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FIG. 34. Titus : Latopolis.

TITUS.

79-81.

Buildings. Latopolis : south and east
walls of temple. Oasis of Dakhel :

portal and sanctuary of temple of
Ammon Ra.

[Under Titus, the
only buildings recorded

are continuations.]
Inscriptions. Hieroglyphic: L.D. iv. 81.

Greek : App. iii. 6.

Papyri. Petrie, Hawara, p. 36, No. 321 ;

G.O.P. i. 165.

Titus, however, who was the first Roman emperor,
with the possible exception of^
Nero, to show any tendency
towards a truly imperial policy
in his dealing's with the nations
of the Greek East, and to
forsake the old traditions of

treating- them as mere slaves
of Rome, did not live long

enough to exercise much influence on the destinies of
the Empire.

DOMITIANUS.
81-96.

Buildings. Koptos : bridge. Latopolis :

east wall and columns of temple. Kum-
er-Resras : temple of Isis. Kysis : back
wall of temple.

[The bridge pver the canal at Koptos was
wholly rebuilt under Domitian. The
work done on temples was in continua-

tion.]

Inscriptions. Hieroglyphic L.D. iv. 81.

Greek : C. I.G. iii. 5042, 5043, 5044 ; Petrie,

Koptos, c. vi., No. 4 ; (mentioned) E.E.F.
Report, 1893-94, p. 10. Latin : C.I.L.

35 36 37.;
Priv. Vet. 15, 18 ; Petrie,

Koptos, c. vi., No. 3.'

Ostraka. P.S.B.A. v. pp. 84 ff., B.M. 57900, 579 **>J>7
99f> 57^^,

5790 h, 5791 i ; vii. pp. n ff., Nos. 23, 24, pp. 898., Nos, i, 2.

Papyri. B.G.U. 183, 190, 260, 526, 536, 596; G.G.P. ii. 42, 43*

Pap. B.M. 14*1, 142, 163, 216, 257/258, 259,' 285, 286, 287, a^
290.
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8. The recognition of local deities, which had been

semi-officially begun by Titus, was
carried further under Domitian, by the

issue of coins at Alexandria with the

names of, and types specially belong-
ing to, the several nomes/178> The
vigour of the various centres of wor-

ship, and the amount of hatred engen-
dered thereby between the inhabitants

of the nomes to which they belonged,
is illustrated by an anecdote recorded

by Juvenal, who during this reign
l ' Stop<5S!

***

was sent to hold a subordinate com-
mand in the camp at Syene. He tells how the men
of the neighbouring towns of Tentyra and Ombos
in the Thebaid, the first of which persecuted the

crocodile, while the second worshipped it, took the

opportunity of a festival to have a fight ; and one of
the Ombites, who was caught while his fellows were
running away, was killed and eaten by the Tenty-
rites.<174> A more serious instance is preserved by
Plutarch, with reference to the towns of Oxyrhynchos
and Kynopolis, in the Heptanomis, where the Roman
troops had to be called in to put a stop to a war which
had arisen in consequence of insults offered by the
inhabitants of either district to the god of their neigh-
bours/176)

9. At Alexandria, however, the worship of Isis and
Sarapis had long overshadowed that of all the other

Egyptian . gods ; and from Alexandria the influence of
these cults had spread into Italy, where they had gradu-
ally become fashionable in spite of the endeavours of
the government to suppress them ; until Domitian him-
self erected temples to Isis and Sarapis in Rome.<176>
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NERVA.
96-98.

Building. Latopolis : columns of temple.
[The only building- recorded under Nerva was that of the temple

of Latopolis, which was proceeding: continuously.]

Inscriptions. Hieroglyphic: L.D. iv. 82. Latin: P.S.B.A. xviii.

p. 107.
Ostrakon. P.S.B.A. v. pp. 124 ff., B.M. 5790 w.

Papyrus. Pap. B.M. 143.

TRAJAN US.

98-117.

Buildings. Panopolis : propylon of temple of Khem. Tentyra :

propylon ; Typhbnium. Latopolis : columns. Philae : temple
O. Elephantine: Mammisi temple. Talmis: west wall of
second court and forecourt of temple. Kysis : pylon of temple
of Sarapis and Isis.

[The buildings completed in the reign of Trajan were the temple
of Philsc, the propylon of the great temple at Tentyra, Q*e.

pylon dedicated at Kysis, and the propylon at PanopoHs,
The other works mentioned were still in progress at hi death*J
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Inscriptions. Hieroglyphic : L.D. tv. 82, 83, 84, 85; Cat. des
. Mons. p. 113. Greek: C.I.G. iii. 47136, 4714* 47160, 4823,
4824, 4843, 4984;.. M.A. 15, 70, 100 ; App. iii. 7, 8; R.A. 1889,
p. 70; P.S.B.A. xviii. p. 107. Latin : C.I.L. iii. 24, 25, 38, 79.

Ostraka. C.I.G. iii. 4864, 4865, 4866; P.S.B.A. v. pp. 124^,
B.M. 5790 w, 58190, 579*tf S79i v, 5791 u, 5790^, 5790 m,
5790 y, 5788 f, 5790 f, 5790 gr, 5790 1, 5790 n, 57900, 579* s,

57901, 579 a, sjoos, 57880, 5788 b, 5791^ 57900. 5790!,
5791 e, coll. Aquila Dodg'son ; VH. pp. HIT., Nos. 25, 25 a,

pp. 195 ff., Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5; ix. p. 198, No. i; R.E. iv.

p. 183, L. 7648; Louvre, N. et E., No. 3; Lumbroso, Docu>-
menti Gr. del Mus. Egiz. di Torino, vii. i.

Papyri. B.G.U. 22, 44, 50, 68, 101, 140, 163, 196, 213, 226, 232,
252, 281, 350, 360, 415, 418, 446, 538, 715, 718; G.G.P. ii. 44;
C.P.R. n, 13, 28, 170, 171 ; Petrie, Hawara, p. 36, Nos. 132,
223, 298, 303; G.O.P. i. 46, 49, 50, 74, 97, 176; Pap. B.M.
171 a, 172, 173, 191, 202, 293, 476 a; Louvre, N. et E. 68.

10. Except at times of festivals, the Egyptians gener-
ally were quiet enough ; so that at some date during the

FIG. 36. Kerva: Latopolis. FIG, 37. Trajan : Latopolis.

reign of Trajan the Roman garrison was reduced by the
Withdrawal of one of the two legions which had been

v-V-4 >

-
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up till then maintained in Egypt.<
177> Even a famine,

usually the signal for disturbances, which was caused

by the failure of the Nile to rise to a sufficient height
in flood, passed quietly ; partly through the prompt

l
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FIG. 38. Phila : Temple of Trajan.

measures taken by the emperor, who sent back to Alex-
andria a fleet loaded with Egyptian corn from the stores

accumulated in the public granaries.<
178>
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n. But at Alexandria there were always elements of

Fit;. 39. Trajan dancing : Tentyrr

FIG. 40. Tentyra : Gateway of Trajan.
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disturbance ready in the mutual hatred of the Greeks
and Jews. The crushing policy adopted towards the
whole Jewish nation after the destruction of Jerusalem
had kept them quiet for a while. A local rising in

xisA.D.3 Alexandria was easily put down by the government;
1x6 A.P.] but in the following year, while the greater part of the

Eastern legions were away with the emperor, engaged
in the Parthian war, there was a general revolt of the

Jews in Egypt, Cyprus, and Cyrene, and to some extent
also in Palestine and Mesopotamia. They massacred all

TOT

FIG. 41. Trajan : Philce.

the Greeks who fell into their power, and succeeded in

driving the rest into Alexandria, while they dominated
the open country. The Greeks, besieged in Alexandria,
retaliated by putting to death any Jews who had re*

mained in the city ; but they were unable to raise the

siege until Marcius Turbo arrived with an army and
fleet specially sent to suppress the rising in Egypt
and Cyrene. Even then it needed a number of battles

to break the spirit of the Jews, and the struggle
went on for some months ; but gradually all those of
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them who survived were driven into the desert, there
to take up the profession of robbers. In Alexandria,
the Jewish population was practically annihilated. In

FIG. 42. Roman fortress of Babylon. (Description de 1'Egypte.)

consequence of these disturbances, Turbo rebuilt the
fortress of Babylon, which served also to guard the
head of the canal which Trajan cut from the Nile to
the Red Sea.<17 >
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*

HADRIANUS.

[68-182 A.D.

Buildings. Antinoopolis. Tentyra : Typhonium. Latopolis : hy-
postyle. Philse : temple G. Mons Claudianus : temple of
Zeus Helios Sarapis.

[The temple at Mons Claudianus was probably a work of the

reign of Trajan and Hadrian. The Typhonium at Tentyra
does not appear to have had any further work done on it

after this time. No inscriptions of Hadrian have been found

among- the ruins of Antinoopolis ; but the town was certainly

planned, and its building commenced, by him.]
Inscriptions. Hieroglyphic : L.D. iv. 85, 86, 87. Greek: C.I.G.

iii. 4713^ 4721, 4722, 4723, 4724, 4725, 4726, 4728, 4732, 5081 ;

M.A. (unnumbered); R.A. 1870, p. 314. Latin : C.I.L. hi. 39,

41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 77.
Ostraka. C.I.G. iii. 4867, 4868, 4869, 4870, 4871 ; P.S.B.A. v,

pp. 158 ff., B.M. 57906, i, 1, p, s, u, 5791 a, g, h, k, 1, n, 57880,
12,642, coll. C. Appletoti ; vi. pp. 207 ff., Nos, 1,2; ix. p. 198,

t! Gr.Nos. 2, 3 ; Louvre, N. et E. 4 ; Lumbroso, Document!
Torino, vii. 3, 5.

53, 69, 70, 73, 109, 114, 136, 176, 182, 193,

del Mus. Egiz. di Torino, vii. 3, 5.
'.B.G.U. 19,

,8, 223,
166, 418; G.O.P. i. '34V, 68, 75, 95, 100, 105", 106, 1077188;
Pap. B.M. 201 a, 208 a, 254, 255, 295, 297 b, 298, 299, 300.

12. These disturbances, which had not yet been

quelled when Hadrian succeeded to the throne, had

wrought great damage to the buildings of Alexandria ;

and when, in the course of his travels over the empire,
i23A,D.]he reached Egypt, he found ample opportunity for

gratifying his passion for architecture in restoring and
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renewing: the temples and other public edifices of the

capital.<">

8

FIG. 43. Hadrian : Phitee.

13, His patronage was also extended to philosophy,
in the persons of the professors of the Museum ; with
whom he held discussions/181) The advantage, how-
ever, which might possibly have been gained from such

imperial condescension, was more than counterbalanced

by the presentation to sinecure professorships at Alex-
andria of wandering sophists, who were apparently not

required even to reside, much less to lecture, but only
gave the glory of their names to the Museum in return
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for their salaries. Such were Polemon of Laodicea
and Dionysios of Miletos.<182>

14. The visit of Hadrian to Egypt unquestionably
resulted in an artistic revival under Greek influence,
which had been waning since the second century before
Christ until this date. This revival is shown most
markedly in the coinage, the types and style of which
had been under Trajan strongly Egyptian in character,

FIG. 44. Mummy portrait : from Hawara.

but suddenly revert to Hellenism after the fifth year
of Hadrian.<188> Another instance may be found
in the series of mummy cases from several Roman
cemeteries in the Fayum, notably those of Hawara
and Rubaiyyat ; on which the formal face modelled
in wood or plaster is replaced, about this time, by
a portrait of the deceased person whose body was
inside the mummy case ; and these portraits, executed
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FIG. 45. Statue of Antinous ? (Vatican . )

FIG, 4& Antiaoopolis : Arch of triumph. (Description de I
1

Egypte. )
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jn wax, show distinctly the traditions of Hellenistic

art.<lw>

15. Hadrian was, however, a student of, and believer

in, Oriental as well as Greek ideas ; and his curiously
eclectic disposition is well illustrated by the fate of
Antinous. This youth, a favourite of the emperor,
was accompanying him on his voyage up the Nile.

According to the commonly received account, Hadrian
had consulted the Egyptian astrologers, who promised
him some prolongation of life or fortune if he would
sacrifice his most cherished possession ; and thereon
Antinous drowned himself, or was drowned, to secure

the fulfilment of the promise.*
186) Whatever the exact

circumstances of his death were, he was honoured

by Hadrian with a memorial in the shape of a city,
named after him Antinoopolis, built in Greek fashion
and granted a constitution on the Greek model ; while
he was made the hero-god of the district, which was
constituted into an Antinoite nome. The emperor, to

secure the prosperity of his new city, constructed a
road from it across the desert to the Red Sea, ending
at Berenike ; but it does not appear that any important
part of the Indian trade was diverted along this line

from the old-established route through Koptos.<
186>

16. A second visit was paid to Egypt nine years

FIG. 48. Cartouche
of Sabina.

later by the emperor with his wife Sabina. But little

is recorded of this visit beyond the names of Hadrian
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his followers scratched on the northern colossus at

Thebes, which they visited, according to the usual

FIG. 49. Hadrian approach.
ing Alexandria.

(British Museum.)

FIG. 50. Hadrian greeted

by Alexandria.

(British Museum.)

custom of Roman tourists in Egypt, to hear the musical
sounds which proceeded from it at sunrise.<187>

ANTONINUS PIUS,

138-161.

Buildings. Alexandria : gates to east and
west. Tentyra : east door. Apollino-
polis Parva : peribolos of temple of

Harpokrates. Thebes : antehall of
small temple of Medinet Habu. Lato-

polis : scuptures. Syene : basilica.

Tchonemyris : sekos and pronaos of

temple of Amenebis.
[The inscription of Antoninus is the latest

that is found on the temple of Medinet
Habu. The work done at Tchone-
myris and ApolHnopolis Parva was
rebuilding-. The gates of Alexandria
are mentioned by Malala (xi. 280) and
John of Nikiou (c. 74).]

Itiscriptions. Hieroglyphic : L.D. iv. 87. Demotic : L.D. vi. 30... . .

Greek : C.I.G. iii. 4683 b, 47*3 *> 47^ 483*1 483** 495555
App. iii. 9, 10, ii ; Rec. Trav. xvi. p. 44. Latin : C.I.L
iii. 662

4876, 4877, 4878,
4881, 4882, 4883, 4884, 4884 b ; P.S.B.A. v. pp. 158 IE, B.M.

5790 f, t, 585 1 a, 1 2,070, 1 2,460 ; vi. pp. 207 ff, , Nos. 3, 4 3 Louvre,
K. et E., Nos. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 1 1 ; Lumbroso, Document!
Greet del Mus. Egiz. di Torino, vii. 4.
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Papyri. B.G.U. 5, 6, 16, 17, 20, 31, 51, 52, 55, 78, 85, 86, 87, 88,

9 95 99 *oo >2, 104, 105, 107, no, in, 113, 133, 134, 135,

137, 142, 143, 152, 153, 155, 160, t66, 167, 169-172, 188, 191,
201-212, 214, 227, 239, 254, 256, 257, 262, 263, 265, 272, 273,

278-280, 284, 285, 288-290, 293, 294, 299-301, 328-331, 340,

34S 353-355 357 358 372 39* 4*6,422,427,438-443,453,
462, 463, 468, 469, 472, 488, 489, 492, 512, 516, 517, 524, 544, 545,

587* 593. 610, 613, 619, 626, 635, 638, 645, 661, 696, 697, 702,
704, 710, 717, 720, 723, 729, 741, 747 ; Pap. Gen. 5, 6, 8, 8bis;
G.G.P. i. 47, it. 463, 47, 48, 49, 50 a, sob, 500, 51, 52, 53 a, 54 ;

C.P.R. 15, 22, 23, 31, 193, 194, 206, 230; Louvre, N. et E. 17,

19, 19 bis; Petrie, Hawara, p. 36, No. 116; G.O.P. i. 89, 98,
101, 171 ; Pap. B.M. 178, 196, 296, 301, 303-310, 3i*-3** 3*3
358, 376, 438, 466, 4693 ; Rivista Egtziana, 1894, p. 529.

17. The reign of Antoninus passed peaceably in Egypt,
with the exception of an outbreak among the Alex-

FIG, 51* Antoninus Pius : Tentyra.
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X38 A. P.]

andrians, in which the prefect probably M. Sempronius
Liberalis was killed. This disturbance is said to have

brought upon the city the severe displeasure of the

emperor ; but he is also reported to have subsequently
visited Alexandria, and to have built a hippodrome and
the gates known as those of the Sun and of the Moon,
which were at the east and west ends of the main
street which intersected the city/

188)

1 8. In the first year of Antoninus was celebrated the

completion of a Sothiac period of 1460
years, when the new year's day of the

movable calendar had come round to

the day on which the dog-star Sirius

rose heliacally. The particular year
was probably decided for political

considerations, as the astronomers
were not agreed upon the results of
their observations/189)

FfG. 52. -Phoenix :

Coin ofAntoninus
Pius. (Bodleian.)

MARCUS AURELIUS.

161-180.

L. VERUS.

161-169.

Buildings. B u s i r i s :

temple repaired. An-

taeopolis : temple re-

built. Latopolis :

outer west wall of

temple. Phila ; tem-

ple 6.

[The building at Lato-

polis still continued.
At Busiris and An-

tasopolis old work
was repaired. The
erection of temple G
at Philae was perhaps

completed in this reign, as the inscription of Aurelius is the

latest found there*]

Inscriptions. Hieroglyphic : L.D. iv. 87, 88. Greek: C.LG. ill

4701, 4704, 4712, 4767. Latin : C.I.L. Hi. 13, 49, 67 ; P.S.B.A,
xviii. p. 107.



BUCOLIC REVOLT

Ostraka. C.I.G. in. 4888; P.S.B.A. vii. pp. 195 ff., No. 7;
Louvre, N. el E., No. 13.

Papyri. B.G.U. 18, 26, 49, 55-59, 66, 74, 77, 79, 80, 91, 119, 123,

127, 154, 194, 195, 198, 219, 224, 225, 233, 238, 240, 241, 282,

283, 298, 302, 324, 327, 347, 359, 387* 393. 4*o 4*4. 42'. 43'.

434, 461, 513, 514, 520, 521, 525, 537, 541, 542, 598, 603, 604,

607, 629, 631, 654, 666, 708, 722; Pap. Gen. 3; G.G.P. it.

5od,5oe,5pf,53b,53c, 53d, 53^,53^ 55, 56, 57> 58 io8;C.P.R.

5, 14, 16, 246; Petrie, Hawara, p. 36, No. 401 ; G.O.P. i. 51,

62*, 76, 88, 90, 173 ; Pap. B.M. 168, 170, 182 b, 198, 2060, 324,

3*5 327-340, 368, 470. 47'.

19. The unusual event of a revolt among the native

Egyptians, as distinct from the

Alexandrians, occurred under
Marcus Aurelius. The disturbance n ,sr ;(^<SiKj [t ?a **

began among the Bucolic troops,
who were recruited from among
the inhabitants of the country, and

employed for home service. It

soon assumed a national and

religious character. The leader of
the rebels was a priest, Isidores,
and he administered to his fol-

lowers, when they took the oath
of fidelity, the flesh of a Roman
officer whom they had captured
and slain, an act of ceremonial cannibalism which
was typically Egyptian. The Roman troops were

defeated, and Alexandria almost fell into the hands
of the insurgents ; even when Avidius Cassius came
from Syria with reinforcements, he was unable to

meet them in battle, but devoted himself to sowing .

dissensions in their ranks ;
and by these means he was

able to break up their league, and crush the separate
bands in detail/190)

20. Very shortly after the suppression of this rebel- [175 *

lion, came a military revolt, at the head of which the

victorious general Avidius Cassius found himself. He
was said to have been intriguing with the empress
Faustina, in the hope of seizing the imperial power
after the death of Aurelius ; but a false report that

FIG. 53. Aurelius:

Latopolis.
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this event had occurred, led him to allow his troops to

proclaim him emperor. Leaving* his son Msecianus in

Alexandria to take charge of Egypt, he went to Syria
to win over the army there, and was promptly acknow-
ledged by them. But the revolt collapsed as rapidly
as it arose : while Aurelius was preparing for war,
Cassius was killed by a centurion, and Meeclanus like-

wise put to death by the troops in Alexandria. <191 >

FIG. 54. Antaeopolls : Temple. (Description de 1'Egypte.)

21. The emperor, notwithstanding this collapse,
visited the East ; but the rebels escaped without severe

punishment. Most were rewarded for their timely
submission by a free pardon ; and even those most
deeply implicated, such as the children of Cassius
and Gaius Calvisius Statianus, the prefect of Egypt,
escaped with fines and banishment.^)



GROWTH OF TRADE

COMMODUS.
180-192.

Buildings. Karanis : temple of Pnepheros.
Latopolis : west wall and colonnades of

temple.
[The work done at the temple ofKaranis con-

sisted in restoration of the propylon.]
Inscriptions. Hieroglyphic: L.I), iv. 88, 89.

Greek: C.I.G. iii. 4683; E.E.F. Report,
1 895-96, p. 1 6, No. 4. Latin : C. I. L. iii. 49.

Ostraka. P.S.B.A. vi. pp. 207 fF., No. 5 ; vii.

pp. i95 ff- No- 6-

Papyri. B.G.U. 12, 28, 39, 60, 71, 72, 81,

82,92, 115-118, 120, 124, 126, 128, 129, 138, 188, 200, 242, 243,

264, 270, 342, 361, 432, 433, 506, 515, 578, 590, 622, 649, 651,

658, 662, 731; Pap. Gen. 18 ; G.G.P. i. 48; ii. 50 g, 50 h,

5oi, 53ST, 59; C.P.R. 27, 29, 174; G.O.P. 69, 79, 91, 96, 166,

185; Pap. B.M. i66b, 341-343, 439, 460, 472-

22. The clemency of Aurelius did not long avail the

family of Cassius, as one of
the first acts of Commodus, on ^
his accession, was to put them [ft^ Jq*6?r^gui
to

23. During the greater part
ofthe period how under review,
the prosperityofEgypt appears
to have been well maintained
at the level which it reached
under Nero. The broader
views of imperialism which he
first put into practice encour-

aged the development of the

provinces ; and a similarly en-

lightened policy was pursued
by his successors. The t^ade
with the East continued to ex-
tend ; in the reign ofAntoninus
or Aurelius, Roman merchants

FIG. 55. Commodus :

Latopolis.

had got as far as China ;
<194> and the voyage to India had

been shortened by the discovery of the monsoon and the

consequent abandonment of the coast for the direct route
across the open sea from the Arabian Gulf to India, The

v 5
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^ amount of the Eastern trade is shown by Pliny, who
estimated the annual value of the imports from Arabia
and India at one hundred millions of sesterces ;

<195) and
alternative routes for the land journey, in addition to

the recognised ones from Myoshormos and Berenike to

Koptos, were provided by Trajan, who renewed the canal

connecting the Nile with the Red Sea, and by Hadrian,
in his road from Berenike to his new foundation of

Antinoopolis. This trade was now chiefly in Egyptian
hands, and its profits went to enrich the country.

Agreeably with the development of trade, the rate

of interest dropped to ten or twelve per cent. ;<
1J)0) and

the issue of coinage continued to be steadily plentiful,
while the standard was kept up alike in fineness and
in weight. But in the latter part of the reign of

Antoninus, complaints began to be made about the

pressure of taxation. The first instance preserved of

a decree of the prefect, ordering those who had left

their villages in order to escape the burden of liturgies
to return home, and promising a remission of out-

standing debts to those who obeyed, is dated in the

54 A.D.] seventeenth year of Antoninus
;
<1U7> but shortly after-

wards, similar decrees seem to have become frequent/
198)

The Bucolic war dealt a serious blow to the agriculture
of Egypt ; spread as it was over several years and over
the greater part of the country, while the rebellious

troops were drawn from the native cultivators of the

ground, its effects were far more serious than those
of the only similar war which had occurred in Egypt
since the Roman rule had been firmly established the

Jewish revolt under Trajan, which did not concern the

Egyptians so much as the Romans and Greeks of the

ruling classes. And the results are shown by the fact

that the corn supply from Egypt to Rome had, under
Cotnmodus, to be supplemented by the institution of an
African corn fleet/1") There was also a distinct drop
in the standard of the coinage. The mournful reference,
in a letter of about this period, to the hardness of the

times, probably gives accurately enough the general
feeling of the Egyptian farmers/200) .



CHAPTER IV

THE DECAY OF THE PROVINCIAL SYSTEM
o

PERTINAX.

'93-

i.--B.G.U. 646; Pap. B.M. 473. [B.G.U. 46, dated
in his reign, was written after his death.]

i . THE short reign of Pertinax was recognised by the

Egyptians ; and incidentally the documents dated by
it give evidence of the length of time which it took
for news to travel from Rome to Egypt. He was pro-
claimed emperor at Rome on ist January ; and on 6th
March the prefect of Egypt issued orders for a fifteen

days* festival in celebration of his accession ; a decree,
the issue of which would naturally have been the first

act of the authorities on hearing of the event it com-
memorated. <201> He was murdered on 28th March ;

but on igth May this fact was still unknown in the

Fayum, as an official document was then dated with
his name.<202>

DIDIUS JULIANUS.

'93-

{PESCENNIUS NIGER.]

[193 194.]

[Ostraton. P.S.B.A. yii. pp. 195 ff., No. 33.

Agftfn'. B.G.U. 454; G.G.P. li, 60.]

*. The successor of Pertinax at Rome, Didius
JuHanus, was not, however, accepted in Egypt* No

Oft67
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NIGER AS RIVAL EMPEROR

against the wandering tribes of the desert ; the reason
for this popularity being the firm hand with which he

kept his men in order, and prevented them from

plundering, according to the usual custom, those
whom they were set to protect. He was declared

emperor by the Syrian legions, and the Egyptian army
and people joined his side.<203>

SEVERUS.

193-211.

Buildings* Latopolis : north and south
walls.

Inscriptions* Hieroglyphic: L.D. iv. 89.
Greek : C.I.G. iii. 4680, 4863, 4980,
4981, 4982, 4983, 4084 ; Pctric, Koptos,
en. vi., No. 5 ; M.A. 72. Latin : C.I.L.

vii. pp. 195 ff., No. 32.

Papyri. B.G.U. 2, 10, 15, 25, 41, 42, 45,
61, 62, 63, 67, 97, 98, 106, 108, 121, 139,

156, 199, 215, 216, 218, 220, 221, 266,

29^ 3*6 345 346, 382, 392, 43<* 473 4^4 527 577 639 652

*53 ^ 705, 7S6 ; paP- Gen - l6
> 17; G.G.P. ii. 61,62$ C.P.R.

48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 228 ; G.O.P. i. 54, 56 ; Pap. B.M.
i56> 345~348 45' 474-

3, In the struggle which followed, the decreasing
importance of the Egyptian
granaries became evident.

Severus, the rival of Niger,
as soon as he was master of

Rome, hastened to secure,
not Egypt, but Africa, in

order to protect the corn-

supply of the capital ; show-

ing that it was no longer
possible for the master of

Egypt to starve Rome into

submission, as Vespasian had

proposed to do/*04) Ulti-

mately, the troops of Niger [194 A.I

FIG. 57.*-Severus : Latopolis. were defeated by Severus at
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Cyzicus; and the latter thus secured undisputed pos-
session of the empire.*

206)

I96A.D.] 4. Some time afterwards, he visited Egypt, and
restored to the Alexandrians the privileges of local self-

government by a seriate,
which had been taken away
from them by Augustus.*

20*1)

The general tranquillity
which had prevailed for

many years in Alexandria

only one disturbance, in

the reign of Antoninus,

having been recorded since

the last great fight between
the Greek and Jewish fac-

tions, eighty years before this date probably induced
the emperor to confer this favour on the city.

CARACALLA.

211-217.

GETA.

211-212.

FIG. 58. Severus and Julia :

Latopolis.

#//<//^.- Latopolis : outer walls oftemple. Alexandria: camp.
Inscriptions. -Hieroglyphic : L.D. iv. 89, 90. Greek : C.I.G. iii.

4986, 4987* 4988, 4989i 499o> 499', 4992, 4993. 4994; M.A.

69, 103, 104, 105, 108; App. iii. 12; Petne, Koptos, ch. vi.,

No. 6.

Ostraka* C.LG. iii. 5100;% 5109*; P.S.B.A. ix. p. 198; Lumbroso,
Document! Greet del Mus. Eeiz. di Torino, vii. 2.

Papyri* B.G.U. 64, 145, 159, 186, 222, 223, 266, 275, 321, 322, 336,



VISIT OF CARACALLA

:>~> 362, 529> 534 6 J4 617, 618, 637, 655, 711 ; Pap. Gen. i ;

:.P.R. 33, 35, 45, 56-62, 239; G.O.P. 1. 108; Pap. B.M. 217,

322. 349 35 352-
Miscellaneous. Statue from Mcndes. Colossal head from Koptos.

5. Caracalla, his son, also visited Alexandria ; but

FIG. 59. Caracalla and Geta :

Latopolis.

FIG. 60. Geta:

Latopolis.

with less pleasant results for the inhabitants. They
had exercised their talent for satire at his expense,

scoffing at him for his

mimicry of heroes like Alex-
ander and Achilles, and for

his murder of his brother
Geta. On his approach to

the city, the Alexandrian

populace went out to receive

him with honour, which
he appeared to reciprocate.
After a few days, he an-
nounced that he wished
to enroll as soldiers those
of the youths of the city
best fitted to bear arms ;

and, having thus collected
a large body of men upon a
plain outside the city walls,
he surrounded and charged
them with his troops. The (Photo, byw. M.F. Petrie.)

[315 A.D
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FIG. 62. Caracalhi :

Latopolis.

FIG. 63. Statue, face recut to
likeness of Caracalla : in
Ghizeh Museum. (Photo, by
J.G. M.)

massacre which ensued was
continued by the Roman
soldiers on their return into

the city, where they entered
the houses and slew the

inhabitants. Caracalla also

abolished the games, put
down the syssitia, and
ordered Alexandria to be
divided into two parts by
a wall ; at the same time

directing the legionarieswho
had hitherto been stationed
outside the walls at Niko-

polis, to take up their

quarters inside the city.<
207>

6. It was probably shortly
before the visit of Cara-
calla to Egypt that the

procurator Titianus was
assassinated by the orders
of Aurelius Theocritus, a
freedman of the emperor's,
who heldacommanding posi-
tion in Egyptian affairs/208)

This was not the first time
that a freedman had been
the virtual ruler of Egypt*
Basileides, a freedman of

Claudius, had exercised the
chief influence in Alexandria

up to the time of the ac-
cession of Vespasian ; and,
still earlier, Julius Severus
had been actually made pre-
fect by Tiberius.
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MACRINUS.
217-218.

Papyrus. Pap. B.M. 351.

7. A more novel step was taken by Macrinus, who,
immediately on his accession to the throne, recalled

Julianus the prefect of Egypt, and sent with Basilianus,
the new prefect, a senator, Marius Secundus, as second
in command. The rule of Augustus, which forbade
the appointment of senators to administrative rank in

Egypt, was thus for the first time broken/209)

ELAGABALUS.
218-222.

Inscriptions. Greek: C.I.G. iii. 4996; App. iii. 13; R.E.G. 1891,

p. 46.

Papyri. B.G.U. 296, 413, 452, 458, 518, 633, 667 ; G.G.P. i. 49;
C.P.R. 8, 32 ; G.O.P. i. 61 ; Pap. B.M. i66a, 352, 353, 477.

8. Basilianus and Marius, however, were not left for

long* in peaceful enjoyment of their offices. As soon as

Elagabalus had been proclaimed emperor by the Syrian
troops, the Roman garrison in Alexandria declared
themselves on his side, thus following- the precedents
set in the cases of Vespasian and Pescennius Niger,
both of whom were nominated in Syria and subsequently
accepted in Egypt. But the citizens, as the new claimant
to the throne professed himself to be the son of their

old enemy Caracalla, were naturally for opposing
1

him,
and supported Basilianus, who had put to death the
couriers who brought the news from Syria. A general
battle in Alexandria was the result, in which the

military got the better, Marius being killed ; and Basili-

anus fled to Rome.<210>

ALEXANDER SEVERUS.

222-238.

Inscriptions. Demotic: L.D. vi. 10. Greek: C.I.G. iii. 4705,

4997 4999> 5> 5i, 5002, 5068.
Papyrt.-*&.G.\J. 35, 659, 716 ; C.P.R. 7, 21, 36, 63-69, 75, 81-83,

225, 243; Louvre, N. et E., No. 69; G.O.P. i. 35*, 77; Pap.
B.M. 176, 180.
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9. A justification for the action of Macrinus in dis-

regarding" the rule of Augustus may be found in the

greatly diminished importance of Egypt, which was, as

has already been pointed out, no longer the sole, or

FIG. 64. Wady Khardassy : Greek tablets.

even the chief, granary of Rome, and was reduced to

poverty alike in wealth and spirit. Thus it was no longer
to be apprehended that a
man of influence would
find it easier to gather the
materials for a rebellion in

Egypt than elsewhere. A
still more striking example
of this decline in import-
ance is preserved in the

reign of Alexander Severus,
who, when one Epagathus had led a mutiny of the*

praetorian guards at Rome, despatched him to Egypt
as prefect, as though this was a place where he would

FIG. 65. Roman lamp in form of
a boat.

(
Petrie Collection. )
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be removed from any chance of making mischief. It

later transpired that the seeming
1 honour was merely

a step to removing Epagathus from the company and
the memory of the praetorian guards, whom the

emperor feared to offend, and then quietly having
him executed/211)

MAXIMINUS.
235-238.

Inscriptions. Greek: C.I.G. iii. 5003.
Papyri. B.G.U. 735; G.G.P. ii. 67; C.P.R. 6, 84; Pap. B.M. 2i2b.

GORDIANUS I.

GORDIANUS II.

238.

BALBINUS.

PUPIENUS.
238,

GORDIANUS III.

238-244.

Inscriptions. Greek: C.I.G. iii. 5004-5008.
Papyri. -B.G.U. 84, 141 ; R.E.G. vii. p. 299, No. 3 ; G.O.P. i. 80.

PHILIPPUS.

244-249.

Inscriptions. Greek: C.I.G. iii. 5009, 5010, 5069-
Papyri. B.G.U. 7, 8, 253 ; G.G.P. ii. 68, 71 ; C.P.R. 85 ; R.E.G.

vii. p. 299, No. 5 ;
G.O.P. i. 81.

10. A province which had reached such a low degree
of importance as that shown by the foregoing events,
counted for little in the making and unmaking of em-
perors which followed the death of Alexander Severus.
The Egyptians seem to have acquiesced in the decisions
of fate and the western provinces ; and the officials

at Alexandria also recognised without question any
claimant who was set up. Such were the two Gordiani
in Africa, for whom coins were .struck in Egypt simul-

taneously with those of Maximinus, whom they sought,
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but failed, to overthrow/212) In one way only did Egypt
share with the rest of the East a power in the empire

by its poverty. The inability of the government to

collect the revenue in the Eastern provinces compelled

Philip to make peace with the Goths on the Danube/21^

950 A.D.]

DECIUS.

249-251.

Building. Latopolis : west wall of temple.

[The name of Decius is the last of those
which occur on the walls of the temple
of Latopolis.]

Inscription. Hieroglyphic : L.D. iv. 90.-
fcyri. B.G.U. 287 ;C.P.R. 20,37; R.E.G.
vii. p. 299, No. .1.

A new disturbing element was beginning to make
its presence felt in Egyptian
politics ; the growing strength
of Christianity obliged the

rulers of the country to recog-
nise it. There had, indeed,
been occasional attempts, of
a more or less local character,
made duringthe second century
with a view of putting down
the new religion ; but the first

general attack upon it wasmade
in the reign of Decius, when a

systematic test was ordained
of compelling every person to

do sacrifice, on pain of de-

nunciation and death if they
refused

; while those who fulfilled the test received a
certificate from a magistrate, witnessing to the due
performance. <214>

GALLUS.

251-254.

Papyrus. Pap. Gen. 9.

FIG. 66. Decius : Latopolis.
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^EMILIANUS.

252-254.

VALERIANUS.

253-260.

Inscription, Greek : App. in. 14.

Papyri. B.G.U. 14, 746; C.P.R. 176; Pap. B?

GALLIENUS.
260-268.

Inscription. Greek: C.I.G. iii. 4839.

Papyri. B.G.U. 244, 552-557* 579 743. 744 745? G.G.P. it. 69 j

C.P.R. 38, 39.

[MACRIANUS L]

[MACRIANUS II.]

[QUIETUS.]

[261-262.]

[Inscription. Greek: Pctrie, Koptos, c. vi., No. 7.

Papyrus. G.G.P. i. 50.]

12. In the general state of revolution which pervaded
the Roman Empire during the time of Gallienus, Egypt
shared to the full. At first the Egyptians followed, as

they had so often previously done, the lead of Syria,
and recognised as

emperors Macri-
anus with his sons
Macrianus and
Quietus. <21fi> But
when these had ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
fallen, the first two ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ [a63 A.D.

in Illyricum, the
third at Emesa, the
Alexandrian mob
ventured to experi-
ment in the'making
ofan emperor on its

own account, and
compelled Marcus
Julius

^milianus, ftafr^JniBriplklB OfQuietus: from Koptot.+K-k
prefect, to ac~ (Ptetrle Collection.)
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cept their nomination. For a few months the Egyptian
emperor ruled with vigour ; he drove back the Blem-

myes, who were harassing the Thebaid, and was prepar-
ing an expedition, probably destined against Ethiopia,
when Theodotus arrived to support the cause of Galli-

enus in Alexandria.

During the contest
which followed, the

city was laid waste

by the opposing
parties, who estab-
lished themselves in

FIG. 68^Coin of M. luliuslSTnu*. different quarters,

(British Museum.) and made the in-

tervening space a
desert ;

the wall which Caracalla had built across
the city probably serving to mark the boundaries of
the two factions. Finally, Theodotus got the victory,

captured ^milianus, and sent him as a prisoner to

Rome, while Alexandria was left in ruins, and infected

with disease. So great was the mortality caused by
these various troubles, that it is reported that the

numbers of the inhabitants between the ages of fourteen
and eighty were only equal to those of between forty
and seventy in former times ; that is to say, that the

'population had been reduced to barely a third of its
,

former numbers/216)

CLAUDIUS II.

268-270.

Papyrus. G.G.P. ii. 70.

13. During the last few years the power of the vassal
state of Palmyra had been steadily growing under its

prince Odaenathus ; and when, after his death, his

widow Zenobia aspired to independence from Rome,
one of her first movements was to occupy Egypt.
Odeenathus, it is true, had been made by Gallienus
commander of the Eastern provinces, in which Egypt
would be included ; but he had never been recognised
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FIG. 69.- Miniature altar.

(Pctrie Collection.)

there.
*
An Egyptian named Timagenes, m the first

year of Claudius, invited the Palmyrenes to enter the[a68A.D.

country ; and, in response to

his invitation, Zenobia sent

an army of seventy thousand

men, under Zabdas. The
Romans, however, though
inferior in numbers, made
a dogged resistance : they
were at first defeated ; but
when the main Palmyrene

army withdrew, leaving a

small garrison of some five

thousand men, these were

expelled by Probus t a Roman
general. Zabdas and Tima-

genes thereon returned, and
were defeated by Probus ;

but when he attempted to

cut off their retreat near

Babylon, the superior local

knowledge of Timagenes
secured the victory for the

Palmyrenes, and Probus com-
mitted suicide.<217>

14. During the whole of
the reign of Claudius the

authority of the Roman
government in Egypt was

practically confined to Alex-
andria. The Palmyrenes had
allied themselves with the

Blemmyes, who were of kin-

dred Arab race, and from
their homes above the First

Cataract of the Nile had

recently been threatening the

Roman frontier, which had

remained
undisturbed since

the days"of Augustus. They (Photo, byw. M. F. Petrie. )
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possibly found support also at Koptos, where a corps
of Palmyrene archers had been stationed by the Roman
government. The two Arab tribes now ruled the whole
of Upper Egypt, and finally possessed themselves, in

part at least, of Alexandria. <218>

QUINTILLUS.

270.

AURELIANUS.

270-275.

Papyri, C.P.R. 9; Pap. B.M. 214.

15. The Palmyrene government, in spite of the fact

that its armies were fighting against the Roman troops,
had not definitely renounced its allegiance to the Roman
emperor ; and when its partisans obtained a footing in

Alexandria, they struck coins which bear the head of
Aurelian on the obverse, while that . of Vaballathos
the son of Zenobia appears on the reverse/'21^ But

970 A.D.] Aurelian soon broke relations with Zenobia, and went
to Egypt to recover that country. He succeeded in

driving the Palmyrene forces and their adherents into

the suburb known as the Brucheion, and there besieged
them. They were forced by hunger to capitulate ; and
Aurelian destroyed the greater part of the quarter
which they had held, together with the walls of

Alexandria/220^

16. There was still a considerable element of disturb-

ance left in Egypt after the expulsion of the Palmyrenes
from Alexandria. The most dangerous enemy of the

Romans was Firmus, the leader of the native Egyptian
party, who was acting in concert with the Blemmyes
and the remnants of the Palmyrene army. He actually
held Upper Egypt, and even threatened Alexandria;
but Aurelian returned to Egypt and defeated him/221)

TACITUS.

275-276.
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PROBUS.

276-282.

Papyrus. B.G.U. 419.

17. The Blemmyes from the southern frontier of

Egypt now dominated the whole of the Thcbaid, and
necessitated the attention of the Roman government ;

and it was only by degrees that Probus, who had been
left in command of Egypt by Aurelian, drove them
back to their homes. He had also to deal with attacks
on the western frontier made by some of the wandering
tribes of the Libyan desert ; and it was not until six or
seven years had passed that he finally recovered from
them Ptolemais and Koptos, the two chief military
stations of Upper Egypt. He had, in the meantime,

FIG. 71. Roman terra-cotta figures. (Petrie Collection.)

after the death ot Aurelian and the short reign of
Tacitus, been named as emperor by the Egyptian
legions in opposition to Florianus, the brother of
Tacitus ; and the Syrian army, reversing the order
hitherto prevalent, accepted the choice, which was
approved by the remainder of the empire.(

r

V 6
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CARUS.

282-283.

Papyri. G.O.P. i. 55, 55 a, 55 b.

CARINUS.

283-285.

18. The economic history of Egypt from the time of
Severus to that of Diocletian shows nothing' but a
decline from bad to worse. The oppression of the taxes
was such that large numbers of the cultivators of the

land were driven to leave their homes and live the life

of brigands ; and a record shows that, in one part of

the Fayum, one-sixth of the land formerly assessed for

purposes of taxation had gone out of cultivation or was
unoccupied. <223> This may to some extent have been
due to the failure of the government to keep the canals

open, as Probus employed his troops during the war
with the Blemmyes in doing this work, which ought
to have been regularly performed by specially appointed
officials yearly ;

<224> but the difficulty of making a living
out of agriculture was probably the chief reason. And
as no remission of the total amount of taxation required
from each district appears to have been made, the burden

grew the more crushing upon those who struggled on
in proportion to the number of those who threw up their

farms ;
most crushing of all on the unfortunate men

who were forced to undertake the duty of presiding
over the collection of the taxes in their villages, and
whose property was seized by the government until the
full amount of the taxes had been paid into the official

bank.<22ft> The difficulty found by Philip in raising the

imperial revenues from the East has already been
mentioned ; and the rapid deterioration in the size of
the coinage it could not deteriorate much in fineness

shows, further, the embarrassments of the government.
The latter fact explains away to some extent the rise

in prices as, for example, that of corn, from eight
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drachmae to sixteen or nineteen drachmas an artaba in

the course of the century ;
<220> and the farmers were the

less able to benefit by this rise, as the greater part of
their produce was paid directly in kind to the State

by measure and not by value ; while the rise in prices
had brought with it a rise in the wages which had to
be paid to the labourers, who at the beginning

1 of the

century were receiving from one and two-thirds to
three drachmae a day ; and, forty years later, obtained
from four to six drachmae.*227) The position of the

Egyptian farmers, especially those who held large
amounts of land, must have been desperate before
Diocletian took in hand the reform of the empire.



CHAPTER V

THE STRUGGLE BETWEEN THE STATE AND THE CHURCH,
284-379 A.D.

DIOCLETIANUS.

284-305.

Building. PhiUe : arch.

[The arch at Philae was probably part of a scheme of fortification

for the island, executed under Diocletian.]
Inscriptions, Greek: C.I.G. iii. 4681, 4892. Latin: C.I.L. iii.

.22; M.A., E.

Papyri. B.G.U. 13, 94, 286, 373, 624; G.G.P. ii. 72, 74, 75, 76,

78, i TO; C.P.K. 40, 41 ; R.E.G. vii. p. 299, No. 2; G.O.P. i.

43. 58 59 7i-

i. THE defeat of the Blemmyes by Probus had only
checked their inroads for the moment. From year to

year they renewed their attacks on Upper Egypt,
finding no resistance, and probably some help, among*
the inhabitants, who could scarcely suffer more from
their plundering- than they did from that of the
Roman government. The garrison at Syene was quite
incapable of keeping them in check ; and Diocletian
devised a new plan for the protection of the Thebaid.
The military frontier of the Dodekaschoinoi had long
been Roman only in name ; and the diminished Roman
army in Egypt was unable to spare the troops required
for its occupation, while little revenue was to be
obtained from the narrow strips of land here available
for cultivation ; indeed, there is no evidence that the
Dodekaschoinoi was ever regarded as a source of
revenue by the Romans

;
it was certainly never organ-
84
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ised in the same manner as the rest of the country for

financial purposes. So Diocletian withdrew the Roman

FIG. 72. Philae : Arch of Diocletian.

jp|G< 73. Roman lamps and handles. (Petrie Collection.)
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frontier from Hierasykaminos to Syene, and invited the

Nobatae, one of the wandering tribes of the, western

desert, to settle in the Nile valley, and to protect

Upper Egypt against the Blemmyes, promising them an
annual subsidy in return for this service, The Blemmyes

. were at the same time subsidised by the Roman govern-
ment, in order to buy off their ravages ; and the fortifi-

cations of the new frontier were strengthened/
228)

2. Upper Egypt had scarcely been reorganised, when
95 A.D.] disturbances broke out in Alexandria. Lucius Domitius

Domitianus, a Roman officer known to the Egyptians

by the nickname of Achilleus, revolted, and was ac-

cepted by the Egyptians
as emperor. Diocletian

was obliged to come in

person to Egypt in order
to put down the revolt.

He besieged Alexandria
FlG. 74. Coin of Domitius fnr pio-hfr mnnthc nnH

, Domitianus. (British Museum.) l
r
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finally took it by storm;
and a great part of the city was destroyed in the sack
which followed.^)

396A.D.] 3. The revolt of Achilleus was in progress when
Diocletian introduced his monetary and economical
reforms ; and its nature, as an attempt by a Roman
commander to seize imperial power, rather than an

uprising of the people against Roman rule, is shown by
the fact that the rebel emperor found it advisable to

adopt the changes which had been ordered by his

adversary, and struck coins of the new monetary
system/

280* The reduction of Alexandria was followed

by the complete reorganisation of the whole province
of Egypt.

4. The prosperity of Alexandria had been seriously
diminished, especially by the sieges in the revolts of

303 A.D.J ^Emilianus and Achilleus ; and Diocletian decreed that
a portion of the corn tribute, which had hitherto been
sent by Egypt to Rome, should be diverted to the relief

of the citizens of Alexandria/281) In gratitude for this

act of kindness from an emperor who had certainly
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no reason to love them, the Alexandrians set up the

column, still standing, known as Pompey's pillar.<
282>

5. The latter part of the reign -r *
: ,

of Diocletian was a time of con- ' ^;:\ /JX^
siderable disturbance in Egypt,
owing to the persecution of the

Christians, who now numbered

amongst them a large proportion
of the population, especially in

Lower Egypt. The new system
of government desired to secure,

amongst other things, a more

distinctly religious position for the

emperor, in the hope that one to

whom sacrifices were offered, and
who was almost a god upon earth,

might be more secure against
assassination than the military em-

perors of the last century had
been/288) This desire was met by
the resistance of the Christians

;

and the struggle provoked thereby
was nowhere more keen than in

Egypt, where the traditions of the

country might have led the govern-
ment to expect that all and more
than they asked would have been

granted at once, and that Diocle-

tian would have been deified as readily as Caligula had
been. But Egyptian fanaticism did not die out in

those converted to Christianity ; and the endeavours
of the Roman officials to secure the worship of the

emperor were met by an obstinacy which frequently
degenerated into foolishness and wanton provocation.
It would be difficult to decide with any approach to

accuracy the number of those who were executed on

religious grounds in Egypt ; but they were certainly

many, and of all classes of society/
234)

FIG. 75. Column of

Diocletian at Alex-

andria.
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GALERIUS

30S-3".
AND

MAXIMINUS.

305-3I3-

313 A.D.]

FIG. 76. Roman lamp
in form of a gateway.
(Petrie Collection.)

Inscription. Latin : M.A. 78.
. B.G.U. 408, 606; G.O.P. i. 102.

6. The persecution was carried

on steadily by Galerius and Maxi-

minus, the latter of whom earned
the special hatred of the Chris-

tians/286) After his defeat by his

rival Licinius, he designed to retreat

on Egypt, and raise a fresh army
there ; though it may be doubted
whether that country alone could
have supplied any force capable
of withstanding the troops of his

rival/280) To the support of Licinius,
when in his turn he had to defend
his possession of the East, Egypt
only contributed eighty triremes

out of a total of three hundred and

fifty/
28")

CONSTANTINUS
AND

LICINIUS.

3I3-323-

Inscriptions. Greek : App. iii. 8 ; Rec. Trav. xvi. p. 44.

Papyri. B.G.U. 349, 409, 411; Pap. Gen. 13; C.P.R. 233;
G.O.P. i. 42, 53, 60, 84, 103.

Inscriptions. Greek: C.I.G. iii. 4770. Latin: C.LL. iii. 17, 18;
M.A. 13 ; Bull, de la Soc. des Antiq. de France, .1888, p. 273.
ri. Pap. Gen. 10; C.P.R. 10, 19; G.O.P. i. 52, 83, 83a, 92.

7. As soon as Constantine obtained sole power,
, Christianity became the recognised religion of the

33 A.D.] State. But the Egyptian Christians had no sooner
been relieved from persecution by the government,
than they found fresh occasion for trouble in sectarian

quarrels. The dispute which arose between Athanasius
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and Arius on the relationship of the Father and the

Son, besides its theological importance, had political

consequences which profoundly affected the history of

Egypt.<
288> The emperor was called upon to decide

the point at issue in its earliest stage ; Alexander, the

bishop of Alexandria, appealed to him, as also did

Arius ; and as his letter, declining to pronounce an

opinion, and endeavouring to pacify the opponents,
produced no effect, he summoned a council of bishops [335 A.U.

at Nicaea to formulate a creed.<239> Their decision led

to the excommunication and banishment of Arius ; but
when he offered a written explanation, the emperor
revoked the order of banishment, and directed Athan-

asius, who was now bishop of Alexandria, to receive

Arius into the Church again ; and, upon the refusal

of Athanasius to obey this order, he was summoned
before a fresh council of bishops at Tyre, deposed, and [335 A-D-

banished.<240>

8. Thus Constantine had been placed in a peculiar
position with relation to the Christian Churches of

Egypt, He was looked upon, to a certain extent, as
arbiter of theological quarrels, with the civil power at

his hand to enforce his decisions ; but these decisions

were only accepted by the parties in whose favour they
were given, and consequently the civil power became
an instrument of constant use for the settlement of
ecclesiastical matters. The natural consequence of
this confusion of the functions of Church and State

was, that the bishops began to arrogate to themselves
the rights of civil officials ; and the charge of attempt-
ing to levy a tax, in the shape of a linen garment, for

the support of the Church, was laid against Athanasius,
who would thereby be infringing what had always been

regarded in Egypt as the sole prerogative of the

emperor. It is true that taxes had previously been

assigned by the rulers of Egypt, alike native, Greek,
and Roman, for the expenses of the worship of the

national gods ; and Athanasius may have held that he
was entitled to claim assistance for his religion in a
similar manner ; but his unauthorised action was taken
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to be one of the signs of a design to overthrow the

government of Constantine.

9. Relations were constantly strained between this

emperor and the people of Alexandria. They had

supported his rivals Maximinus and Licinius ; and
this fact, taken together with the notorious unquiet-
ness of the Alexandrians, probably contributed to the

decision of Constantine, to set aside the city which
had been the chief one of the Greek East in favour of

Byzantium, when he wished to found a new capital
for the empire. This slight upon Alexandria did not

tend to improve the feeling of the inhabitants towards
the emperor ; and one Philumenus attempted to raise

a rebellion in Egypt, with the assistance, as it was
said, of Athanasius ; but his plans were discovered

and crushed before any serious rising could occur.

CONSTANTIUS II.

337 3^1.

Papyri. B.G.U. 21, 316, 405, 456; Pap. Gen. 11 ; C.P.R. 247;
G.O.P. i. 66, 67, 67 a, 85, 86, 87, 189; Pap. B.M. 231-237,
239-248, 251, 403-418.

10. The confusion of civil and religious functions led

to yet more serious consequences, when the death of Con-
stantine placed Egypt in the hands of his weaker son
Constantius. Athanasius now returned to Alexandria ;

and at first the support of the two other partners in

the empire, Constantine II. and Constans, protected
him against any interference by Constantius, who
alone of the three belonged to the opposing Arian
creed.<241> But as soon as the death of Constantine II.

340 A.D.] left a freer hand to Constantius, he deposed Athanasius,
and had Gregory elected as patriarch of Alexandria

by a council of bishops held at Antioch. It was not,

however, until an armed escort was sent with him
that Gregory ventured to enter Alexandria ; and the

metropolitan church was held against him by the
sup-

porters of Athanasius, till Syrianus, the general in

command of the escort, threatened to storm 5t.<**9
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Athanasius thereupon withdrew, and sought refuge at

Rome, where he secured the support of Constans and
of Julius the bishop of Rome ; and their joint threats
and arguments, after a conference at Constantinople
between Constantius and Athanasius, secured the con-
clusion of an agreement, whereby the emperor and the

bishop promised each to restore his theological op-
ponents to the places from which they had been ejected.
Athanasius accordingly once more resumed his office

in Alexandria, where his supporters had kept up a
continual disturbance in his absence ; they had even
succeeded in expelling the Arians from many monas-
teries, and in burning the metropolitan church, of
which they had been dispossessed.^

48>

ii. That the fear of civil war with Constans was
the chief reason which had prompted Constantius to

make peace, was shown by the fact that, immediately
after the death of his brother, he directed Athanasius
to leave Egypt. This direction was disregarded, and
it was over a year before Constantius ventured to
take further steps. At length Syrianus the general
threatened Athanasius with expulsion by force of arms,
and carried his threats into effect by attacking him in

church. The bishop, however, escaping from the

general slaughter, took refuge with his friends ; and they
successfully concealed him from the emperor's emis-

saries, who were ordered to produce him dead or alive.

Meanwhile the Arian party chose for their patriarch
George of Cappadocia, who at once began a course
of vigorous measures against his opponents, relying
upon the assistance of the government to crush all

those who disagreed with him.<244>

JULIANUS.

361-363-

Papyrus. G.O.P. i. 93.

1.2. The accession of Julian put a new aspect on the

religious conflicts of Alexandria. During the disputes
between the Athanasians and Arians of the last two
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reigns, both parties had had, at any rate, one common
ground, in the destruction or conversion to Christian

uses of all temples and other monuments of polytheism,
and they could exercise themselves in this work with-

out any fear of drawing down upon their heads the

displeasure of the government. But now the followers

of the older religions had the emperor on their side,

and they proceeded to take their revenge. They pre-
ferred formal complaints against Artemius, the military
commander in Egypt, and George, the bishop ; and,

though Julian refused to see a deputation which came
to Constantinople to bear these complaints, he sum-
moned Artemius before him, and condemned him to

death, seemingly for misuse of his authority. As soon
as the news of his execution reached Alexandria, the

mob rose and attacked George, against whom they had
been cherishing a grudge, as well for a proposal made
by him to the late emperor that a special house tax
should be laid on Alexandria, as for destroying their

temples ; they murdered him in the street, and with
him Dracontius the imperial treasurer, and Diodorus,
a count, <246>

13. These acts of violence were tacitly approved by
the government, though the emperor wrote to say that

if there should be similar outrages again perpetrated,
he would punish the offenders. But it is probable that

they were as much the work of the Athapasian faction

as of the pagans, or at any rate of the mob, who held no

particular opinions, and were ready to support the

party who were most violent at the moment. At any
rate, Athanasius forthwith reappeared in triumph ; and
though Julian first published an edict expelling him
from Alexandria, as one who had been banished and
had returned without permission, and subsequently
wrote threatening to fine the prefect if Athanasius were
found in Egypt, he does not appear to have left the

capital, but to have enjoyed sufficient security in the
homes of his followers.*246)
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JOVIANUS.

363-364.

14. The Athanasian party at length had an emperor
of their own sect in Jovian ; and their leader was able

to come out of concealment, and to resume once more
the functions of patriarch of Alexandria/247)

VALENS.

364-378-

Buildings. Athribis : tetrapylon. Alexandria : gates of Brucheion.

[The building- at Athribis is only known from the inscription

preserved in the Ghizeh Museum. The erection of the gates
of the suburb of Brucheion at Alexandria is mentioned by John
ofNikiou(c. 82).]

Inscription. Greek : App. iii. 15.

Papyrus. G.G.P. i. 54.

15. This state of peace between the Egyptians and
the government, however, was of short duration. The
partition of the empire between Valentinian and Valens

gave Egypt into the charge of the latter, and as he
was an Arian, he came at once into conflict with the

majority of the Egyptian Christians. The popularity of

Athanasius, indeed, enabled him to procure the revoca-

tion of an edict of banishment which the prefect had
issued against him on the ground that the original
order of Constantius banishing him had never been

revoked, and he held his bishopric thenceforth in peace
till his death. But his successor Peter was imprisoned [373 A.D.

by direction of the emperor, and the Arian patriarch
Lucius, who had been originally elected by his party in

the time of Julian, was supported by the imperial troops
in what is described by the orthodox historians as a
course of violent persecution.^

48) His worst offence,

however, in their eyes seems to have been that he
assisted in the enforcement of a new law, which
abolished the privilege which the monks claimed of

exemption from military service.<249> If any troops were
to be recruited in Egypt, where whole towns such as

Oxyrhynchos, or even whole districts like the Fayum,
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were under monastic vows, it was out of the question
to recognise such a claim to exemption ; but the monks
stoutly resisted the attempt to force them into the

army, and many of them preferred to risk death fight-

ing against, rather than with, the imperial troops.
977A.D.] 16. The need of increased armaments was brought

home to the government by an incursion of the Saracens,
who advanced by the head of the Red Sea across the
eastern frontier under the command of their queen
Mavia, although they were nominally vassals of the
Roman Empire. The imperial forces were apparently
unequal to the task of meeting them, and they had to
be bought off by a treaty, of which the only recorded
but probably least substantial conditions were the

marriage of a daughter of Mavia to the Roman general
Victor, and the provision of an Egyptian bishop for the

Saracens/260)

17. The reforms of Diocletian apparently produced
a temporary improvement in the economic condition of

Egypt, or at any rate effected a check in the downward
course of its finances. There is negative evidence for

this in the absence of the complaints which had been
so frequent during the previous century with regard to

the burden of taxation
; although this may be due to

the comparative rarity of documents belonging to this

period. There was certainly a revival of trade with
the East, when, in the reign of Constantino, Frumentius

negotiated treaties of commerce with the Axumitas of

Abyssinia; and Theophilus did likewise a few years
later with the Homeritae of Arabia.*261 ) These two
nations now controlled the /Ethiopian and Indian trade

as they had done up to the time of Augustus ; the

Roman merchants having allowed the monopoly which
the government then secured for them to slip out of

their hands. Before long, however, tokens of an
increase in the poverty of the empire begin to be again
noticeable in the edicts of Constantius and Valens.

The former forbade the custom of patronage, by which
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communities in Egypt put themselves under the pro-
tection of some wealthy or influential individual, prefer-

ably an official, who could assist them in any difficulties

with the government ;
(262) while Valens issued special

orders that the curiales, who were responsible for the

payment of taxes, should be prevented from moving"
from the towns into the country, and that they should,
if they fled to the desert with the object of becoming

1

monks, be seized and brought back.<253> Perhaps the
most striking- evidence, however, is to be found in the
law of Valens, which decreed that tribute should not
be paid in money ;

<264> and, agreeably with this, it is

noticeable that comparatively few coins of the period
between Constantius and Justinian are found in Egypt,
while the evidence of the papyri shows that small
accounts were commonly paid in kind.



CHAPTER VI

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE SUPREMACY OF THE
CHRISTIAN CHURCH, 379-527 A.D.

THEODOSIUS I.

378-395-

Inscriptions. Greek: App. in. 16. Latin: C.I.L. iii. 19.

Papyri, Pap. Gen. 12 ; Pap. Leyden Z.

1. THE troops which had been raised by the violent
methods adopted by the officers of Valens were scarcely
likely to be ready to serve the government which had
pressed them, if any chance of escape were offered.

Consequently, in the reign of Theodosius, the Egyptian
legions were partly drafted into Macedonia, where
there would be less facility for desertion ; and the

garrison of Egypt was completed by the transfer to
it of a number of Goths who had been recruited for

the imperial army.('
265> This was the first recorded

departure from the rule which had been observed by
previous emperors, that the Egyptian levies should be
reserved for service in their own country.<*

50>

2. Immediately on his accession, Theodosius decreed
that the whole of the Roman Empire should become
Christian ;

(257) ancj this decree was vigorously enforced
in Alexandria and Lower Egypt, though in the upper
country the authority of the government was scarcely
strong enough to secure its observance, even if the
officials had cared to do this. For the most part, how-
ever, they were either too prudent administrators or
too lukewarm Christians if indeed they were not
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actually pagans, as the more fanatical bishops and
monks frequently asserted to try to force religion

upon an unwilling people : the more so as the manners
and habits of the leaders of the Christians were not such
as to excite admiration in men possessed of any culture.

3. In Alexandria itself, the praetorian prefect Cynegius, [385 A.D.

with the imperial troops, assisted the patriarch in the
work of conversion. The temple of Sarapis was the chief

point round which the struggle raged. The followers
of the older religion gathered to defend it, till the
streets became the scene of furious battles ; at length
they were driven into the temple, which they fortified,

and were only expelled by the military after much
bloodshed. This and most of the other temples
captured by the Christians were turned into churches,
and the leaders of the philosophical schools were forced
to withdraw from Alexandria. (258>

ARCADIUS.

395-408.

Papyri. G.G.P. ii. 80, 81, 81 a, 82.

4. From this time the history of Egypt was chiefly
determined by the patriarchs of Alexandria, and during
the next fifty years, in particular, little is recorded

except with regard to the quarrels of the bishops and
their followers, which gave the authorities almost as
much occupation as did the forced conversion of the

pagans. The position of authority in the government,
arrogated to himself by the bishop of Alexandria, as
well as the spirit in which theological controversy was
carried on, is well illustrated by the history of the

dispute which arose with regard to the anthropo-
morphist conception of God held by the greater part of
the Egyptian Church. Theophilus, the patriarch, as

though those who did not agree with him were rebels

against his authority, and therefore against that of the

emperor, took a body of soldiers and destroyed a
number of the monasteries of Nitriotis which were
inhabited by his theological opponents. <260> In the civil

v 7
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power thus arrogated by the patriarchs there may be
found an anticipation of the Papacy of the Middle Ages.

FlG. 77. me Ked Monastery : Ir

(Photo, by J. G. M.)

THEODOSIUS II.

408-450.

Papyrus. B.G.U. 609.

5. If the patriarch interfered with the authority of

the imperial government by using the soldiers for his

own purposes, the imperial officials also took their part
in religious questions. Thus when Theophilus died,
and a quarrel arose over the election of his successor,
Abundantius, the general in charge of the Roman
troops in Egypt, joined in the fray, though his support
did not bring victory to the party which he joined.?

200)

415 A.D ] 6. The new patriarch, Cyril, fell foul of the Jews,
who had, during the three centuries which had elapsed
since their virtual extermination under Trajan, grown
numerous . and influential once more in Alexandria.
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The origin of the quarrel is obscure : probably it was
nothing

1 more than the hatred of the Jews and Christians
for one another, coupled with a desire on the part of
the mob to plunder the Jews, who were far the richest

part of the community. In any case, plunder of the Jews
was what actually resulted ; their quarter of the city was
sacked, and they were all driven from their homes. <'2(il>

7. This expulsion and robbery of the chief merchants
of Alexandria, the people on whom the prosperity of
the city depended, by a mob of monks and vagabonds,
was an act which the government could not well over-
look. So Orestes, the prefect, tried to interfere ; but his

troops were insufficient to quell the disturbance, and
he only drew the hatred of the monks upon himself.
He was attacked in the street, and wounded by a stone ;

and the victory remained with Cyril.
<26L>>

8. It was probably the friendship of Orestes, and the

consequent enmity of Cyril, which led to the murder of
the philosopher Hypatia. The monks, elated at their

success, sought to sweep out all the pagans, amongst
whom they counted the prefect, from Alexandria ; and
they attacked Hypatia, and murdered her in the Church
of the Caesareum.<263>

9. Since the treaty of Diocletian had interposed the
Nobatae as a buffer State between the Roman frontier

at Syene and the land of the Blemmyes, there had
been comparatively little trouble experienced in Upper
Egypt from the wandering* tribes of the desert. The
kings of the Nobatae had fulfilled the task to which

they had agreed, of making war on the Blemmyes, and
had established their authority over the whole of the
old Roman military frontier. But, in the latter part of
the reign of Theodosius II., the Blemmyes once more
appeared in Egyptian territory, and ravaged the. Great

Oasis, defeating the Roman garrison, and carrying away
the inhabitants as captives ; though they subsequently
restored the latter to the governor of the Thebaid,

seemingly in order to be free from the encumbrance
of guarding- prisoners, when their line of retreat was
threatened by the neighbouring tribe of the Mazices.<264>
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MARCIANUS.

450-457-

10. This renewal of inroads by the Blemmyes was a

sign that the Nobatae had failed to keep the terms of

the agreement on which they had been settled in the

453A.D.] Nile Valley ; and the general Maximinus undertook an

expedition to punish both of the tribes. He inflicted a
severe defeat upon them, and compelled them to make
a peace for one hundred years, to release all Roman
captives, to pay compensation for damage done, and
to surrender hostages ; the last stipulation being one
to which neither the Blemmyes nor the Nobatae had
ever before submitted. On their side, they obtained

leave to visit the temple of Isis at Philae, and at stated

times to borrow her statue, and take it into their own
country in order to consult it ; a strange condition for

a Christian Roman to include in the terms, which shows
that the old religion could still be recognised for motives
of policy.

11. Very shortly after the conclusion of this treaty,
Maximinus died ; whereupon the Blemmyes and Nobatae
at once disregarded their agreement, and invaded the

Thebaid, in which they found and recovered the hostages
whom they had recently given. But Florus, the prefect
of Alexandria, returned to the attack, and compelled
them to agree to peace again. <266>

12. The relations between the government and the

Church in Alexandria were growing still more strained.

The former represented the ideas of Constantinople, the

latter those of Egypt ; and when the emperor, to deprive
the Alexandrian mob of their usual leader in their

risings against his representative, obtained at a general
council at Chalkedon the excommunication of Dioscorus,
the patriarch of Alexandria, and sent to replace him an
orthodox bishop in the person of Proterius, the populace
of Alexandria rose against the imperial nominee, and
the imperial troops who escorted him defeated them, and
drove the leaders into the temple of Sarapis, which they
burnt with those in it. It needed a reinforcement of
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two thousand men and a regular sack of Alexandria
to secure the new bishop on his throne ; and their guilt
was brought home to the citizens by a stoppage of the

public games, closure of the baths, and withdrawal of
the corn supply. ( 6<5>

LEO I.

457-474-

The bishopric of Proterius, however, was of short

FiO. 78. The White Monastery : North door. (Photo, by J. G. M*}
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duration. Since it was only by the help of the army he
had been put in office, so soon as the commander of

that army was called away to Upper Egypt, the Alex-

andrians rose in rebellion, and chose a monk named
Timotheus ^lurus as their patriarch. Before the

prefect could return to Alexandria, they had murdered
Proterius. But, in spite of this unmistakable evidence
as to the feelings of the people, the emperor was per-
suaded by the advice of the bishops to refuse to recog-
nise a heterodox priest ;

and he proceeded to set aside

the choice of the Egyptian Church in favour of a nominee
of his own, Timotheus Salophaciolus.<

267>

LEO II.

474-

ZENO.

474-491.

14. At length the troubles which arose after the
accession of Zenoat Constantinople brought for a time
to the throne a ruler whose religious opinions were
those of the Egyptian Church, in the person of Basilicus,

475 A.D.] who succeeded in expelling Zeno from his capital. He
forthwith restored Timotheus -lurus to Alexandria

;

and that priest held the office of patriarch until his

death, which occurred just in time to save him from
fresh deposition by Zeno, who had recovered his

throne. (208> The Alexandrians then chose Peter Mongus,
who was, as usual, deposed by the emperors orders in

favour of his old nominee, Timotheus Salophaciolus.
He, however, also soon died ; and thereon a fresh

dilemma was created by the choice of the people falling

upon John. The new patriarch had formerly been sent

as representative of the Egyptian Church to Constanti-

nople, to ask that they might in future choose their own
bishops ; and he had been required by the emperor,
before the desired favour was granted, to swear that

he would not take the bishopric if it were offered to

him. In view of this oath, Zeno apparently thought
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it the lesser of two evils to disregard John and recall

Peter Mongus, who had been chosen by the Church on
a previous occasion. He agreed to the publication by W* A.D.

the emperor of an edict, styled the Henotikon, which
was intended to restore the ecclesiastical position of

things which had existed before the Council of Chalkedon
had proclaimed war on the opinions of the Egyptians ;

and, accordingly, provided that the decrees of that

council should be left in oblivion. Peter, however,
almost immediately disregarded the agreement, and
banished from the Egyptian monasteries all monks who
held to the Chalkedonian decrees ; to which measure
the emperor replied by sending a reinforcement to the

garrison of Egypt, and deporting the ringleaders of

the Alexandrians to Constantinople.**
39)

ANASTASIUS.

491-518.

Papyri. Pap. B.M. ii3
5a

; G.G.P. i. 55; G.O.P. i. 141.

15, Peace was secured at length by the death of

Peter, and the election of Athanasius to the bishopric ;

and for the rest of the reign of Zeno and the whole
of that of Anastasius, the religious troubles of the

Egyptians were lulled to rest.<270> It was well for the

maintenance of Roman rule in Egypt that they were
so ended, as the Persians, who had for some time been

threatening the Eastern frontier, invaded the Delta.

The imperial forces were unable to defend the open
country ; but they held Alexandria until the invaders

retired, in spite of difficulties caused by the insufficiency
of supplies in the city.<

271>

1 6. With the view of distracting the attention of the

Persians from Egypt, Anastasius sent an embassy to

the Homeritee of Arabia, to arrange for an attack by
them upon the neighbouring territories of Persia from
the south.<272>
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JUSTINUS I.

518-527.

17. A second embassy was sent to the same Homeritae
by Justinus ; and the results achieved were satisfactory,
as far as promises went. The king of the Homeritae
undertook to invade the Persian territory, and to keep
open the trade route between Egypt and India. The
promises, however, do not appear to have been kept.<273)

1 8. In addition to grasping at the chief power in the

government of Egypt, the Christian Church seems
during this period to have concentrated in its hands
most of the wealth of the country. The monastic
corporations certainly held large quantities of land,
which were cultivated by the monks ; and the account
in the Life of Schnoudi, how his monastery fed the
prisoners recovered from the Blemmyes for three
months, at a cost of 265,000 drachmae, with 85,000
artabai of wheat and 200 artaba of olives, is not improb-
ably correct/2^) The manner in which whole districts

FIG. 79. The White Monastery : South wall. (Photo, by J. G. M.)
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were under monastic vows has already been noticed ;

and this would mean that the produce of all the^work
of the inhabitants would pass through the hands of the

superiors of the monasteries. These corporations were

strong enough, both in their influence and in their

buildings, to resist any undue exactions on the part
of the government, and thus to secure their general

prosperity and the comfort of each individual member.
Those who were not monks, however, suffered severely
both at the hands of the government tax-collectors

and at those of the wandering desert tribes, whether
Saracens on the east, Blemmyes on the south, or

Mazices on the west frontier. 2̂76) Most of all, perhaps,
did Alexandria suffer. The expulsion of the Jews by
Cyril dealt a most serious blow to the trade of the city,

as the plunderers who seized their houses had neither

the ability nor the desire to continue their business.

Thus a few years later an additional supply of corn [436 A.D.

for the relief of the citizens, in spite of a considerable

decrease in population, was necessary .(
276>
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UNION OF TEMPORAL AND RELIGIOUS POWER,
527-668 A.D.

JUSTINIANUS I.

527-565-

Papyri. B.G.U. 305, 364, 370, 673, 736; Pap. B.M. n 3 >;
G.G.P. i. 56, 57, 58, ii. 85; G.O.P. i. 125, 133, 140, 142,

*43> H5 H^, 147. J48, i97 205 2o6-

T. THE first work in Egypt to which the attention
of Justinian was called was the quarrel of the rival

FIG. 80. Byzantine sculptures : from Ahnas. (E.E.F. Report.)
108
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patriarchs ; and he tried to settle the matter by sending
a nominee of his own. But the patriarchs from Con-
stantinople, in spite of the assistance given them by the

imperial troops, were never able to hold their position
long" ; and when the second of Justinian's nominees was
expelled by his flock, he was perforce accompanied by
.ill other Egyptian bishops who dissented from the
national Monophysite beliefs. (277)

2. Justinian met force with force, and gave the new
patriarch, Apollinarius, the office also of prefect, so
that the ruler of the Church would have more readily
at his hand the soldiers who were required to enforce
his decisions upon, and collect his revenues from, the

people under his care. The new patriarch signalised
his arrival by a general massacre of the Alexandrian
mob, who refused to receive or listen to him, and even
stoned him in the church where he endeavoured to
address them ; and thus succeeded in removing the
most turbulent among the elements in the country
opposed to his rule.<278)

3. This action on the part of Justinian with regard
to the patriarchate virtually amounted to little more
than a transference of all the temporalities of the

Egyptian Church to the prefect of Alexandria ; as
henceforward that official, though nominal patriarch,
exercised no religious influence, and probably per-
formed a minimum of religious functions. The people
of Egypt looked up to the Monophysite or Jacobite
patriarch, who was elected by the Churches, and in

whose hands the spiritual government of the country
accordingly lay.

4. In addition to uniting- the offices of prefect and
patriarch, Justinian began to make regular use of the
monks and their establishments for military purposes.
The strong monasteries of Upper Egypt had for long
served as refuges to the surrounding population during
the plundering inroads of the desert tribes : and now,
to protect the passes under Mount Sinai on the road
to Egypt from Syria, which had fallen into the hands
of the Persians, a group of buildings was erected to
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serve the purposes both of monastery and fort, and
was garrisoned with monks. <279>

FIG. 8 1. Byzantine capital : from Ahnas.
(E.E.F. Report.)

5. Any advantage which might have accrued to the
Roman Empire in its struggle with the Persians from
the treaties concluded by Anastasius and Justinus with
the Homeritas of Arabia, was soon nullified by the

quarrels of that people with the kingdom of Axum,
on the opposite coast of the Red Sea. These quarrels
arose out of the Indian trade, in which both nations
had considerable interest. The Axumitae accused their

neighbours of killing Roman merchants, and undertook
the duty of punishing them ; and Hadad the king of
Axum made a successful expedition into Arabia ; after

which he sent an embassy to Alexandria to renew
friendly relations with the Roman government, which
were to be strengthened by the despatch of an Egyptian
bishop to Axum.^80)

6. For a few years the Indian trade flowed smoothly
through this channel, to the satisfaction of Justinian,
who thus succeeded in diverting to his own dominions
what had latterly been a source of profit to his enemies
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the Persians ; since, when the Red Sea route was
blocked by the Homeritse, the only alternative line for

the silk and spices of the East to reach Europe was
through Persian territory. It was, however, necessary
for Roman ambassadors to visit both Arabia and

Abyssinia from time to time ;
and at length a fresh

quarrel led to a determined attempt on the part of

FIG. 82. Coptic tombstones : in Ghizeh Museum.
(Photo, by W. M. F. Petrie.)

Elesbaan, the king
1 of Axum, to reduce the Homeritae

to dependence. His expedition was immediately suc-

cessful, and he set up a follower of his own as king ;

but the new ruler was shortly deposed in favour of

Abraham, who, when an Axumite army was sent to

reduce the country, won it over to his side, and defeated

a second. The Axumitae were thereon obliged to make

peace ; and the hopes of the Romans that they might
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succeed in harassing the Persians from this quarter
came to nothing. <281>

7. On the Southern frontier, the treaty made with the

Blemmyes and Nobatae after their xlefeat by Maximinus
and Florus had been observed fairly well, to judge by
the absence of any record of raids from this quarter

during the century that had elapsed since that time.

But Justinian, whether in consequence of renewed raids

by these tribes on the termination of the hundred years
for which the treaty had been made, or with a view of

putting a stop to the continuance of pagan rites in the

temples of Philae, which had been secured by the pro-
vision in the treaty empowering the barbarians to visit

the sacred island yearly for purposes of worship, sent

Narses the Persarmenian up the Nile, with orders to

destroy the temple of Isis at Philae ; which he did,

imprisoning the priests, and bringing the statues to

Constantinople.*
28 -)

8. A policy similar to that which has been suggested
by the action of Justinian with regard to the temples of

Philae was shown earlier in his reign in his treatment
of the philosophical school of Alexandria, which had
been one of the chief strongholds of the older religions,
till he strictly enforced a law against their teaching,
and drove the leading professors to take refuge with
the Persians.

JUSTINUS II.

565-578.

Inscription. Greek : C.I.G. iv. 8646.

Papyri. B.G.U. 306; G.O.P. i. 126, 134, 149, 195, 199.

9. The policy of Justinian with regard to the Blem-

myes soon proved an unwise one. The Roman govern-
ment was not strong enough to keep its neighbours
quiet by force of arms, and the destruction of the temple
of Isis at Philae had removed the one object in Roman
territory for which they felt respect ; so they resumed
their plundering raids, and obliged the commander of

S77A.D.]the Thebaid, Theodorus, to renew the fortifications

of Phila.W
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.G.U. 317; G.G.P. i. 60; G.O.P. i.

I93 J98 * 202.
135, 144,

10. Further measures were necessary, however, as
these fortifications were insufficient in themselves to

stop the attacks of the desert tribes ; and Aristomachus,
the general of the Egyptian troops under Tiberius, was
obliged to undertake a campaign against the Nubians
and Mauretanians, whom he defeated/-84)

11. Egypt seems to have been rapidly drifting into a

FIG. 83. Coptic tombstones : in Ghizeh Museum,
(Photo, by W.M.F.Petrie.)

state of anarchy, while officials and subjects alike did
what was right in their own eyes, and the government
at Constantinople seemed capable of nothing but vacil-
lation. Aristomachus was accused of having behaved
too presumptuously in his command, and was arrested
and brought to Constantinople ; but was promptly
pardoned, and justified his pardon by his victory above
mentioned.
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12. Further evidence of the chaotic state of affairs is

given by some events of the next reign. Certain men
plundered the two villages of Kynopolis and Busiris,
in the Delta,

" without authorisation from the prefect
of the nome"; and when the officials at Alexandria
threatened them with punishment, they collected a body
of men, and seized the corn which was being sent from
the country to Alexandria, thus a famine was caused
in the city. The government acted with its usual vacilla-

tion : John, the prefect of Alexandria, was deposed, but
as soon as he had offered an explanation, was reinstated.

This measure, naturally, did not check the riots in the

country, and an army was required to crush the revolt.

Another outbreak of brigandage, under one Azarias,
occurred at Panopolis, but proved less serious/286)

PHOCAS.
602-610.

Papyri. B.G.U. 3, 365 ; Rec. Tr. vi. p. 63, No. 5.

13. When Heraclius raised the standard of revolt

against Phocas, Egypt became for a time the main
seat of the war. Bonakis was sent thither to secure
the country for the Heraclian party ; and, after he had
defeated the imperial general of Alexandria outside the

walls, was received into the city with enthusiasm by
the clergy and people. All Egypt thereon made common
cause with the insurgents, two of the prefects alone

standing
1 to the side of Phocas ; but reinforcements

from Constantinople, under Bonosus, soon arrived and
made their headquarters at Athribis. In a battle

which shortly afterwards took place, Bonakis was
killed, and the remnants of his troops were driven into
Alexandria/286)
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14. Bonakis was succeeded in his command by
Niketas, who collected the Heraclian forces at Alex-

andria, and went out to attack Bonosus again. On
this occasion the insurgents were successful ; but
Bonosus rallied his troops at Nikiou, and continued
to threaten Alexandria till another defeat had been
inflicted on him, when he fled to Constantinople, leaving
Niketas master of the country/

287)

HERACLIUS I.

610-641.

Papyri. B.G.U. 314, 319, 368, 370, 398, 401, 725; Pap. B.M. 113^,
H3 10

, 483 ; Louvre, N. et E. 21 ; Rcc. Tr. vi. p. 63 ; R.E. iv.

pp. 58 if., No. 18 ; G.O.P. i. 138, 139, 151, 152, 153 ; Journal of

Fhilology } xxii. p. 268.

1 5. During the whole of the sixth century the pressure

FIG. 84. Designs from fragments of Coptic pottery. ( Petrie Collection. )

of the Persians on the eastern frontiers of the Roman
Empire had steadily increased ;

and it was beginning to

be seriously felt in Egypt when Heraclius was recog-
nised as emperor. As the Persian armies advanced,
numerous fugitives from Syria and Palestine took

v-8
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refuge in Egypt ;
and when the enemy

"

invaded the

Delta, the refugees were driven into Alexandria. This

city was thus crowded with a great multitude of people

wholly dependent for their support on charity ; and
when the difficulty of feeding them, which chiefly fell

6x6 A.D.J upon the patriarch John, became an impossibility,

through a failure of the harvest, John fled to Cyprus
with the imperial general Niketas, and left the province
of Egypt to the Persians. <288>

16. The new governors of Egypt entered into their

inheritance quietly, and almost naturally ; as the

Persian army was largely drawn from Syria and Arabia,
whose tribes had been
in contact and relation-

ship with the native

Egyptians from time im-
memorial. Thus they
had no great difficulty
in ruling Egypt ; the

wealthier classes had

probably a large inter-

mixtureofArabs amongst
them, who welcomed the

rule of their kinsmen,
while the fellaheen at

the worst only changed
masters, and possibly
preferred the government

of an Oriental to that of a Greek monarch.

17. The Persian rule in Egypt lasted for ten years,
until the revolt of the Arabs, under the inspiration
of the teaching of Mohammed, deprived the king
of Persia of his most effective soldiers, and gave the
Romans a chance of recovering some of their lost

provinces in the East. Heraclius marched through
Syria into Egypt, and drove out the Persians ; with
them went the patriarch Benjamin, who had received

his appointment with their approval when John, the
Roman prefect-patriarch, fled, and who would con-

sequently be regarded by the Romans less as a bishop

FIG. 85. Coptic painted pottery.

(Petrie Collection.)
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chosen by the Egyptians than as a rebel who had
taken office under the Persians.

18. The Romans, however, were not left for long- in

the peaceful possession of Egypt, though the inhabitants

of the country raised no disturbance at the fresh change
of rulers. The Arabs, whose revolt from Persia had
enabled Heraclius to recover Egypt, soon began to

push forward against the frontiers of the Roman Empire,
and to threaten Egypt. For awhile they were bought
off by subsidies ;<

289> but, on the stoppage of payments,
the Saracen general 'Amr-ibn-al-'Asi entered Egypt with [639, Dec.

an army of three thousand men, and, after a month's

siege, captured the frontier fortress of Pelusium. He
then advanced against Babylon, where Theodorus the

prefect was collecting the Roman troops, and intending
to attack the Arabs after the inundation in order to pro-
tect the sowing of the crops ; but Amr, who had
received considerable reinforcements from Arabia, sur-

rounded and defeated the Romans at Heliopolis. He[640,juiy.
then blockaded the fortress of Babylon, and overran
the Fayum and Middle Egypt, the garrisons of which
retired down the river.<:9 )

19. The Roman army had not made much show of

resistance against the invaders, largely on account of
the dissensions among their leaders, and the lukewarm-
ness or treachery of the Coptic population. A number
of the leading Copts had actually gone over to the

Arabs ; the most noted among whom was George, a

prefect, who began openly to help them after the battle

of Heliopolis.W
20. In the course of the autumn,

cAmr advanced
Northwards towards the Delta, and drove all the

Roman troops before him into it. He was unable,

however, to penetrate it, and was obliged to turn back
and secure the Rif.<292>

CONSTANTINUS II.

641.

21. After the death of Heraclius, the government
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officials at Constantinople decided to try a waiting-

policy in Egypt ; they directed Theodoras to pay tribute

to 'Amr, and so keep him quiet, and at the same time

to be on the alert for any chance to attack him. Re-
inforcements for the Egyptian army were also.promised,

641, April but never arrived. In the meantime, 'Amr took Baby-
9ih'l

Ion, and a few weeks later Nikiou, from both of which
the garrisons retired to Alexandria. <-93>

HERACLONAS.

641-642.

22. The city of Alexandria was now subjected to a regu-
lar siege ;

but it was in no condition to withstand one.

Theodorus the prefect, had been summoned to Rhodes
;

and the two leading commanders left in the city,

Domentianus and Menas, quarrelled till they came to

open conflict. Added to this was the opposition of the

clergy to the new emperor Heraclonas, on the ground
that he was the offspring of an uncanonical marriage
between Heraclius and his niece Martina. At length
Theodorus returned, and settled the quarrel by ex-

pelling Domentianus ; and at the same time Cyrus the

patriarch arrived, with authority to conclude peace.
Peace was what the Romans and Egyptians alike

64x, Oct. desired ; so Cyrus went to Babylon, and came to terms
17 J with 'Amr. He agreed that .tribute should be paid by

the Alexandrians, and that the Roman forces should

evacuate Alexandria in eleven months, on condition

that in the meantime there should be a cessation of

hostilities, and that the Jews and Christians should

thereafter remain unmolested/'294*

CONSTANS II.

642-668.

642. Sept. 23. In accordance with the agreement, Theodorus
17t** and his troops withdrew from Alexandria at the end

of the specified time, and the Roman Empire in Egypt
was ended/296)
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24. There is little detailed evidence for judging- of
the general condition of Egypt during the last century
of its government by the Romans. But the impression
produced by reading its history is one of hopeless
poverty. The cultivators of the soil were merely re-

garded as so many machines for raising corn ; and
corn became almost the only industry and currency of

Egypt.<
296> What wealth there was, was concentrated

in a few hands, and whole villages, as has been already
seen, became dependent on some rich man.<297> The
consequence of this poverty was shown in the indiffer-

ence with which the Egyptians regarded any change
in their government, and the entire absence of any
attempt to take a part in deciding who should rule in

the State or the Church. They had sunk so low, that
even religious controversy could not rouse them. Only
in Alexandria the factions in the circus could raise a

fight from time to time, and distract the attention of
the populace from the laborious task of opposing the
Arabs to the more congenial one of breaking each
other's heads.<298>



CHAPTER VIII

THE REVENUES AND TAXATION OF EGYPT

1. THE amount which was to be contributed by Egypt
to the imperial treasury was a matter for the special
consideration of the emperor year by year. He not

only decided how much revenue was to be raised in

the province, but issued special directions as to the
manner in which it was to be collected.*2") His orders
were addressed to the prefect, from whom they passed
in turn to the epistrategoi, strategoi, and village
authorities. Each of these officials determined, in

regard to assessed taxes, how ihe amount required
from his own district should be divided among the
smaller districts which were comprised in it. Thus
the prefect fixed the sum to be paid by each epistrategia,
the epistrategos that by each nome in his province, the

strategos that by each village in his nome, while the

village authorities decided and collected the payments
due from each individual.*300)

2. The most important of all the taxes levied in

Egypt was the corn tax, which was collected in kind
from the villages, and used to furnish the tribute of
corn sent to feed Rome. For the purpose of this tax
there was kept an elaborate register of lands under
cultivation/301^ by the aid of which the village authorities
assessed upon the farmers the amounts respectively
payable. In determining these amounts, they were
directed to have special regard to the rise of the Nile,
so that lands which had been out of the reach of the flood

in any particular year should be more lightly taxed
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than those which had been fertilised by the inunda-
tion. <302) The exact manner in which the incidence of
the tax was ultimately decided is not certain ; but it

appears probable that each village as a whole was
liable to pay a certain amount, and that this liability was
met, in the first instance, by any common property which
the village possessed, while the surplus over and above
what this produced was divided amongst the individual
members of the community, at rates which were most
likely calculated on the amount of land each held and
the crops raised on each holding/303) In one list, which
apparently refers to this tax, the rates vary from two
and a half to seven artabai per aroura, the commonest
rate being four and twenty-seven fortieths artabai/304)

The actual work of collection of the tax was in the
hands of the sitologoi and their assistants, <30f|) who also
had charge of the public granaries, and were required
to make monthly returns of the corn stored therein
to the strategos/

:MWJ) The amount required from the

village, known as embole or epibole, was drawn from
these granaries and transported to the river by carriers,
who were obliged to keep a certain number of camels
or asses for the public service, and received in return a

regular allowance/307) It was then delivered to the

shipmasters on the river, who conveyed it to the imperial
granaries at Alexandria ; all the expenses, up to and

including delivery at Alexandria, being paid by the
authorities of the village which sent the corn/308) The
lands of Alexandria and the Menelaite nome were

specially exempt from this tax/309)

3. Payments for the corn tax were made, in some
instances, in money instead of in kind ; and t*he tax
was in these cases received by the praktor of corn

taxes, in place of the sitologos/
810) Probably it was

open to a farmer to pay in the value of the corn for

which he was liable, in place of the corn itself.
^

4. Another tax, payable, like the embole, in corn,
and collected by the sitologoi, was the annona. Details

as to this tax are rare ; but it appears probable that it

was for the supply of the allowance of corn made to
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Alexandria, as the embole was for that to Rome and
Constantinople/

311)

5. In connection with the corn tax should be mentioned
the custom by which each year the local authorities

supplied to the farmers in their district seed-corn, at
the rate of an artaba of corn for each aroura farmed/312)

This corn was repaid after harvest to the granaries,
with an addition of two choinikes to the artaba, or one-

twenty-fourth, as interest, and a varying sum for cost
of collection/313) The interest on the loan doubtless
went into the common store of the village to assist in

meeting the demands for Rome and elsewhere.
6. The sitologoi had to meet a further charge upon

the village granaries in the form of certain payments
for charitable purposes, which were made in corn ;

<314>

but it does not appear whether the supply for these

payments was raised by a special tax, or whether it

came from the common property of the village.

7. In place of the corn which was exacted from the
farmers whose land was sown for this crop, those

holdings which were used for growing garden produce,
or as vineyards, fig-plantations, palm-groves, or olive-

yards, were liable to a tax payable in money, and
collected by the praktores of money taxes. The rate,

however, cannot be determined, and the manner of
assessment even seems to have varied. In one case
the tax was ten drachmae per aroura/315) in another
list it was from twenty to forty/

816) while in a third the

payments made bear no fixed proportion at all to the
amount of land held/317) An allowance was made in

the collection of this tax, as in that of the corn tax, for

unoccupied or waste lands/318)

8. There were other taxes on land, payable in money,
the nature and amount of which is at present obscure.
A charge of " naubion "

is several times mentioned ;
<819)

but there is nothing to show what its precise object
was, beyond the fact that it appears among- other
imposts levied on real property ; nor what its rate was,
except in one instance, where it seems to have been
assessed at approximately one hundred drachmae per
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aroura/H2 ) Entries of receipts for "geometria" are
also found on the same lists with most of the taxes

already mentioned ;
<321) but the particulars relating

1 to
this charge cannot be determined : it was possibly the

surveyor's fee for his work in connection with obtaining
the necessary particulars of each estate for the govern-
ment.

9. House property was subject to a tax, which was
collected by the same praktores as the land taxes,
which were payable in money. It may be a chance

merely that the three receipts for this tax which have
been preserved are for a hundred drachmae or multiples
of a hundred

;
<322> but in the absence of other evi-

dence it is perhaps reasonable to suppose that the rate

was a hundred drachmae for each house. Another
tax, apparently levied only on house property, was that
described as arithmetikon, which also was usually
collected by the praktores. The sums entered as
received from this source, however, are much smaller
than those from the house tax ;

<32:i) but they do not

give any guidance as to the manner of the assessment.
10. The cattle taxes were levied on the various kinds

of flocks and herds separately ; receipts for payments
in respect of oxen/824) sheep/

325) and camels <32 ) are
found ; and taxes were doubtless also laid on goats and

asses, though no examples of these occur. Only in

regard to the tax on camels is it possible to conjecture
* the rate of the impost ; in this case the entries of

receipts are almost invariably multiples of ten drachmae,
which suggests that that sum was the tax on each
camel. One instance, however, is preserved of a tax

receipt for twenty drachmae paid on ten camels ;
<327) but

this may have been an instalment only/
328) For the

purposes of these taxes a yearly census of all kinds of
Jive stock liable to them was taken by the local

authorities/829) For the collection of this branch of
the revenue the praktores were responsible.

ii. All inhabitants of Egypt between the ages of
fourteen and sixty, with the exception of certain

privileged classes, were liable to pay a poll-tax/
880)
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Numerous receipts for payments of this tax exist on
ostraka, dating- from the first and second centuries ;

these show it to have risen from sixteen drachmae for

each person under Nero to seventeen about the first

year of Trajan, and further to twenty soon after the
accession of Antoninus Pius/331) This rise may possibly
be connected with the depreciation of the coinage,
which proceeded in about the same proportion. A
census was taken from house to house every fourteen

years specially with a view to this tax ; the returns were
sent in to the strategos and royal scribe of the nome,
the laographoi of the village, and the village scribe,
and gave full particulars as to the inhabitants of each
house ;

<382) and interim returns had to be furnished to
state any changes which took place in families between
the census years/

333) From the poll-tax Alexandrian
citizens were exempt/

334) and doubtless also Romans
domiciled in Egypt ; so, too, were the Katoikoi, who
were the descendants of the Greek soldiers originally
settled in Egypt by the Ptolemies, and held their lands,

nominally at any rate, on condition of liability to

military service/335) It appears also that a certain
number of priests at each temple were allowed to be

exempt/336)

12. Another direct tax was the stephanikon, which
was levied^ so far as is known, only about the begin-
ning of the third century ;

<387) and may have been in

theory a revival of the old custom of making a national

present to the king on his accession, which was, how-
ever, extended into a sort of recurrent *' benevolence."
It was collected by special praktores, and consisted in

payments ofsums of four drachmae.

13. A tax was also paid by traders of all descrip-
tions, the sums payable being reckoned on the monthly
receipts of the business in each case. This was there-

fore a kind of income-tax ; but the percentage charged
cannot be discovered, though both on ostraka and

papyri there are numerous entries of payments on this

account/888)

14. The indirect taxation was chiefly levied jn the
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form of customs and entrance dues, which were col-

lected, not only from merchants and others entering-
the country, but also from those passing- from one part

FIG. 86. Tariff-Stele of Koptos : in Ghizeh
Museum. (Photo, by J. G. M.)

of the province to another, as a sort of octroi.

Thus, in addition to the custom-houses, of which
records have been preserved, at Syene for the Nile

at Koptos for the desert road from the Red
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Sea/340) and in the Fayum for goods from the Sahara,*341)

there were stations at Schedia,<342> two hundred and
forty stades above Alexandria, where toll was collected
from boats passing

1 to and from the city, and at Her-

mopolis*
348) for the trade between Upper and Lower

Egypt. A stele found at Koptos<344> gives the rates

charged there on passengers and equipages, which
were as follows : steersmen from the Red Sea, ten
drachmae ; boatswains, ten drachmae ; seamen, five

drachmae ; shipwrights, five drachmas ; artisans, eight
drachmae ; prostitutes, one hundred and eight drachmae ;

women entering the country, twenty drachmae ; wives
of soldiers, twenty drachmae ; camel tickets, one obol ;

sealing of ticket, two obols ; ticket for the husband in

a departing caravan, one drachma ; all his women at

four drachmae each ; an ass, two obols ; a waggon
with a tilt, four drachmae ; a ship's mast, twenty
drachmae ; a ship's yard, four drachmae ; a funeral to

the desert and back, one drachmae four obols. The
charge for camel tickets is found also in the Prosopite
and Letopolite nomes, at the head of the desert roads
to Nitriotis and the Fayum.<

345> The duty on goods,
both imported and exported, collected at the stations

of Soknopaiou Nesos,<34 ) Karanis/347) Philadelphia/
348)

and Bacchias t349) in the Fayum, was an ad valorem

charge of three per cent. ; and it may be assumed to

have been the same at other custom - houses ; except
that at the Red Sea ports there was apparently a pre-
ferential duty against goods coming through Arabia.*340)

In addition to the customs, there was a further charge
made at the Fayum stations for the maintenance of a

guard along
1 the desert roads. The collection of these

taxes was sold to farmers.

15. Other indirect taxes, which were farmed in the
same way as the Customs/381) were the enkyklion, a
fee of ten per cent, on sales ;

t362) a fine of five per cent*

on inheritance/368) and one at a similar rate on the
manumission of slaves ;

<354> and a fee, apparently of
one-sixth per cent.., for the registration of legal docu-
ments/365) Also, in case of failure to fulfil a contract,
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it was customary for a fine to be inflicted for the
benefit of the treasury. <356>

16. An extraordinary burden which was laid upon
the inhabitants of Egypt consisted in the posting-rights
claimed by officials ; and though these were expressly
restricted by decree of the prefect to the right to
demand lodgings, and this only by those who had the

proper authorisation from headquarters, the numerous
officials who were continually journeying about must
still have been a source of very considerable expense to
their hosts/857) Attendance on the higher officials was
probably a hereditary liturgy, as it is recorded to have
been in the case of a man whose duty it was to row in

the State-boat of the governor of the Thebaid ;
<358> this

practice was perhaps derived from the slave-labour of
slave-families who had settled into other work. A
similar liturgy appears in another instance at Oxy-
rhynchos, where each tribe in turn had to supply a
sailor to serve on a public boat engaged in the trans-

port of corn/359) The most burdensome, however, of
the liturgies which were laid upon the Egyptians were
the local administrative posts, such as that of strategos
or praktor ;

<MGO> even in the earlier and better years of
Roman rule it was stated in an official decree that

many strategoi had been ruined by their term of
office ;

<301> while the labour of the work of collecting
taxes which fell on the praktor may be judged from
the fact that a man nominated to the post paid a

deputy two hundred and fifty -two drachmae yearly,
which would represent about six months' wages/362)

Under these circumstances, it was not remarkable that

many men fled from home to escape these burdens ;

as they might feel that they were bound to lose all they
had, and so might as well let their property be con-

fiscated without having three years' worry in addition

to the loss. From these liturgies Alexandrians were

exempt/8**) and therefore also Romans ; priests, too,
could claim a similar freedom/**4) which was also

accorded to veterans for a period of five years after

their discharge/
8*6)
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17. The work of repairing
1 the dykes and clearing

1 the
canals partook somewhat of the nature of a liturgy,
inasmuch as it was compulsory, though really it was
joint labour for a common purpose. Every cultivator
of land had to give five days in the summer of each

year to this work, for which he received a certificate ;
f366)

,

or, if he preferred, he could apparently purchase
exemption at the rate of five days' wages of a labourer,
which amounted to six drachmae and four obols in the
second century/

367)

18. During the later period of the Roman rule, the

Egyptians were required to furnish supplies for the

imperial troops ;
<368) the earliest instance of this is in

the reign of Diocletian, (3(J9> One case is found of a

money payment made for this same object by the Church
of Apollinopolis Magna on account of a troop of soldiers

quartered in a monastery/370) It was perhaps this tax
which Valens fixed at the rate of a soldier's clothing
for every thirty arourai of land/371)

19. Temple property was not, as such, exempt from
taxation. It paid the ordinary taxes ;

<372) and there

were, in addition, special taxes levied under the names
of altar-tax <378) and tax on offerings ;<

374) the former of
which appears to have been calculated at the rate of
four per cent, on the receipts of the temple/375) It

would seem, also, that the State exacted a due on each
calf sacrificed/376) These charges possibly represented
the share claimed by the emperor in the offerings made
to the gods. Another tax is mentioned in connection
with the two first-named, under the title of lesoneia ;

<877>

but it can only be supposed, from its association, to
have been a tax on temples. The priests also paid a

special tax, known as epistatikon,*
378) but nothing

definite is recorded about the rate or object of this

payment. On the other hand, a subvention was given
from the imperial treasury towards the expenses of
maintenance of the temples of the gods ; in which
respect the Roman emperors followed the practice of
their Greek predecessors/879)

20* While the whole of Egypt was, in theory, the
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private property of the Roman emperor, certain lands
were in a special sense his domain. These consisted
of the old royal inheritance of the Ptolemies, which
was increased by confiscation of the estates of debtors
to the treasury and criminals, and by the reversion of
unclaimed land ;<

38 ) though, on the other hand, domain-
land, at any rate of the two latter classes, was from
time to time sold.<381> The land was let out to culti-

vators by the imperial procurators ; and an example
is preserved of a notice, stating what royal lands
were wanting tenants/382) Quarries and mines also

belonged to the imperial domain, and were usually
worked directly by the State, convict labour being
employed under the direction of a military guard.<

388>



CHAPTER IX

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS

1. THE religious ideas of Egypt had, by the time of
the Roman conquest, been influenced and modified to
a considerable extent by those of the Greeks, especially
where there was most mixture of races. The process
of modification had gone forward, however, unequally
in different directions : some of the old Egyptian gods
remained almost unaffected, even in districts where
there was a strong Greek element ; others were simply
identified in name with the Greek divinities who most
nearly resembled them ; while the attributes and wor-

ship of others were entirely remodelled in accordance
with Greek taste. To these varying developments of
the Egyptian religious system there was to be added
the purely Hellenic theology which was preserved by
many of the more cultured Greeks ; and a certain

leaven of Roman ideas was introduced for reasons of
State by the new government. Outside of all the rest

Egyptian, Greek, and Roman stood the Jews, who
had exercised little or no influence on the ideas of the

Egyptians, and were unaffected in their turn by Egyptian
theology; although the influence of the philosophy of
Alexandria is strongly marked in some of the later

Jewish writings.
2. The least modification of the ancient Egyptian

system was naturally found in the country districts,
where the cultivators of the soil, who had never been
touched by Greek learning, and whom the Greek priests
had no desire to proselytise, continued placidly to wor-
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ship the gods of their ancestors in the manner of their

ancestors. The Fayum papyri have preserved numer-
ous records of the priesthood, possessions, and services

of Soknopaios a form of Sebek, the crocodile god of
the Arsinoite nome which enable a fairly complete
idea of the general nature of local Egyptian worship to

be formed/3**)

3. There was at Soknopaiou Nesos the modern
Dhneh a temple of Soknopaios, in which he was
associated with Isis Nepherses.<

885> This temple was
probably the centre of worship for the peasants of the

whole district ; an inscription in the Ghizeh Museum

FIG. 87. Stele from Soknopaiou Nesos : in Ghizeh
Museum. (Photo, by J. G. M.)

refers to the rebuilding of its precinct wall by the

shepherds of Nilopolis/
880* while another inscription

calls Soknopaios the god of the nome, and requires

copies ofa decree of the prefect, relating to the privileges
of the priests, to be set up in proper places through-
out tb nome/887) These priests were organised in five

v 9
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tribes/888) membership of which appears to have been

hereditary, and, in the case of a woman, not to have
been changed by marriage ;

<389> and the affairs of the

priesthood were placed in the general charge of a

college of five elders, representing the five tribes/890)

In most respects
the priests were
scarcely to be dis-

tinguished from the

ordinary peasant ;

many of them were
unlettered, < 91> and

they were not de-
voted exclusively to
the service of the

temple, butwere free

to pursue other oc-

cupations ;
<aw> like

the modern der-

vishes, who belong
to religious frater-

nities and join in

festivals, but work
like ordinary indi-

viduals for their

living. They had
certain restrictions
laid upon them ; the

wearing of woollen

garments and long
hair being forbid-

den ;
<895J) and they had to be solemnly circumcised by

leave of the high priest in childhood/894) On the
other hand, they received a daily allowance of an
artaba of corn throughout the year, and an extra
amount of four artabai daily at feast times, which seem
to have occupied nearly half the year, and during' which
they would be required to be in attendance at the

temple;*
895) and a subvention was paid towards the

expenses of the temples by the State. They claimed

FIG. 88. Column with figures of>. 88. Column with figures of priests
Rome. (Photo, by WT M. F. Petrie.)

ts: at
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exemption from forced labour, and this privilege was
more than once definitely affirmed by orders from the

prefect, although in terms which suggest that it was
not always respected by the local authorities/396) They
were not, however, free from taxes, which they would
naturally have to pay in respect of the lands which
they occupied and cultivated in the intervals of their

priestly duties ; but a certain number of priests at each

temple were allowed to escape the poll-tax/
897) The

temples also had to pay taxes on their landed property ;

though the temple buildings themselves were perhaps
exempt/898)

. 4. With Soknopaios at Soknopaiou Nesos were
associated Sokonpieios <8") or Sokopiaiis,<

40 ) which are

probably variant names of another form of Sebek, and
Enoupis,*

401) who was probably Anubis. Other local

deities of the Fayum were Pnepher6s and Petesouchos,
whose temple has been found at Karanis ;

<40 -) Sokanob-
konneus, who appears to have been the god 1 of Bac-
chias;<403) Phemnoeris, who may have belonged to

Hexapotamos ;<
404) and Sukatoimos/405) Of these, Pete-

souchos and Sokanobkonneus may be regarded as
local forms of Sebek, the most generally accepted
form of whose name, Souchos, is found at Arsinoe,
Nilopolis, and Soknopaiou Nesos in the Fayum/406)

and also in an inscription from a site in the nome of
Ombos/407)

5. Other local deities, whose worship persisted until

Roman times without any recorded identification of
their personalities with Greek gods, are Thriphis, the

pronaos of whose temple at Athribis was dedicated
under Tiberius ;

<408) Amenebis, whose temple at Tchon-
emyris in the Theban Oasis was rebuilt under Anton-
inus, and to whom an inscription of homage was found
at Kysis in the same Oasis ;

<400) Thoeris, whose worship
at. Oxyrhynchos continued to the beginning of the
fourth century ;

<41 ) Mandoulis, to whom many votive

inscriptions were written by the soldiers stationed at
Talmis ;

C411) and Srouptichis, mentioned in inscriptions
at Khardassy/

413) Bes is represented in the work at
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Tentyra, dating* from the time of Trajan, and Roman
terra-cotta figures of him are found ; and Phthah ap-

FiG. 89. Figure of Bes : Tentyra. (Photo, by W. M. F. Petrie. )

pears on the coins of Hadrian ; but neither is mentioned
in inscriptions.

6. It was much more common,
however, when the Greeks found
that the attributes of an Egyptian
god resembled those of a Greek, for
them to identify the two and unite
their worship. Such a tendency was
nothing foreign either to Egyptian or

FIG. 90. Phthah : Coin Greek theology , both of which systems
of Hadrian. (British had pursued this process of identifi-
Museum.) cation from the earliest times. And

there were obvious advantages in the economy thus
effected, especially for the Greeks, who, in most Egyp-
tian country towns, would not be sufficiently numerous
or sufficiently wealthy to build or endow a temple for
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their own gods, and could thus simply get the enjoyment
of the existing

1 establishments. It is not to be sup-
posed, however, that the union of the deities went
farther than their names ; Pan Khem was still Pan to
the Greek, and Khem to the Egyptian, neither race

really assimilating- the religious conceptions of the
other. It was only in such rare cases as that of Sebek,
for whonr as the crocodile god the Greeks could
not find an equivalent, that they accepted the Egyptian
ideas.

7. The most patent instances of this assimilation

may be found in the Greek names of the nomes and
towns of Egypt. When the Greeks conquered the

country, they renamed many of the old nome capitals
by the simple process of taking the nearest Greek
equivalent to the god who was worshipped in each

town, and styling
1

it as his city: thus Thebes, the city
of Amen, became Diospolis ; and Tes-Hor, the town of

the raising
1 of Horus, was called Apollinopolis.

8. Instances of the worship of gods under double

names, however, are not very common in the Roman
period. At Pselkis there was a temple of Hermes
Pautnuphis, to whom inscriptions of homage were
addressed either under his compound name or a single
one< (4is) pan Khem was worshipped
at Panopolis and in the neighbour-
ing districts of the desert.<414> At
Tentyra and at Philae temples were
built to Aphrodite as identified with
Hathor.<416) Zeus Ammon, one of
the earliest of the joint gods, is ^^^^^
commonly represented on coins <410>; FJG 9Ii^zeus Am-
and a dedication to him with the mon : Coin of Ha-
addition of a third name, Chnubis, is Jjrian.

(British

found in a quarry near Philae.<417> In Museum.)

the last instance there appears to have been a conjunc-
tion of the two ram-headed gods Khnum and Amen.

9. In Alexandria and Ptolemais Hermiou, where the
Greek element was large enough to support temples
without relying on the native endowments, the old
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Egyptian deities had for the most part passed out of

sight, and the gods were worshipped under purely
Hellenic attributes. The arrival of the Roman officials

and garrison would bring a considerable accession of

strength to this party, who had hitherto consisted

mainly of the direct descendants of the Ptolemaic
settlers, with such of the Alexandrian philosophers as

thought it worth their while to worship anything. The
Roman official religious inscriptions, as distinct from
private expressions of homage, are usually in the names
of Greek gods, and the religious types on the coins
struck at Alexandria are mainly Greek rather than
Egyptian. Even on the nome coins, which, as represent-
ing a quasi-local issue, might have been expected to
bear figures of the old nome gods, the usual type is one
chosen from the Greek point of view by the authorities
at Alexandria. <418>

10. Zeus was known mainly in his compound forms.
His Graeco-Egyptian title as Zeus Ammon has already
been noticed ; and as Zeus Helios Sarapis he was
worshipped at Canopus,<

419> and two temples were

Fro. 92. Pantheistic Zeus FIG. 93. Temple of Zeus:

Sarapis: Coin of Hadrian. Coin of Trajan. (British

(British Museum.) Museum.)

erected to him at Mo'ns Claudianus in the reign of
Hadrian ;

<420> to this title also a pantheistic type on the
coins is attributable. <421> An altar dedicated to Zeus
Helios Soter was found at Ptolemais Hermiou, and an

inscription to Zeus Helios opposite Koptos.<
422> On a
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coin of Trajan a temple of Zeus, presumably at Alex-

andria, is represented, within which is a statue of the

Greek Zeus, naked and holding a thunderbolt.^428) The
type of Zeus is a common one on Alexandrian coins

*,

but, with the exception of the busts of Zeus Olympios
and Zeus Ncmeios on tetradrachms of Nero,<

424> issued

FIG. 94. Zeus : Coin
of Trajan. (British
Museum. )

FIG. 95. Hera :

Coin of Nero.

(
British Museum. )

probably in connection with local games at the time, of
his intention to visit Egypt, there are no special forms
that can be identified.

11. Hera, on the other hand, scarcely appears at all in

Egypt. As Juno she is associated with Jupiter Ammon
Chnubis in the Latin inscription mentioned above ;

<426>

and the bust of Hera Argeia is found in the same series

of Neronian tetradrachms as the local types of Zeus.<426>

12. The only traces of the worship of Poseidon and

FIG. 96, Poseidon:
Com of Claudius
II. (British Mu-
seum. )

FIG. 97. Kybele :

Coin of Julia
Domna. (British

Museum.)

Kybele are in the coin types ; and to Kronos there

exists one dedication in the Ghizeh Museum, from

Apollinopolis Parva.<427>
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13. To Apollo, jointly with Sarapis and Isis, a temple
at Senskis, near the emerald mines of the eastern desert,
was dedicated ;

<428> an inscription of homage to him was
found at Kysis in the Theban Oasis, and another, of
unknown origin, is in the Ghizeh Museum/429^ A
Sphinx from Ombos, with a dedicatory inscription to

Apollo and other gods, has been discovered. <430> Among
the Apollo types on the coins, which are not uncommon,

FIG. 98. Apollo :

Coin of Nero.
(British Museum.)

FIG. 99. Helios : Coin
of Hadrian. (Bod-
leian. )

should be noticed the figures of the Apollo of Kanachos
at Branchida*, on coins of Antoninus Pius,(

431> and the
busts of Apollo Pythios and Apollo Aktios in the

"games
"
series of Nero.<432>

14. Helios, in the simple form, as distinguished from
the pantheistic Zeus Helios Sarapis, is represented by
purely Greek types on the coins/

433) even the nome coins
of Heliopolis and Diospolis Magna.

15. Artemis likewise occurs only on coins, and in the
Greek form of the huntress goddess : <434> and Selene
also is always represented by a Greek type.<

436>

FIG. 100. Artemis:
Coin of Antoninus
Pius. (British Mu-
seum.

)

FIG. TOT. Selene :

Coin ofJulia Paula.

(British Museum.)
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1 6. Athene is, next to Zeus, the most frequently
represented of the Greek divinities on coins, but no

i^i. 102. Athene :

Coin of Gallicnus.

(British Museum.)

FIG. 103. Temple of Athene:
Coin of Antoninus Pius.

(British Museum. )

inscriptions to her have been as yet discovered. Her
temple at Alexandria is found on a coin of Antoninus
Pius ;

<4a(J) and she furnishes the type for the nome coins
of Sais and Oxyrhynchos. <437> The Saite form is that
of the goddess holding

1 an owl, identified as Athene

Archegetis, with reference to the idea that Athens was
a colony of Sais, while at Oxyrhynchos she appears
holding a double axe, usually of Egyptian form, with
rounded edges. In both these localities she had taken
the place, in the mind of the Alexandrians, of the

Egyptian goddess Nit ;
<488> but it is noticeable that no

reference to her occurs in the papyri from Oxyrhynchos.
17. Ares similarly appears on the

nome coins, in the Upper Sebennyte
nome, as the supplanter of a native

god, Horus.<439> He is represented,
both here and on the Alexandrian

series, in a typically Greek form.
1 8. Other Greek deities who occur

very occasionally on the coins are

Hermes/440) Pan,(441> Dionysos, and

Aphrodite. <442> The local identifications

of the first two with Mandoulis and Khem have already
been mentioned) and the compound deity Hermanubis will

FIG. 104. Ares :

Coin of Hadrian.

(Bodleian.)
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be noticed later. Among* the people, however, Aphro-
dite was very popular, to judge by the number of small

FIG. 105. Dionysos : Coin
of Trajan. (British Mu-
seum.)

FIG. 106. Pan :

Coin of Had-
rian. (British
Museum. )

FIG. 107. Hermes :

Coin of Claudius
II. (British Mu-
seum. )

terra-cotta figures of her which are found in Egypt ;

and a figure of Aphrodite is entered in a list of articles

pawned on a papyrus from Oxyrhynchos. A statue of

Aphrodite set up in the reign of Antoninus has been
discovered, and a small chapel south of the great
temple at Ombos was apparently dedicated to her in

the reign of Domitian/443)

19. Demeter, as the goddess of corn, was a popular
goddess at Alexandria ; and a reference to priests of

Demeter, apparently at Hexapotamos, is found in the

FIG. 108. Demeter:
Coin of Antoninus
Pius. (British
Museum. )

FIG. 109. Rape of Perse-

phone : Coin ofTrajan* (Brit-
ish Museum.)
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Fayum papyri/
444) The types of Demeter on coins are

common ;
<445> and two empresses MessalinaC446) and

Sabina <447> are represented in the form of Demeter.
20. Persephone did not share in the popularity of

Demeter
; and the only representation of her is one,

apparently copied from a picture, on a coin of Trajan.<
448>

21. Triptolemos, on the other hand, occurs several

times, and is shown scattering" seed from a bag", stand-

ing" in a car drawn by two serpents, Agathodsemones/
440)

FIG. i io. Triptole-
mos : Coin of Had-
rian. (British Mu-
seum.)

FIG. in. Dioskouroi : Coin
, of Trajan. (British Mu-
seum. )

22. The worship of the Dioskouroi was naturally
familiar at Alexandria, where the Pharos was dedicated
to them ; and in this connection they are represented
on a coin of Trajan, standing

1 on either side of Isis

Pharia.<4&0> They were known, however, outside Alex-
andria as well, a stele was dedicated to them at

Soknopaiou Nesos,<451> and in the

Fayum papyri there occurs an oath
in their name.<462>

23. The identification of Herakles
with Harpokrates, one of the specially
Alexandrian deities, through the form
of Haroeris, the elder Horus, pre-
vented his appearing- to any extent
in the Greek theology of Egypt, as in

this case the local g*od overshadowed
the imported one. With one exception, in the time of

FIG. ira. Herakles:
Coin of Trajan,
(Bodleian.)
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Trajan, it was not until the reign of Maximianus that
Herakles as a simple type was represented on the
Alexandrian coins/453) the groups of the labours of
Herakles on the larg-e bronze series of Antoninus <464>

being" pictorial rather than religious ; and on the coins
of Maximianus his appearance is, of course, due to the

special fancy of the emperor.
24. Asklepios and Hygueia were deities of consider-

able importance in the Alexandrian system, and an

interesting* inscription, relating- to the restoration of
their temple at Ptolemais Hermiou in the reign of

FIG. 113. Asklepios: Coin ot

Severus Alexander. (British
Museum. )

FIG. 114. Hygieia: Coin of
Severus Alexander. ( British

Museum. )

Their figures are frequentlyTrajan, is preserved. <455>

found on coins. <456>

25. The distinctively Alexandrian triad of Sarapis,
Isis, and Harpokrates stands by itself in the develop-
ment of Graeco-Egyptian religion, and presents the
most complete instance of the fusion of the two theolo-

gies* It was in accordance with the Egyptian custom
that the triad was appropriated to
the Greek city as its foundation, and
all three of the deities were originally
Egyptian. But the leading

1 member
of the triad was practically unknown,
a mere local form of Osiris-Apis,
whose temple happened to stand on
the site of Alexandria,*467* until he

(Bodleian.) was brought under Greek influence.
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Then there was built up, out of sources partly Greek
and partly Egyptian, the conception of a god whose
popularity quickly outstripped that of any other deity,
local or foreign, in Egypt, and spread even to Rome.
The new deity had
none of the attributes
of the bull Apis ; but,
in virtue of his con-
nection with the lower
world, as an Osirian,
he was identified with
the Greek Hades ; and
a statue of Hades by
Bryaxis was imported
under PtolemyL or 1 1 .

,

and adopted as the

type of SaraplS. (458) FIG. 116. Head of Sara
pis. (Plaque in

This statue was placed
Petrie Collection. )

in the great temple of Sarapis at Alexandria, and is

represented therein on the Alexandrian coins.<469> The
Sarapeion of Alexandria, as the temple of the chief

god of the capital city, became in a way the special
government temple ; and in this connection it was used

FIG. 117. -Temple of Sarapis:
Coin of M. Aurelius. (Brit-
ish Museum.)

FIG. ix 8. Sarapeion and
Hadrianon. (British
Museum.)

to house the great public library of Alexandria. An
adjunct to the temple known as the Hadrianon, was
apparently built by Hadrian, on whose coins it is

shown ;
<** and this may perhaps be identified with
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Fi G. 119. Sarapi s :

Coin of Hadrian.
(British Museum. )

the library of Hadrian, to which an edict of the prefect
Flavius Titianus refers as newly erected for the recep-

tion of the State archives/461^ A
temple of Sarapis is also mentioned
in this period as existing at Oxy-
rhynchos ;

<462> a pylon was dedicated
to Sarapis and Isis at Kysis in the
Great Oasis under Trajan ;

<46S> a

temple was built to them at Senskis
under Gallienus ;

<464> and numerous
evidences of Sarapis-worship, in the
form of prayers addressed to him
and references to his neokoroi, are

found in the Fayum papyri. <466> The extent to which,
in the last-named district, the worship of Sarapis had
supplanted that of the local gods Soknopaios and

Sokonpieios may per-
haps be judged from the
fact that, in the papyri,
ten prayers addressed
to Sarapis are found, as

against two to the local

gods. <466> And when
Christianity became the

ruling religion in Egypt,
the temples of Sarapis
at Alexandria and of
Isis at Philae were the
last strongholds of the
older faith.

26. Isis, the consort
of Sarapis, never under-
went the same process
of Hellenisation, but

always remained one of
the most purely Egyp-
tian deities. There is

a curious contrast be-

no. xao.-Isis and Sarapis. **? th development
(Vatican Museum.) of Alexandrian concep-
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tions of these two closely linked gods. Sarapis lost

practically all his original Egyptian attributes, and was
worshipped in Greek forms, by Greek ideas ; while a
tendency was shown to unite
him with Zeus and Helios in

a single personality, as Osiris
had been united with Ra. Isis,
on the other hand, is always
represented by statues of Egyp-
tian type, and her temple, as
shown on Alexandrian coins, is

Egyptian ;
<467> and, instead of

becoming identified with other

deities, she was more frequently
localised with some distinctive

epithet. Thus, at Alexandria,
she was worshipped as Isis Pharia,<

468> Isis Plousia,<
469>

Isis Sothis,<
470> and Isis of Menuthis ;

<471> at Mons
Porphyrites an altar was found, dedicated to Isis

Myrionymos ;
<472> Isis Nanaia was one of the deities

of Nabana in the Fayum,<473> and it was probably to

FIG. 121, Temple of Isis :

Coin of Trajan. (British
Museum. )

FIG. laa. Isis Pharia : Coin
ofAntoninus Pius. ( British

Museum.)

FIG. 123. Isis Sothis : Coin
of Faustina II. (British
Museum. )

her that the Nanaion at Alexandria was dedicated ;
<*74>

Isis Nepherj5.es and Isis Nephremmis were associated
with Soknopaios at Soknopaiou Nesos<476>, and were
also worshipped at Nilopolis ;

<476> and at Hiera Syka-
minos she is addressed as Rhodosternos.<477> In
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addition to these, she is associated with Sarapis in

dedications at Kysis and Senskis, as already men*
tioned ;

<478> a propylon at Tentyra was erected to

her under Augustus ;
<479) and stelae dedicated to her

FIG. 124. Isis : Coin of
Nerva. (Bodleian. )

FIG. 125. Isis suckling
Horus : Coin of M.
Aurelius. (Bodleian.),

have been found at Apollinopolis Parva, where there
was a hereditary prostates of Isis, and at Pathyra.<

480>

There was also a temple of Isis at Oxyrhynchos.<
481>

The great centre of Isis-worship, however, was at

Philae, where inscriptions of homage continued to be

KiG. ia6. Bronze Sistrum : at Naples.
(Photo, by W. M. F* Petite)
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written down to the middle of the fifth century/
462)

though the persistence of the old paganism here was
probably due in part to political motives ; as the

Nobatae, whose territory extended up to the Roman
frontier, were worshippers of I sis, and resorted yearly
to Philae to borrow the temple statue for a brief space
of time : and thus the temple of Isis might be able, by
its sanctity, to protect Philae, if not the whole Roman
frontier, against the raids of the Nobatae. <48S>

27. The worship of Harpokrates, who, as Har-pa-
khruti, or Horus the infant, was the remaining member of
the Alexandrian triad, shows a development more nearly
resembling" that of Isis than that of Sarapis. Like Isis,
he remained Egyptian, and was localised elsewhere
than Alexandria ; but this localisation was apparently
accomplished by a certain variation of type, to judge

FIG. i27.Horus as a child in FIG. 128. Harppkrates: Coin

military dress. (Terra-cotta in ofTrajan. (British Museum.)
Petrie Collection.)

by the representations on the Alexandrian coins. At
Alexandria itself, Harpokrates was worshipped as a

child; at Herakleopolis Magna, he was identified,

through the form of Haroeris (the elder Horus), with

Heracles; at Mendes, he appears as a bearded man,

v 10
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with the local ram's horn ; at Pelusium, his distinguish-

ing
1 attribute is a pomegranate ; at Canopus, he is

represented with the body of a crocodile from the waist
downwards ; at Taua and Buto, his type is the Egyp-
tian one of a youth sitting on a lotus flower/484) Apart
from the coin types, official recognition of Harpokrates
is rare : the base of a statue of him was found at Alex-

andria/486) and he is mentioned in connection with the

temples of Soknopaios at Soknopaiou Nesos,<
486> and of

Zeus Kapitolios at Arsinoe,<
487> and associated with Isis

in the stele from Apollinopolis Parva ;
<488> he also

appears among the gods of Nabana in the Fayum/489*

But that the worship of Harpokrates or Horus was
popular among the common people throughout Egypt,
is shown by the multitudes of terra - cotta figures,

usually of poor workmanship and evidently intended to

suit the wants of the lower classes, which are found.<490>

And he appears, with Sarapis and Isis, in the types of
the Roman coinage under Julian, when the revived

paganism sought its inspiration mainly from Egypt.

FIG. 139. Osiris with stars : from Koptos. (Photo, by W. M. F. Petrie.)
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28. Osiris, in Alexandria at any rate, was completely
overshadowed by Sarapis. In the Roman period there
is no mention of him in papyri or inscriptions ; nor
does he appear on coins, except in the peculiar type
of the Canopic vases with a human head, some of
which represent him wearing- the atef crown, (491> and
others with a crown of rams' horns, uraei, disk, and

plumes/492) At Koptos, however, where he was wor-

shipped as Min, dedications to him are found down to
the time of Nero.<493>

29. Hermanubis was as distinctively Alexandrian a
deity as Sarapis. His name, like that of Sarapis, was
borrowed from the older Egyptian mythology, which
had a compound of Horus and Anubis, or Har-m-Anup ;

FIG. 130. Hermanubis : Coin FIG. 131. Temple of Her-
of Hadrian. (British Museum. )

manubis : Coin ofAntoninus
Pius. (British Museum.)

and, as Sarapis for .the Greek included the attributes
of Hades, so did Hermanubis those of Hermes.<494> ,A

temple of Hermanubis, presumably at Alexandria, is

represented on coins of Antoninus Pius/495)
'

30. There was also an interesting* development of
Nile-worship at Alexandria, where the river-g-od Was
to a certain extent assimilated with Sarapis. <496) His
temple, with the statue inside it seated on rocks,

appears on a coin of Hadrian ;
<497) and either his bust,

'or his fig-ore reclining* on a hippopotamus or a crocodile,
Vith Smafl figures up to the number of sixteen, repre-
senting: the cubits of the flood-rise, is commonly found
as a type.<***> As the consort of NiJus, Euthenia, was
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brought into the rank of the gods, and appears on the

coins either alone <499> or with her husband/600)

FIG. 132. Temple of Nilus :

Coin of Hadrian. (British

Museum.)

FiG. 133. Nilus :

Coin of Nero.

(Bodleian.)

FIG. 134. Nilus : Coin of

Trajan. (British Museum.)
FIG. 135. Euthenia :

Coin of Livia.

(British Museum.)

31. The Roman conquerors of Egypt did not add
many fresh religious ideas to those they found already
existing in the country. Perhaps the only distinctively
Roman worship known was that of Jupiter Capitolinus,
to whom a temple was dedicated at Arsinoe. There is

preserved a fairly long record of the procedure at this

temple in the reign of Caracalla, which shows it to
have been mainly a centre for the worship of the

imperial family in general and the reigning emperor in

particular/
601) The festivals recorded to have been

celebrated there during a period of three months are :

two in honour of the deified Severus, one to celebrate
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the proclamation of Julia Domna as mother of the

armies, and seven variously relating" to Caracalla ;

tog-ether with a feast to commemorate the birthday of
Rome. A Capitolium, which may have been a temple
of Jupiter Capitolinus, also existed at Oxyrhynchos/502)

32. The worship of the emperors was more Egyptian
than Roman. From time immemorial the rulers of

Egypt had occupied a semi-divine position in the minds
of their subjects ; and an emperor who was far away
at Rome would be even more an object of mysterious
awe than one who might be seen from time to time

by his people. Consequently, though Augustus and
Tiberius discouraged the desire to deify them in their

lifetime, Caligula had no sooner expressed his designs
on godhead than the Alexandrians wholeheartedly fell

in with his wishes, and worshipped him. So, also,
when Vespasian visited Alexandria, immediately after

his proclamation, the people expected him to work
miracles of healing/"

08) Augustus himself is named
Zeus Eleutherios on the propylon of the temple of Isis at

Tentyra,*
504) and on an inscription from Arsinoe ;

f505) and
a decree of the inhabitants of Busiris and the Letopolite
nome addresses Nero as the Agathos Daimon of the
world/506) An inscription of the reign of Caracalla
shows that, in addition to priests of "the emperors,"
presumably Severus and Caracalla, there were at Alex-
andria priests of Trajan and Antoninus Pius, and of the

Hadrianeion, which was probably devoted to the worship
of Hadrian/507) There was also a Hadrianeion at

Memphis, and a Caesareum is mentioned in an Oxy-
rhynchan papyrus/508)

33. The Roman government exercised a kind of

general supervision over the religious affairs of Egypt
through the "high priest of Alexandria and all Egypt,"
who was a Roman probably appointed directly by the

emperor/509) He had not only the supreme authority
over the priests of the whole of the province/

510) but
was also charged with the control of the treasures of
the temples/511)

34. There is no direct evidence how far the worship
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of the Fortune of the city of Alexandria persisted in
Roman times ; though the Tycheion is represented on

Fie. 136. Temple of Tyche :

Coin of Antoninus Pius.

(British Museum.)

FIG. 137. Tyche: Coin of
Hadrian. (British Museum.)

FIG. 138. Tyche of Alex-
andria : Coin of Antoninus
Pius. (British Museum.)

FIG. 139. Alex-
andria: "Coin of
Hadrian. (British

Museum).

FIG. 140. Roma: Coin of
Antoninus Pius. (British
Museum,)

FIG. 141. Roma : Coin
of Antoninus Pius.
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coins, and Tyche is a favourite type ; one interesting
1

variety gives the Tyche of Alexandria. The types
of Alexandria and Rome probably have no religious
meaning*.

35. As has already been remarked, the Jews, who
formed an important section of the community, especi-
ally in Alexandria, stood wholly apart in religious
matters from Egyptians, Romans, and Greeks. There
was, however, one development of Jewish ideas which
was peculiar to Egypt, in the sect of the Therapeutai,
described by Philo/512) This sect existed in' a settle-

ment near Lake Mareotis, where they lived a monastic

life, devoted wholly to study and meditation. Both
men and women were admitted to the community, and
each member had a separate cell, where he remained
alone for six days out of the week, only meeting his

fellows in the synagogue on the seventh day and in a
festival held every fiftieth day. This contemplative
life was not unknown in Egypt among the followers of
the old national religion, who had perhaps been first

induced to it by Buddhist missionaries from India ; but
the fact that the Jews, who were most unlikely to have

consciously borrowed any ideas from a foreign creed,'
4

were found adopting the same eremitic seclusion,:

suggests that the habit was at any rate encouraged^
by the physical character of the country. In Egypt,
the desert is always close at hand for those who wish*
to retire from the world

; and it exercises a peculiac
x

fascination, easier to feel than to describe, over minds
which have risen to a higher religion than mere fetich-

ism, tempting those who enter it to stay and think
their lives away. The same religious tendency was
shortly afterwards displayed to a wider extent in the
Christian Church, and, borrowed by it from Egypt,
spread throughout Europe.

36. The introduction of Christianity into Egypt is/

reported to have taken place in the reign of Nero,'
when the Apostle Mark visited Alexandria. <518> No
records of the earliest years of the Alexandrian Church
are preserved,' beyond the" list of bishops, T>ut it rapidly
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assumed a place among
1 the philosophical sects of the

city, influencing them and in return receiving influence ;

and, as Alexandria was the home of more schools of

thought than any other place in the Roman world,
so Christianity there not unnaturally developed an

unusually large number of peculiar ideas. The earliest

Egyptian heresy was Gnostic, founded by Basilides of
Alexandria in the time of Hadrian ;

<514> which mainly
consisted in an attempt to blend Christianity and the
old Egyptian magic ;

and the Christian Gnosticism was
further extended by other Alexandrian philosophers.

37. The first appointments of Christian bishops in

Egypt outside Alexandria were made in the reign of

Aurelius, when Demetrius, patriarch of Alexandria,
nominated three ;

<515) and shortly afterwards the cate-

chetical school of Alexandria was founded by Pantaenus
for the training of Christian students/516) The growing
importance of the Christians was marked in the reign
of Severus by the first organised persecution in

Egypt/517) This, however, did not check the spread of
the religion ; and about thirty years later it was found
advisable to increase the number of Egyptian bishops
from three to twenty/518) Fresh persecutions were
ordered by Decius and Valerian; but Gallienus, who
had quite enough political difficulties to face in Egypt
without complicating them by religious ones, stopped
the persecution and granted liberty of religion to the
Christians/519)

38. This edict of toleration enabled the Christians
to build themselves churches ; and the small church
of Al Mu'allakah at Old Cairo may be dated to very
shortly after this period/

520) In a papyrus from Oxy-
rhynchos of about 300 A.D., reference is made to the

north and south churches,<521) and doubtless most
other large towns were similarly provided. But these
churches were all ordered to be destroyed, and the
Christians to be forced to change their belief, by
Diocletian ; and for some years the persecution con-
tinued/622)

39. The "conversion" of Constantine, however,
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brought Christianity into power ; and for the next
two centuries the Christians were constantly active,

except during- the brief reign of Julian, in trying to
root out the pagans ; and they pursued their work as

relentlessly as the ministers of the old religion had
tried to suppress Christianity. Perhaps the most
notorious instance of the ruthlessness of the monks
was the murder of Hypatia at Alexandria, at the in-

stigation of the patriarch Cyril/
523) But every bishop,

and every abbot, apparently thought himself at liberty
to do as he liked with pagans and their property. Thus
Macarius, bishop of Tkoou, and his companions made a
raid on a village, and burnt not only a temple and
three hundred and six idols, but also the high priest.*

524)

The life of Schnoudi represents him as similarly engaged
in attacking villages near Panopolis, and even Panopolis
itself, and burning houses and temples for the glory of
God ;

<525> so that it is not to be wondered at that the

people of Panopolis made complaint of him to the

governor/
626)

40. It is difficult to say what position the govern-
ment intended to take up with regard to paganism.
Apparently it was left to the discretion of each local

official whether he interfered in the religious disputes
of his districts

; and the average official would probably
be satisfied if the peace was not too flagrantly broken.
Here and there a zealous Christian governor might
assist the local ecclesiastics in their holy war, as

Cynegius helped Theophilus, the bishop of Alexandria,
to destroy the Sarapeum ;

<527> or a confirmed pagan
might try to check the work of destruction, as a

governor of Antinoe summoned Schnoudi before him ;

but such interference of the civil power would be an

exception. That the central government was not un-

willing to use the old gods for diplomatic purposes, is

shown by the treaty of Maximinus with the Nobatae in

the reign of Marcian, one of the conditions of which
was a yearly loan of the statue of I sis at Philae to the

barbarians/528)

41. The political importance of the divisions in the
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Christian Churches ofEgypt can hardly be overestimated.
E&ypt was tne birthplace of the Arian heresy, which
provided the first pretext for a definite breach between
the Eastern and Western divisions of the Roman
Empire, in the dispute between Constans and Con-
stantius over the banishment of Athanasius by the
latter ; and the religious difference thus begun was
thereafter, under varied forms, continued as the most
marked outward sign in all the quarrels which led to

the final severance of Rome and Constantinople. The
growth <of the antagonism between the imperial patri-
archate of Alexandria (which represented the official

creed of Constantinople) and the native Jacobite Church
has already been traced. Its results were, first, the
union of the civil and religious power in the persons
of the prefect - patriarch, of Justinian, Apollinarius,
and his successors, who furnished a precedent for the

temporal dominion of the Popes in the Middle Ages ;

and, secondly, the subsequent dissensions which opened
Egypt successively to the Persians and Arabs, and lost
it to the Roman Empire.

42. The special existence of these divisions in Egyp-
tian Christianity may be traced to the mixture of races
in the country. The Greek ruling class had never

amalgamated with their Egyptian subjects ; and it

was natural that each section should follow its own
religious ideas. So long* as the gods in question were
pagan deities, whose accommodating' attributes allowed
them to be identified at the will of their worshippers
with one another, no serious difficulties arose ; the
Greek and the Egyptian could worship each his own
god in the same temple, and the priest was equally
satisfied. But when the leaders of the Christian Church,
partly, no doubt, from a desire to mark their separation
from such loose theology, sought to enforce a cast-iron

orthodoxy, set forth in creeds, each word of which must
be literally believed on pain of everlasting

1

damnation,
the innate differences of the Greek and Egyptian mind
began to be manifested. The philosophical subtleties
of the Alexandrian school were quite unsuited to the
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comprehension of the fellah ; and, consequently, in
the Arian and Monophysite controversies, the native

Egyptian Church on each occasion held to the simpler
form of belief.

43. The Christian Church in Egypt, however, was
not uninfluenced by the older religion of the country.
The importance of the Platonists of Alexandria in the

early development of Christianity, particularly in the
doctrine of the Logos, is well known. A more strik-

ing- example of the debt of Christianity to paganism
may be found in the worship of Mary as the mother
of Jesus, the idea of which was probably, as the artistic

representations were certainly, borrowed from the

Egyptian conception of Isis with her child Horus.<529>
And it is not improbable that the development of the
doctrine of the Trinity, which formed no part of the

original Jewish Christianity, may be traced to Egyptian
influence ; as the whole of the older Egyptian theology
was permeated with the idea of triple divinity, as seen
both in the triads of gods which the various cities wor-

shipped, and in the threefold names, representing three

differing aspects of the same personality, under which
each god might be addressed.

44. But the most important contribution of Egypt to
the life of the Christian Churches was the habit of

monasticism. This has already been noticed in con-
nection with the Jewish sect of the Therapeutai ; and
the custom of withdrawing from the world, for medita-
tion in the solitude of the desert, was adopted also by
the Christians.' The earliest Christian hermits mentioned
lived about the time of Constantine ; and the rapidity
with which the system spread may be judged from the
fact that half a century later, in the reign of Valens,
the monasteries were not only well established and

recognised by law as bodies competent to hold pro-
perty/

6^) but were so popular as to present a serious

difficulty to the government, on account of the number
of men who claimed exemption from military service or

liturgies on the ground of. monastic vows.<531> A large
number of the monasteries occupied the old temples,
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or any otner buildings, such as towers or pylons, which
were at hand. Examples of such occupation were seen

by Rufinus, about the end of the fourth century, at

Oxyrhynchos ; and the manner in which a military

building
1 could be adapted for monastic purposes may

be seen in the Roman fortress of Babylon/532> The
desert monasteries were probably in most instances
collections of separate cells, related only by their neigh-

The White Monastery : Old nave of church, now the

courtyard. (Photo, by J. G. M.)
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bourhood ; but a few instances of convents were already
to be found in the time of Rufinus, the largest being

1 at

Tabenna, which held three thousand monks. As the
weakness of the central government increased, it be-
came necessary for the monks to provide for their own
safety against the desert tribes, who from time to time
raided the country ; and so the fortress type of monas-

tery, the earliest example of which perhaps is the

FlG. 143. Thtf White Monastery : Walled-in Columns of nave.

(Photo, byj. G. M.)
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White Monastery, became common. This building
may be dated to about the reign of Constantius, and
presents outwardly a huge expanse of blank wall,
broken only by windows high up, and by two small
entrances which could easily be blocked. Such a

monastery could stand a long siege against marauders,
if sufficiently provisioned ; and the extent of provision
kept may be judged from the account in the Life of

Schnoudi, of how his monastery maintained for three
months twenty thousand men, as well as women and
children, who had been rescued from the Blemmyes.(

&33>

The district round had just been raided, and it is not

probable that any large supplies could have been drawn
thence ; so that it must be supposed that the eighty-five
thousand artabai of wheat, as well as the numerous
other articles of food, with which the monks supplied
their guests, must have been stored in the monastery.
The military use of these Egyptian monasteries was,
however, only a secondary one ; but Justinian borrowed
from them, doubtless, his idea when he erected a monas-

tery to guard the passes under Mount Sinai against
attacks from Northern Arabia/534) In other countries,
which were not exposed, like Egypt, to sudden raids

from the desert, there was not the same incentive to
conventual life ; but nevertheless it was this system,
rather than the eremitic, which finally spread through-
out Europe, and moulded the ideas of the Christian
Church of the Middle Ages.



CHAPTER X

LIFE IN THE TOWNS AND VILLAGES OF EGYPT

1. THE recent discoveries of papyri have thrown a con-
siderable amount of light on the life of the inhabitants
of Egypt during the period of Roman rule ; and some
points in particular may be noticed as of special interest.

The most complete view of town life will doubtlesslbe

given by the Oxyrhynchos papyri, when they are all pub-
lished ; but even those which have already appeared,
forming a comparatively small part of the whole mass,
furnish an extremely interesting picture.

2. The public buildings of the town of Oxyrhynchos
are catalogued, in a list of the watchmen who were dis-

tributed over the town at some date early in the third

century. <6S6> There are found there temples of Sarapis,
Isis, and Thoeris (the special deity of the town), which
all had special watchmen assigned to them, six being
placed in the temple of Sarapis, one in that of Isis, and
seven in that of Thoeris, from which the relative sizes

and importance of the temples may perhaps be con-

jectured. There was also a Csesareum, which had no
watchman ; and a tetrastyle dedicated to Thoeris is

mentioned. Two churches, the north and the south,
come in the list ; but these were not at the date re-

garded as public buildings, and only appear as giving
their names to streets. Three watchmen were assigned
to the theatre, two to the gymnasium, and one to tfie

Kilometer* Besides these buildings, there is mention
made of the Capitolium, of three sets of baths and of

four gates.
150
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3. This list of building's can be taken as repre-
sentative of the usual condition of an Egyptian town of
the

period.
It shows that, in the religious life, the

special local worship and that of Sarapis and I sis were
still those recognised by the authorities ; but that the
Christians had made their appearance as an organised
body, and were at any rate not ignored. The Caesareum
and the Capitolium marked the Roman supremacy ; and
the baths, the gymnasium, and the theatre supplied the
needs which had been introduced into Egyptian life by
the Greeks.

4. At Oxyrhynchos the gymnasium and its sports
appear to have assumed considerable importance. The
following proclamation, dated in 323, shows the popular
feeling

1 with regard to them :

"
Dioscorides, logistes of the Oxyrhynchite nome.

The assault at arms by the youths will take place to-

morrow, the 24th. Tradition, no less than the dis-

tinguished character of the festival, requires that they
should do their utmost in the gymnastic display. The
spectators will be present at two performances. "<

636>

The privileges which were granted to a victor in the

games appears from another papyrus containing a copy
of a letter sent in 292 by the senate of Oxyrhynchos to

the strategos, the message of which is
* i At a meeting of our body a despatch was read from

Theodorus, who was recently chosen in place of Areion
the scribe to proceed to his highness the prsefect and
attend his immaculate court. In this despatch he ex-

plained that he is a victor in the games and exempted
from inquiries. We have therefore nominated Aurelius
to serve, and we send you word accordingly, in order
that this fact may be brought to his knowledge, and no
time be lost in his departure and attendance upon the
court. We pray for your health, dearest brother." <687>

5. In the Byzantine period, the gymnasium at Oxy-
rhynchos was apparently supplanted by the racecourse.
In the sixth and seventh centuries, this, like most other

things at Oxyrhynchos, apparently belonged to Flavius

Apion ; as a certain John, in a document addressed to
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Apion, styles himself "by the help of God contractor
of the racecourse belonging to your honourable house,
and of the stable belonging- to your said honourable
house. "(MS) The spectators at Oxyrhynchos, as else-

where, divided themselves into the factions of the Blues
and the Greens ; and each side seems to have kept its

own starters, and to have provided funds for the main-
tenance of its horses : as receipts are preserved, one
for io8f carats "

paid by the most eminent Georgius
the secretary to the two starters of the horses on the
side of the Blues as their month's wages, "<689) and
another for a solidus less four carats * '

paid by the
most eminent Anastasius the banker for the cost of an
embrocation bought for the use of the horses of the

public circus on the side of the Greens, "t640* The
violence of party spirit over the circus games was in-

creased by the tendency to identify the two factions
with the two sections of the Christian Church ; and the
extent to which the partisans indulged their quarrel is

shown by the fact that, even while the Romans were
shut up in Alexandria by 'Arnr, there were Open battles

in the streets between the Blues, led by Domentianus,
prefect of the Fayum, and the Greens, led by Menas the
dux.<*>

6. The inhabitants of the villages would naturally
ave to look to the metropolis of the nome for the

provision of most of their amusements ; but a record is

preserved among the Fayum papyri showing that the
chief men of the villages were not unmindful of the

pleasures of their fellows. It runs as follows :

"To Aurelius Theon, keeper of the training-school,
from Aurelius Asclepiades, son of Philadelphus, presi-
dent of the council of the village of Bacchias. I desire

to hire from you Tisais the dancing- girl and another,
to dance for us in the above villag-e for (fifteen ?) days
from the I3th Phaophi by the old calendar. You shall

receive as pay thirty-six drachmae a day, and for the

whole period three artabai of wheat, and fifteen couples
of loaves ; also three donkeys to fetch them and take
them back. "<M2>

v ii
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7. Three brief letters from Oxyrhynchos are interest-

ing", as showing
1 the existence of "

society
"
in the town.

Apparently the fashionable hour for dinner-parties was
the ninth, which would be early in the afternoon ; and
such dinner-parties could be held in one of the temples ;

while the festivals of the gods furnished opportunities
for social displays. The invitations are
"Chaeremon requests your company at dinner, at the

table of the lord Serapis in the Serapaeum, to-morrow,
the rsth, at 9 o'clock. "<64S>

" Herais requests your company at dinner, in celebra-
tion of the marriage of her children, at her house to-

morrow, the 5th, at 9 o'clock. "<644>
"
Greeting", my dear Serenia, from Petosiris. Be

sure, dear, to come up on the 2Oth for the birthday
festival of the god, and let me know whether you are

coming
1

by boat or by donkey, in order that we may
send for you accordingly. Take care not to forg"et. I

pray for your continued health. "(*>
8. There is, however, comparatively little evidence

of luxury to be found either in the records of the life of
Roman Egypt preserved in the papyri, or in the objects
discovered in the excavation of Roman sites, Alexandria

excepted. At Bacchias, the houses of which were prob-
ably as carefully investigated as any Roman town in

Egypt, the catalogue of domestic articles found was
"wooden bowls, platters, boxes, writing-tablets, styles,
and reed pipes ; bone dice, pins, and toilet implements ;

bronze rings and pins ; combs, terra-cotta figurines,
memorial prism-shaped shrines in wood (one in marble
with four painted figures in relief), and so forth." <646>

And other Roman sites have produced similar results.

9. The artistic products of Roman Egypt also show
a low level of style, which gives ground for arguing
that the general standard of life was likewise low. It

is true that the painted portraits from the mummies of
the Fayum show a fair amount of technical skill ;<

647> but
these are the only objects, other than public monuments,
which deserve the name of works of art. The pottery
and terra-cottas of the Roman period are coarse/648) and
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the tombstones show an entire absence of taste.<MP>

Even in sculptures executed for public or semi-public
purposes, though there is a certain amount of mastery
of conventional technique to be found in some of the
earlier stelai,<

660> there is at the same time much ex-

tremely bad work ;
<wl> and the style of art rapidly

deteriorated in the second century. Statues of Caracalla
seem to have been set up in many places in Egypt at
the time of his visit to the country,<

652> and those which
have been discovered vie with each other in ugliness : <668>

in one instance the artist could rise no higher than

recutting the face of an older statue.<654> The few
remains of the work of the later period are thoroughly
debased. It is interesting to find among the Oxyrhyn-
chos papyri a letter, dated in 357, from a logistes and
the strategos of the nome, requesting Aurelius Sineeis,
" in accordance with the directions of the letter, to
construct a statue of our lord the most glorious prefect
Pomponius Metrodorus."<655> It would be still more
interesting to know what the statue was like when it

was constructed.
10. But if the Egyptians were not luxurious, they

were at any rate industrious. The "letter of Hadrian
to Servianus," probably written in the third century,
says that in Alexandria " no one is idle: some work
glass, others make paper, others weave linen. "<666>

These three manufactures furnished the bulk of the

Egyptian export trade/657) if
the^ supply of corn to

Rome, which went rather by way of tribute than of

trade, be left out of consideration : Aurelian, indeed,
included them with corn in the contributions to be sent

by Egypt to the capital.<
568> Glass and paper

^
were

manufactured chiefly at Alexandria ; but the weaving of
linen cloth was an industry practised in all parts of the

country ; and no occupation, save that of husbandman,
is as commonly mentioned in the papyri as that of
weaver.<WJ>> To this day excellent weaving is done in

small villages, which are often renowned for special
fabrics. The trades of each nome were organised in

guilds, whose affairs were managed by presidents elected
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each month ;
0*) and a series of declarations from

various guilds of Oxyrhynchos those of coppersmiths,
bakers, beersellers, oilsellers, and beekeepers has been

found, in which each guild states the value of the goods
in stock at the end of the month. As an example may
be taken the declaration of the coppersmiths
"To Flavius Eusebius, logistes of the Oxyrhynchite

nome, from the guild of coppersmiths of Oxyrhynchos,
through me, Aurelius Thonius, son of Macer. We de-
clare that at our own assessment the value given below
of the goods we have in stock is that for the present
month, and we swear the divine oath that our state-

ment is correct. The value is as follows, of malleable
bronze six pounds, worth 1000 denarii, and of cast
bronze four pounds. In the consulship of Flavius Ursus
and Flavius Polemius the most illustrious, Athyr 30
(Signed) I, Aurelius Thonius, make the aforesaid de-
claration. "<561>

These declarations serve to show how close a super-
vision was exercised by the local authorities over the
tradesmen of their district ; and another papyrus gives
further evidence of the restrictions placed on business.

4 To Flavius Thennyras, logistes of the Oxyrhynchite
nome, from Aurelius Nilus, son of Didymus, of the
illustrious and most illustrious city of Oxyrhynchos, an

egg-seller by trade. I hereby agree, on the august,
divine oath by our lord the Emperor and the Caesars, to
offer my eggs in the market-place publicly, for sale and
for the supply of the said city, every day without inter-

mission ; and I acknowledge that it shall be unlawful
for me in the future to sell secretly or in my house. If

I am detected so doing (I shall be liable to the penalty
for breaking the oath)."^

2)

ii. The main occupation of Egypt was, however,
and always has been, agriculture. A special interest

therefore attaches to the papyri which deal with farm
work ; and one long* document, from Hermopolis, gives
a general view of the occupations of the labourers on
an Egyptian farm for several months of the year.**

6*)

It appears from this that in Thoth (August-September)
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the main work consisted in attending* to the dykes, as
the flood was then. high; also men were employed in

artificial irrigation of the lands uncovered by the water,
in carting manure, and weeding: in the next month,
Phaophi (September October), the dykes still required
attention, but less, as the river subsided ; artificial

irrigation was still carried on, and the breaking up of
the ground was begun : in Athyr (October-November)
the corn was sown, and the land had to be manured
.and watered : in Tybi (December-January) the grow-
ing crops only required watering and manuring, and
hands were turned to vine-dressing and palm-cutting :

while in Pharmouthi and Pachon (March-May) all were
busy harvesting and thrashing the corn. Another
papyrus, from Memphis, gives particulars of the work
done in Mesore (July-August)/

564) In this month there
was a large body of men required to watch and repair
the dykes ; others were employed in clearing up after
the thrashing of the harvest, and carrying away the
chaff from the thrashing-floor to be used as fuel ; while

spare hands were put to the repair of farm implements.
12. The chief crops grown were corn and barley;

but, in addition to these, lentils (665> and flax<566> were
not infrequently sown ; and garden grounds, with olives,

figs, palms, and vines, are commonly mentioned. A
considerable amount of land must also have been used
as pasture/

667) which would be probably sown pasture,
chiefly clover, as in modern times. The propor-
tionate amount of land devoted to these various

crops probably corresponded approximately with that
of the present day, when over half of the total area
under cultivation is employed for the growing of cereals.

Cotton, rice, and sugarcane have been introduced, and
between them occupy about one-sixth of the land, which

may have resulted in a diminution In the amount of
corn grown ; and Indian corn has taken a place among
the cereals of Egypt : but, with these exceptions, the

crops now raised are much the same as those men-
tioned in the papyri.

13. A large number of leases of land are preserved,
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and give information as to the rents usual in the country.
They fall into two distinct classes/568) In the first, the
rent paid was a stated number of artabai of corn, vary-
ing from one to seven and a half per aroura ;

in the

second, it was a fixed proportion of the produce, the
lowest rate being one-half and the highest four-fifths.

The terms of the leases do not give any sufficient

evidence for distinguishing between these two classes,
which both occur in all parts of the country and at all

periods.

14. The wages of the Egyptian labourers, so far as
can be judged from the rather scanty records, show a

tendency to rise steadily in nominal amount during the
first three centuries. Thus, in 78 A,D., labourers at

Hermopolis received from three to five obols a day ;
t609)

in the middle of the second century the ordinary day's
wages of a workman in the Fayum were eight obols,
to judge from the sum fixed for purchasing exemption
from labour on dykes ;<

570> in 215, bricklayers at Arsinoe
were paid two and a half drachmae, and a bricklayer's
labourer two drachmae ;

<571) and in 255 the rate at

Memphis was from six to nine drachmae daily/
572) This

rise, however, was due probably rather to the deprecia-
tion in the coinage than to any improvement in the

position of the workmen, as the prices of all articles

seem to show a corresponding advance*

15. In one way the papyri give a rather unfavour-
able impression of the Egyptians, on account of the
number of complaints made to the local authorities of
thefts and assaults. The impression is perhaps not quite
a fair one, as the evil deeds were naturally chronicled,
while the good ones went unrecorded ; but the Romans,
not without reason, regarded Egypt as a country speci-
ally liable to disturbance/578) Some of the cases may
serve to show how quarrels arose in Egyptian villages ;

for instance, a formal complaint lodged with the stra-

tegos of the Herakleid district of the Arsinoite nome by
Tarmouthis, a female seller of vegetables, sets forth
that " on the fourth of this month, Taorsenouphis, wife
ofAmmonios Phimon, an elder ofthe village of Bacchias,
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though she had no occasion against me, came to my
house and made herself most unpleasant to me

;
besides

tearing my tunic and cloak, she carried off sixteen
drachmae that I had put by, the price of vegetables I

had sold. And on the fifth her husband Ammonios
Phimon came into my house, pretending he was looking
for my husband, and took my lamp and went up into

the house ; and he went off with a pair of silver armlets

weighing forty drachmae, my husband being away from
home."*574) A more serious accusation is one addressed
to the prefect from the Great Oasis by Syrus son of

Petechon. He states: "I married a wife of my own
tribe, Tsek . . ., a freeborn woman of free parents, and
have children by her. Now Tabes, daughter of Am-
monios, and her husband Laloi, and Psenesis and Straton
their sons, have committed an act which disgraces all

the chiefs of the town, and shows their recklessness ;

they carried off my wife and children aforesaid to their

own house, calling them slaves, though they are free,

and my wife has brothers living who are free ; and
when I remonstrated they seized me and beat me
shamefully. "<r>76> Perhaps the most curious comment-
aries on the state of Egypt, however, may be found in

the life of Schnoudi. On one occasion a man came to

him, and, on being told by the saint that he was a

murderer, remembered an incident which had appar-
ently passed out of his memory how he had taken his

sword, gone out, and killed a woman, no reason what-
ever being suggested for this/570) At the same time
the dux was on his way up the river ; and, when a
number of robbers were presented to him, he promptly
put them to death without trial. <B77> But the lawless-

ness of Egypt was unquestionably much greater in the

latter half of the Roman period ; and, as has already
been seen, during the la'st fifty years before the Arab

conquest, the country was practically in a state of

anarchy.





APPENDIX I

THE ROMAN GARRISON IN EGYPT

UNDER Augustus, the Roman garrison of Egypt was
furnished by three legions, one of which was stationed
at Alexandria and a second at Babylon ; together with
nine cohorts, three being at Alexandria and three at

Syene (Strabo, xvii. i). But one legion had already
been withdrawn by the time of Tiberius (Tac. Ann.
iv. 5), and the g-arrison continued at this strength, the

legions left being the iii Cyrenaica and the xxii Deiota-

riana, till the time of Trajan, who, not before the year
99 (cf. B.G.U. 140), withdrew these two and substituted
for them a single new one, the ii Traiana Fortis, which
continued to serve in Egypt for the rest of its history.
There is no further account to be found of the Roman
army in Egypt as a whole till that given by the Notitia

Dignitatum, which mentions eight legions, eleven com-
panies of cavalry, thirty alae, and nineteen cohorts, as
stationed in the province.
The Roman troops in Egypt were, as has been shown

by Mommsen (Hermes, xix. p. 4), mainly recruited
from Egypt ; wTth the exception that, in the first

century, when the iii Cyrenaica and xxii Deiotariana
were in garrison, a large proportion of Galatians were
found among* the troops. He explains this circumstance

by the supposition that, with the kingdoms of Egypt
and Galatia, Augustus took over the Ptolemaic and
Deiotarian armies (ibid. p. 51). In later times the

Egyptian troops were never sent out of the country ;

and this fact, coupled with the constitution of the
109
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Egyptian army, shows how the province was treated
as a separate kingdom, and the forces raised there
were used only for home service (Hermes, xix. p. 218).
This rule was first broken by Valens, who, as already
shown (ch. V. 15), sent some of the Egyptian
soldiers to serve in other provinces, and filled their

places with Goths ; and so, in the lists of the Notitia

Dignitatum, the ala ii nova JEgyptiorum is found serv-

ing at Cartha in Mesopotamia, and the cohors ii

JEgyptiorum at Vallis Diocletiana in Phoenicia.
The following tables give the references to the

various legions, cohorts, alae, and other troops which
have been preserved in Egypt. [The legions whose
names are bracketed were probably not stationed in

Egypt.]
Legio i Illyrica. Dedication by priests at Koptos {315}

(Rec. Trav. xvi. p. 44). Similar dedication, from Syene
{323} (Inscr. App. iii. 8).

Legio i Maximiana* Stationed at Philae {c. 425} (Not. DjgriA
I^egio i Valentiniana. Stationed at Koptos {c. 425} (Not. Digti.).

Legio ii Flavia Constantia Thebteorum. Stationed at Cusae

|c. 425 \ (Not. Dign.).
Legio ii Trajana. A vexillus at Pselkis {109} (C.I.L. iii. 79).

Graffito of a soldier at Thebes {127} (C.I.L. iii. 42). A
centurion at Syene -Jc. 140!- (Inscr. P.S.B.A. xviii. p. 107,
No. 2). A veteran in Fayum {143} (B.G.U. 113). A
soldier transferred into con. i Aug. Prset. Lusitanorum

[156} (B.G.U. 6oj6). Soldiers {148, i6ij (B.G.U. 265, 195).
A centurion at Syene {162} (Inscr. P.S.B.A. xviii. p. 107,
No. 3). A soldier {167} (B.G.U. 240). Dedication by
tribune at Alexandria {176} (C.I.L. iii. 13). Veterans at
Alexandria {194} (C.I.L. iii. 6580). Soldier {201} (B.G.U.
156). Restoration of camp under centurion {175} (M.A.
101). Equites promoti secundi at Tentyra {302} (G.G.P. ii.

4). Stationed at Parembole and Apollinopolis magtia
c. 425} (Not. Di^n.).

[Dates not fixed precisely.]
Tombstones at Alexandria (C.I.L. iii. 6592, 6593, 6594,

6595, 6596, 6605, 6609, 6611, 6613 ; M.A. 92, 92 A, 89 A ; Rev.
Arch. 1891, p. 333, No. 9). Dedication at Alexandria (M.A.
14). Soldier (B.G. U. 378),

Legio ii Valentiniana. Stationed at Hermonthis {c. 425}
(Not. Dien.).

[Legio iii Augusta.] Graffito by a tribune at Thebes {168}
(C.I.L. tii. 67). Graffito by a soldier at Thebes {205}
(C.I.L. Hi. 52).
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Legio Hi Cyrenaica. Inscription of homage at Pselkis {33}
(C.I.G. iii. 5101). Dedication at Ekfas {47/8} (C.I.L. iii.

6624). Sent to Jewish war {c. 70} (Tac. Hist. v. i).

Graffito by a soldier at Thebes {So/if (C.I.L. iii. 34).
Tombstone of soldier at Alexandria {80} (C.I.L. iii. 6603).
Graffito at Gebel-et-Ter {under Domitian} (R.E.G. ii. p.
174 ff.). A soldier {95} (Pap. B.M. 142). In winter
quarters {99/100 or 102/3} (B.G.U. 140).

[Undated.] Dedication by a centurion at Ptolemais
(M.G. 301). Tombstones at Alexandria (C.I.L. iii. 6599,
6602, 6607). Graffito opposite Girgeh (R.E.G. i. p. 311).

Legio iii Diocletiana. Stationed at *'Andros," '*
Praesentia,"

Ombos, and Thebes {c. 425} (Not. Dig-n.).

Legio iii Gallica. Statue dedicated by centurion at Alexandria
{c. 105} (Inscr. M.A., Botti's Catalog-ue, p. 149). Dedica-
tion by priests at Koptos {315} (Rec. Trav. xvi. p. 44).
Similar dedication from Syene {323} (Inscr. App. iii.

8J.
Legio tvF/avia. Stationed at Oxyrhynchos {295} (G.O.P. i. 43).

Legio v Macedonica. Stationed at Memphis {c. 425} (Not.
Dign.).

Legio vii Claudia Stationed at Oxyrhynchos {295} (G.O.P.
43)-

Legio xi Claudia. Stationed at Oxyrhynchos {295} (G.O.P.
> 43)-

[Legio xii Fulminata*] Graffito by a primipilaris at Thebes
{65} (C.I.L. iii. 30). A veteran in Fayum {138} (B.G.U.
272).

Legio xiii Gemina. Stationed at Babylon -Jc. 425} (Not. Dign.).
[Legio xv Apollinaris*\ A centurion in charge of works at

Mons Claudianus {under Trajan} (C.I.L. iii. 25).

Legio xxii Deiotariana. A soldier {15} (Pap. B.M. 2561*).
Dedication at Ekfas {47/8} (C.I.L. iii. 6624). Graffito at
Thebes {65} (C.I.L. iii. 30). Withdrawn to Jewish war
{c. 70} (Tac. Hist. v. i). Graffito at Thebes {84} (C.I.L.
iii. 36. Reference to winter quarters {99/100 or 102/3}
(B.G.U. 140). Graffiti at Thebes {147, 189} (C.I.G. iii.

4766, 4768).
[Undated.] Tombstones at Alexandria (C.I.L. iii. 6598,

6600, 6602, 6606, 6608, 6623, 6623 a; Rev. Arch. 1891,
p. 333, No. 12). Graffiti at Thebes (C.I.L. iii. 56, 57, 58,

60). A soldier (B.G.U. 455).
Equites Stablesiani. Stationed at Pelusium {c. 425} (Not.

Equites Saracen i Thamudeni. Stationed at Scenae Veteran-
orum {c. 425} (Not. Dign.).

Equites Sagittarii indigence. Stationed at Tentyra, Koptos,
Diospolis, Latopolis, and Maximianopolis {c. 425} (Not.

Dign.).
Equites scufarii. Stationed at Hermopolis {c. 425} (Not.
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Equites felices Honoriani. Stationed at Asphynis {c, 425}
(Not. Dign.).

Equites Mauri scutarii. Stationed at Lykopolis {c, 425}
(Not. Dig^i.).

Equites cataphractarii. A vexillatio at Arsinoe {359} (B.G.U.
.

Milites miliarenses. Stationed at Syene {c. 425} (Not. Dign.).
Ala i Abasgorum. Stationed at Hibis, in the Great Oasis

{c. 425} (Not. Digrn.).
Ala i ALgyptiorum. Stationed at Selle -{c. 425} (Not. Dign.).
Ala ii j&gyptiorum. Stationed at Tacosiris {c. 425} (Not*

Digti.).
Ala ii Ulpia Afrorum. Soldiers {159} (B.G.U. 142).

(B.G.U. 241). Stationed at Thaubastis {c. 425} (Not* Digrn.).
Ala Apriana. Dischargee of veterans {83} (C.I.L. iii. Const.

Vet. xv.). A soldier {120} (B.G.U. 69). Graffito by pre-
fect at Thebes {170} (C.I.L. iii. 49). Stationed at Hipponon
{c. 425} (Not. Dign.). .Inscription at Syene { ? } (C.I.L.
iii. 6626!

Ala ii Araoum. Stationed at Terenuthis {425} (Not. Dign.).
Ala Arcadiana. [No station.] {c. 425} (Not. Dign.).
Ala ii Armeniorum. Stationed in Lesser Oasis {c. 425)- (Not.

Dign.).
Ala ii Assyriorum. Stationed at "Sosteos" {c. 425} (Not.

Dign.).
Ala Augusta. Discharge of veterans {83} (C.I.L. iii. Const.

Vet. xv.).
Ala iv Britonum. Stationed at Isium {c. 425 J- (Not. Dign.).
Ala ijovia cataphractariorum. Stationed at Pampanis {c. 425}

(Not. Dign.).
Ala Commagenorum. Discharge of veterans {83} (C.I.L. iii.

Const. Vet. xv.). Graffito at Talmis {? ist cent.} (C.I.G.
557)

Ala iii dromedariorum. Stationed at Maximianopolis {c. 425}
(Not. Dign.).

Ala ii Herculia dromedariorum. Stationed at "Psinaula"
{c. 425} (Not. Dign.).

Ala i Valeria dromedariorum. Stationed at " Prectis" {c. 425}
(Not. Dign.).

Ala i Francorum. Stationed at Contra Apollinopolis {c. 425}
(Not. Dign.).

Ala Gallica. Soldiers {191} (G.G.P. i, 48; G.G.P. 2, <i).
Ala Antoniana Gallica. A sesquiplicarius {217} (B.G.U. 614).
Ala Veterana Gallica. Dedications at Alexandria {191 } (C.I. L.

iii. 14, 15). Stationed at Rhinocorura {c. 425} (Not.
Digrn.).

Ala Germanorum. Stationed at Pescla {c. 425} (Not. Dign.).
Ala i Herculia. Stationed at Scenes extra Gerrhas {c. 425}

(Not. Dign.).
Ala i Jberorum. Stationed at Thmuis {c. 425} (Not. Dign.).
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Ala Maurorum. Decurion in charge of quarries at Philae

{c. 203} (C.I.L. 370).
Ala Neptunia* Stationed at Chenoboskion {c. 425} (Not.

Ala viii Palmyrenorum. Stationed at Phoenikon {c. 425}
(Not. Dign.).

Ala v Prcelectorum. Stationed at Dionysias {c. 425} (Not.
Dign.).

Ala i Quadorum. Stationed in Lesser Oasis {c. 425} (Not.
Dign.).

Ala v Ittetorum. Stationed at Scense Veteranorum {c. 425}
(Not. Dign.).

Ala vii Sarmatarum. Stationed at Scense Mandrorum {c. 425}
(Not. Dign.).

Ala i Thracum Mauretana. A soldier {154/5} (B.G.U. 26).A decurion transferred into coh. i Aug. Prset. Lusitan.

{156} (B.G.U. 696). Dedication at Alexandria {199} (C.I.L.
hi. 14). Camp at Qantarah {288} (Inscr. E.E.F. Tanis,
ii. p. 98).

Ala i Tingitaria. Stationed at Thimanepsis {c. 425} (Not.

Ala vtii Vandalorum. Stationed at Neapolis {c. 425} (Not.
Dign.).

Ala Vocontiorum. At Koptos -[134} (B.G.U. 114). Dedication
by duplicarius, opposite Koptos {164} (Inscr. in G.G.P. ii.

&85).
Graffito at Gebel-et-Toukh { ? } (R.E.G. i. p. 311,

o. 6). A soldier {2/3c.} (B.G. U. 4).
Ala vii fferculia voluntarta* Stationed at Contra Latopolis

{c. 425} (Not. Dign.).
Ala viii . Stationed at Abydos {c. 425} (Not. Dign.).

{c. 425} (Not. Dign.).
'a viii . Stationed at Abydos {c. 425} (Not.

Ala Thcodosiana. [No station] {c. 425} (Not. Dign.).
Cohors ix Alaman+torum. Stationed at Burgns Severi {c. 425}

(Not. Dign.).
Conors i Apamt&orum. A soldier { 144} (B. G. U. 729). A soldier

{145} (Pap. JB.M. 178). A soldier {Antoninus} (B.G.U. 462).A libellarius {2nd cent.} (B.G.U. 243). Stationed at Silsilis

{c. 425} (Not. Dign.).
Conors ii Asturum. Stationed at Busiris {c. 425} (Not. Dign.):
Cohors xi Chamavorum. Stationed at Panopolis {c. 425}

(Not. Dign.).
Cohors i Flavia Cilicum. Discharge of veterans {83} (C.I.L.

iii. Const. Vet. xv.). A soldier exchanged into coh. i Aug.
Prast. Lusitanorum {156} (B.G.U. 696).

Cohors iFlavia Cilicum equitata. Tribune at Mons Claudianus

{118} (C.I.G. 4713), Prefect (C.I.R. 18). Built basilica at

Syene {c. 140} (C.I.L. iii. 6625). Erected altar at Syene
{c. 140} (Inscr. P.S.B.A. xviii. p. 107, No. 2). Erected altar
at Syene {162} (Inscr. P.S.B.A. xviii. p. 107, No. 3) [prob-
ably = coh. i equitata {154/5} (B.G.U. 26) and coh. i

Flavia {158} (Inscr. App. Iii.
% '
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Conors i Damascenorum. Prefect (135^ (B.G.U. 73, 136). ,

Cohors i Epireorum* Stationed at Castra Judasorum {c. 425} /

(Not. Dign.). /
Cohors vii Francorum* Stationed at Diospolis { c. 425 } (

(Not. Dign.).
Coftors Hi Galatarum. Stationed at Cephro {c. 425} (Not.

Dign.).
Cohors vii Hyrcanorum. Graffito by prefect at Thebes ( ? \

(C.I.L. iii. 59).
Cohors i Hispanorum. Discharge of veterans {83} (C.I.L. iii.

Const. Vet. xv.).
Cohors i Hispanorum equitata. Erected altar at Syene -{98}

(Inscr. P.S.B.A. xviii. p. 107, No. i).

Cohors ii Hispafwrum. Graffiti at Talmis {84} (C.I.G. iii.

543 544 545 5046, 5047). Stationed at Oxyrhynchos
{295}(G.O.P. i. 43).

Cohors ii Hispanorum equitata. Graffito by prefect at Thebes
{195} (C.I.L. iii. 50).

Cohors Ityrteorum. Erected altar at Syene {39} (Inscr.
P.S.B.A. xviii. p. 107, No. j).

Cohors ii Ityr&orum. Discharge of veterans {83} (C.I.L, iii.

Const. Vet. xv.). Graffito at Pselkis {136} (C.I.G. iii.

5081). Graffito at Talmis {147} (C.I.G. iii. 5050). Stationed
at Aiy {c. 425} (Not. Dign). Graffito at Hiera Sykaminos
{probably ist or 2nd cent.} (C.I.G. iii. 5110).

Cohors ii Ityrceorum equitata. Erected altar at Syene {98}
(Inscr. P.S.B.A. xviii. p. 107, No. i).

Cohors iii Ityr&orum. Discharge of veterans {83} (C.I.L. iii.

Const. Vet. xv.). Graffito at Gebel-et-Toukh { ? } (R.E.G.
i. p. 311, No. 7).

Cohors iv Juthungorum. Stationed at Aphroditopolis {c. 425}
(Not. DigTi.).

Cohors i Augusta Pretoria Lusitanorum. Camp at Hierakon-

polis {288} (C.I.L. iii. 22). Stationed at same place
\c. 425} (Not. Dien.).

Cohors i Augusta Pretoria Lusitanorum equitata. In winter

quarters at Contrapollonopolis major : strength, 6 cen-

turions, 3 decurions, 114 horse, 19 camel-riders, 363 foot

{156} (B.G.U. 696).
Cohors iv Numidorum. Stationed at Narmunthis {c. 425}

(Not. Dign.).
Cohors i (Augusta) Pannoniorum. Discharge of veterans {c. 83}

(C.I.L. iii. Const. Vet. xv.). Stationed at Thtnuts {c. 425}
(Not. Dign.),

Cohors scutata civium JRomanorum. A soldier {143/4} (B.G.U*
741). Stationed at Muthis {c. 425} (Not. Dign.). Tomb-
stone at Alexandria { ? } (C.I.L. iii. 6610).

Cohors i Sagittariorum. Stationed at "Naisiu" {c* 421;}

(Not. Dign.).
Conors v Sytnensium. Stationed at Syene {c. 425}- (Not. Dign.).
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Cohors -vi Sugambrorum. Stationed at Castra Lapidariorum
{c. 425} (Not. Dign.).

Cohors i Thebtsorum. Discharge of veterans {83} (C.I.L. iii.

Const. Vet. xv.). Soldier at Cortis {116} (Rivista
Egiziana, 1894, P 529) Graffiti at Talmis { ?

} (C.I.G.
iii. 5052, 5053, 5054, 5055), at Hiera Sycamines { ? } (C.I.G.
iii. 5117).

Cohors i Thebeeorum equitata. Erected altar at Syene {98}
(Inscr. P.S.B.A. xviii. p. 107, No. i).

Cohors ii Thebeeorum. Discharge of veterans {83} (C.I.L. iii.

Const. Vet. xv.). Graffito of prefect at Thebes {95} (C.I.L.
i- 37)-

Cohors i Felix Theodosiana. Stationed at Elephantine {c. 425}
(Not. Dign.).

Cohors i Flairia Thracum. Graffito at \Vady Hammamat
{Domitian} (Letr. Rech. 427).

Cohors it Thracum. Ostrakon at Thebes {c. 200} (R.E. ii.

p. 346). Stationed at Muson {c. 425} (Not. Dign.).
Cohors ix Tstanorum. Stationed at " Nitnu

"
\c. 42^} (Not.

Dign.).
Numerus Transtigritanorum. A soldier at Arsinoe {498} (B.M.

Pap. 113, sa).
Numerus Auxiliariorum Constant*'anorum. A soldier {359}

(B.G.U. 316).
Numerus Hermonthitorum {525} (B.G.U. 673).
Scythi Justiniani. Stationed at Hcrmopolis Mag-na {6th

cent.} (G.G.P. 2,95).
Bucolia. At Scenae Mandrae {2nd/3rd cent.} (B.G.U. 625).

Sagittarii Hadriani Palmyreni Antoniniani. A vexillarius at

Koptos {216} (Petrie, Koptos, vi. 5).
Classis Alexandrine Soldier {ist^cent.} (B.G.U. 455)* A

soldier {143/4} (B.G.U. 741). Prefect {159} (B.G.U. 142,

143)'
Classis prcetoria Misenarum* Discharge of veterans {143}

(B.G.U. 113). Veterans {176, 189} (B.G.U. 327, 326).
Classis Syriaca. Discharge of veterans {143, 148} (B.G.U.

113,265),
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C. CORNELIUS GALLUS ,

C. Petronius .

Willis Gallus .

C. Petronius, it. [a]
P. Rubrius Barbaras

C. Turranius

P. Octavius .

'M. Maximus

Aquila .

Vitrasius Pollio

C. Galcrius .

Vitrasius Pollio, 'it.

Ti. Julius Severus .

A. Avillius Flaccus

. <milius Rectus .

L. Seius Strabo .

B.C. 30 (Strabo, xvii. i)(Dio C. li. 9,
Hi. 23). B.C. 29, Apl. 15 (Inscr.
Sitzung-sb. d. k. Preuss. Akad.
1896, p. 469).

B.c. 26 (Strabo, xvii. i)(DioC.liv.5).
B.C. 25 (Strabo, xvi. 3, xvii. i)(Dio

C. liii. 29).
B.C. 24 (Strabo, xvii. i).

B.C. 13 (Inscr. Bull, dell' 1st. 1866,

p. 44). B.C. 12 (C.I.L. Hi. 6588).
B.C. 7 (C.I.G. Hi. 4923). ?(Pap.
B.M. 354).

A.D. i, Sept. 23 (C.I.G. iii. 4715).
3, Feb. 25 (Inscr. Brug-sob Geogr.
I 136).

[underAug-ustus] (Philo, adv. Flacc.

i).

[under Augustus] (Josephus, Ant.

Jud. xix. 5. 2).

16/17 (C.I.G. 4063).
21 (C.I.G. 4711). ?(Plin. N.H. xix.

3)-
to circa 31 (Seneca, Cons, ad Helv.).
(Dio C. Iviii. 19).

circa 32 (Philo, adv. Flacc. i) (Dio
C. Iviii. 19).

32-37(Philo, adv. Flacc. i). ?(C.I.G.
4716).

[under Tiberius] (Suetonius, Tib.

32) (Dio C. Ivii. 10).

[under Tiberius] (Dio C. Ivii. 19).

17*
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Neevius Sertorius Macro [5J . [under Caligula] (Dio C. lix. 10).

Z. Vitrasius Pollio

L. ^Emilius Re[ctus]

C. Julius Postunius
Cu. Vergilius Capito

L. Lusius . .

M. Metius Modestus

Ti. Claudius Balbillus

L. Julius Vestinus .

Csecina Tuscus

Ti. Julius Alexander

Ti. Julius Lupus ,

Paulinus .

Stettius Africanus .

C. Septimus Vegetus

Mettius Rufus \c\ .

T. Petronius Secundus ,

C. Pompeius Planta

V 12

39, Apl. 28 (Inscr. P.S.B.A. xviii.

p. io7=Acad. des Inscr. et B.L.
1896, p. 39), 40/1 (Pap. B.M.
177)-

41/2 (Inscr. Bull. corr. hell. 1895, p.

circa 47 (C.I.G. iii. 4957).
47/8 (C.I.L. iii. 6024). 49, Feb. i

(C.I.G. iii. 4956). 49/50 (G.O.P.
1.38). 52, Apl. 24 (G.O.P. i. 39).

54, Apl. 5 (Inscr. App. iii. 5).

[under Claudius] (Suidas, s.v. 'Eira-

56 (Tacitus, Ann. xiii. 22). ? (C.I.G.
iii. 4699). ?(Plin. N.H. xix. 3).
? (C.I.G. Hi. 4957).

59/60 (Inscr. R.E.G. vii. p. 284).
60/1 (Inscr. Petrie, Illahun, p.
32). 6i/2(B.G.U. 112). ?(C.I.G.
iii. 4957).

67 (Dio C. Ixiii. 18) (Tac. Ann. xiii.

20). (Tac. Hist. iii. 38).
68, Sept. 28 (C.I.G. iii. 4957). 69,
July i (Tac. Hist. i. u, ii. 79)
(Sueton. Vesp. 6) (Josephus, Bell.

Jud. ii. 18).

71 (Josephus, Bell. Jud. vii. 10).

?(Plin. N.H. xix. 11).

[succeeded Lupus] (Josephus, Bell.

Jud. vii. 10).

82, Feb. 2 (C.l.L. iii. 35).
86 (C.l.L. iii 2, p. 856). 88, Feb.
26 (Inscr. B.C.H. 1896, p. 167).

?(Suct. Dom. 4).

90, Apl. 10 (G.O.P. i. 72). 90, May
10 (Inscr. Petrie, Koptos, c. vi.

No. 4). 90 (Inscr. Petrie, Kop-
tos, c. vi. No. 3). ? (Inscr. R.E.G.
iv. p. 46, No. v. i

)* ? (Suetonius,
Domitian, 4).

95, March 14 (C.l.L. iii. 37).

98 (Inscr. P.S.B.A. xviii. p. 107=
Acad. des Inscr. et B.L. 1896, p.

40) (Plin. Ep. ad Traj. 7, 10).

99, Feb.26(B.G.U. 226). ?(Inscr.
R.A. 1889, i. p. 70).
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C. Vibius Maximum

C. Minicius Italus [d]

C. Sulpicius Simius

M. Rutilius Lupus

Q. Marcius Turbo [>]

Rhammius Martialis
T. Haterius Ncpos

T. Flavius Titianus

Sex. Petronius Mamertinus

Valerius Eudaemon

C. Avidius Heliodorus .

M. Petronius Honoratus

L. Munatius Felix .

M. Sempronius Liberalis [f]

[Vol]usius Msecianus [g]

103, Aug. 29 (Inscr. M.A. 70). 104,
Feb. 16 (C.I.L. iii. 38). ? (B.G.U.
329)'

105 (C.I.L. v. 875). ? (Inscr. M.A.
Botti's Catalogue, p. 149).

108/9 (C.I.L. iii. 24). 109, May 10

(C.I.G. iii. 47130). 109, May
14 (C.I.G. iii. 4714). ?(B.G.U.
140).

115/6 (Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. iv. 2).

116, May 24 (C.I.G. iii. 4948).
ii7,Jan.s(B.G.U.H4). ?(C.I.G.
iii. 4843). ? (G.O.P. 1.97). ?(Pap.
Bull, dell' 1st. di diritto romano,
1895, p. 155).

117 (l)io C. Ixix. 18) (Hist. Aug.
Hadrian, 7).

118, Apl. 23 (C.I.G. iii. 4713).
I2t, Feb. 18 (C.I.L. iii. 39). 122,

Apl. 21 (B.G.U. 742). 124, Apl.
13 (C.P.R. 18).

126, March 20 (C.I.L. iii. 41). 127,
Aug. 20 (G.O.P. i. 34*). 130/1
(B.G.U.420). i3i,Aug.2(B.G.U.
459)-

134, Feb. 25 (B.G.U. 114). 134,
March 10 (C.I.L. iii. 44). 135,
Feb. ii (B.G.U. 19). ? (C.I.L. iii.

77)-

[under Hadrian] G.O.P. i. 40.

139, March 30 (B.G.U. 729). 140,
Aug. 12 (C.I.G. iii. 4955). 142,
Aug. 26 (Pap. Bull, dell' 1st. di
diritto romano, 1895, p. 155). 143
(B.G.U. 113) (B.G.lf! 256).
? (C.I.L. iii. 6025). ? (Inscr.
P.S.B.A. xviii. p. io7 = Acad. des
Inscr. et B.L. 1896, p. 41).

148, Jan. 12 (B.G.U. 265). ?(Pap.
B.M. 358).

150 (Justin Martyr, Apol.). ? (Inscr.
R.A. 1894, p. 402). ? (C.I.G. 4ii.

4863). ?(B.G.U. 161). ?(B.G.U.
613). ?(Pap. B.M. 358).

(B.G.U. 3;
U. 26)

696).

154, Aug. 29" (B.G.U. 372). 155
(B.G. U. 26). 156, Jan. i (B.G.U.

about 159 (B.G.U. 613).
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L. Valerius Proculus [under Antoninus] (C.I.L. ii. 1970)
(B.G.U. 288).

162/3 (B.G.U. 198) (G.G.P. ii. 56).

163, Jan. (Pap. B.M. 328). ?(Inscr.
P.S.B.A. xviii. p. 107).

165, Jan. 6 (G.O.P. i. 62*).
1 66, May 10 (C.I.G. Sit. 4701).
r. 167 (C.I.L. vi. 1599).
175, Oct. 26 (M.A. lor), r. 176
(Dio C. Ixxi. 28).

, between 177 and 180 (C.t.G. iii.

4704) (B.G.U. 525).
181 (B.G.U. 12).
between 180 and 183 (C.I.G. iii.

4683)-

M. Aurelius Papirius Dionysius [under Commodus] (Dio C. Ixxii.

14).

M. Annius Syriacus

Dotnitius Honoratus
T. Flavins Titianus
M. Bassaeus Rufus [/r] .

C. Calvisius Statianus .

T. Pactunieius Magnus

Flavius Priscus
P. Main ius Flavianus

L. Mantennius Sabinus

M. Ulpius Primianus .

ilius Saturninus \f\ .

Meecius Laetus
Subatianus Aquila

Septimius Heracleitus .

Valerius Datus []

Basilianus
Geminius Chrestus

Msevius Honorianus

idinius Julianus .

Epagathus .

Appius Sabinus

^Emilianus .

193, March 6 (B.G.U. 646). 194,
April 21 (Borghesi, CKuvres, iv.

441).
'94/5 (C.I.G. iii. 4863). 196, Feb.

24 (C.I.L. iii. 51).

197, July 1 1 (B.G.U. 1 5 II).

201/2 (Euseb. H. E. vi. 2).
201/2 (B.G.U. 484). 204 (Euseb.
H. E. vi. 3). 207, Oct. ii (Pap.
Gen. 16). ? (C.I.L. iii. 75).

215, March 16 (B.G.U. 362).
216, June 5 (B.G.U. 159). 217, Feb.

17 (B.G.U. 614). 216/7 (B.G.U.

217/8 (Dio C. Ixxviii. 35).

219, Aug. 13 (Inscr. App. iii. 13).
220/1 (G.G.P. i. 49).

232, June (C.I.G. iii. 4705).

[under Severus Alexander] G.O.P.
35-

[under Severus Alexander] (Dio C.
Ixxx. 2).

250, July 17 (C. P. R.i. 20). ?(Euseb.
H. E. vi. 40, vii. n).

[under Gallienus] (Hist. Aug. Trig.
Tyr.) (Euseb. H. E. vii. n).
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Firmus .

Celerinus [/] .

Pompeius [w]
Culcianus

Satrius Arrianus .

Sabinianus
Fl. Antonius Theodorus
Long-inianus .

Parnasuis

Pomponius Metrodorus
Artemius
Ecdicius

Tatianus

Publius....
Tatianus, it. .

^Elius Palladius .

Tatianus tert.

Hadrianus
Julianus

Paulinus
Bassianus
Palladius

Hypatius

Antoninus
Florentius

Paulinus, it.

Florentius, it.

Erythrius
Alexander

Evagrius

[under Aurelian ?] (Hist. Aug. Fir-

mus, 3).

[under Carus] (Claudian, Epithal
Pall. 72).

c. 302 (C.I.G. iii. 4681).
303, Feb. 28(G.O.P.i. 71). ?(Euseb.
H.E. ix. 11).

307(G.G.P. 11.78).

323, Aug. i7(G.O.P. i. 60).

338, March 28 (G.O.P. i. 67).

354. Feb. 26 (Cod. Theod. xvi. 2.

11).
c' 357 (Amm. Marc. xix. 12).

357, July 2 (G.O.P. i. 66).

360 (Amm. Marc. xxii. 11).

362, Dec. 2 (Cod. Thcod. xv. i. 8).
c. 362 (Julian, Ep. ad Ecd.).

365/8 (Chron. Putean.). 367, May
10 (Cod. Theod. xii. 18. i).

369/70 (Chron. Put.).

371/3 (Chron. Put.). ?(John of
Nikiou, 82).

374 (Chron. Put.) (Inscr. App. iii.

15). ?(Theod. H.E. iv. 19).

375 (Chron. Put.).

376/7 (Chron. Put.).

380, March 17 (Cod. Theod. xii. i.

80). 380 (Chron. Put.). ? (C.I.G.
iii. 5071).

380 (Chron. Put.).

381 (Chron. Put.).

382, May 14 (Cod. Theod. viii. 5.

37). 382 (Chron. Put.).

383, May 8 (Cod. Theod. xi. 36.

27)- 382/3 (Chron. Put.).

383/4 (Chron. Put.).

384, Dec. 18 (Cod. Theod. ix. 33.

0- 384/5 (Chron. Put.).

385, July 25 (Cod. Theod. xi. 39.

io) 385, Nov. 30 (Cod. Theod.
xii. 6. 22).

386, Feb. 17 (Cod. Theod. i. 14. i).

386, May 17 (Cod. Theod. xii. i.

112).

388, Apl. 30 (Cod. Theod, ix. 1 1. i).

390, Feb. 1 8 (Cod. Theod. xiii, 5.
1 8).

391, June 16 (Cod. Theod. xvi. 10.

n). ?(Soz. H. E. vii. 15).
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Potamius .... 392, March 5 (Cod. Theod. i. 20. 2).

Hypatius, it. . . . 392, Apl. 9 (Cod. Theod. xi. 36.
30-

Potamius, it. . , . 392, June 22 (Cod. Theod. xii. i.

126). 392, July 18 (Cod. Theod.
xvi. 4. 3). 392, July 30 (Cod.
Theod. viii. 5. 51).

Cl. Septimius Eutropius . between 384 and 392 (Inscr. App.
iii. 1 6).

Charmosynus . . . 395 (Theophanes, Chronogr. 83).
Gennadius .... 396, Feb. 5 (Cod. Theod. xiv. 27.

i).

Remigius .... 396, March 30 (Cod. Theod. iii. i.

Archelaus , ... 397, June 17 (Cod. Theod. ix. 45.
2 )- 397> Nov. 26 (Cod. Theod.
ii. i. 9).

Orestes . 415 (Socr. H.E. vii. 13).

Cleopater .... 435, Jan. 29 (Cod. Theod. vi. 28. 8).
Florus ..... 453 (Priscus, Frag

1

. 22).
Eustathius .... 501 (Eutych. ii. 132).

Theodosius .... [under Anastasius] (John of Nikiou,
89) (Malala, xvi. 401).

(MILITARY PREFECTS, acting with Patriarch as Civil Prefect.)

Johannes .... [under Maurice] (John of Nikiou,
97)-

Paulus ..... [under Maurice] (John of Nikiou,
97)-

Johannes, it. . . . [under Maurice] (John of Nikiou,
97)-

Menas ..... [under Maurice] (John of Nikiou,
97) Paulus, Diac. xvii.).

Theodorus .... 639 (John of Nikiou, in).

NOTES.

[a] The grounds for supposing C. Petronius to have been twice

prefect are set forth in Note X. App. IV.

[dl Macro was only nominated as prefect, and never took office.*

[c] The Oxyrhynchos papyrus shows that D. G. Hogarth was
right in restoring the name of Mettius Rufus in the erasures of the
two Koptos inscriptions published in Petrie, Koptos, c. vi.
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[d] The reason given by P. Meyer (Hermes, xxxii. p. 214) for

supposing
1 an otherwise unknown Dioscurus to have been prefect

of Egypt in 105/6 that his name appears with that of an architect
j

on a stone pedestal, apparently as the person in charge of the
|

quarry from which the stone was taken is hardly worth dis-

cussion.

[*] Marcius Turbo was titular prefect of Egypt only. He was
placed in this position that he might enjoy the special privileges it

accorded, while he held command in Dacia.

[f\ P. Meyer (Hermes, xxxii. p. 224) has shown good reasons
for supposing Sernpronius Liberalis to have been the prefect men-
tioned by Malala (Chronogr. xi. 367) as killed by the mob in the

reign of Antoninus.

(V) Volusius Maecianns is dated by Pap. B.M. 376, compared
with B.G.U. 613 : see Kenyon, Catalogue of Greek Papyri, ii. p.

77. A. Stein (Arch, epigr. Mittheilungen aus Oesterreich, 1896,
p. 151, and Hermes, xxxii. p. 663) had already arrived at virtually
the same date.

[A] As to the dating- of Bassasus Rufus, see Meyer (Hermes,
xxxii. p. 226).

[i] P. Meyer (Hermes, xxxii. p. 483) is probably right in suppos-
ing that the rescript B.G.U. 15 II. was issued by Saturninus as
prefect.

[k\ Flavius Titianus was, according to Dio Cassius (Ixxvii. 21),
a procurator only ; and it is unnecessary to suppose him to have
been prefect, though this view has been generally taken. See
Note XV. App. IV.

[/] A. Stein (Hermes, xxxii. p. 65) is here followed in placing*
Celerinus as prefect under Cams.

[tit} J. P. MahafFy (Athenaeum, Feb. 27, 1897, and Cosmopolis,
April 1897) reads the name of the prefect on "

Pompey's pillar"
as Posidius.



APPENDIX III

INSCRIPTIONS IN THE GHIZEH MUSEUM

THE following inscriptions are all in the Ghizeh
Museum, and are, for the most part, unpublished.
Some have been published, but are in periodicals not

readily accessible : I have therefore added them here.
The reading's given are from my own copies :

H OIKOA.OMH

cui KAIKYM

O> COKrtCOftAfCOf rrArATtO / 6KNfA9Y .

ftoAecooffeggATOKTHNOTTO9nN

Ka/crapos AvroKpd-
ropos food K QtoO TJ olKodo^
rov -re/x/SuXou ry ^e<p /^ai /rvpl-

ira/od rcu[v] lie NetXou-

KO.I T&V yvvaiKUv teal rQv TKV-
tap e&x,ty (&rovs) r Kafoapos

A stele from Dimeh {Soknopaiou Nesos), with a

rough relief of a ram-headed figure, representing the
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shepherds of Nilopolis, adoring- Sebek. Published by
F. Krebs in transcript, Zeitschrift fur JEgypt. Sprache^
xxxi. p. 31. See fig

1

. 87.
Date : 24 B.C., March 16.

YnCpTIPCf lOYKAlCAP-OCCMACToY

iciai KAIAWToxPATHKAIRANIe <E

KAlCAPOCCCfrACToY

(a) 'Tir^/o TipepLov Kalaapos Se/S<<TTou

rbv TrcpLfioKov Hdfj,cvis

HapOcvlov leal llap&tvios vl6s

(^rous) tf Ttficplov Kafoapos Sf/3d<rrou.

y'
'

A.vrt)vlvov Katcrapos rov Kvpiov Suo

A stele, probably from Qus (Apollinopolis Parva) (to

judg*e by comparison with the next inscription), with ador-
ation bythe emperor of Isis and Harpokrates. See fig. 17.
The first nscription was cut in 20/21 ; the second,

squeezed in at the bottom, in 148 9.

3;

Ytt*rn (> r IOVKAI C^POCCC^ACTOY

** i foc 1 1 iocnAjiNecc npocTMThoci
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Tipcplov Kalcrapos Sender? 01

(frous) trf 'EweZ0 iaf Kpbvy $etf p
ILapOtvtos IldyuWws ir/xxrrdr^s Icri5os.

A stele from Qus (ApolHnopolis Parva), with adora-
tion by the emperor ; below, an inscription in demotic.

Date: 31, July 5.

4- *-
1 ATI ft fIOYKAAVAIOV KAlCAfOC

CTOTOVKTIOC

AuroKpdropos JioLaK r

2ror6{u}iyri{o}$ 'Apirai^rtos
rots Ato<r/c6pois ^ir^p airroG

A stele in form of a pylon, from Dimeh (Soknopaiou
Nesos) ; the inscription is at the foot.
Date : 50, Dec. 2.

AOYCJOC ////'//// KAAVAI0&4AYCA

N IA.CTIATM rO>fAfClNOeiTOY

KA f retHTCYitorcrrAmm<ojw

TOYNONVYTVimiCINACtANTC C
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errcoco

AOVKIOC AOYCIOC///^^'// Acnar

MOI

AlIAS KCKflM MA M UPCCY*

xaCNTAKfcfM * CAC ftSOVAHOC

AMCtiaOAAaOfHCAf ICATA IAN

H AfrYriKCOC. NCOMATlfKO)C/

kAAVAftfVKAICATOCCiACTT

Awra-

irpuQcs iv ols

roO voftoO T&ITOIS, two. wdrrcs
tdtwt rA for' fyov

Bppuwo.
Ao^/ctoj AotVtot
ftret

f

Aptfivoclrov Icpcly 0eoO

/f
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TO&TOVS /Ltev chroXtfu* ^Ai/

94 TIJ #eXyx0tf
&ira KCKpifj^va, $ irpocrra

XQ&VTO, ic{\tvfyras f) fio

d/M<pipo\a TroiTjvai /card

(*Eroi/s)
KXavdtov Ka/trapos

'

TepfJLO.vt.KOV AirroKpdropos,

A limestone slab from the Fayum, carefully cut.
The word following

1 the name Lusius has been erased
in 11. i and 8 ; it was probably a title, and that of

cTropxos fits the erasure. The only other official who
could have issued such a rescript was the epistrategos,
and his title is too long" for the lacuna.
Date : 54, April 5.

*0 K.P AVO POOTIT-OYK 4UC*** w .

.J*ecrTJtciAM o Y cea ACT-OV K.AI

-t//f//t////////ff//' KAICAIOC KAl TC*

TOY fTATPOC* n

Tirov
icai

Kahra/oos Kal ro[0
ofxou T((j3^p

*AiroXXi^d/Kos Kupfra, fled

rov irarp6f Tt(/3epfov) K\
*AiroXXu>vt ^y P*yl<rrV Kal rots [<ruvrd<xs Serfs.

A block, broken at edges : provenance not stated.

In line 3 the name of Domitian has been erased.

Date, 79/81.
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7-

J TIcTC\iov ....
HaOvpas (roi/y) t/3' T/xudfov roD

A stele from Gebelen (Pathyra),
Date: 108/9.

d.

lYTOKPATOpOC-KA

e IKOYrCTMAN IKOV

MerAAMTVX H ior

.'rAAAlKH CKAIAfAAYPf K'
;

'* N c-AriTTAr i COM THrrp<>

' TO S'

0)KAICAPOCTDBMHKOC AOuoY A

KAI
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(a) *Tirp 'A]&roicpdrot Ka&rapor [T/xudvov
. . IlCLp]0lKOO rcpfJMVLKQV Mcyl<TTOV [. . .

rtxv roO
[.

. .1 o[. .........
VfrAa,* r-nl . .Jot..........
xal tKOV^e-r^..........

fnrl Ovitcruptvov v(paL)v(wrLrov)
y ] FaXXi^f xal a' 'I\\vpnc[fjs

-

.jaroj

a'

irarl$ AiKivvtov 2e/8(d<rrot>) rd r
. . . Ka/<ra/>oy rb ft', /jitfvos Awov a*
Kal [irl -]avi>ov[. . .]/cai [.

. .] apx(<-eptuv} teal

A block from Assuan (Syene), orig-inally part of an
architrave ; subsequently turned over and re-used.
With the second inscription should be compared the

inscription from Koptos published in Recueil de Travaux,
xvi. 44, No, xcv., which was set up for the safety of the
same leg-ions iii Gallica and i Illyrica under the com-
mand of Victorinus.
Date : original inscription, 1 16/7 ; second, 323.

H-

^f Afrroiepdropos Kal<rapos T/rou
A/X/ov 'ASpidrov 'kvrwlvov
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Eftre/SoOt Trig^t 'ApiroMpdrfl Oe$
pcylffTtf reixij roD re/w/96Xoi/ iraXcuw-

0Ara Ka$^p4$if xal {v>}*o3oM0i?
tirl TLaviffKov tlr6\\i8os irpoffrdrov "Icri8[o*

Beat fjicylffrw frrous i/9' *Airrwv^[ou

Ka<ra/xs roD Kvpiov <&apfj,ov0i K[?

A stele, probably from Qus (Apollinopolis Parva).
Compare Nos. 2, 3, and n.
Date: 149, April 15 (?).

to

0e/uMe ncTH/'aA/ fTAora*

Tl6

weoow

loridi

tos
'

tirapxoi (nrelprji a

6 tvl r^f eiJ^i/fi'ias^roO j8'

rbv dvdplarra aw r% /3<o-ct

(trovt *a' AtiroKpdropot KaUrapot Ttrov AtXtov

'A&pidvov 'Avrwtylvov Zepdo-rov
7'.

Base of a statue, from Alexandria. Published by
Neroutsos Bey, Bulletino dell

9

Instituto Egiziano,
xii. p. 77*

Date: 158, Aug. 26.
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ATTOKPATOPOCKA ICAP0CTI:

!

fTOAACOOC fT^"**""'

ou 'Adpidvov
'

<rroy E^cre

"ABvo KC. tirl

[/

icai

Stele, probably from Qus (Apollinopolis Parva), with
bas-relief of emperor adoring

1

Isis. Compare Nos* 2>

3, and 9.
Date : Nov. 1 7, in same year ofreign ofAntoninus Pius.

Wwu****^

i?KrDimaiceriii(^

Md/oicou Auprj\iov
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ret *j8' <pap/jiov0t.

Probably from Ombos
;
a block of stone, apparently

used as a door-lintel, broken to left.

Date: 214, March 4.

'Birl] rotf eiJruxeardrow ieaf[pott

r]oO Kvpiov Jipw A.

AtiprjXlov
'A

(Irovf) /3'

reyut^^ou} Xp^flrr{oi;} ^rd^x{ov} Myfarrav
Kal OtaXepLov

f

Airo\{\}ivaplov ftrirA-

irov dpow, H(<p/rof) AvpjXios
'

Kal
roO
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A slab of limestone, roughly cut ; provenance un-
known.

Date: 219, Aug. 13.

K T.AA A I H NOY

AieCGPH

A]tvp7jXtoy 'IfflSutpot
<rw rots TKVOIS x(al) rots

trovs y Of>a\cptdvov
ic(ai) FaXXtT^vou e^3

Me<r6piy ^'.

A round block, perhaps base of a statue, from
Alexandria.

Date : 256, Aug. 2

--I* cf|X.'Tl9OYdAHCANTDCKAf

TOXXPICTOYAYTOVCaiTHCftANCVAAIyiONOC

0ACIA6 fACTCOWTArtAffTAM fKCONTCONAecncmtON

KAI rPAT lANOYTCONA/OI^KUNArroYCTO>N

v 13
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T]oO
roO Xpiffrov avrov irl rijs

pa<Ti\elas r&v rd irdvra v{
Qva\VTivtdvov Kal

TparLdfov T&V alwluv
afrr&v 5f/cacr^pt6{e}t, rcrpd-
v Bciordrov

tirl rfjs tirdpxijs rob KVpiov
Xapirpordrov tirdpxov Alyvirrov AlXlov

lla\\adiov, XtxytorrciJoi^roj Kal

Ki'/x>v

Inscribed on a XXVIth dynasty altar from Athribis.
Published in R.A. 1847, I5th Augf.

Date: 374.

* ANTINO.0.1

en ICPAN^I

<P I L O C. AKV A AC

CT I CTPATH TOC-

e na A i A>O c.
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A granite altar from Sheikh-AbAdeh (Antinoopolis).
Date : probably about the middle of the second

century.

1C (r TOC.THCYq>KAfa>rHCAYTOKPA

TOPACK.A I TrOTlAIOYXOYCAeCftaTAC

HMtONOYA/VeNT INlANONO OAOCfOM

A fKAA10NTOYCA*OJN IOVCAYTOYr

rOYCKAJQAAYrON ONOJPIOMTONJ

ccnnMcoYYT^of?lovnrwrAAM nrororoY

HP6MONOC

ToDs r^y ty> jj\i<0 yrjs

ropay Kal Tpoiratotix v*

JJJJL&V QvaKevTivLavov Qco86<rtov

ApKddioy TOVS alwvlovs avrotip-

yovs Kal ^Xa[o]u/oi' 'Ovtbptov rbv

6 Xa/xw/)6raros
roO ttpov irpatrwplov ry ffvvjci

A0tepa>cret ^iri K\avdlov
oi/ Efrrpoirlov roO \afAirpordrov

Inscribed on the back of the altar, i6a.

Date: between 384 and 392.-
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NOTES

NOTE I. POSITION OF THE ARCHIDIKASTES.

THE office of archidikastes was one which existed
under the Ptolemies, when he was president of the

chrematistai, or circuit judges ;
and Strabo (xvii. i. 12)

definitely states that the Ptolemaic archidikastes was
continued as a Roman official. At the same time he
describes him as a local Alexandrian judge ; and, to
meet the difficulty thus created, Mommsen (Roman
Provinces, vol. ii. p. 247, note i, English trans.)

supposes that the Alexandrian archidikastes was dis-

tinct from the president of the chrematistai, and that
the latter had perhaps been set aside before the Roman
period. This supposition, however, is met by the refer-

ences to the archidikastes in papyri as ny>os TQ {Trt/LbcAct'p

r&v xprjfjLaTUTT&v KO! TO>I> oAAo>j/ Kpirrjpiw (B.G.U. 455, 614),
which shows that the Roman officer was the successor,
in- title, at any rate, of the Ptolemaic archidikastes for

the whole of Egypt.
The situation, however, was complicated by the fact

that the chrematistai had been abolished by the Romans,
and the circuits were held by the prefect and dikaiodotes
in their stead. Both these officials were superior in

rank to the Roman archidikastes ; and consequently his

original duty of revising the decisions of the judges on
circuit necessarily elapsed, as there could be no appeal
from a superior to an inferior.

There are several references in the published papyri
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to the archidikastcs and his functions ; and a brief

summary of these may assist in clearing up his position
in Roman times.

B.G.U. 73. A letter from the archidikastes to the

strategos of the Herakleid division of the Arsinoite

nome, enclosing- a document, the character of which is

not specified, for deposit in the local archives by their

keepers.
B.G.U. 136. A note of the entry of an action, relative

to the administration of the property of a minor by her

guardians, before the archidikastes at Memphis ; the
action was referred by him to the local strategos for

trial.

B.G.U. 241. A document sent from Karanis in the
Arsinoite nome to the archidikastes, stating the division
made by two sons of property left by their father.

B.G.U. 455. A letter to the archidikastes, conveying
the acknowledgment of the sale of a certain piece of
land to the writer, a legionary.

B.G.U. 578. A letter from the archidikastes to the

strategos of the Herakleid division of the Arsinoite

nome, conveying a copy of a petition, enclosing the
formal acknowledgment of a loan, which had not been

repaid ; the lender therefore wished copies of the
documents to be filed in both archives (i.e. presumably
at Alexandria, and in the nome), and the strategos to

inform the borrower of this step, which was the pre-
liminary to an action for recovery of the money ; the
archidikastes accordingly sent the copy for the local

archives, and directed the strategos to inform the bor-
rower that it had been filed.

B.G.U. 614. Copies of documents in a suit, begin-
ning with a petition to the prefect, relative to an action
for the recovery of a loan ; after the suit had been
authorized by the prefect, the plaintiff, a soldier, applied
to the archidikastes, setting forth that he was unable,
on account of his military duties, to visit the place
where the defendants resided, and therefore wished '

them to be summoned before the archidikastes* The
archidikastes, as a necessary preliminary, ordered copies
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of the plaints to be delivered to the defendants ; and
the plaintiff asked the archidikastes to write to the

strategos of the Herakleid district of the Arsinoite
nome and enclose copies for delivery.
B.G.U. 729. An acknowledgment, addressed to the

archidikastes, by a soldier, of the deposit with him of
certain articles.

B.G.U. 741. A copy ofan acknowledgment, addressed
to the archidikastes, of a loan on the security of property
in the Arsinoite nome, from one soldier to another.
These cases, taken with B.G.U. 455 and 614, suggest

that the court of the archidikastes at Alexandria was
the most convenient place for the deposit of agreements
to which soldiers were parties : as their military duties
would be apt to take them away from the place at
which the agreement was concluded.
G.G.P. ii. 71. An authorisation from parties con-

cerned, to a man, to prove a will from Kysis in the
Great Oasis before the archidikastes at Alexandria.

R.E.G. 1894, vii. p. 301, No. I. An authorisation
from the parties concerned, to a man, to present to the
archidikastes at Alexandria documents relative to the
cession of a share in a certain business at Kysis in the
Great Oasis.

R.E.G. 1894, vii. p. 302, No. III. Similar to last.

G. O. P. i. 34
V

. An order for the deposit of the records
of the StaXoyij T&V Kara Kaipov ap^t8t/cacrro>v in the archives
at Alexandria.
The first point to be decided with reference to the

archidikastes is, whether he sat at Alexandria only, or
travelled round the nomes. The three documents from
the Great Oasis are clearly on the side of the former
alternative ; and there is nothing against it in the other

papyri, except in B.G.U. 136. It is important, however,
to notice that in this case, in which alone the archi-
dikastes is found with certainty sitting elsewhere than
at Alexandria, the court was held at Memphis ; and F.
Krebs (Philologus, liii. p. 577 if.) has pointed out that
the high priest of all Egypt similarly appears as sitting
at Alexandria and Memphis. Further! the terms of the
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petitions in B.G.U. 578 and 614, both relating
1 to places

in the Fayum, show that the archidikastes held his court
somewhere outside the immediate neighbourhood ofthese

places ; which would hardly apply to Memphis, only
a day's journey away from the Fayum. There is also
a small point to be noted in the terms of B.G.U. 73,
which seems to show an ignorance of local circum-
stances ; the archidikastes writes to Archias, who is

known from G.G.P. ii. 45 to have been strategos of the
Herakleid division of the Arsinoite nome, addressing*
him as strategos of the Arsinoite nome ; which he
would hardly have done, if he had visited the nome and
learned its peculiar division into districts. And the
reference in G.O.P. i. 34 to the StoXoyiy of the archi-
dikastes does not imply that he went on circuit. On the

whole, the evidence seems to show that the archidikastes
sat at Alexandria, possibly with power to remove his

court to Memphis. It may be remarked that there is

no authority for the completion of the lacuna in B.G.U.
614, 1. 7> as t/a[cvs Kal dpxiSiicaernys rijs TOV *Ap<rivoi\TOv

'HpajcAct'Soi; /xcpiSos, so far as I can see.

What the precise duties of the archidikastes were,
do not appear very clearly. He seems to have had a
special charge of the archives at Alexandria, in which
copies of all documents deposited in the various local

archives throughout the country had also to be placed
(G.O.P. i. 34); this function is shown by the three
Oasis papyri, which refer to various documents to be

presented to him ; and the cases in B.G.U. 241 and 455
appear to be similar.

The three instances in which the archidikastes appears
as a judge are all civil cases, and in all three there is

no reference to any delegation of authority to him
from the prefect, which shows that he was legally com-
petent to try such suits. The circumstances under
which the suits were brought before him, rather than
before the prefect or dikaiodotes on circuit, are shown
by B.G.U. 614, wherein the plaintiff desired the dej
fendants to be summoned before the archidikastes,

presumably at Alexandria, because he himself was a
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soldier, and therefore unable to go to the local court.

In B.G.U. 573, also, the plaintiff was a citizen of

Antinoe, while the defendant resided in the Fayum ;

and possibly it was more convenient for him to go
to Alexandria, where copies of the documents pre-
served in the archives of both his own district and the
defendant's would be at hand, than to visit the Fayum
and bring

1 his case before the circuit judges, only to
find that he had to send back to Antinoe for some
written evidence.

It may be concluded that the archidikastes sat at

Alexandria as a permanent judge, before whom the

plaintiff, and probably the defendant also, in any civil

case, both parties to which did not reside in the same
district, could elect to have their dispute tried.

The instance of the archidikastes holding his court at

Memphis must be left, until further evidence as to the
reason for his presence there is discovered. B.G.U.
136 unfortunately only contains the official notes of the

trial, which gave, no doubt, all necessary particulars at
the time, but are not full enough to show any reason why
there should, in this case, be an apparent departure from
the usual rule as to the duties of the archidikastes.

NOTE II. STRATEGOI AND ROYAL SCRIBES OF THE
HERAKLEID DIVISION OF THE ARSINOITE NOME.

The exceptionally large proportion of the papyri hither-

to published which come from sites in the Herakleid
division of the Arsinoite nome, furnish a fairly complete
list of the strategoi and royal scribes for that division,
at any rate during the second century. A catalogue
of the known names and dates may therefore serve

usefully to illustrate the tenure of these appointments.

STRATEGOI.
Name. Date. Reference.

Oiax 19th Nov. 1 1 Pap. B.M. 256*6.
fDionysodorus (A) *4/ J5 PaP B.M. 357.]

[Claudius Lysanius (A) 5th April 54 App. III. 5.T
[G. Julius Astnianus (A) I5th June 57 B.G.U. iSi.J
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Name.

Ti. Claudius Areius

Asclepiades
(Sara)pion
Protarchus

Archias

Vcg-etus Sarapion

Claudius Cerealis

Apollinaris

JElius Sarapion

Archibius

Maxitnus Nearchus

[Herakleides (B)
Theodorus

Hierax

Stephanus
Eudaenioti

[Serenus (B)

[Alexander (c)

Sarapion

Potamon

Flavius Apollonius

Apollonius
Ptolemaeus

Ammonius
Dioscorus

Didymus
Artemidorus

fPhiloxenus (D)
Hierax Nemeaion
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Name.

Demetrius

Ag*athos Daemon

Dionysius

Apollophanes Sarapammon
Aur. Hierax Ammonias

Aur. Dionysius

Aur. Didymus

[Aur. Herakleides (A)

(A) Stratcgoi of the whole Arsinoite nome.
(B) Royal scribes acting

1 for the strategics,

(c) Gymnasiarch acting
1 for the strategos.

(D) Strategos of divisions of Themistos and Polemon acting
for the division of Herakleides also.

(E) See as to this date in Note III.

Name.
Asclepiades
Evangelus
Claudius Julianus

Herminus

Sarapion

Heracleides
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Name.

Timag-enes

Zoilus

Serenus

Asclepiades

Apollonius

Harpocration Hierax

Canopus Asclepiades

(Surapa)mmon
Motiimus Gemellus
Aur. Isidorus Orig'enes

Date.
I4th Feb. 159
159/60
28th July 161
28th Jan. 162

/ ^2/3
\ 29th Jan. 163
f loth Aug. 169
26th Nov. 169
26th Nov. 174
J 74/5
Aug. 175
'75/6
Jan. 179

May-June 189
2oth Aug-. 189
28th Aug. 189
193
25111 Feb. 202

202/3
2ist April 203
June-July 208

27th Oct. 212

216/7

Aur. Cassius Dionysius 218

Reference.

Pap. B.M. 376.
B.G.U. 1 6, 524, 629.
G.G.P. ii. 55.

Pap. B.M. 327.
G.G.P. ii. 56.
Pap. B.M. 328.
B.G.U, 18.

B.G.U. 168.

B.G.U. 26.

B.G.U. 298.
B.G.U. 55, ii.

B.G.U. 79.

Pap. B.M. 368.
B.G.U.6o, 126, 1 38,430.
B.G.U. us, i. ii.

B.G.U. 117.
B.G.U. 116.

Pap. B.M. 345.
B.G.U. 139.
B.G.U. 97.
B.G.U. 577.
B.G.U. 639.
Pap. B.M. 350.
B.G.U. 266; Pap. B.M.

452-
C.P.R. 32.

NOTE III. THE DELEGATION OF FUNCTIONS DURING
VACANCIES IN OFFICE.

There is a phrase, occasionally found in papyri, the
exact force of which does not seem to have been

definitely settled, though P. Meyer (Hermes, xxxii.

p. 227, note 3) has correctly classified most of its uses.

Various individuals are mentioned at different times as

StaSe^oyu-tvoc rrjv crrpa-npyuw, while in one instance the
dikaiodotes is described as SiaSexo/xei'os *al ra Kara rrp

^y/w>i/iav. A review of the known instances will serve
to show that the word StaSexo/x^fos is not employed in

its usual classical sense as referring to a strategos-elect
or prefect-elect, but has an exceptional meaning.

(A.) Prefect.
<

B.G.U. 327. A petition addressed to C. Caecilius

Salvianus, dikaiodotes, as SiaScxo/ACvos KCU ra Kara rjyv
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?, with reference to the non-payment of a legacy,
on ist April 176.
The circumstances of the government in Egypt just

about this time were peculiar. The prefect, who is

named by Dio Cassius (Ixxi. 28. 3) Flavius Calvisius,
but who appears on an Alexandrian inscription (M.A.
101) as Ci Calvisius Statianus, had joined the rebellion

of Avidius Cassius, which was put down by the emperor
Marcus Aurelius in 176, and for a punishment was
banished. The emperor probably had no one ready to
take the place of the banished prefect ; and so his duties
would devolve upon the next in rank, the dikaiodotes
an unusual event, as it was the rule that each prefect in

Egypt held his office until his successor entered Alex-
andria (Ulpian, Dig. i. 17). It does not seem necessary
to suppose, with P. Meyer (Hermes, xxxii. p. 227), that
the delay in filling the vacancy was due to the presence
of the emperor in Egypt, which rendered the appoint-
ment of a prefect, as his representative, superfluous.

(B.) Strategoi.'
B.G.U. 18. A list of men nominated for liturgies

published by Serenus, royal scribe of the Herakleid
district of the Arsinoite nome, SiaSexoftcvos Ta icara rrjv

trrpariyyiaV, on loth Aug. 169.
B.G. U. 82. A priest, desiring to have his son cir-

cumcised, produced evidence of his lineage to the royal
scribe, SiaSc^oynevos rrjv rrparrfyiav (l8th Sept. 185)*

B.G.U. 1 68. A petition to the epistrategos, setting
forth that certain property in dispute had been awarded
to the petitioner by the late strategos of the Herakleid

division, ^Elius Eudaemon ; but the defendant in the

case, cTTtyvovcra TT;V TOV EuSm/xovos 2oSoy, did not hand
over the property : the epistrategos was then addressed,
and he ordered the case to be brought before the royal
Scribe, StaSexo/ucyo? ra Kara rrjv (rrparrjyiav. This was
done, the scribe in question being Serenus, on 26th
November (probably in the year 169. See 18, above).
B.G.U. 199. A return from the tax-collectors, ad-

dressed to Philoxetius, strategos of the divisions of
Themistos and Polemon, also StaScxo/uci/o? *at (ra) *ara
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rriv trrpaTyyCav for the Herakleid division, on i/fiv.
:

t*pt.

194.
B.G.U. 347. A letter, written by Sarapion, strategos

of the Herakleid division Sta 'AAcfai/Spov yv/Avamapxov
StaScxo/uicvou rrjv frrpa.rrjyiav9 and dated nth April 170,
produced before the high priest.
B.G.U. 358. A census-return of camels, made to

the royal scribe Heracleides, StaSc^o/xcvo? rrjv o-rpar-rjy(av 9

on 3oth Jan. (apparently in the year 151).
B.G.U. 529. A return made by the corn collectors

to Aurelius Isidorus, royal scribe of the Herakleid
division, Sia5;(o//,i/os T . Kara TT)V crrparrjyLav 9 in July
216.
G.G.P. ii. 61. A petition addressed to Hierax

Nemesion, strategics of the Herakleid division, SC

'Avu/JiWos uyopavo/xiJcravTos yv/jtvacriapxija-avros Sia^c^o/uicvov

TJJV (rrparrjytav. (Date, about 194.)
G.O.P. i. 56. A request from a woman, addressed

to Maximus, a priest, exegetes, and senator of Oxy-
rhynchos, asking him as a matter of urgency, in the
absence of the royal scribe, who was SiaScxo/xci/os r^v

arparrjyfav^ to sanction the appointment of a man to act
as her guardian for the purposes of a loan required at
once. (Date, 27th Oct. 211.)

G.O.P. i. 62V. A letter to Syrus, StaSc^M^os orpaT?;-

yi'av (of Oxyrhynchos), relative to the lading of corn

(third century).
Of the above ten cases, it will be seen one refers to

a strategos of another district, six to the royal scribe
of the district, two to holders of minor offices, and one
to an individual not definitely stated to have any rank.
It would appear, therefore, that the person chosen

taexecrd<u rrjv arparrjyLav was not necessarily, but was
usually, the next in official standing to the strategos
the royal scribe.

There may also be quoted, as probably having refer-

ence to the same custom, the following papyrus :

G.O.P. i. 59. A letter sent by the council of Oxy-
rhynchos to Aurelius Apollonius the strategos, through
Aurelius Asclepiades, an ex-hypomnematographos, &<-
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9, where StaSo^os may be taken to mean

Three of the Berlin papyri 18, 168, 347 refer to

events happening in the same district within a few <

months ; and a comparison of them will serve to

elucidate somewhat the relationships of the strategoi
and the StttSc^o/^cvot. In the first place, however, it

should be remarked that the date in B.G.U. 347, i. 12,
is almost certainly wrong

1

. Letters are said to have
been written by Alexander on 3rd Oct. 169, when he
is described as an ex-gymnasiarch, and on nth April
170, when he is described as a gymnasiarch. As it

was contrary to the usual rule for a man to be chosen
to serve as gymnasiarch a second time, it seems natural
to suppose that the date of the first-mentioned letter is

wrongly g*iven, and that it should have been 3rd Oct.

170, shortly before which Alexander had resigned his

office of gymnasiarch. In further support of this view,
it may be noticed that, if this date is correct, the letter

which was addressed to the high priest, and presented
to him on his visit to Memphis, was only about three
months old when presented ; but if the date given in

the papyrus is right, fifteen months had elapsed between
the writing

1 and the delivery of the letter. As the high
priest must have visited Memphis at least once a year,
and as the matter in question was the circumcision of
a boy, so long a delay seems improbable.

Assuming" that the date should be corrected as stated,
it is possible to reconstruct the series of changes which
took place in regard to the duties of the strateg'os of
the Herakleid division in the years 169 and 170.

JE\ius Eudaemon had been strategx>s of the division ;

but he died (this seems to be the meaning of fo8o
in B.G.U. 168) some time before loth August 169, on
which date Serenus the royal scribe acted as strategos
(B.G.U. 18). Serenus was still so acting* on 26th Nov.

169 (B.G.U. 168). But on nth April 170 Sarapion had
been appointed strategos. Alexander, a gymnasiarch,
however, wrote a letter for him as StaScxo/xo'os (B.G.U.
347, ii.). On 3rd Oct. 170, Alexander again wrote a
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letter for Sarapion ; but on this occasion as copyist
merely, to all seeming-, since he is no longer described
as 8ia8xo/u,i/os rrjv crrpaTT/yiav. The explanation would

, appear to be that, on the death of the strategos, the

royal scribe naturally did his work until a new strateg'os
was appointed. For some reason, however, the new
strateg'os when chosen was unable to undertake the
duties at once, and got a man of position to do them
for him ; and this man subsequently continued to help
him.

This theory supposes that the term SiuSc^o/Aci'os has

slightly different shades of meaning
1 when applied to

the royal scribe who was acting
1

strateg'os during
1 a

vacancy, and the gymnasiarch who was acting
1

strateg'os
on behalf of another man. The other cases noted tend
to support this. There is no reference, in the instances
where a royal scribe is named as fiiaScxo/Aevos nqv

crrpaTrj-yiav, to the existence of a strateg'os at the same
time ; on the other hand, in each case where the holder
of some minor office is so named, there is also a

strateg'os mentioned. In the devolution of the duties

of the strategos on the royal scribe during- a vacancy
in the former office, there is a parallel to the arrange-
ment already shown to have been made for the perform-
ance of the work of the prefecture by the dikaiodotes
on the sudden removal of the prefect. It appears that
the royal scribe, under these circumstances, possessed
the full powers of the strategos : he could be named
as a judge (B.G.U. 168), could nominate to liturgies

(B.G.U. 18), and received the tax returns (B.G.U. 529).
It is probable, then, that it was the rule for the royal
scribe, in case of any casual vacancy in the office of

strategos, to assume all the duties ; and the one
instance (B.G.U. 199), in which the strategos of a

neighbouring district acted for that in which there was
a vacancy, may be regarded as exceptional.
The position of the &a8cxo/*voi in the other cases

cited (B.G.U. 347 ;
G.G.P. ii. 61 ; G.O.P. i. 59) is quite

different. They occur simply as agents for the trans-

mission of letters to and from the strategos. What
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official standing they had may be gathered from a

comparison of the two letters in B.G.U. 347 with the

petition in G.O.P. i. 56. From the two former it

appears that Alexander the gymnasiarch wrote letters

at different times on behalf of Sarapion the strategos
on practically identical subjects ; but one was written

by him as StaSc^o/xevos ryv oTpcm/yiap, while the other
was written without any such authority. The circum-
stances under which he was entitled to assume any of
the functions of the strategos may be explained by the

Oxyrhynchos papyrus, in which a person of some rank
is requested to sanction the appointment ofa guardian,
an act which really lay in the province of the strategos,

because the matter was urgent, and the royal scribe,
who was also SiaSc^o/Jui/os rrjv crrpaT^ytW, was away.
Therefore it would seem that, when a strategos was
absent from his district, he could appoint some person
to perform the ordinary routine business of his office,
and this person was entitled to subscribe himself as

StaSe^oyutevos TVJV a-rparrfyCav or SiaSo^os.
Individual instances occur of substitutes for other

officials a procurator usiacus SiaSc^d/^ci/o? rrjv dpxic/xocrw^v

(B.G.U. 362, vii. 26) ; elders Siafie^o/u.ei'ot for the village
scribe of Nilopolis (B.G.U. 15, i. 8) ; and a senator of

Hermopolis for the prytaneus (C.P.R. 5. 20, 3): but

only in the second case does the evidence show clearly
that they acted with full powers during a vacancy in

office. The other two cases may simply refer to a

delegation of functions by an absent officer.

NOTE IV. THE REGISTRY OF DEEDS.

L. Mitteis (Hermes, xxx. p. 564 ff.) has discussed the
methods of registry exemplified by the Fayum papyri.
He concludes that the agoranomos was probably origin-
ally a Greek official, and the Hellenes brought with
them the custom of making contracts before him ; while

p

the ypa^eiw was introduced for the purpose of register-
ing Egyptian documents, especially those written in

demotic characters. In course of time the distinction
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between the nations disappeared, and the official func-
tions became concurrent. Still, there was a certain
difference : the agoranomos had notarial duties, con-
cerned with the completion of contracts ; while the
grapheion, though on one side similar, as the place
where the contracts were made (B.G.U. 86, 191, 251,
252, 297, 394), is also in some cases only the place of

registry (B.G.U. 50, 153 ; C.P.R. i. 4, 5), the documents
being executed privately.

This statement meets all the instances recorded in
the Fayum papyri ; but those from Oxyrhynchos show
that the customs prevailing* there were somewhat
different. In them the ag-oranomos is all-important,
and the grapheion disappears. It is to the agoranomoi
that notices of the transfer or sale of land are sent

(G.O.P. i. 45, 46, 47, 100) ; in their presence, or at their

office, the agoranomeion, the contracts were written

(G.O.P. i. 73, 75, 96, 99) ; they had the custody of the
deeds when executed (G.O.P. i. 106, 107) ; and, in the
case of the emancipation by purchase of slaves, it

apparently fell to them to announce the completion of
the necessary formalities (G.O.P. i, 48, 49, 50).
The formula employed in describing the completion

of contracts of sale differs again in the Vienna papyri
from ,the Herakleopolite nome. In these (C.P.R. 6, 7,

8t8) the contract is said to be executed

dyopavo/uas ; and here, as at Oxyrhynchos, no mention
is made of the grapheion.

In a single contract of sale from Elephantine (N. et

E. 17), the same formula is used as at Oxyrhynchos,
stating that the deed was drawn up before the agora-
nomoi.

It would appear, therefore, that, on the evidence now
published, the grapheion was an institution peculiar to
the Arsinoite nome, where it relieved the agoranomoi
of many of their duties with regard to the execution
and registration of contracts. The word grrapheion
occurs once in the Oxyrhynchos papyri (G.O.P. i. 44) ;

but the name here appears to be applied to a tax, pay-
able at the .agoranomeion*
* v-i4
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NOTE V. THE POLICE ADMINISTRATION.

A large number of officials, connected in various

ways with police -duties, are mentioned in papyri. The,,

only attempt hitherto made for their classification is one

by Hirschfeld (Sitzungsberichte d. KaiserL Akademie
zu Berlin, 1892, p. 815), on the basis of a Paris papyrus
from Panopojis. This mentions (a) two ci/Myvo^Xcwurs ;

(b) three CTTI rJs clpr^v^ ; (c) two ap^iw/cTo<^vXa? ; (d)

eight or more <vXaK avraiv ; (e) ten more fir! T^S eipywjs ;

GO two ctprjvdpxaL ; (gf) eight <f>v\a*e$ avroiv ; (h) four

7rcOio<f>v\cLKs ; (z) some opeotfrvXaKcs 68ov 'Ocur&os ; (j) some
These he arranges in three classes : (i)

the officers named under (a), (b) and (#), and (f) ; (2)
'

those under (r), (//), and (g) ; (3) those under (/t), (),
and (/). The individuals are all Egyptians, and between
the ages of 30 and 35, except one who is 48, and the
two eirenarchs, who are respectively 60 and 85 years old.

The evidence of other papyri, however, tends to upset
this classification in some respects ; although it is not

yet possible to definitely settle the exact rank of many of
the officers mentioned. A comparison of the evidence

gives the following results :

EJpT/i/apxcu. There were two of these officials both at

Panopolis (see above) and Oxyrhynchos (G.O.P. i, 80),
and an eirenarch is mentioned in the correspondence of
Flavius Abinnaeus from Dionysias in the Fayum (Pap.
B.M. 240, 242). The Oxyrhynchos papyrus shows
them to have been the chief police officers, holding
jurisdiction over the nome ; it contains a declaration
on oath, made to them by the archephodos of a village,
that certain individuals "wanted by the police of the

village of Armenthae in the Hermopolite nome are not
in our village or in Armenthse itself."

*Apx<fx>$oi. These officers are the ones most fre-

quently mentioned in connection with the maintenance
of order in the country.
For each village one or two archephodoi were ap-

pointed (B.G.U. 321, 375; Pap. B.M, 199; GX5.P. ii

66; G.O.P. i. 80, are instances of one; B.G.U. 6, of
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two) ; there is no evidence of more than two in any
case. They are most commonly named in orders to

present criminals for trial (B.G.U. 147, 148, 374, 375,
376; G.G.P. ii. 66), which during the first three
centuries of Roman rule were always addressed to

them, though sometimes other officials are added in the
address ; and it was to them that evidence was given
to help in the discovery of a criminal (G.O.P. i. 69).

They were superior to the phylakes, who received their

pay from them (G.G.P. ii. 43), and may reasonably be

regarded as the heads of the police in the villages.

TLp<rfivTcpoi. The elders were not, in the first in-

stance, police officers ; but they are named in conjunc-
tion with the archephodoi and phylakes in two official

lists (B.G.U. 6; Pap. B.M. 199), and once are associ-
ated with the archephodoi as the recipients of an order
to present a criminal at the court (B.G.U. 148). They
were, as the governing body of the village, generally
responsible for its peace and order, which explains
their association with their regular police.

Evcryiy/Aovcs. The same explanation applies to the
association of the euschemones with the archephodoi
in orders of arrest (B.G.U. 147, 376) ; as they, like the

elders, were not in strictness members of the police
administration.

Elprjvo<t>v\aKt<s. The eirenophylakes, who are men-
tioned in the Panopolis list (see above), may perhaps
be considered as equal in rank with the archephodoi,
in view of the fact that, in a list of the officials of

Soknopaiou Nesos (Pap. B.M. 199), the sums entered

against the names of the archephodos and eirenophy-
lakes, of whom there are two, are the same in each
case 600 drachmae. This sum F. G. Kenyon (in his

note on this papyrus, p. 158, Catalogue of Greek

Papyri, ii.) takes to be the salary paid to the officers

in question.
&vka.Ks. The physical work of arrest of malefactors

was done by the phylakes, who were apparently classed
at Panopolis (see the papyrus quoted above) .under
different names according to their special duties. Of
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the Panopolite names the only one found elsewhere is the
7rc8io<i;A.a (Pap. B.M. 189). That they were required
to be young* men has 'been noticed in connection with
the Panopolis list. Their salary at Soknopaiou Nesos
is given as 300 drachmae (Pap. B.M. 199 ; see reference
to Kenyon's note above), and there were four of them
in this village. There is an interesting record from
Oxyrhynchos (G.O.P. i. 34

V
), which details the names

and stations of the phylakes in that town : one appears
to have been placed in each street, while six guarded
the temple of Serapis, seven that of Thoeris, one that
of Isis, three the theatre, and two the gymnasium.

AT/OTOTTIOOTCU. The lestopiastai are mentioned in a
special order, by which five were sent to assist the village
officers in the search for certain criminals (B.G.U. 325).
It is possible that they were men detailed from head-

quarters for special service, as they were evidently
distinct from the regular local force.

A^/Luxrtot. The police officers of a village are some*
times referred to in a body as the demosioi. That this

name includes all the ranks is shown by the phrase 6 rrp

KW/ITTS &pxc'<o8os KCU ol oXXoi 877/100-101 (G.O.P. i. 69), and
by a list embracing under this title elders, archephodoi,
and phylakes (B.G.U. 6).

Kco/uapxo** In the beginning of the fourth century
the place of the archephodoi is taken, in orders for

arrest, by the Komarchs (G.O.P. i. 64, 65 ; B.G.U. 634).
'ETTMrrarr/s cipi/i/i/s. In one instance the name of this

officer is coupled with the Komarchs (G.O.P. i. 64).

NOTE VI. SENATES IN EGYPT.

The withdrawal from Alexandria by Augustus of the.

privilege of self-government by a senate is stated by
Dio Cassius (li. 17). Mommsen (Roman Provinces, ii.

p. 236, note i) doubts this statement, on the ground
that it is improbable that Augustus would have so

slighted Alexandria in comparison with the other

Egyptian communities, to which he left their existing
1
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organisation. But Alexandria stood in a very different

position to any other Egyptian town. A senate at
Ptolemais or Naukratis could not be a source of any

, serious danger to the Roman government : in both
towns the citizenship was probably confined to the
descendants of the original Greek settlers, whose in-

terest it would be to keep on good terms with the
Romans, surrounded as they were by a people of a
different race, whose natural instincts would make them
hostile to the specially privileged Greeks planted among
them ; and even if the senate in either place had desired
to head a revolt, they controlled only a small body of

citizens, of no great wealth. But in Alexandria the
Greek and Egyptian elements had coalesced to a con-
siderable extent ; and there was a large population, of

notoriously turbulent disposition, amongst whom the
senate could have found a body of supporters sufficient

to meet the Roman garrison with a reasonable prospect
of success in an attempt to seize the city. And the loss
of Alexandria meant to the Romans the loss of Egypt ;

not only was the machinery of government centred

there, but it was the only port by which reinforcements
from Rome could enter Egypt. At Alexandria, too,
were stored the supplies of corn on which the city of
Rome largely depended for its subsistence. It was
consequently of the greatest importance that there
should not be a body in Alexandria which might serve
as a focus for revolutions. And that Augustus would
not have been moved by any consideration for the feel-

ings of the Alexandrians, is shown by his proposal to
remove the seat of government from Alexandria to

Nikopolis, The wisdom of his action in abolishing the
senate was shown not long after its re-establishment by

. Severus, when it headed the revolt which was finally
crushed by Aurelian (Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. vii. 32).
The senate at Ptolemais Hermiou can only be in-

ferred to have- existed under the early empire from the
words of Strabo (xvii. i. 42), who says that the town
had a oi&rnma voXtrticov iv rp *EXA.ip>tic<j> rpoTnp ; but this

would certainly mean to any Greek the inclusion in the
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organisation of a senate. The only mention of a
senator of Ptolemais is in 295 (G.O.P. i. 43, iii. 3, 8).
At Naukratis, likewise, the existence of a senate is

only a probability as regards the earlier period of
Roman rule. But, if Ptolemais retained its senate,
there was no reason for abolishing- that of Naukratis ;

and the statement of Dio (li. 17) is sufficient ground
for believing in the continuance of the latter. There was
certainly a senate at Naukratis in 323 (Pap. Gen. 10).
The senate at Antinoopolis appears very shortly after

the foundation of the city (C.I.G. iii. 4679) ; and there
is no reason to doubt that it existed from the first.

Senates or senators at other towns are mentioned in

the following years :

Arsinoe: 205 (Pap. B.M. 348), 214 (C.P.R. 45), 216

(B.G.U. 362), 345 (Pap. B.M. 233).

Herakleopolis : 216 (C.P.R. 35^263 (B.G. V. 554).
Hermopolis magna : 250 (C.P.R. 20, i.), 266 (C.P.R.

39), 271 (C.P.R. 9), 321/2 (C.P.R. 10), 330 (C.P.R. 19).

Oxyrhynchos, 211 (G.O.P. i. 56), 223 (G.O.P. i. 77),

238/44 (G.O.P. i. 80), 283 (G.O.P. i. 55), 292 (G.O.P.
i- 59). 3^6 (G.O.P. i. 103), 323 (G.O.P. i. 60), 342
G.O.P. i. 87).
A proclamation made in 288 (G.O.P. i. 58) refers to

the senates in the various nomes in the Heptanomis
and Arsinoite nome.

NOTE VII. THE ARCHONS OF THEBES.

It has been supposed by A. Wiedemann (R.E. ii. p.

346) that there were independent kings of the Thebaid
in the second century ; and he supports his theory by
finding on an ostrakon the name Petronius as that of
the ruler by whose regnal year the document is dated.
It is difficult, however, to imagine that such a kingdom
of the Thebaid could have existed unmentioned by
historians, and unnoticed in the inscriptions of Upper
Egypt belonging to that period ; and it seems more
reasonable to suppose that the ostrakon has been mis-
read by Wiedemann. This view is supported by his
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transcript of another ostrakon, which he deciphers as
a letter from KAauSto? IIocr/.8a>vios XcTrcip^s B^pa/tcw ; and
he regards the X (

= in) and ft (prefixed for formation of
, genitive) as evidence of the influence of the Ethiopico-
Meroitic language ; whereas the right reading is cer-

tainly X (
= KaTOVTapx) <rircipr)$ ft OpaKtDV. It is true

that a "king" of Thebes is mentioned (Hist. Aug.
Niger, 12) as having presented to Pescennius Niger a

portrait statue of himself; but the Thebaid was cer-

tainly not independent in the reign of Commodus, and
the "king" was doubtless one of the archons men-
tioned as existing at Thebes in the time of Hadrian
(C.I.G. iii. 4822, 4823, 4824).

NOTE VIII. THE Dux -^GYPTI AND OTHER
BYZANTINE OFFICIALS.

F. G. Kenyon (Catalogue of Greek Papyri in B.M.
ii. p. 270, note) has pointed out that the arrangement of

authority given in the Notitia Dignitatum, where there
is a comes limitis ^Egypti, commanding the divisions
of Middle and Lower Egypt, a dux Thebaidis, and a
dux Libyarum, is of later origin than the time of Con-
stantius II.; and that the supreme military officer in

Lower and Middle Egypt is always, in documents of the
first half of the fourth century, the dux. This is borne
out by an inscription on an altar in the temple at Luxor
(published in the Bull, de la Soc. des Antiq. de France,
1888, p. 273), dedicated to Constantino by the dux

^Egypti et Thebaidis utrarumque Libyarum, which shows
that the divisions of the province, though recognised,
were under one commander, who bore the title of dux.
The date of the change to the arrangements described

by the Notitia may be very nearly fixed by the addresses
of the imperial rescripts. In 384, Merobaudes is ad-
dressed as dux ^Egypti (Cod. Theod. xi. 30. 43) ; but in

391, Romanus is styled comes limitis JEgypti (Cod.
Theod. xvi. 10. n) ; and this title is the one sub-

sequently used. The dux Libyarum appears in a

rescript of 417 (Cod. Theod. viii. i. 16).
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It is noticeable that the change from the style of

praefectus ALgypti to that of praefectus Augustalis came
almost at 'the same time. In 380 a rescript was ad-
dressed to Julianus by the former title (Cod. Theod. xii.

i, 80), which is the one found in all previous docu-
ments ; while in 382, Palladius was entitled praefectus
Augfustalis (Cod. Theod. viii. 5, 37), which was the
name always subsequently used.

NOTE IX. COMPARISON OF ANCIENT AND MODERN
LOCAL GOVERNMENT OF EGYPT.

The system of local government in Egypt, as it ex-
isted before the introduction of European ideas to any
large extent, offers some interesting* points of com-
parison with the Roman organisation. Clot Bey (Aper^u
G6n6ral sur L'6gypte, ii. p. 141) gives an account of
the officials under the rule of Mehmet-Ali, from which
the following is summarised :

Under the Vali were seven mudirs, who were placed
in charge of the seven provinces into which Egypt was
divided. Under them were the mamours, who presided
over the departments of these provinces. The districts

of these departments were managed by nazirs. Finally,
each village had at its head the sheik-el-beled.

The duties qf the mudir corresponded to those of the

epistrategos. He had to visit the departments of his

province, and see to the execution of the orders of
the Vali, just as the epistrategos had done in his circuits

of the nomes.
The mamour was chiefly concerned with agriculture

and taxation, especially that payable in kind. He was
also charged with the supervision of public works, and
with levying men for their execution and for military
service. In the former aspect of his office he resembled
the Roman toparch, while his other duties were rather
those of the strategos.
The nazir had inherited other functions of the strate-

gos, in the arrangement of the work of his district and
the delegation of Authority from his superiors*
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The sheik-el-beled filled the place of the elders of the

village. He had a certain amount of authority as a
minor police magistrate, and was responsible for the
taxes of his village.
There was also in each village a special official known

as the kholy, charged with the management of the
cultivation of the land, who* therefore corresponded to
the sitologos ; and a seraf, who, like the praktor, col-
lected taxes, and paid them to the mamour, as the

praktor had done to the strategos.
It is interesting to note that the mudirs were always

Turks, as the epistrategoi were always Romans ; while
the mamours and lower officials, like their predecessors
in Roman times, were, as a rule, natives.

NOTE X. THE PREFECTURE OF PETRONIUS.

It seems necessary to suppose that Petronius was
reappointed prefect after the failure of ALlms Gallus in

Arabia. From Strabo (xvii. i. 53) it is evident that he
succeeded Cornelius Gallus, and was followed in office

by ^Elius Gallus. Then, while ^Elius Gallus was in

Arabia, the Ethiopians took advantage of the absence
of the Roman troops from Egypt to invade the country.
Petronius then marched up and drove them back from
the frontiers, subsequently pursuing his conquests up
to the capital of ^Ethiopia. Pliny (N.H. vi. 181) ex-

pressly states that he made this expedition as prefect ;

so it would appear that JElius Gallus was removed
from office as soon as the news of his defeat in Arabia
reached Rome, and Petronius, who had probably been
left in command of Egypt, was reinstated as prefect.

NOTE XI. THE COINAGE OF THE EARLY ROMAN
EMPERORS.

Coins of Augustus and Tiberius of the Alexandria^
mint are comparatively rare, while none are known of

Caligula.
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The manner in which hoards of coins, when found in

Egypt, have usually been scattered by the dealers into
whose hands they passed, has prevented any exact

comparison of the numbers of coins put into circulation
under the different emperors being

1 formulated. Three
hoards of some size two, containing 4605 and 62

specimens respectively, from Bacchias, and one con-

taining
1

91, from Karanis were discovered in 1895-6
by D. G. Hogarth and B. P. Grenfell, when they were
excavating sites in the Fayum on behalf of the Egypt
Exploration Fund ; and these came intact to me for
examination. The subjoined table will serve to illus-

trate the comparative issues of the first century and
a half of Roman rule in Egypt. It may be premised
that the condition of the coins shows them to have
been collected about the same time, and not gradually
hoarded the oldest being also the most worn ; so that
the figures prove generally the number of each issue
in circulation at the time when the hoards were de-

posited :

Ail these coins, with two exceptions one Ptolemaic
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bronze and one large bronze of Antoninus are de-
based silver tetradrachms of the Alexandrian mint

NOTE XII. THE HADRIANON AT ALEXANDRIA.

There has been a certain amount of difficulty in

explaining* the references made to a building at Alex-
andria known as the Hadrianon. On coins of Hadrian

(B.M. Cat. 875, 876) there is represented a portico,
having within it a standing statue of Sarapis, which
may be certainly accepted as representing the Sarapeion ;

and by the statue there stands the emperor, touching
with his right hand a shrine inscribed AAPIANON.
This would suggest that Hadrian gave his name to a

chapel attached to the Sarapeion, which may have
existed before his time, as a similar shrine inside the

portico with statue of Sarapis, but without the inscrip-
tion, is shown on coins of Trajan (B.M. Catalogue,
534-539). But, as pointed out by R. S. Poole (Intro-
duction to B.M. Catalogue of Coins, Alexandria, p.

xcii), the relation of the chapel to the Sarapeion could
not have been very close, as Epiphanius mentions that
the building formerly known as the Hadrianon, and

subsequently as the Licinian gymnasium, was rebuilt-

as a church under Constantius II. (adv. Haer. n. ii. 69).
As the worship of Sarapis was not overthrown till the
time of Theodosius I., the appropriation of a chapel
attached to his temple for the purposes of a Christian
church was out of the question in the reign of Con-
stantius..

The difficulty, however, may perhaps be solved by the

evidence afforded by two lately-discovered documents.
In a papyrus from Oxyrhynchos (G.O.P. 34*) there is

contained an edict of the prefect Flavius Titianus with
reference to the deposit of copies of archives in the

'AS/xttVT? fiiftkioQTjKri a.t Alexandria. As the Sarapeion
was the great library of Alexandria, it would be only*
natural for a chapel attached to it to be appropriated
for the storage of archives ; and the building repre-
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sented on coins may be supposed to be this library of
Hadrian.
There is also an inscription preserved in the Museum

at Alexandria (M.A. 108), in which, among- a long- list

of local officers, there are three times mentioned high
priests of the Hadrianeion. This must have been a

temple appropriated to the worship of Hadrian, whose
deification is paralleled in the same inscription by that
of Antoninus and Trajan, who likewise had a high
priest. This temple would naturally be one of the
earliest to be appropriated by the Christians, as it

would not have anything* like the same force of sanctity
to preserve it as the Sarapeion or other temples of the
older g-ods ; and it would appear that, the worship of
Hadrian having- already fallen into disuse in the time
of Licinius, the building had been turned to the more
secular purposes of a gymnasium.

It seems reasonable, therefore, to suppose that the
Hadrianon represented on the coins was the library
of Hadrian mentioned in the decree of Titianus, and
was a chapel attached to the Sarapeion ; while the
Hadrianon which, according to Epiphanius, was turned
into a church in the time of Constantius II., was a dis-

tinct temple, and was the Hadrianeion whose priests
are named in the Alexandrian inscription.

NOTE XIII. THE DEATH OF ANTINOUS.

The mystery which surrounds the de^th of Antinous
was possibly not unintentional on the part of those con-
cerned. The authorities on the question are, unfor-

tunately, all comparatively late in date ; and the nearest

approach to contemporary evidence is found in Dio
Cassius (Ixix. n), who quotes a statement of Hadrian
that Antinous fell into the Nile. At the same time Dio
states his own belief that the boy was sacrificed. F.

/*regorovius, in his discussion of the matter (Hadrian,
p. 172, 2nd ed.) f inclines to think that the Egyptian
priests professed to have discovered in the stars some
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mischance which threatened the emperor, and could

only be averted by the death of his most cherished
favourite ; and thereupon Antinous devoted himself
to save his master, with the prospect that his death
would bring him the honours of deification. This

theory is not out of consonance with the spirit of the

Egyptian religion of the period ; but perhaps it is un-

necessary to suppose that the death of Antinous was
other than accidental. Hadrian, in order to cover his

passionate grief at the loss of his favourite (Hist. Aug.
Hadrian, 14), and to justify himself in building a city
to his memory, may have countenanced the elaboration
of the story of his self-sacrifice. It is interesting,
however, to compare with the commonly-received ac-
count a papyrus from Bacchias (discovered by Hogarth
and Grenfell in 1896, and shortly to be published),
which contains a copy of a letter of Hadrian, in which
he moralises on the prospect of the continuation of life.

NOTE XIV. THE BUCOLIC REVOLT.

The Bucolic revolt is treated by Mommsen (Roman
Provinces, ii. p. 261) as originally a rising of the
criminals who had found a refuge in the marshes to
the east of Alexandria. But this theory somewhat
misapprehends the significance of the disturbance.
The revolt began among the Bucolic troops (Hist. Aug.
Aurelius, 21), who were Egyptians, recruited for home
service, as appears ftom a letter (B.G.U. 625) written

by a man who had been chosen by conscription for the

corps, and was going to Skenai Mandrai to take up his

military duties. It was therefore a much more serious

matter than an outbreak on the part of a body of

banditti; it was a mutiny on the part of the native

auxiliaries, who were so far representative of the feel-

ing of the country that they were joined by the neigh-

bouring population. The leader of the revolt, Isidorus*

appears to have been exalted into the position of a
national martyr; as, in a papyrus (G.O.P. i. 33) which
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is almost certainly connected with the revolt of Avidius

Cassius, his name is quoted by Appianus, an Alex-
andrian gymnasiarch, as one of his predecessors in

death on behalf of their country.

NOTE XV. AURELIUS THEOCRITUS.

The interesting" papyrus published by J. Nicole (Pap.
Gen. i, and R.A. 1893, p. 225) probably refers to the
events mentioned by Dio Cassius under the reign of
Caracal la. It contains a letter written by Aurelius
Theocritus to the strategoi of the Arsinoite nome, refer-

ring to the esteem in which Titanianus (a Jiigh official,

since he is given the epithet /cpartcrro?) was held by the

emperor, and ordering them "to treat his people well,
not to injure his property or disturb his labourers, and
to give him every assistance," on pain of the severest

displeasure.
The emperor is mentioned as Antoninus simply ; but

the name Aurelius Theocritus shows that it is Caracal la

rather than Antoninus Pius who is in question, as a
freedman of the latter would have had the gentile name
of ^Elius ; and the tone of the letter distinctly suggests
that it was written by one of the freedmen, who habitu-

ally acted as secretaries of the emperors. In these

considerations, there is strong ground for identifying
the writer of the letter with the freedman of Caracalla,
Theocritus, mentioned by Dio. It is then very tempt-
ing to attempt to find in the Titanianus of this letter
the procurator Titianus, who is reported to have been
assassinated by order of Theocritus for insulting him ;

and the letter itself becomes additionally interesting,
as it may have been a prelude to the assassination.
The date of the letter is, on this theory, 9th June 214.
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NOTE XVI. THE EGYPTIAN "TYRANTS."

Mommsen (Roman Provinces, ii. p. 251, note i)
doubts the existence of the alleged Egyptian tyrants
-^Emilianus, Firmus, and Saturninus ; and he assumes
the disturbances which are described as having taken

place in Alexandria during the middle of the third

century, beginning in the reign of Gallienus, to have all

belonged to the period of the Palmyrene occupation oi

Egypt. There is, however, reason to suppose that the
accounts given by the ancient historians are more nearly
correct than Mommsen would allow them to be, and that
there were two distinct wars in Egypt during this period :

one, during the reign of Gallienus, connected with the
revolt of ^Emilianus ; and a second, beginning perhaps
in the last year of Gallienus and continuing till after

the accession of Probus, which was waged by the
Romans against the Palmyrene invaders.
The fullest account of the first struggle is to be

found in the Historia Augusta (Gallienus, 4 ; Triginta
Tyranni, 22). But more important evidence .is con-
tained in a letter of Dionysius, bishop of Alexandria,
who died in 265 : he describes how the two factions
had divided the town into two hostile parts, and
rendered the space between their halves a desert

(Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. vii. 21). This is a definite proof
of civil war in Alexandria before the Palmyrene inva-

sion, as in 265 the Palmyrene government was still on
terms of friendship with Rome. Further, the existence
of ^milianus as a claimant to the rule of Egypt is

attested by coins, which R. S. Poole gives good
reasons for attributing to him (B.M. Catalogue of

Coins Alexandria, Introduction, p. xxiv.) ; and the fact

of his striking coins is sufficient to show him to have
held possession of Alexandria, where alone there was a
mint. On these grounds there seems to be a reasonable
amount of contemporary support for the account of the
revolt of ^Emilianus given in the Historia Augusta.
Of the Palmyrene invasion there is a detailed and
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reliable account in Zosimus (i. 44, 61). The details

of the part taken by Firmus in the war are to be found
in the Historia Augusta (Firmus ; Aurelianus, 32) ;

and, in the absence of any evidence to support his

theory, it is difficult to see why Mommsen should

reject the whole account, as there is nothing* intrinsic-

ally improbable in the existence of an Egyptian leader

acting in alliance with the Blemmyes and Palmyrenes.
He did not rise to the importance of a "tyrant"
of Egypt till after the defeat ot the Palmyrenes ;

but when they were driven out of Alexandria he
became the leader of the opposition to the Romans,
although there is no evidence that he was proclaimed
emperor. Vopiscus, the writer of the lives of Aurelian
and Firmus in the Historia Augusta, contradicts him-
self upon this point: in one place (Aurelianus, 32)
stating that Firmus ruled Egypt without the insignia
of empire ; in another (Firmus, 2), that he wore the

purple, called himself emperor in his edicts, and struck
coins. In the absence, however, of edicts or coins of

Firmus, it may be justifiable to doubt whether he did
assume the title of emperor.

NOTE XVII. GEORGE THE MUKAUKIS.

The Arab account of the conquest of Egypt names the
most important actor on the Roman side as Al-Mukaukis,
or, more fully, as George son of Menas the Mukaukis
(Abu Salib, 23 a). He is represented as the governor
of Egypt, as having invited the Arabs into the land,
and finally as the betrayer of the country to the
invaders. There are, however, some intrinsic improb-
abilities in the tale which have called for explanation.

Professor Karabacek has discussed (in Mittheilungen
aus der Sammlung der Papyrus Erzherzog Rainer, i. *)
the position of the Mukaukis, and concludes that the
cname was a transference of the Greek honorary title

/fccyoi%9*, and that the position of George son of Menas
was probably that ot pagarch.
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The evidence of John of Nikiou, however, which is

much earlier and more reliable than that of any Arab
writer, throws a good deal of light on the question.
He states that, after the battle of Heliopolis (about

> July 640), when "Amr was preparing to besiege Babylon,
he sent to George the prefect, and ordered him to build a
bridge over the canal of Kalyoub, north of Babylon ;

and George then began to co-operate with him (John
of Nikiou, 113). In this fact may be found the origin
of the Mukaukis story. George was probably prefect of

Augustamnica, as his province is not specified, and the
names of the prefect of the province of Egypt and
the prefects of Lower Egypt and Arcadia at this time
are given elsewhere by John. His post on the eastern
frontier of Egypt would make him the first person of

high rank to whom the messengers of Mahomet came ;

and thus it came to pass that the earliest communica-
tions between the Mahometans and the Romans in

Egypt were carried on through him ; and he naturally
assumed a position of importance in the eyes of the
Arab chroniclers. Subsequently, when he went over
to *the Mahometan side, he was able, by commanding
from his province the communications between Babylon
and Alexandria, to render most valuable assistance to
'Amr : and thus his importance was further enhanced.
The prominence given to him in the Arab accounts is

doubtless due to these circumstances.

NOTE XVIII. VILLAGE LANDS AND THE CORN TAX.

A papyrus from Soknopaiou Nesos, published by
J. Nipole (Pap. Gen. 16, with commentary in R.A.

1894, ii. p. 34), shows that, in one instance at least,
'Coittmon land of the village existed in Egypt. It is a

complaint from twenty-five farmers, and in the course
of the; narrative it -is stated that there were " a number
of arourai of land, belonging to the village," on the
shore of the lake Moeris, "When this land is un-
covered " after tke yearlyflood,

" it is let for cultivation,

v 15
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and the rent of corn paid by the lessees is deposited
in the imperial granaries, for the purpose of defraying
all charges on the village. By means of this rent the

village has been able to meet all its liabilities, both

public and private," and thereby had been free from'
the distress common in Egypt at the time.
This interesting document throws considerable light

on the method of payment of the tax of corn in Egypt.
'Al-Makrizi (xxvi.) gives a description of the general
rule laid down by the Romans : the imperial officials

decided the amount to be paid by each village, after

considering its condition of prosperity, and notified the

local authorities. These thereupon met, and divided
their assessment among the inhabitants of the village.
The papyrus shows that the amount assessed by the

representatives of the government was regarded as the
common liability of the village ; and in such a case as
that of Soknopaiou Nesos, where the village had certain
common property, could be wholly or partially met out
of the proceeds of that property. It was in accordance
with this principle that the persons responsible for the

payment of the full amount of the tax assessed Were
the elected representatives of the district, the elders,

or, in the case of a town which had been granted the

privilege of self-government by a senate, the prytaneus,
who were liable to have their property impounded

till the tax was paid (B.G.U. 8).
Two Oxyrhynchos papyri (G.O.P. i. 127, 142) bear out

the statement of 'Al-Makrizi, that the towns or villages
were required to pay their assessed proportion of the
corn tax to the authorities at Alexandria. In these it

is recorded how the towns of Oxyrhynchos and
Kynopolis and the village of Koma had sent their

quota down the river, bearing the cost of freight.
That the village of Soknopaiou Nesos was not unique

in having lands which belonged to the village as a

community, is shown by a contract for leasing village
land at Obthis in the Hermopolite nome (C.P.R. i. 41},
and a proposal to rent from the senate of Hermopohs
certain land owned by the city (C.P.R. i. 39).
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NOTE XIX. ANNONA.

The occasional references to payments of corn as

annona, found in the papyri, do not furnish any definite
information upon this tax. It appears that it ranked
with the other charges on land, SrjfjLocna and crtrt/ca

(BX3.U. 94), and that it was collected, like them, in

corn by the sitologoi (B.G.U. 336, 529, 534). The
rate, however, at which it was assessed upon the land
cannot at present be determined. Its purpose may
possibly be conjectured from a reference in the Coptic
panegyric of Victor the son of Romanus (M^moires d.

1. Mission Arch6ologique Fran. viii. 2, p. 190), where
it is stated that Victor received sixteen annonae. This

suggests that the annona was the allowance of corn
made by the government to the inhabitants of Alex-

andria, which had apparently been made continuously
from the time of the Greek rulers of Egypt, and was
increased by Diocletian (Procopius, Arcan. 26). The
manner in which the annona is coupled with the epibole,
or supply of corn for the use of Constantinople, in the
recital of burdens on the land in a lease, supports this

view (B.G.U. 519). And it further appears, from the
recitals in leases (compare B.G.U. 289 and 519), that
the three taxes which were imposed specially on the land
were Si/y&dcria, crtrcjca, and annona. The first is known to

refer to the payments of corn into the public granary
for the supply of the next year's seed ; the second, to

the contributions levied for the support of Rome, and
afterwards of Constantinople. There is no third object
recorded to which the government turned the corn they
collected in Egypt, except that of the grant to Alex
andria* It is probable, therefore, that this was the

purpose to which the annona was put.
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NOTE XX. STEPHANIKON

The object of the tax known as the stephanikon has
been discussed by F. G. Kenyon (Catalogue of* Greek
Papyri in B.M. ii. p. 107), who concludes that it was
a continuation of the ore'^avos, a special present to the

king
1

, collected under the Ptolemies ; or possibly a
revival of it by Caracalla, as the earliest receipts for it

(B.G.U. 62 ; Pap. B.M. 474) are dated in 199. It may
also be observed that, of the nine extant documents
referring

1 to this tax, seven fall within the years 199 to

222, that is, from the association of Caracalla in the

empire to the death of Elagabalus ; while the other

two, which are undated, may be taken, on palaeo-

graphical grounds, as belonging
1 to the same period.

If, therefore, the tax may be supposed to have been
revived by Caracalla, it may also be supposed to have
been abolished by Severus Alexander.

All entries for payments of the tax are in sums of
four drachmae, or multiples of that amount, with one
exception (B.G.U. 535); and this perhaps gives some
support to the theory that the pretext of the impost
was a special present, the usual gift required being

1 a
single tetradrachm, which was the only coin of a higher
standard than copper struck in Egypt, and was the
commonest coin current in the country. The payments
of the tax, however, were apparently not calculated
on an annual basis ; for instance, one man paid thirteen
tetradrachms in the course of twenty -one months
(B.G.U. 452).

NOTE XXI. RENTS PAID FOR LAND.

In the following list are classified the various records
of rents paid in Egypt during the Roman period. The
cases (i) in which the rent is fixed by a rate per aroura,
and those (2) in which it is a certain proportion of the

produce, are separated. Where no remark is added as
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to the nature of the crop, the land may be presumed to
have been corn land ; the rent was paid in corn, unless
otherwise stated :
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REFERENCES

CHAPTER I.

(
!

) Letronne, Recueil, p. 140.
<
2
) Tacitus, Hist. i. 1 1 , gives this side of the question.

<
3
> Ibid. iii. 48.
W Philo, adv. Flaccum, 13 (see ch. II. n), illustrates the

difficulty.
W Sec Dio Chrysostom, or. xxxii. ad Alexandrinos.
(*> See ch. III. 7 for examples.
<*) Tacitus, Ann. ii. 59.
< Ibid. Hist. i. ii.
W Dio Cass. Iviii. 19 (Severus).

<
10

) Tac. Hist. i. ii (Ti. Julius Alexander).
(") Philo, adv. Flac. i.

<") Dio Cass. Ivii. 17.
P8) C.I.G. iii. 4956, 4957 (edicts against extortion); compare

G.O.P. i. 44 (advice to lighten burden of tax-farmers).
(
u

> C.I.G. iii. 4957 ; B.G.U. 176, 648 ; Appendix III. 5 (orders as
to exemptions).

(") B.G.U. 378 (delegation to dikaiodotes), 613 (to praefectus alae) ;

G.O.P. i. 67 (to an ex-magistrate).
<
18

) B.G.U. 113, 114 (as to legality of marriage of soldiers), 614 ;

C.P.R. 18; Pap. B.M. 177 (disputes as to inheritance); G.O.P. i.

38 (lawsuit as to identity of a child), i. 67, 71 ; Pap. B.M. 358
(concerning property), 354 (as to wrongful imprisonment).

<
17) B.G.U. 19 (reference on a point of legal interpretation from

royal scribe), 195 (case to be referred by epistrategos) ; G.O.P. i.

97 (reference from strategos).
<
18

) B.G.U, 347 (prefect at Memphis), 362 (at Arsinoe), 525 (at

Nilopolis).
<19> B.G.U. 325 (negligent lestopiastai to be sent bound to

prefect).W B.G.U. 159, 372 (proclamations to those who had fled to

escape liturgies), 256; C.P.R. 20; G.O.P. i. 40 (petitions to pre*
feet against nominations to liturgies).W B.G.U. 198, 420; G.G.P. ii. 56; G.O.P. i. 72 (orders for
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returns as to property) ; B.G.U. 484 ; Pap. B.M. 260 (for census) ;

G.O.P. i. 34v (order as to keeping
1 of records).

<**> B.G.U. 696 (exchanges and enlistments sanctioned by pre-
fect), 113, 114, 195 (soldiers' grievances); G.O.P. (release from
service granted).

t
23

) See Appendix II. for a list of known prefects and their dates.
<**) Seneca, Cons, ad Helv. xvii. 4.
() B.G.U. 288.
(*> The position of the dikaiodotes is discussed by Wilcken

(Observationes ad historian* .dSgypti prov. Rom.) against Mar-
quardt, and by Mitteis (Herm. xxx. p. 564 ff,); see also Strabo,
xvii. i, and B.G.U. 378 (which proves the superior authority of
the prefect).
<f B.G.U. 327, and Note III. App. IV.
t
88) B.G.U. 361 ; Pap. B.M. 196 (cases referred from strategos).
f19) See Note I. App. IV. as to the position of the archidikastes.
C
80) Strabo, xvii. i.

("> G.G.P. ii. 71 (a case from Kysis in the Oasis), and others
cited in Note I.

<**> B.G.U. 136.
C3) See Simaika (La Prov. Rom. d'Egypte, part iv. ch. i) as to

the provinces and authority of the epistrategoi.
<W B.G.U. 19, 168, 340, 462.
() B.G.U. 15, 194, 235.W B.G.U. 43; G.G.P. i. 49; Pap. B.M. 376.
P7) Wilcken (Hermes, xxvii. p. 287 if.) has collected and dis-

cussed most of the evidence as to the strategoi.
(
w) Letronne, Rech. 129; C.I.G. 111.4722, 4732, 4736 (union of

Hermonthite and Latopolite nomes), 5o77(Ombite and Hermonthite
nomes and district of Thebes) ; M.A. Inscr. 108 (Apollonopolite
and Sethroite nomes).W B.G.U. 2, 6, etc. (Arsinoite nome divided into districts of
Herakleides and Themistos with Polemon ; united, B.G.U. z8i,

244) ; see Note II. App. IV.
<
4

) B.G.U. 2, 72, 589 (complaints of trespass), 22, 45, 181, 242
(of assault), 46, 321, 663 (of robbery) ; G.G.P. Si. 61 (of embezzle-
ment) ; Pap. Gen. 6; Pap. B.M. 357 (of debt); B.G.U. 361, 448;
Pap. B.M. 171 b (for openine of will).

<"> N. et E. 69 (discussed by Wilcken, Philologus, liii. 'Tiropi'i?-

ftart0>u>Q; B.G.U. 245.W B.G.U. 136 (powers delegated by archidikastes), 245 (by
dikaiodotes).

<*> B.G.U. 647 (evidence of a surgeon as to a wound taken);
compare G.O.P. i. 51 (report of a_physician on a suicide).

*. 53. 55. 5?. 60. *c- ?

. 74 ; see introduction
: Papyri, ii. 18,

C.I.G. ilf. 4957; compare G.O.P. i. 57 (responsibility of

strategos for payment of taxes); B.G.U. 598; G.G.P. ii. 44
(Assessment of taxes); B.G.U. 8, 462 (recovery of debts).
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W B.G.U. 6, 91, 235.W C.I.G. iii. 4957 ; see also Note II. App. IV.
() B.G.U. 473; G.O.P. i. &2.
<*) C.I.G. in. 4957; compare G.O.P. i. 61.

!(
B
*S'H*

26' 5I ' 52 ' S3 ' 55 ' 59> ^ etc"

() B.G.U. iy> 79-W B.G.U. 18, 168, 358, 529 ; see also Note III. App. IV.W See Note II.
t
84) The office of nomarch is discussed by Vicreck (Hermes,

xxvii. p. 516 ff.).W G.G.P. ii. 44 50 a, b.W B.G.U. 220, 221, 345, 356, 463; Pap. B.M. 297 b.W B.G.U. 8.W B.G.U. 8.W B.G.U. 8 (irpoeorujrei rCsv VO/JMPXLK&V do'voX^/uirtin').W B.G.U. 73 ; C.P.R. 18.
<w> B.G.U. 184, 240, 379; Pap. B.M. 299, 300.
<> B.G.U. 112, 420, 536.

B.G.U. 184, 240, 420, 459, 536; Pap. B.M. 299, 300

199 (

B.M.

B.G.U. 478,
B.G.U. 6 (at Mouches in the Arsinoite nome); Pap. B.M.

(at Soknopaiou Nesos) ; but see Kenyon, Cat. of Papyri in

. ii. p. 158, on the question of income.
B.G.U. 214, 345, 381, 382, 431; G.G.P. i. 48; Pap. B.M.

255.
i*7) B.G.U. 148, 195; compare Pap. B.M. 342.

G.G.P. ii. 67.
B.G.U. 53, 59, 95, 97, 524, 537, 577; G.G.P. i. 45; Pap.

en. 5 (census returns collected by village scnbe); B.G.U. 20,

139; Pap. B.M. 131 (returns as to lands and crops); B.G.U. 84,

330> 457> 659 (as to taxes); B.G.U. 6, 18, 91, 194, 235 (names
supplied for liturgies).

B.G.U, 53, 59, 95, 97, 154, 225, 484, 524, 577.
v71 ) The powers of the agoranomos are discussed by Mitteis

(Hermes, xxx. p. 564 ff.) ; see also Note IV. App. IV.
*> B.G.U. 177, 193 ; N. et E. 17 ; C.P.R. 6, 7, 8 ; G.O.P. i. 73,

r*
45> 46> 47f ^ 49' S o KTM B.G.U. 86, 191, 196, 234, 297, 350, 394, 514, 542; Pap. B.M.

142, 334, 341, 348.
<"> E.G. U. 153 ; C.P.R. i. 4 ; Pap. B.M. 142, 143, 154, 293.
TO The police administration of Egypt is treated by Hirschfeld

(Shzungsb. d. Kaiserl. Akad. zu Berlin, 1892, p. 815); see also
Note VT App. IV.W G.O.P. i. 80.W B.G.U. 6, 147, 148, Mi, 374 375 376 ? G.G.P. ii. 43, 66 ; t

Pap, B.M. 199; G.O.P. i. 69, 80.
(*> B.G.U. 147, 376 (associated with euschemones), 148 (with

archephodoi),
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(phylW

t
80) B.G.U. 147, 376 (euschemones) ; Pap. B.M. 199 (eirenophy-

lakes).
<81> B.G.U. 325 (lestopiastai) ; Pap. B.M. 199; G.O.P. i. 43

T

ylakes).
B.G.U. 98, 157, 515.W B.G.U. 388 (inventory taken by exegetes of property of a

dead man, probably a State debtor); G.O.P. i. 54 (exegetes
asked to pay an account on behalf of the city), 56 (acting- for

strategos).
<**> B.G.U. 147, 376 (euschemones ordered to present a crimiaal

in court), 194 (supplied names for liturgies), 381 (received payment
of taxes).W C.P.R. 20 (money spent on office of kosmetes).W B.G.U. 347 (gymnasiarch acting- as strategos) ; G.O.P. i.

5488-W Strabo, xvii. i ; B.G.U. 250.W B.G.U. 15, 25, 41, 42, etc. ; G.G.P. ii. 52, 62 a; Pap. B.M.
166 a, 258, 306, etc. (irpdicropcs dpyvpiK&v).

(w> B.G.U. 414, 425, 457, 515; Pap. B.M. 171 a (irpdicropes

&v).
B.G.U* 362 (irpdKTOpet paXavclov).
B.G.U. 62, 362, S42>4S8, 5^8; Pap. B.M. 474, 477 (irpdrropct

(
w

> B.G.U. 104; compare B.G.U. 15.W Pap. B.M. 306.
<*> B.G.U. 10, 478, 479, 480.W B.G.U. 81, 425 (<rirov), 381 (KplOw).
<*> B.G.U. 25, 41, 42; Pap. B.M. 255.
t
97) B.G.U. 15, 67, 81, 188, etc.W B.G.U. 7 (dekaprotoi sent in returns as to cultivators), 552,

5S3 S54 556> 5S7> 579> 743 744 (measured corn in granary).
() C.I.G. iii. 4867, 4868, etc. (Syene) ; Petrie, Koptos, c. vi.

No. 4 (Koptos); Pap. B.M, 318, 320 (Prosopite nome).
lloo> G.O.P. i. 44.
(
1M) G.I.G. iii. 4957 ; G.O.P. i. 44.

<
loa

> Compare C.f.G. iii. 4867, 4876, 4877, 4882, 4885 (tax col-

lected by farmers), with C.I.G. iii. 4870, 4875, 4879, 4880, 4883
(same tax collected by praktores).W B.G.U. 8.

I
104

) B.G.U. 8 (epitropos inquired into property of State debtor),
156 (received rent for State land), 620 (collected fines due to the

imperial treasury), 648 (issued order as to work on royal lands) ;

C.P.R. i (sold confiscated land).
<w> Dio Cassius, li. 17 ; see also Note VI.
(
106J Strabo, xvii. z.

<
107) C.I.G. iii. 4957 (exemption of Alexandrians from taxation) ;

tEuscbius, Hist. Eccl. vii. 21 (their sharing in corn distribution);
Philo, adv. Place. 10

(privilege as to scourging); Pliny, Ep. ad
Traj. 6 (attainment of Roman citizenship).

'"*) Dio Cassius, It. 17 ; Hist. Aug. Sev. 17.
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n> C.I.L. viii. 8934- ^T m A ...
<> Strabo, xvii. i ; sec Note VI. App. IV.

<*) See Note VI. App. IV. ; Pap. Gen. 10.

C.P.R. 34, 45; Pap. B.M. 233, 348.

<> B.G.U. 554; C.P.R. 35-
<*"> C.P.R. 8, 9> * 35> 39-
() G.O.P. i. 55 5^ 59, 6o 77, *, 87, 103.

("7) C.I.G. iii. 4822, 4823, 4824; see Note VII. App. IV.

("8) See Notitia Dignitatum and Hierochs Synecdemus as to the

higher officers of the Byzantine government in Egypt ; see also

Note VIII. App. IV.

W B^'.U^os?^, 366, 396, 403; Pap. B.M. n 3
10

; see also

Wilcken (Hermes, xxvii. p. 287 ff.).

W G.O'.P.' r*42, 52, 53, 66, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87 ; see editor's

note on 42.
0> G.O.P. i. 66.
(1<M) Pan B M 1 1 1^ 4.08.

t
125

) B.G.U. ai (epho'r and quadrarius.) ; Codex Theod. xii. 6, 22

(exactores).
<
186

) Pap. B.M. 240, 241, 242, 245, 406, 411, 412.

<
127) Pap. B.M. 408.

<
188) G.O.P. i. 125.
<i) G.O.P. i. 126.

U) G!O!P! \\

l

iH\sel also 134-139)? Codex Theod. xi. 24. i, 3-.

CHAPTER II.

(
IW> Josephus, Antiq. xiv. 7. 2, xix. 5. 2 ; compare Strabo, xvii. i,

and Philo, leg. ad Gaium, 10.

(M Dio Cass. 1L 18.

troxvii'i'ss; inscription of Gallus from Phihe,

published by Lyons and Borchardt (Sitzungsb. d. Kaiserl. Preuss.

Akad. d. Wissensch. zu Berlin, 1896, p. 469)- ..

(W) Dio Cass. Hii. 23 ; Ammianus Marcell. xvii. 4.

<l>8) Strabo, xvii. I. 53.
(W^) Suetonius, Aug. 17, 18.

<"<) Strabo, xvi. 4. 22 ; see also Mommsen, Roman Provinces, u.

p. 200 ff. (English trans.), [whom I have followed here].

W SS?ftft^lS. Nat. Hist. vi. ,8i : Dio Cass 15H. 2a

("") See for illustrations the numerous military inscriptions oT

the first, second, and third centuries A.D., found m the towns of

the Dodekaschoinoi, in C.I.G. iii. -"-
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<"*) C.I.G. iii. 5080 ; see on this inscription Wilcken in Hermes,
xxviii. p. 154.

'

(145^ Tacitus, Ann. iv. 5, compared with Strabo, xvii. I.

("*) Dio Cass. Ivii. 10.
<1<7> Tacitus, Ann. ii. 59, 60, 61 ; Pliny, Nat Hist. viii. 185.
i"8) Philo, adv. Place, and le^atio ad Gaium, and Josephus,

Antiq. xvitt. 8, are the authorities for the events described in
9-12. Their accounts have been discussed by Wilcken (Hermes,

xxx. p. 48 iff.).
(U> Josephus, Antiq. xix. 5. 2 ; Zonaras, vi. 1 i.W B.G.U. 511 ; see Wilcken, l.c.W Pliny, N.H. vi. 84.
<1M) Periplus, 26 ; see Mommsen, Rom. Prov. ii. p. 294, note i.

<> See Note XI. App. IV.
W> Josephus, Bell. Jud. ii. 18.
<*) Pliny, N.H. vi, 181.
<*) Tacitus, Hist. i. 31.
<W B.M. Catalogue of Greek Coins Alexandria, p. 21.
PI*) Suetonius, Nero, 47 ; Plutarch, Vit. Galbae.
() B.G.U. 189 (dated 7 A.D.).W Pap. B.M. 277 (23 A.D.) ; B.G.U. 713 (41/2 A.D.).
<lw> C.I.G. iii. 4699.

CHAPTER III.

<ia) Tacitus, Hist. i. 31.
<MS) Tacitus, Hist. ii. 6.

t1**) Catalogue of Greek Coins of Alexandria in B.M. p. 25 ;

Pap. B.M. 260, 261.
<
l68) Tacitus, Hist. ii. 79 ; Suetonius, Vesp. 6.
<"> Tacitus, Hist. iii. 8.
(iw) Suetonius, Vesp. 7.
("*> Dio Cass. Ixvi. x ; Tacitus, Hist. iii. 48.
<"?> Suetonius, l.c. ; Tacitus, Hist. iv. 81 ; Dio Cass. Ixvi. &
<") Dio Cass. Ixvi. 8.
C171) Tacitus, Hist. v. i.

("9 Suetonius, Tit. 5.
.

<"*) See R. S. Poole in introduction to Catalogue of Greek
Coins in B.M. Alexandria, p. xcvii.

t174) Juvenal, Sat. xv. ; and see Petrie, Nagada and Ballas,

p. 65 (as to the identification of Ombos).
(i7J^ Plutarch, de Iside, 72.
P7^ Cassiodorus Chron.
<ln) See App. I. p. 16 .

(its) Pliny, Paneeyr. 31, 32.W Eusebius, H. E. iv. 2 ; Dio Cass. Ixviii. 32 ; John of Nikiou,
see also Butler, Coptic Churches, ch. iv. p. 178.
Dio Cass, Ixix. 1 1 $ Cassiodorus, Chron, See also Gregt>r-

oviusf der Kaiser Hadrian, p. 473 ; and Note XII. App. IV.W Historia Augusta, Hadr. 20.

72 ; se
r (^
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W Philostratus, Vit. Sophist, ii. 37. See Gregorovius, op. cit.

p. 313.
W'See R. S. Poole, Catalogue of Greek Coins in the B.M.<

Alexandria, p. 31.
f184) See Petrie and C. Smith in Petrie, Hawara, cc. iiL and vi.

<**> Dio Cass. Ixix. n ; Historia Augusta, Hadr. 14. See
Note XIII. App. IV.

(***) Inscription in G.M., published in R.A. 1870, p. 314. See
Mommsen, Rom. Prov. ii. p. 297, note ; and Mahaflfy, Empire x>f

the Ptolemies, p. 185 and note.
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INDEX
ABRAHAM, ruler of Homeritas,

defeats Axumitae, 109.
Abyssinia, embassy to, 109.
Adane, destruction of, 34.
Administration of justice, pre-

fect at head
of, 3-

,, dikaiodotes, as-
sessor of pre-
fect in, 4.

,, position ofarchi-
dikastes in, 4.

, , local authority of

epistrategos
in 5-

,, position of stra-

tegos in, 5.
duties of elders,

,, entrusted to mili-

tary officials, 9-13.
v. Police.

JEHus Gallus, prefect, made ex-

pedition into Arabia, 20.

.XESmilius Rectus, prefect, re-

buked by Tiberius, 25.

Ethiopians, treaty of Gallus

with, 19.
invaded Upper

Egypt, 21.

,, defeated by Pet-

ronius, 21.
'

made terms with
Rome, 23.

,, invasion proposed
, by Ncror 36*

Agoranomos, positionand duties

of, 8.

Agoranomos at Alexandria, n.
Agriculture, irrigation, 164.

,, crops, 165.
,, terms of leases of

lands, 165.

Agrippa, riots caused in Alex-
andria by visit of,

29.

,, secured restoration of

Jewish privileges, 32.

Agrippa the younger, king of
Chalkis, complained of by
Alexandrian Greeks, 33.

Alexander Severus, reign of, 73.

,, ,, and Epaga-
thus, 74.

Alexandria, local government
of, n.

,, privileges of citi-

zenship at, ii.

, , position of,lowered
by Augustus, 16.

,, senate at, restored

by Severus, n.
anti- Jewish riots

at, under Cal-

igula, 29.
riots provoked by

Jews at,
underClau-
dius, 11.

,, ,, under Nero,

-

,, under Tra-

jan, 52.
,, buildings restored

^by Hadrian, 54.-

, , riots at, 61*
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Alexandria, sacked by Cara-
calla, 71.

,, revolted against
Gallienus, 77.

,, occupied by Pal-

myrenes, 80.

,, captured by Dio-

cletian, 86.
.
,, and Arian contro-

versy, 88 et seq.

,. patriarchs of, and
civil government,
97, 107.

, , besieged by Arabs
andevacuatedby
Romans, 116.

,, state of, at close

of Roman rule,

117.
,, allowance of corn

to, no.
v. Annona.

Amen, associated with Zeus,
etc., 133.

'Amr, Arab general, defeated
Romans at Heliopolis,
etc., 115.

,, took Babylon and Nik-
iou, 1 16

,, made terms with Cyrus,
116.

v. Note XVII., 224.
Anastasius, reign of, 103.

Annona, tax for allowance of
corn made to Alexandria,
119.
v. Note XIX., 227.

AntinoopoltSj senate at, 12.

,, founded by Had-
rian in memory of Antinous,

Antinous, death of, 59,
*. Note XIII., 220.

Antoninus Pius, reign of, 60.

,
visited Alex-

andria,6a.
lite, worship of, 137*

Apotlmariu*, made patriarch
and prefect by Justinian, 107.

Apollo, worship of, 136.

Arabia, unsuccessfully invaded

by JElius Gallus, 20.

,, trade with, i*. India,

Homeritae, Red Sea.

Arabs, and trade with India, 33. t

,, revolt of, against Per-

sians, 114.

,, under 'Amr defeat Ro-
mans at Heliopolis, 115, 116.

v. Note XVII., 224.

Arcadius, reign of, 97.

Archephodos, duties of, 8.

Archidikastes, position
~
and

duties of, 4.

,, local judge of

Alexandria, n.
v. Note I., 196.

Archives, in general charge of

archidikastes, 6.

,, local, kept by biblio-

housing of, at Alex-

andria, 219.
Archon, of Thebes, 12.

v. Note VII., 214.
Ares, worship of, 137.
Aristomachus, defeatedNubians
and Mauretanians, in.

Anthmetikon, house-tax, 121.

Arius and Arian controversy,
SSctseg., 154.

Arkarikarios, position of, 14.

Arsinoe, senate at, 12.

Art, revival of, under Hadrian,
56*

,, low level of style of, in

Roman Egypt, 162.

Artemis, worship of, 136.
Artemius, condemned to'death,

92,
Asklepios, worship of, 140*
Assessment of (arm lands,

118.

Athanasius,- and Arius, 88.

deposed and ban- .

Shed; 89.
,, returned, o^x

again deposed,

and Julian, 92
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Athanasius again patriarch, 93.
Athene, worship of 137.
Augustus, reasons for organisa-

tion ofEgypt by, 2.

senate at Alexandria
abolished by, 1 1 .

,, reign of, 15.

Aurelian, reign of, 80.

Palmyrenes expelled
by, 80.

defeated Firmus, 80.

Aurelius, Marcus, reign of, 62.

,, ,, revolt of na-
tive Egyp-
tians under
Is idor u s

against, 63.
,, and revolt of

troopsunder
AvidiusCas-
sius, 63.

,, visited the
East, 64.

Aurelius Theocritus, v. Note
XV,, 222.

Avidius Cassius, revolt of, 63.
Avillius Flaccus, rule of, as

prefect, 28.

disgrace of,

Axumttae, treaties with, 94,
108.

BABYLON, fortress of, rebuilt by
'

Turbo, 53.
taken by 'Amr, 1 16.

.adapted for monastic

purposes, x

station of a
legion, 169."

Balbinus, rfeign of, 75.
Basilicus, expelled Zeno, 102.

Basftides ofAlexandria, Gnostic

heresy, 152.
Baths* tax on, 10.

sign ofGreek influence,
160.

worship of, 131.
!

" ' '

landduties

Blemmyes, joined Palmyrenes
and threatened
frontier, 79.

, , dominated the The-
baid, 81.

driven back by Pro-

bus, 81.

subsidised by Dio-
cletian, 86.

,, ravaged the Greek
Oasis, 99.

defeated by Maxi-
minus, 100.

,, treatment of, . by
Justinian, no.

Bonakis, defeated imperial
troops, 112.

,, defeated and slain

by Bonosus, 112*

Bonosus, victory of, over Bona-
kis, 112.

,, defeated by Niketas,
113*

Bucolic troops, revolt, amongst,
63.

v. Note XIV., 221.

Buddhism and Egyptian re-

ligions, 151.

Byzantine period, change in or-

ganisation
during, 13.

officials of,
Note VIII., 215.

GASARBUM, sign of Roman in-

,, fluence, 160.

,, and emperor-wor-

ship, 149.

Caligula, reign of; 28.

t , worshipped by Alex-

andrians, 149.
Canals, care of, 19, 8a, 126. ,

,, from Nile to Red Sea,
S3-

Capitolium, sign of Roman in-

fluence, 160. *
Caracalla, gives citizenship to

all
Egyptians,

n.
,, reign of, 7*
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Caracalla, massacres Alexan-
drians, 71.

Carinus, reign of, 82.

Carriers, receive allowance for

transporting
1

corn, 119.
Carus, reign of, 82.

Catholicus, position of, 13.

Cattle, taxes on, 121, 124.
Census, ordered by prefect, 3.

,, received by strategoi,
6.

royal scribe assisted

in, 6.

,, collected by village
scribe, assisted by
laographoi, 8.

,, taken every fourteen

years for purposes of taxa-

tion, 122.

Chalcedonian decrees, and the

Egyptian Church, 103.
China, trade with, 65.

Christianity in
Egypt, intro-

ducedby Mark,
i5'

,, decree of Theo-
dosius for, 96.

, , andEgyptianpoli-
tics, 76, 87, 88,

96-107.
liberty of religion

grantedtoChris-
tians, 156.

and union of civil

and religious
powers, 153.

,, and influence of
'

Platonist and pagan ideas,

ISS-
v. Heresies, Monasticism,

Persecutions, Patriarchs,
etc,

Citizenship, Alexandrian, privi-

leges off ii.

a step to Roman,
*

reign of, 31.
and Jew, 32.
Alexandrian mints
, under, 34.

Claudius, development of trade
under, 38*

Claudius II., reijsjti of, 78.

Coinage, reopening
1 of Alexan-

drian mints under
Claudius, and gene-
ral state of coinage
up to time of Nero,
34 3&

,, revivalofartistic taste
marked in, 56.

,, drop in standard of,
66.

.
,

further deterioration

of, 82.

,, reform in, introduced

by Diocletian, 86.

decrease in, 95.
v. Note IX., 217.

Coins, representations of deities

Comes, and control of troops,
12.

Cbmmodus, reign of, 65.

Eeyptian trade
under, 65, 66.

Constans, supports Athanasius,
90.

,, and Constantius,
91.

Constans II., reign of, 116.

Constantine, relieves Christians,
88.

and Arian contro-

versy, 89.
,, relation of, with

Christian Churches of Egypt,
89* 15*-

Constantinus II., reign of,

"5
Constantius II., depbses Athan*

asius, 90.

reign of, 90.
Convict labour in quarries and

mines, 127.

Coptic remains, in.
Copts, go over to Arabs,

115.
Cornelius Galkis, prefect,

pressed' revolt, 17. . ,
,
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Cornelius Callus, recalled by
Augustus, 19.

Corn tax, v. Taxes, and Note
XVIII., 225.

Council, of prefect, 4.

Crops raised in Egypt, 165.
Curiales responsible for taxes,

95 I25*
Customs, collected by farmers,

10.

,, houses, 123.
,, rates, 124.
,, stations, 123, 124.

Cyril of Alexandria and Jews,
98.

,, ,, and Orestes,
99.

Cyrus, made peace with Arabs,
116.

DECIUS, reign of, 76.

persecuted Christians
in Egypt, 76.

Deities, local, not identified with
Greek gods, 131.

of Fayum, 129.
v. Chapter IX. generally.

Dekaprotos, position of, 10.

Dezneter, worship of, 138.
Didius Julianus, reign of, 67.
Dikaiodotes, position and duties

of, 4.

Diocletian, reorganised govern-
ment, 12, 86.

reign of, 84.
and the Thebaid,

84.

besieges and sacks

Alexandria, 86.

,, and coinage reform,
86.

,, and persecution of

Christians, 87.
Dioiketes, position of, u.
Dionysus, worship of, 137.
Dioscorus, patriarch of Alex-

'andria, excommunicated, 100.

Dioskouroi, worship of, 139.
Dodekaschoinoi, occupied by
Roman troops, 23.

Domain-lands, property of em-
peror, 89.

administration
of, n, 13, 127.

Domitian, reign of, 46.
,, recognition of local

deities under, 47.
Domitius Domitianus, L. (Achil-

leus), revolted against Dio-
cletian, 86.

Dux, position of, 1 2.

,, AZgypti and Byzantine
officials, Note VIII., 215.

Dykes, repair of, 126, 165.

ECONOMIC conditions

During first century ofRoman
rule, 38.

From Severus to Diocletian,
82, 83.

Improvement under Diocle-

tian, 94, 95.
During last century ofRoman
occupation, 117.

Eirenarchs, duties of, 8.

Eirenophylax, duties of, 8.

Elagabalus, reign of, 73.
Elders, position and duties of, 7.

,, associated in police ad-
ministration, 8.

,, in Byzantine period, 13.

Elesbaan, king of Axum, and
Homeritae, 109.

Embolator, position of, 14.

Embole, corn tax required from
villages, 119.

Emperors, worship of, 149.

Ephor, position of, 13.

Epibole, corn tax (= Embole),
119.

Epimeletes, position of, 14.

Epistatikon, 126*

v. Taxes.

Epistrategos, position of, 4.

,, duties o 5.
abolished by Dio-

cletian, 12.

Epitropos, position of imperial,
II.

,, under Diocletian, 13.
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Estate-duties! 124.
Ethnikos, position of, 14.

Euschemones, duties of, 8, 9.

Euthenia, consort of Nilus, wor-
ship of, 147.

Exactor, position of, 13.

Exegetes, position of, 9.
at Alexandria, n.

Export and import duties, 122-

FAMINE, a signal for disturb-

ances, 50.
Farmers, difficulties of, during
second cent. A.D., 82.

v. Agriculture.
Farmers of taxes, position of,

10.

v. Taxes.
Faustina, wife of M. Aurelius,

intrigue with Avidius Cassius,
S3-

Fayum, deities of the, 129.
,, customs, dues, etc., in

the, 124.

Firmus, defeated by Aurelian,
as a "Tyrant"; v. Note
XVI., 223.

Floras (Prefect), compelled
Blemmyes to agree to peace,
100.

GALBA, accession of. 39.
,, murder of, 41.

Galertus, reign of, 88.

,, persecution of Chris-
tians by, 98.

Gallienus, reign of, 77.

granted liberty of re-

ligion to Christians, 152.
Gallus, reign of, 76.
Games, in Oxyrhynchos, 160.

,, privileges of victors in,

160.
" Blues" v. "Greens,"

161.
-

, .
the racecourse, 160.

village festivals, 161.

Garrison, Roman) reduced by
Tiberius, 24.

Garrison, withdrawn for Jew-
ish war, 44.

,, further reduced by
Trajan, 49.
See App. I., 169.

Geometria, estate tax, 121.

George of Cappadocia, patri-
arch, 91.

,, murder of, 92.
George the Mukaukis, Note
XVII., 224.

Germanicus, visited Egypt, 26.

Geta, reign of, 70.
Ghizeh Museum, inscriptions in,

Gnostic heresy, 152.
Gods, worship of, 128 et seq.

,, joint (double) names, 133.
, , Greekand Egyptian, wor-
shipped in same temple, 132,
i_

Goods, rates and duties on, 124.
Gordjanus I*, reijpi of, 75.
Gordjanus II., reig:n of, 75.
Gordianus, III., reign of, 75.
Goths, brought into Egypt, 96.
Grapheion, contracts registered

at, 8.

Greek deities, identification of,
with Egyptian gods, 132.

v. Hellenic Theology.
Greeks,andJews in Alexandria,

3*. 33. Sjl-

, , influence of, in Egyptian
religious systems, 128-132,
141.

Gregory and Athanasius,9O,9i.
Gymnasiarch, position of, 9.

, , atAlexandria, 1 1.

Gymnasium, sports, etc., 160.

,, supplanted by the

racecourse, 160.

HADAD, king of Axum, and
Romans, 108.

Hades, type of Sarapta, 140,
141.

Hadrian, reign of, 54.
and Alexandrian phi-

losophers, 55.
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Hadrian, artistic revival under,
5&

,, and Antinous, 59.
,, visits Egypt second

time, 59.
Hadrianeion at Alexandria,
Note XII., 219.

Haroeris, identified with Her-
akles, 139.

Harpokrates, worship of, 145,

146.

Helios, worship of, 136.
Hellenic Theology
and Egyptian religious sys-

tems, 128-132.
worship of Zeus (Ammon,

etc.), I3Z-134*
Greek deities worshipped in

E?yp* 132-141-
Henotikon, edict published, 103.

Hera, worship of, 135.
Heraclius I., reign of, 1 13.

M drove* Persians out
of Egypt, 114.

Heraclonas, reign of, 1 16.

Herakleopolis, senate at, 12.

Heresies, Arian, 88 et seq^ 154.

,, Gnostic, 152.
Hermanubis, worship of, 147.

Hermes, worship of, 137.

,, Pautnuphis, temple to,

at Pselkis, 133.

Hermopolis, senate at, 1 2.

custom -house at,

124.

temple of, 133.

Heroopolis, revolt of, 17.

Homeritae, treaty with, 94.

, , asked by Anastasius
to attack Persia,

103.

,, second embassy by
Justinus, 104.

, , quarrel of, with Axu-
mitae, 108.

,, subdued by Axumi-
t, 109.

Horus, worship of, 133, etc.

House property, taxes on, 121.

Hygieia, worship of, 140.

Hypatia, murder of, 99.

Hypomnematographos, clerk of

city at Alexandria, zx.

IDIOLOGOS, position and duties

of, 9.

,, abolished by Dio-

cletian, 13.

Imperial lands, v. Domain
Lands.

Imperial treasury, and revenue
from Egypt, 118.

Import duties, 123, 124.
Income-tax, 122.

India, trade with, through Red
Sea ports secured by
Government, 33-

,, duties on goods from,

through Arabports, 34.

, ,
trade with, through Axu-
mitae, 108.

,, development of trade

with, 38-65.
Industries and manufactures,

i63..
Irrigation, system of, improved
under Augustus, 19.

v. Agriculture and Canals.
Isidorus, revolt of native Egyp-

tians under, 63.

Isis, worship of, 142 et seq.
in Rome, 47.
at Tentyra, 149.

temple of, at Philae, de-

stroyed by Justinian,no.
at Oxyrhynchos, 159.
associatedwithSarapisand
Harpokrates at Alexan-

dria, 140.

,, as Nepherses associated
with Soknopaios, 129.

JEWS, in Alexandria, favoured

by Aueustus, 16.

,i governedbyanethnarch,
16.

, , rising ofGreeks against^
under Caligula, 29.

,, deprived of citizenship,

29.
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Jews, send embassy to Rome,
3*

,, provoke riots, under
Claudius, 31.

, , privileges
restored to, 32.

> 9 Egyptian, and Palestine ,

35-
,, disturbances between

Greeks and, 32, 33,

52-

,, revolt of, suppressed by
Turbo, 52.

expelled by Cyril, 105.
and religious matters,

*5**

,, Therapeutai, sect of, 151.

John, prefect of Alexandria, de-

posed and reinstated,
112.

,, of Nikiou, and Arab con-

quest of Egypt, 225.

Jovian, reign of, 93.

Julian, reign of, 91.
,, and Arian controversy,
91, 92.

Julius^Emilianus,nominatedem-
perorbyAlex-
andrians, 77.

defeated, 78.
v. Note XVI., 223.

Justinian, reign of, 106.

,, and Monophysites,
107.

,, appointed Apollina-
rius patriarch and
prefect, 107.

,, and monastic estab-

lishments, 107.

,, destroyed temple of
Isis at Philse, no.

and Alexandrian
school ofphilosophy, no.

Justinus, reign of, 104.

,, and Homeritae, 104.

Justinus IL, reign of, no.

KANDAKE, queen ofEthiopians,C
*3*

Katoikoi, exempted from poll-

tax, 122.

Khem, assimilated with Pan,
133-

Khnum, assimilated with Zeus,
*33-

Komarch, position of, 13.

Koptos, custom-house at, 123,
124. -

,, worship of Osiris at,

147.
Kosmetes, position of, 9.

Kronos, worship of, 135.

Kybele, worship of, 135.
Kynopolis, war of, with Oxy-
rhynchos, 47.

LAOGRAPHOI, duties of, 8.

Legal contracts, fees on, 124.
Leo I., reign of, 101.

Leo II., reign of, 102.

Lestopiastes, position of, 8.

Library, public, of Alexandria,

,

14 1
.-

Licinius, reign of, 88.

, , defeats Maximinus, 88.

,, rivalofConstantine,90.

Liturgies, hereditary burden of,
and exemptions
from, 125*

,, of repairing dykes,
etc., 126.

ofcollecting-taxes, i o.

Local government, in villages, 7.

,, ,, comparison
of ancient with modern, Note

Logistes, position of, 13.

Logos, doctrine of; Platonists
of Alexandria and develop-
ment of, 155.

MACRIANUS I., reigg of, 77.
Macrianus II., reign of, 77.
Macrinus, reign of, 73.
Manumission of slaves, fine on,

124.
Marcianus, reign of, 100.

,, and Alexandrian
Church, 100.

sacked Alexandria,
zoi.
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Mark, and introduction ofChris-
tianity into Egypt, 151.

Mary, Egyptian' influence on
development ofworship of, 1 55.

Mauretanians, defeated by Aris-

tomachus, in.
Maurice, riots in reign of, 112.

Mavja, queen of Saracens, 94.
Maximinus, reign of, 75, 88.

9 , persecutionofChris*
tians by, 88.

Maximinus (prefect), defeat of

Blemmyes by, ipo.
Min, Osiris worshipped as, 147.
Monasticism, influence of the

"1 desert on, 151.
and the Thera-

peutai, 155.
, , and the Christian

Church of the
Middle Ages,
158. .

,, whole districts
under monas-
tic vows, 104.

,, monastic corpora-
tions, power
of, 104, 105.

,, recognisedbylaw,
'55-

.

. monastenes as
re'fages and
forts, 93, 107,

156-158-
refuge:asrefuges ofover-
burdened of-

ficials, 95, 125.

troops quartered
. in, 1 20.

the Red M., 98.

., the White MM
157, 158.

at Nitriotis de-

stroyed, 97.
monks, military

service and lit-

and robbery and
fAlexandrian mer-

chants, 99.
j v 17

Monophysite controversy, 107,
'55-

NAUBION, property-tax,
Naukratis, senate at, 12.

Nero, reign of, 34.
,, and conquest of Eastern

provinces, 36.
recalled legions, 39. .

.

,, as "Agathos Daiinon,"
149.

Nerva, reign of, 48.
Nicaea, Council of, 89.
Niketas, defeated Bonosus,

* f 3-

,, abandoned Egypt to
the Persians, 114.

Nikiou, taken by
'

Amr, 1 16.

Nikopolis, foundedbyAugustus,
16.

,, camp of Roman gar-
rison, 17.

Nile, worship of, connected with
Sarapis, 147.

,, rise of, and corn tax,
1 18.

, , trade, custom-hOuse far, at

Syene, 123.
Nit, Athene identified with, 137.
Nitriotis, monasteries of, de-

stroyed by Theophilus, 97.
Nobatae, invited to settle on

frontier, 86.

i, made war on Blem-
myes, 99.

,, punished by Maxi-
minus, loo. . .

Nomarch, position and duties 'of,

~6\ ^ ;

'

Nubians, defeated by Aristo-
. qmchus, in. "

..... ,-.-
:

Octroi, customs and 4 entrance
dues, 123. *. -:

Odanathus, prince
and Romans, 78.

Offices, nomiaations
tto

Vised by prefept, 3.
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Offices, returns for, supplied by
village scribe, 8.

Officials, difficulties of position
of, 95, 125,

Ombos, quarrel of, with Ten-
tyra, 47.

Orestes (prefect), and Cyril, 99.

Osiris, worship of, 147.
,, Apis (Sarapis), 140.

Ostraka, receipts of payments
on, 122.

Otho, reign of, 40.

Oxyrhynchos, senate at, 12.

,, war of, with Kyn-
opolis, 47.

life at, 156, 159**
seg.

papyri, 159.
,, churches, tem-

ples, public
butlding-s, etc.,

at, 159.
,, festivals,etc., 160.

PAGARCH, position and duties of,

13-

,, houseofFlaviusApion
described as, 14.

Palestine, Egyptian Jews and,
35*

Palmyrenes, invaded Egypt,

and Blcmmyes oc-

cupied Upper
Egypt* and part
ofAlexandria, 80.

,, defeated by Aure-
Kan, 80.

Pan, assimilated with Khem,
133.

Panopolif, temple to Pan-Khem
at, 133.

Paralempteft, duties of, 10.

of Alexandria, and
cifft government, 97, loo, to6,

107.

Patronage, In viltajm* 95.
forbkfc, 14-

land village

Persecutions by Galerius and
Maximinus, 88.

,, by Diocletian, 87,

.
, , by Decius andVa-

lerian, 76, 152.
, , byChristians, 153.

Persephone, worship of, 139.
Persians, and Egyptian trade,

108, 109.
. ,

invadedthe Delta, 103.
,, took possession of

Egypt, 114.

expelled by Herac-
hus, 114.

revolt of Arabs
against, 114.

Pertinax, reign and murder of,

67.
Pescennius Niger, declared em-

peror, 68.
defeated by

Severus, 69.
Petesouchos, worship of, 131.
Petronius, C., suppressed rising

,, ofAlexandrians,
19.

,, clearedcanals, 19.

, , again prefect, 2 1 .

,, defeated ^Ethio-

pians, 21.

v. Note X., 217.
Phemnoeris, deityofFayum, 13 1 .

Philae, temple of Trajan at, 50.

,, temple of Isis at, de-

stroyed by Justinian,
1 10.

,, fortifications of, renewed

by Theodoras, no.
Philip, reign of, 75.

Philosophical schopl of Alex*
anoria

. Hadrian and, 55, 56.
Justinian and, 1 10.

Influence off on Jewish writ*

, 155.
of, 90.

f 161.

and
Philumenua,
Phocas, iW

aclius, 112,
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Phylax, position and duties of, 8.

Pnepheros, deity ofFayum, 131.
Police, under prefect, 3.

,, duties of elders, 7.

,, local officers of, 8.

,, Note V., 209.
Poll-tax, collected by praktores,

9-

,, by farmers, 10, 121.

,, exemptions from, 122.

Poseidon, worship of, 135.

Posting rights, claimed by offi-

cials, 128.

Praepositus pagi, position of, 13.

Praeses, position of, 12.

Praktor,position andduties of, 9.

,, superseded by exactor
in Byzantine period, 13.

Prefect, position and duties of, 3.

,, changed position of,
under Diocletian, 12.

,, list of prefects of

Egypt, 176.
v. Delegation of Duties,

Note III., 203.
Priesthood, Egyptian, privi-

leges of, 129-131*
Probus, defeated by Palmy-

renes, and committed suicide,

Probus, drove back the Blem-
myes, 81.

named emperor, 81.

Pronoetes, position of, 14.

Property, taxes on, 120.

Proterius, bishop, ofAlexandria,
ioo.

Pylons, occupied by monks, 156.

UADRARius, position of, 13."

itua, reign of, 77.
uintillua, reign of, 80.

RATES, charged on passengers,
goods, etc., 124.

Red Sea, trade, 33.
, f suppression of piracy

on, 34.
trade, customs, and

due* on, 123, 124,

Red Sea, development of trade
on, 38.

Register of lands under culti-

vation, 119.

Registry of deeds, etc., Note
IV., 208.

Rents, land, Note XIX., 228.

Revenues, collection of, etc., 9.
v. Taxes.

Roman citizenship, attainable

through Alex-
andrian, n.

,, granted to all

provincials, in.
Roman influence, on Egyptian

religious ideas,
148.

in worship of the

Emperors, 149.
-

,, in control of re-

ligious affairs and temple
treasures, 149.

Royal scribe, position and duties

of, 6.

,, Hstof.inHerakleid
division of Arsinolte nome,
202.

SABINA, wife of Hadrian, visits

Egypt, 59-
Sahara, custom-house for goods
from the, 1 24.

Saracens, incursion of, 94.

,, treaty with, 94.
Sarapis, temple at Alexandria

destroyed, 97.
,, worship of, 140.
,, worshipped at Rome,

,, Isisand Harpokrates,
IAO.

,, Hades and, 140, 141.

,, Isis and, 142.
,, temple of, at Oxy-

rhynchos, 159.
Saturninus, Note XVI., 223.
Schedta, customs station at, 12^
Schnoudi, information regard-
ing monasteries in Life of, 104,

158.
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Schnoudi, and pagan property,

i?3-
Scribe) royal, 6.

,, village, 71.

Sebek, local forms of, 131.

,, worship of, 133.
Seed-corn, supplied by the au-

thorities, 120.

Selene, worship of, 136.

Senate, at Alexandria, abol-
ished by Augustus,
ii, 1 6.

restored by Severus,
|

n.
at Ptolemais, Naukra-

tis, Antinoopolis,
and nome capitals,
12.

in Byzantine period,

'3- I

^>. Note VL, 212.

Severus, restored senate to

Alexandria, n, 70.

,, defeated Pescenntus
j

Niger, 69, I

Sinai, Mount, passes under,
guarded by monastery, 158.

Sitologos, collection of corn tax

by, no.
Slaves, fine on manumission of,

124.
Social customs, 162.

Sokanobkonneus, deity of

Fayurn, 131.

Soknopaios, worship and temple
of, 129.

,, associated with
Isis Nepherses,
129.

, , priesthood of, 1 30.

Sokonpieios, deity of Fayum,
*?!'

Sotniac period, completed in

first year of Antoninus, 62.

Souchos (Sebek), deity of

Fayum, 131.
r Stephanikon (taxj, 10, 122.

v. Note XX., 228.

Stratcgos, position and duties

<>t, 5-

Strategos, superseded in By-
zantine period, 13.

,, of police at Alexan-
dria, n,

v. Notes, 200, 203.
Sukatoimos, deity of Fayum,

'3 1 -

Syene, custom-house at, 123.

TACITUS, reign of, 80.

Talmis, temple of, 18.

Taxes, supervised by prefect, 3.

, , strategoi responsible
for local, 6.

,, nomarchs local super-
visors of, 6.

elders intermediaries in,

, , based on returns of vil-

lage scribe, 8.

under special supervi-
sion of idiologos, 9.

collected by praktores,
9-

,, by epiteretai and para-
lemptai, 10.

,, by farmers, 10.

,, by exactores, 13-

,, by ethnikos and ernbo-

lator, 14.

,, curiales responsible for,

95*
,, annona, 1 19.

,, bath tax, 10.

,, corn tax, 10, 118, 119,

^25.
, , for charitable purposes,

120.

, , naubion, and geometria,
120.

,, on house property,
arithmetikon, etc*,121.

,, on cattle, 121, 124.

poll-tax,
121.

,, (exemptions), 122.

,, stephanikon, 10, 122,
aaB.

ft special, oil temple pro*-
I>erty, offerings, etc,, episU-
tikon, 126. .

-
,
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PART I. GENERAL LITERATURE
Abbott <J. H. M.). Author of 'Tommy

Cornstalk.' AN OUTLANDER IN
ENGLAND: BEING SOME IMPRESSIONS OP
AN AUSTRALIAN ABROAD. Second Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Acatos (M. J.)* See Junior School Books.

Adamd(Fmnk). JACKSPRATT. With 14
Coloured Pictures Suficr Roynli6mo. vs.

Adeney (W. P.), M.A. See Bennett and
Adeney.

/Cscbylus. See Classical Translations.

430p. See I.P.L.
Almwortfa (W. Harrison). See I.P.L.

Alderaen (J. P.). MR. ASQUITH. With
Portraits and Illustrations. Dtmy 8vc.

Alois (Janet). MADAME GEOFFRIN,
HER SALON, AND HER TIMES.
With many Portraits and Illustrations.

Second E'ittifm. Demy Bvo. 10*. M. net.

A Coloni.il Edition is also published.

Alexander (William), D.D., Archbishop
of Armagh. THOUGHTS AND
COUNSELS OF MANY YEARS.
Dtmy \6rno, a*. 6d.

Alken (Henry). THE NATIONAL
SPORTS OF GREAT BRITAIN. With
descriptions in English and French. With
57 Coloured Plates. Royal Folio. Five
Gvincms net. The Plates can be had

separately in a Portfolio, $, y. net.

Se also I.P.L.
Allen <C. C.) See Textbooks of Technology.
Allen <Jesale% See Little Books on Art.

Allen (J. RomllfyX F.S. A. See Antiquary's

Almack (B.). See Little Books on Art.

Amherct (Uuly\ A SKETCH OF
EGYPTIAN HISTORY FROM THE
EARLIEST TIMES TO THE PRE-
SENT DAY. With many Illustrations.

pemy Bvo. ft. & net.

Anderson (P.M.). THE STORY OF THE
BRITISH EMPIRE FOR CHILDREN.
With many Illustrations, Cr. too. ?g.

fessor

Anderson (J. OA B. A., Examiner to Londe*
University, NOUVELLE GRAMMAIRB
FRANCHISE. Cr.tvo. ts.

EXERCICES DE GRAMMAIRE FRAN-
CAISE Cr. 8w. x*. 6<t.

Andrewes (BUhep). PRECES PR I-

V XTAE. Editect, with Notes, by F. E.
BRIOHTMAN, M.A.,ofPusey House, Oxford.
Cr Bfw. 6s*

Anr1o-Au0trallan. AFTER-GLOW ME-
MORIES. Cr Bve. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Anon. FELISSA; OR, THE LIFE
AND OPINIONS OF A KITTEN OF
SENTIMENT. With 12 Coloured Plates.
Post i6i0. 95. && net.

Aristotle. THE N1COMACHEAN
ETHICS. Edited, with an Induction
and Notes, by JOHN BURNBT, M.A., Pro-

of Greek at St. Andrews. Ck**J*r
Demy &>o. iof. 6</. net,

Atkln* (H. Q.). See Oxford Biographies.
Atkinson (C. M.). JEREMYBENTHAM.
Dewy 8tv. u. net.

Atkinson (T.B.). A SHORT HISTORY
OF ENGLISH ARCHITECTURE.
With over aoo Illustrations. SecondEdition,
Fc*t. %r>9. y. M. net.

A GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED IN
ENGLISH ARCHITECTURE. Ilia*
trated. Second Ed. Fcmp. tew. 3*. 6d net.

Auden (T.), M.A,, F.S.A. SeeAncientaties.

Aurellus (Marcu*) and BplctBtaf.
WORDS OF THE ANCIENTWISB:
Thoughts from. Edited by W. H. D.
ROPSR, M.A,, Utt.D Fc*fi.t*o. y.M.
net. See also Standard Library.

Austen (Jane). See Little Libra* and
Standard Library.

'

Bacon (PrancU). See Little Library
Standard Library.

Baden-Powell (R. 8. 5.), Major^^wral.THE DOWNFALL OF>JUsS&EH. A
Diary of Life in Anhanti 1895. Hliattatad.
Third Edition, L*r*tCr.\9* 6*.

A ColonUl Edition & also pub
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THE MATABBLK CAMPAIGN, 1696.
With nearly toe Illustrationa, Fomrtk
JUition. LetreeCr.lv*. 6*.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Balley(J. C.), M.A. SeeCowper.
(W. Q.),r (W. O.) M.A. See Junior Examina-

tion Series.

.BakerfJulian L.), F.I.C., F.C.S. See Books
on Business.

Balfbur (Graham). THE LIFE OF
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON. Tkird
andCheaper Edition, Revised. Cr. too. ts.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Ballard (A.), B.A., LL.B. See Antiquary's

Books.
Bally (S. E.). See Commercial Series.

Bank* (Elizabeth LA THE AUTO
BIOGRAPHY OF A 'NEWSPAPER
GIRL.' Second Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Barbara (R. H.). See Little Library.
Baring (The Hon. Maurice). WITH
THE RUSSIANS IN MANCHURIA.
Tkird Edition. Dwy too. 7*. 6<t. net.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

A YEAR IN RUSSIA. Second Edition.

Demy too. -ts. bd.

Barlnr-Qould (S.). THE LIFE OF
NAPOLEON BONAPARTE. With over

450 Illustration* in the Text, and 12 Photo.
uravure Plates. Gilt top. Largequarto. 36.?.

THE TRAGEDY OF THE OESARS.
With numerous Illustrations from Busts,
Gems, Cameos, etc. Sixth Edition. Royal
too, ioj. 6d. net.

A BOOK OF FAIRY TALES. With
numerous Illustrations by A. J. GASKIN.
Tkird Edition. Cr. Svo. Buckratn. 6s.

OLD ENGLISH FAIRY TALES. With
numerous Illustrations by F. D. BEDFORD.
Tkird Edition. Cr. too. Bnckram. 6.r.

THE VICAR OF MORWENSTOW. Re-
vised Edition. With a Portrait. Third
Edition. Cr. to. yt. 6d.

A BOOK OF DARTMOOR: A Descriptive
and Historical Sketch. With Plans and
numerous Illustrations. Second Edition.
Cr.too. 6s.

A BOOK OF DEVON. Illustrated.

Second Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

A BOOK OF CORNWALL. Illustrated.

Second Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

A BOOK OF NORTH WALES. IHus.

A BOOKOF SO^TH WALES. Illustrated.

A BOOK OF BRITTANY. Illustrated. Cr.

AlpOKOF THE RIVIERA. Illustrated.

JhBw. 6*.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
A BOOK OF THE RHINS: From Cleve
to Mainz, Illustrated. Sootn* Editto*.

A Colonial Edition U alee published.
A BOOK OF THE PYRENEES. With

34 iriaetratKms. Cre&H too* 6s,

A cSwial Edition is also publiibed.

A BOOK OF GHOSTS. With 8 Illustra-
tions by D. MuftXAY SMITH. Second MA*
tion. Cr. too. 6s.

OLD COUNTRY LIFE. With 07 Illustra.
tiont. Fifth Edition. Lore* Cr. too 6*.

A GARLAND OF COUNTRY SONG:
English Folk Songs with their Traditional
Melodies. Collected and arranged by S.
BARING-GOULD and H. F. SHBPPARD.
Dewy +fo. 6*.

SONGS OF THE WEST: Folk Songs of
Devon and Cornwall. Collected from the
Mouths ofthe People. ByS. BAKING-GOULD,
M.A.,and H. FLBETWQOD SHEPPARD, M.A.
New and Revised Edition, under the m usical

editorship of CK< 1L J. SHANJ, Principal of
the Hampstead Conservatoire. Large Im-
perial too, SJT. net.

\
A BOOK OF NURSERY SONGS AND

j
RHYMES. Editrd by S. BARING-GOULD,
and Illustrated by the Birmtgham Art
School. A New Edition. Long Cr. too.
is. 6d. net.

STRANGE SURVIVALS AND SUPER.
STITIONS. Tkird Edition. Cr. 8zw.
as. 6d. net.

YORKSHIRE ODDITIES AND
; STRANGE EVENTS. NewandReoiud

Edition. Cr. too. is. 6d. tut.
'

See also Little Guides.
1

Barker fAldred P.). See Textbooks of

j
Technology.

TOTLE. Dfmytoo. ^tx.6d.1et.
Barnes (W. E.), D.D. See Churchman's

Bible.

! Barnett (Mr*. P. A.). See Little Library.
Baron (R. R. N.), M.A. FRENCH PROSE

|

COMPOSIT1O NT
. SecondEdition. Cr. too.

;

ss. 6d. AVr, 3*. net.

i See also Junior School Books.
5arron (H. MA M.A., Wadham College,

I Oxford. TEXTS FOR SERMONS. With
I

a Preface by Canon SCOTT HOLLAND.
Cr.too. y.id.

\ Bartholomew (J. Q.) F.R.S.E. See C G
! Robertson.

! Datable (C. PA M.A. THE COM-
, MERGE OF NATIONS. Fourth. Ed.

! BastJan"' (rh Charlton), M.D., F.R.S.
! THE EVOLUTION OF LIFE, IUus>
!

trated. Demy too. i*. 6W. net.

Baton (Mr. Stephen). A CONCISE
HANDBOOKOFGARDRN FLOWERS.
Fcap. too. 5/. 6W.

Batten (LorinrW.), Pb,D.,$.T.P. THE

Bayley (R. Child). THE CO
PHOTOGRAPHER. With
Illustrations. Socend Edition.
lot. & net.

Beard fW. S.). EASY EXERCISES IN
,

ALGEBRA. Cr. 8fo- u. 6rf. See Junior
I Examination Series and Beginner's Books.
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UPeterX THOUGHTS ON
HUNTING. Edited by J. OTHO PAGBT,
and Illustrated by G. H. JALLAND. Second
Edition. l>emytoo. 6s.

Beckford (William). See Little Library.

Beechln* (H. C), M,A., Canon of West-
minster. See Library of Devotion.

Bertie (Harold). MASTER WORKERS.
Illustrated. Demy too. ?s. 6d. net.

Behmen (Jacob). DIALOGUES ON THE
SUPERSENSUAL LIFE. Edited by
BKRNARD HOLLAND. Fcap. too. 3*. 6d.

Belloc (HUalre), M.P. PARIS. With
Maps and Illustrations. Second Edition,
Revised. Cr. too. 6s.

HILLS AND THE SEA. Second Edition.
Crown too. 6t.

Bellot(H.H.L.),M.A. THE INNER AND
MIDDLE TEMPLE. With numerous
Illustrations. Crown too. 6s. net.

Bennett (W. H.), M.A. A PRIMER OF
THE BIBLE. Fourth Edition. Cr. too.
*s.6d.

Bennett (W. H. ) and Adeney (W. P. ). A
BIBLICAL INTRODUCTION. Fourth
Edition. Cr. too. ?s. 6d.

Benson (Archbishop) GOD'S BOARD:
Communion Addresses. Fcap. too. 3*. 6d.
net.

Benson (A. C.), M.A. See Oxford Bio-

graphies.
Benson (R. M.). THE WAY OF HOLI-
NESS : a Devotional Commentary on the
iioth Psalm. Cr. too. u.

Bernard (B. R.), M.A., Canon of Salisbury.THE ENGLISH SUNDAY. Fcap. too.

Bertonch (Baroness de). THE LIFE
OF FATHER IGNATIUS. Illustrated.

Demy too. iof. 6d. net.

Beruete (A. de). See Classics of Art.
Betham-Bdwards (M.). HOME LIFE
IN FRANCE. Illustrated, fourth and
Cheaper Edition. Crown too. 6s.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

Betnnne-Baker (J. P.). M.A. See Hand-
books of Theology.

Bides (M.). See Byzantine Texts.
BlM*(C.R.D.),n.D. SeeChurchman's Bible.

Bindley (T. Herbert). B.D. THE OECU-
MENICAL DOCUMENTS OF THE
FAITH. With Introductions and Notes.
Steond Edition, Cr. too. 6s. net.

Btans (H. B.X THE LIFE OF WALT
WHITMAN. Illustrated. Demy Bvo.
JOT. 6d, net.
A Colonial Edition is afcopublished

Binyon (Lawrence). THE DEATH OF
ADAM, ANDOTHERPOEMS. O.8t*.
3*. & net,.

gee afoo W.Blake.
Blrattogl (Etbcl). See Little Books on

Art.- - ~ -

SeeLP.L.
. J) THE LETTERS OF
JAM BLAKE, TocrrMM WITH A

LIFE IY FJWDWUCK TATHAM. Edited

from the Original Manuscripts, with an
Introduction and Notes, by ARCHIBALD G.
B. RUSSELL. With ia Illuitrations,

Demy too. 7*. 6d. net.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE BOOK OF
JOB. With a General Introduction by
LAWRENCE BINVON. Quarto. 311-. net.
See also I.P.L. and Little Library.

Blaxlsmd (B.), M.A. See Library of
Devotion.

Bloom (J. Harvey), M.A. SHAKE-
SPEAR E'S G A R DE N. Illustrated.

Fcap. too. 3*. 6d. ; leather. 4*. & net.
Sre also Antiquary's Books

Blouet (Henri). See Beginner's Books.
Boardman (T. H.), M.A. See Textbook*

of Science.

Bodley (J. B. C.), Author of * France/ THE
CORONATION OF EDWARD VII.
Demy too. aw. net. By Command of the

Bodyfheorjre). D.D. THE SOUL'S
PILGRIMAGE : Devotional Readings
from his writings. Selected by J. H. BURN,
B.D., F.R.S.E. Demy^mo. *s.6d.

Bona (Cardinal). See Library of Devotion.
Boon (P. C.). See Commercial Series*
Borrow (George). See Little Library.
Bos (J. Rltzema). AGRICULTURAL
ZOOLOGY. Translated by J. R. AIMS-
WORTH DAVIS. M.A. With 155 Illustrations.
Cr.too. Third Edition. 3*. &&

Bottlog(C. G.), B.A. EASY GREEK
EXERCISES. Cr. too. as. See also
Junior Examination Series.

BoultIoff(W.) TASSO AND HIS TIMES.
With 24 Illustrations. Demy too. xor. 64

Boulton(E. S.), M.A. GEOMETRY ON
MODERN LINES. Cr. too. as.

Boulton (William B.j. THOMAS
GAINSBOROUGH With 40 Illustra-
ttons. Demy too. ft.6d.net.

SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS, P.R.A. With
49 Illustrations. Demy too. 7s.6d.net.

Bowden(E. M.). THE IMITATION OFBUDDHA: Being Quotations from
Buddhist Literature for each Day in the
Year. Fifth Edition. Cr. x6w. **.6d.

Boyd-Carpenter (Margaret). THE
CHILDTS ART. IluUtratid. Stctmd
Edition. Large Crown Sew. 6*.

Boyle (W.). CHRISTMAS AT THE ZOO.
With Verses by W. Bovut and 34 Coloured
Pictures by H. R NE&SON.

9S.

Brabant (P. QA M.A. See Lktle Goid^.
Bradley (A. Q.Y ROUND ABOVT WJtT-
SHIRE. With TO Illustratioi

* * * "

M*re in colour byT.C.GoTCH. ,

Cr.too. 6>.
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Bralltiord (H. N.X MACEDONIA:
ITS RACES AND ITS FUTURE.
Illustrated. Dtmylvo. it*. 6d.net.

Brodrlck (Mary) and Morton (Anderson).
A CONCISE HANDBOOK OF EGYP-
TIAN ARCHAEOLOGY. Illustrated. Cr.
8w. 3*. 64.

Brooks (E. E.), B.Sc. See Textbooks of

Technology.
Brooks (E. W.). See Byzantine Texts.

Brown (P. H.)f LL.D., Fraser Professor of
Ancient (Scottish) History at the University
of Edinburgh. SCOTLAND IN THE
TIME OF QUEEN MARY. Demy *&<>.

7*. 6d. net.

Brown (S. B.), M. A., Camb., B.A., B.Sc.,
,

London : Senior Science Master at Upping- I

ham School A PRACTICAL CHEMIS-
;

TKY NOTE-BOOK FOR MATRICULA-
TION AND ARMY CANDIDATES:
EASIER EXPERIMENTS ON THE COMMONER
SUBSTANCES. Cr. 4/0. it. 6d. net.

Browne (Sir Thomas). See Standard

Library.
Brownell (C. L.). THE HEART OF
JAPAN. Illustrated. Third Edition.
Cr. 8w. 6s. / also Demy tovo. 6d.

Browning (Robert). See Little Library.
Bnckland (Francis T.). CURIOSITIES
OF NATURAL HISTORY. Illustrated

by H. B. NKILRON. Cr. Bve. 35. 6d.

Bockton (A. M.) THE BURDEN OF
ENGELA: a Ballad-Epic. SecondEdition.
Cr. 8tw. is. 6rf. net.

KINGS IN BABYLON. A Drama. Crown
Bvt. M. net.

EAGER HEART : A Mystery Play. Fifth
Edition. Cr.tvo. rs.net.

Budge (B. A. Wallls). THE GODS OF
THE EGYPTIANS. With over
Coloured Plates and many Illustrations.

Tvuo Volume*. Royal %vo. fa^s.net. j

Bttlst(H. Massac). THE MOTOR YEAR
BOOK AND AUTOMOBILISTS 1

ANNUAL FOR 1906. DemyQvo.

Boll (Paul). Army Chaplain. GOD AND
OUR SOLDIERS. Second Edition.
Cr. 8t, 6s.

flleaX See Lady Dilke.

John). THE PILGRIM'S PRO*
i. Edited, with an Introduction,

by C H. FIRTH; M.A. With 39 Illustra

tions by R. ASKING BELL. Cr. 8w. 6s.

See also Library of Devotion and

Su^rd Library.

i^O, J.VM.AM F.R.S. A MANUAL
OF ELECTRICAL SCIENCE. Illus-

xtrated. Cr.Br*. or.

BvfMMCOelett)* COOPS AND HOW TO
BE THEM, Illustrated. Sm&lltto. 6s.'

(dsn*ttd). See Standard Library.
\ D.D., Rector of Handsworth

_, Uityftftichneld.
See Handbooks ofTheology.

Born (J. H.), B.D. THE CHURCH
MAN'S TREASURY OF SONG.
Selected and Edited by. Pcaf Bvo. 31. 64.

net. See also Library of Devotion.
Burnand (Sir P. C.). RECORDS AND
REMINISCENCES. With a Portrait by
H. v. HEKKOMER. Cr. Bvo. Fonrtk tend

Cheaper Edition. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Burns (Robert), THE POEMS OF. Edited

byANDREW LANG and W. A. CRAIGIB. With
Portrait. Third Edition. Demy 8w, gilt

t6p. 6j.

Burnslde (W. R). M.A. OLD TESTA-
MENT HISTORY FOR USE IN
SCHOOLS. Second Edition. Cr. 8t*.

Burton (Alfred). Seel.P.L.
Bussell (P. W.), D.D., Fellow and Vice

Principal of Brasenose College, Oxford.
CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY AND SO-
CIAL PROGRESS: The Bampton
Lectures for 1005. Demy Bv* ior. fc& net.

Butler (Joseph). See Standard Library.
CaJdecott (Alfred), D.D. See Handbooks

of Theology.
Calderwood (D. S.). Headmaster of the Nor-

mal School, Edinburgh. TEST CARDS
IN EUCLID AND ALGEBRA. In three

packets of 40, with Answers, w. each. Or
in three Books, price sal., zd. t and -$4.

Cambridge (Ada) [Mrs, Cross]. THIRTY
YEARS IN AUSTRALIA. Demy few.

7j. 6rf.

Canning (George). See Lit tie Library.
Capey (E. P. H.). See Oxford Biographies.
Cnreles* (John). Seel.P.L.
Carlyle (Thomas). THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION. Edited by C. R. L.
FLETCHER, Kellow of Magdalen College,
Oxford, Three Volnmes. Cr. 8w. 18*.

THE LIFE AND LET 1 ERS OF OLIVER
CROMWELL. With an Introduction
by C. H. FIRTH, M.A., and Notes and
Appendices by Mrs. S. C. LOMAS. Tkrtt
Volumes. Demv %vo. x8j. net.

Carlyle (R. M. and A. J.), M.A. See Leaders
of Religion.

Channer (C. C.) and Roberta (M. E.).LACEMAKING IN THE MIDLANDS,
PAST AND PRESENT. With x6 full-

page Illustrations. Cr. Bve. ax. 6d.

Chapman (S. J.). See Books on Business.

Chatterton (Thomas). See Standard
Library.

Chesterfield (Lord), THE LETTERS OF,
TO HIS SON. Edited, with an Introduc-
tion by C. STRACHEV, and Notes by A.
CALTHROP. Two Volumes* Cr. 8v. xaf*

Chesterton(O.K.). CHARLESDICKENS.
With two Portrait* in photogravure, fourth
Edition* Demy Bvo. j*. 6d. net, .

A Colonial Edition is also published.
'

ChIIde(CharIeaP.XB.A., F.R.C.S. THE
CONtRuL OF A SCOURGE: Oi^
How CANOCR is CURABLE. Demy Bev.

is. 64 net.
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Cbrtftfaa (P. W.). THE CAROLINE
ISLANDS. With many Illustrations and
Maps. Dcmylvo. lae. 6d. net.

Cicero* See Classical Translations.

Ctarke(P. A.), M.A. See Leaders ofReligion.
aaujon(Qoorg:c), A.K.A..R.W.S. AIMS
AND IDEALS IN ART : Eight Lectures
delivered to the Students of the Royal
Academy of Arts. With 33 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Large Post 80. $s. net.

six LKCTURES UN PAINTING. First
Series. With 19 Illustrations. Third
Edition* Large Post 8w. 3*. 6d. net.

Cteather(A. L.). See Wagner.
Clinch (OA See Little Guides.
CtoUffh (W. T.). See Junior School Books

and Textbooks of Science.
Clourton (T. S.), M.D., C.C.D., F.R.S.E.,

Lecturer on Mental Diseases in the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh. THE HYGIENE
OF MIND. With so Illustrations. Fourth
Edition. Demy 8w. 7*. 6d. net.

MSt (W. Q.), B.A. EXAMINATION
PAPERS INVERGIL. Cr. 8w. *s.

Cobb (W. P.). M.A. THE BOOK. OF
PSALMS : with a Commentary. Demy Bve.

tor. <W. net.

Coleridge (S. TA POEMS OF. Selected
and Arranged by ARTHUR SYMONS. With
a photogravure Frontispiece. Fcap. 8w.

CollrnrJood (W. Q.), M.A. THE LIFE
OK^OHN RUSKIN. With Portraits.

Sixth Ed>tion. Cr. 8v0. or. &/. net.

Colllit* (W. E.), M.A. See Churchman's
Library.

Colonna. HYPNEROTOMACHIA POLL
PHILI UBI HUMANA OMNIA NON
NISI SOMNIUM ESSE DOCET
ATOUE OBITER PLUR1MA SCITU
SANE QUAM DIGNA COMMEMO-
RAT. An edition limited to 350 copies on
handmade paper. Folio. it 35. net.

Combo (William). Seel.P.L.
Conrad (Joaeph). THE MIRROR OF
THE ShiA: Memories and Impressions.
Third Edition. Cr.&vo 6s.

Cook (A, M.), M.A.,andMarchnt(C. B.).
MA, PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN
TRANSIJ^TION. Selected from Greek
and Latin Literature. Third Edition.
Cr. 8tx. 3/. 6d.

LATIN PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN
TRANSLATION. ThirdEdition. Cr.too.

.W.), THE FACTORY
. 800. 91. d.

^ . THE PASSING OF THE
GREATQUEEN.^m^AV.>^/.4*>. is.

A CHRISTMAS GREETING. Cr.+to. is.

Corkran(AUco). See Little Books on Art.
Coto (Bvorard). SIGNS AVD POR-
TENTS IN THE FAR EAST. With 34
Illustration*. Second Edition. Demy too.

Coto(Ronuiiy). DANTE'S GARDEN.
With a Frontispiece. Second Edition.

I
BIBLE FLOWERS. With * Frontispiece

and Plan. Fca-fi. Sew. M. 6d. net.
'

Cowley (Abraham). See Little Library.

Cowper (William), THE POEMS OF.
Edited with an Introduction and Notes by
J. C BAILEY. M.A. Illustrated, including
two unpublished designs by WILLIAM
BLAKE. Detny 8w. tur. 6^. *</.

Cox(J. Charle*), LL.D., F.S.A. See Little.

Guides, The Antiquary's Books, and Ancient
Cities.

Cox (Harold), B.A., M.P. LAND
NATIONALISATION AND LAND
TAXATION. Second Edition revised.

Cr. Bvff. y. 6et net.

Crabbe (George). See Little Library.
Cra!jrle(W. A.). A PRIMER OF BURNS.
Cr. 8w. *s.6<t.

Cratk (Mrs.). See Little Library.
Crane (Capt. C. P.). See Little Guides.
Crashaw (Richard). See Little Library.
Crawford (P. G.). S^e Mary C. Danson.
Crofta (T. R. N.), M.A. See Simplified

French Texts.
Cross (J, AA M.A. THE FAITH OF
THE BIBLE. /><:*/. 8*0. . 6d. net.

Cruikshank(a.). THE LOVING BAL-
LAD OF LORD BATEMAN. With n
Plates. Cr. i&mo. \&. 6d. net.

Crump (B.)* See Wagner.
Cunliffe (Sir P. H. E.), Fellow of AH SouU'

College, Oxford. THE HISTORY OF
THE BOER WAR. With many Illus-

trations, Plans, and Portraits. In 2 vols.

Qnmrto. 15;. each,

Cunynghanio (H. H.), C.B. See Connois-
seur's Library .

Cuttc(B. L.), D.D. See Leaders of Religion.
Daniell (Q. W.), M.A. See Leaders of

Religion.
Daoaon (Mary C.) and Crawford (P. Q.).
FATHERS IN THE FAITH. A>.

. . .

Dante. LA COMMEDIA DI DANTE.
The Italian Text edited by PAGBT TOVNBBE,
M.A.,D.Litt. Cr.8w. 6*.

THE PURGATORIO OF DANTB.
Translated into Spenserian Prose by C.
GORDON WRIGHT. With the Italian text.

Fcctp. 8*0. as. 6d. net.

See also Pagtt 1'oynbee, Little Library,
Standard Library, and Warren-Vernon.

Darky (George). See Little Library.
D'Arcy (IR. PA M.A. A NEW TRIGON-
OMETKY FOR BEQINN&R$. With
numerous diagrams. Cr. ft*& 9t. 6d.

Davenport (Cyril). Set Connoisseur'**

Library and Little Books on Art.
Davey (Richard). THE PAGEANT Of
LONDON With 40 Illustrations fa
Colour by JOHN FVLLBYLOVE, R.I. frftto*
Volumes. Demy ova. xir. nft.

DavU (H. W, C4 M.A,, Fellow a** Twer
of BalHol Colleee, AuthorOf

' CH*r|rm
ENGLAND UNDER THE HOR
AND ANGEVINS: io66-t7s>
and Illustrations. Dt

Daw*on(Nclfoo). S^C
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______i (Mr*. N.). See Little Books on
Art.

Deane (A. C.). See Little Library.
Dearmer (Mabel). A CHILD'S LIFE OF
CHRIST. With 8 Illustrations in Colour
by E. FORTSSCUB-BRICKDALS. Large Cr.
8?'tf. 6s.

Delbo(Leon). THE METRIC SYSTEM.
Cr.Bvo. as.

Demosthenes. AGAINST CONON AND
CALLICLES. Edited by F. DARWIN
SWIFT, M.A. Second Edition. Fc*J>.

Dfcken"'(Charto). See Little Library,
I.P.L., and Chesterton.

Dickinson (Emily). POEMS. Cr. tec.

4*. 6d. net.

Dickinson (Q. LA M.A., Fellow of Kind's
College, Cambridge. THE GREEK
VIEW OF LIFE. Sixth Edition. Cr.

DfltoCLrty).' Bailey (Miss), and Whltley
(Miff). WOMEN'S WORK. Cr. Be*.

. 6d.

Dillon (Edward). See Connoisseur'sLibrary
and Little Books on Art.

DttCfafleld (P. HA M.A., F.S.A. THE
STORY OF OUR ENGLISH TOWNS.
With an Introduction by AUGUSTUS
JxsBOfp, D.D. Second Edition. Cr.8w. 6*.

OLD ENGLISH CUSTOMS: Extant at
the Present Time. Cr. 8w. 6s.

ENGLISH VILLAGES. Illustrated. Second
Edition. Cr. too. ax. 64. net.

THE PARISH CLERK. With 31
Illustrations. Tkird Edition. Deittytoo.
7s. 6d. net.

Dlxon (W. M.), M.A. A PRIMER OF
TENNYSON. Second Edition. Cr.&vo.
*s.6d.

ENGLISH POETRY FROM BLAKE TO
BROWNING. Second Edition. Cr. too.

.

Doney(May). SONGS OF THE REAL.
Cr Bw. 3*. &f. ntt.

A volume of poems.
Dottffia* (JaJne*). THE MAN IN THE
PULPIT. O.8tw. 9s.ftd.ntt.

Dtwdoa (J.X D.D.. Lord Bishop of Edin-

burgh* See Churchman's Library.

Draft <<L). See Books on Business.

DHvr(S. RA D.D.,D.C.L., Canon ofChrist
Chorea, Refftus Professor of Hebrew in the

University of OKford. SERMONS ON
SUBJECTS CONNECTED WITH THEOLD TESTAMENT. Cr. 8m>. 6*.

Se* also Westminster Commemariea.

Dry(WkeUaff). See Little Guides.

Dr?fatir*t (A. R.). See Little Books on Art.

DttBnlMn(JI.C.XM.A, See Churchman's

taJraUKCbAfi**). See Books on Business.

Doma* CAlewuidr> MY MEMOIKS.
translated by X. M/WALLK. With For-
traits, InSisVolnmts. Cr.Svo. to. each.

Vobmet

DunntJ.T)., D.Sc..andMimdena(y> AAGENERALELEMENTARY SCIENCE.
With 1x4 Illustrations. Second Edition,
Crf Bvo. 3*. 6d.

DunJtan(A. E.). R.Sc. See Junior School
Books and Textbooks of Science.

Durham (The Barl of). A REPORT ON
CANADA. With an Introductory Note.
Demy Bvo. 4*. 6d. net.

Dutt(W. A.). THE NORFOLK BROADS.
With coloured Illustrations by FRANK
SOUTHGATK. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

WILD LIFK IN EAST ANGLIA. With
16 Illustrations in colour by FKANK SOUTH-
CATS, R.B.A. Second Edition. Demy
Bvo. js. 6d. net.

See also Little Guides.

Barle (John). Bishop of Salisbury. MICRO-
COSMOGRAPH1E, OR A PIECE OF
THE WORLD DISCOVERED. Post
i6mo. a* net.

Edmonds (Major J. E.). See W. B. Wood.
Edwards (Clement), M.P. RAILWAY
NATIONALIZATION. Second Edition
Revised. Crown Bvo. at. 6d. net.

Edward* (W. Douglas). See Commercial
Series.

Egan (Pierce). Seel.P.L.

Egerton (H. E.X M.A. A HISTORY OF
BRITISH COLONIAL POLICY. New
and Cheaper Issue. Demy Bvo. 71. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Ellaby (C. Q.)* See Little Guides.

Ellerton (P. Q.). See S. J. Stone,

EHwood (Thomas), THE HISTORY OF
THE LIFE OF. Edited by C G. CKUMP,
M.A. Cr. Bw. 6s.

EplctetUf. See Aurelins.

Erasmus. A Book called in Latin EN-
CH1RIDION MILITIS CHRISTIAN1,
and in English the Manual of the Christian

Knight.
From the edition printed by Wynken de

Worde, 1533. ScaJ. Bvo. 3;, 6d. net.

FaIrbrother(W. HA M.A. THE PHILO-
SOPHY OF T. H. GREEN. Second
Edition. Cr. 8t*. v. 6d,

Fairer (Reginald). THE GARDEN OF
ASIA, becon* Edition. Cr.Bvo. 6x.

Pea (Allan). SOME BEAUTIES OFTHE
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY. With
8a Illustration*. Second Edition. Demy
Bvo i2J ttd. net*

Perrier(SttMutX See Little Library.
Fidler (T. Claxton), M.lnsu C.E. See

Books on Business.

Fielding (Henry). See Standard Library.
Finn(S.W.), Ivf.A. See Juniof gnamination

Series.

Firth (J.B.). See Little Guides
*

Firth (C. RA M.A. CROMWELL'S
ARMY: A -Wstorv of the English JJoldkr
during the Civil Wars, the Commonwealth,
and thft Protectorate. Cr.lvo. fa.
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SHREWSBURY SCHOOL.
ANNAT.S OF

Illustrated.

Dtmy Brw. 10*. 6ii . ,

PrUQerald (Edward). THE RUBAlYAT
OF O VIAR KHAYYAM. Printed from
the Fifth and last Edition. With a Com-
mentary by Mrs. STEPHEN BATSON, and a

Biography of Omar by E. D. Ross. Cr.
Bto. 6*. See also Miniature Library.

FitzGeraid(H. P.> A CONCISE HAND-
BOOK OF CLIMBERS, TWINERS,
AND WALL SHRUBS. Illustrated.

Fcap. 800. or. 6d. net.

Pltxpatrlck (3. A. O.). See Ancient Cities.

Rocker (W. H.), M.A., D.C.L., Headmaster
of the Dean Close School. Cheltenham.
THE STUDENT'S PRAYER BOOK.
THK TKXT OF MORNING AND EVENING
PKAYHR AND LITANV. With an Introduc-
tion and Notes. Cr, Bvo. its. dd.

PIttX(A. W.), M.A., William Dow Professor
of Political Economy in M'Oill Univer-itv,
Montreal ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES.
Dtmy Bvo. ys. bd. net.

Porteactie(Mrs. Q.). See Little Books on Art.
Prater (David). A MODERN CAM.
PAIGN: OR. WAR AND WIRELESS
TELEGRAPHY IN THE FAR EAST.
Illustrated. C". Bvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Praser (J. PA ROUND THE WORLD
ON A WHEEL. With too Illustrations.

fifth Edition Cr.Bvo. 6s.

French (W.), M.A. See Textbooks of
Science.

Preudenreich (Ed. von). DAIRY BAC-
TERIOLOGY. A Short Manual for the
Use of Students. Translated by J. R.
AINSWORTH DAVIS, M.A. Second Edition.
Revised. Cr. Bvo. at. 6d.

Polford(H. W.), M.A. See Churchman's
Bible.

Qallaber (DO and Stead (W. J.). THE
COMPLETE RUGBY FOOTBALLER,
ON THE NEW ZEALAND SYSTEM.
With an Account of the Tour of the New
Zealanders in England. With 35 Illustra-

tions. DemyKvo. iot.6d.net.

aaWchan(W. M.). See Little Guides.

Oaartado (Geoffrey, E*q.). See I.P.L.

Qaskell (Mrs.). See Little Library and
Standard Library.

<3a*4u*t, the Right Rev. Abbot, O.S.B. See
Antiquary's Books.

a*om(H. B.XM. A., Fellow ofNew College,
Oxford. BATTLES OF ENGLISH HIS-
TORY. With numerous Plans. ,Fo*rtk
Edition. Revised, with a new Chapter
including the Sooth African War. Cr, Bvo.

A HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE
BRITISH EMPIRE. Stcon* Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 3*. &&

Litt.D., M.A. IN-f. de B.), .

DUSTRY IN ENGLAND J HISTORI-
CAL OUTLINES. With 5
Edition Dtmy too.

Ptmrtk

THE INDUSTRIAL HISTORY OF
ENGLAND, thirteenth Edition. Re-
vised. With Maps and Plans. Cr. Brto. .

ENGLISH SOCIAL REFORMER!*.
Second Edition. Cr. Bvo. us. 6d.

See also Commercial Series and R. A.
Hadfield.

Gibbon (Edward). THE DECLINE AND
FALL OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE. t

Edited with Notes, Appendices, and Maps,
by J. 13. BURY, M.A., Litt.D., Regius Pro-

fevsor of Greek at Cambridge. In Seven
Volumes. Demy Bvo. GHttoJ>,Bs.C>d.eack.
A /so, Cr. Bvo. 6s. each.

MEMOIRS OF MY LIFE AND WRIT-
INGS. Edited by G. BIRKBKHC HILL,
LL.D Cr. Bvo. 6*.

See also Standard Library*

Gibson (E. C. SA D.D., Lord Bishop of

Gloucester. See Westminster Commentaries,
Handbooks of Theology, and Oxford Bio-

graphies.
Gilbert (A. R.). See Little Books on Art

Oloajr (M. R.) and Wyatt (Kate M.). A
BOOK OF ENGLISH GARDENS.
With 94 Illustrations in Colour. Demy
Bvo. IQS. 6ff net.

Godfrey (Elizabeth). A BOOK OF RE-
MEMBRANGE. Edited by. Fcap. Bvo.

Qodley (A.' D.), M.A., Fellow of Magdalen
College, Oxford. LYRA FRIVOLA.
Third Edition. Fcap. Bvo. ar. 6d.

YERSES TO ORDER. Second Edition.

SECONDSTOINGS. Fcap. Bvo. a*. 6d.

Goldsmith (Oliver). THE YICAR OF
WAKE FIELD. Fcap. yzmo. With 10
PUtes in Photogravure by Tony Johannot.
Leather, as. 60. net.
See also I.P.L. and Standard Library.

Qoodrlch-Preer (A.). IN A SYRIAN
SADDLE. Demy Bvo.

js.
6d

r

. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
dorat (Rt. Hon. Sir John). THE CHIL-
DREN OF THE NATION. Second
Edition. Demy Bvo. 7*. 6d. net.

Ooudffe (H. L.X M.A,, Principal of Wells

Theological College. See WestminsterCom-
mentaries.

Graham (P. Anderson). THE RURAL
EXODUS. Cr. Bvo. as. t>d.

Granger (P. S.), M.A.. JLttt.D. PSYCH*
OLOGY. Third Edition. Cr. Bvo. u, 6d.

TH B SOULOF A CHRISTIAN. t>.8v*. 6>.

. M'Otteen).GERMANPASSAGES
UNSEEN TRANSLATION. Cn

Svo. 2S.6J.

Gray (P. LA B.Sc. THE PRINCIPLES OF
MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY:
an Elementary Text-Book. . With 181

Diagrams. Cr. Bvo. $s.6d.
Green (Q. Buckland), M.A., late Fell

of St.John's College, Ojfon. NOTES (

GREEK AND LATIN SYNT
Second Edition. Crown Bvo. 3s.
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Green (E. T.), M.A.

QrecnTdgc (A. H. J.), M.A. A HISTORY
OF ROME: From 133-104 B.C. Dewy
8v0. tot. 6d. net.

Oreenwell (Dora). See Miniature Library.
Gregory (R. A.). THE VAULT OF
HEAVEN. A Popular Introduction to

Astronomy. Illustrated. Cr. Bvo. as. 6d.

Gregory (Miss E. C.). See Library of
Devotion.

Grubb(H. C.)* See Textbooks ofTechnology.
Gwynn(M. L.). A BIRTHDAY BOOK.
Mew and cheaper issue. Royal Bvo. ss.net.

Haddon (A. C.\ Sc.D., F.R.S. HEAD-
HUNTERS BLACK, WHITE, AND
BROWN. With many Illustrations and a

Map. Demy BJJO. 15*.

HadfiekKR. A.) and Gibblns (H. de B.).
A SHORTER WORKING DAY. Cr.
Bvo as. 6d.

Hall (R. N.) and Neal (W. G.). THE
ANCIENT RUINS OF RHODESIA.
Illustrated. Second Edition, revised.

Demy Bvo. 10*. 6tt. net.

Hall (R. N.). GREAT ZIMBABWE.
With numerous Flans and Illustrations.

Second Edition. Royal Bvo. ioj. 6rf. net.

Hamilton (P. J.), D.D. See Byzantine Texts.
Hammond (J. L.). CHARLES JAMES
FOX. Demy Bvo. IO.T. 6d.

Hannay (D.). A SHORT HISTORY OF
THE ROYAL NAVY, 1200-1688. Illus-

trated. Demy Bvo. 75. 6d. each.

Hannay (James O.), M.A. THE SPIRIT
AND ORIGIN OF CHRISTIAN

See Churchman's
| Henley (W. E.). ENGLISH LYRICS.
1

Second Edition. Cr.too. vs. M. net.

Henley(W. E.)and Whlbley (C.) A BOOK
OF ENGLISH PROSE. Cr. Bvc. zs. 66
net.

MONASTICISM. Cr.Bvo. 6s.

THE WISDOM OFTHEDESERT.
, . 6<t. net.

Fcaf.

With numerous Diagrams. Demy Bvo. .

Harrison ^Clifford). READING AND
READERS. Fcetp. Bvo. is. 6d.

Harvey (Alfred), M.B. See Ancient Cities.

Hawthorne(Nathnnlel). See Little Library.
HEALTH, WEALTH AND WISDOM.

Cr. Bvo. is. net.

Heath (Prank R. ). See Little Guides.

Heath (Dudley). Sec Connoisseur's Library.
Hello (Ernest). STUDIES IN SAINT-
SHIP. Translated from the French by
V. M. CRAWFORD.. Fcetp Bvo. 31. 6d.

Henderson (B. W.), Fellow of Exeter
College, Oxford. THE LIFE AND
PRINCIPATE OF THE EMPEROR
NERO. Illustrated. New and cheaper
ismtt. Demy Bvo. 7*. 6</. net.

VT INTERVALS. Fcap Bvo. yft 6cf. nit.

ienderson<T. P,). See Little Library and
Oxford Biographies.

ienderton (T. P.), and Watt (Francis).
SCOTLAND OF TO-DAY. With many
Illustrations, some of which are in colour.
Cr.Svo. 6s,

Henson (H. HA B.D., Canon ofWestminster.
APOSTOLICCHRISTIANITY: As Illus-

trated by the Epistles of St. Paul to the
Corinthians. Cr. Bv0. 6s.

LIGHT AND LEAVEN : HISTORICAL AKD
SOCIAL SERMONS. Cr. Sew. 6s.

Herbert (George). See Library of Devotion.

Herbert of Cherbury (Lord). Set Mtnia-
ture Library.

Hewlns (W. A. SA B.A. ENGLISH
TRADE AND FINANCE IN THE
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY. Cr. 8tw.

ar. td.

Hewitt (Ethel M.) A GOLDEN DIAL.
A Day Book of Prose and Verse. Fcttp.
%vo. as. 6d. net.

Heywood (W.). PALIO AND PONTE:
A Book of Tuscan Games. Illustrated.

RoyalBvo. 21 x. net.

See also St. Francis of Assist.

Hill (Clare). See Textbooks of Technology.
Hill (Henry), B.A., Headmaster of the Boy's

High School, Worcester, Cape Colony. A
SOUTPI AFRICAN ARITHMETIC
Cr. Bvo. 3^. 6ef.

Hind (C.Lewis). DAYS IN CORNWALL.
With 16 Illustrations in Colour by WILLIAM
PASCOE, and 20 Photographs. Second
Edition. Cr. Br/o. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Hirst (P. W.) See Books on Business.

Hoare(J. Douglas). ARCTIC EXPLORA-
TION. With 18 Illustrations and Maps.
Demy Bvo, js. 6d. net.

Hobhouse(L. T.), Fellow of C.C.C.. Oxford.
THE THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE.
DetnyBvo. ior. 6d. net.

Hobson(J. A.), M.A. INTERNATIONAL
TRADE : A Study of Economic Principles.
Cr. Bvo. ay. 6J. net.

PROBLEMS OF POVERTY. Sixth Edition,
Cr. Bvo. 2j. 6d.

THE PROBLEM OF THE UNEM-
PLOYED. ThirdEdition. Cr.too. a*.6W.

Hodffkin (T.), D.C.L. See Leaders of
Religion.

Hodgson (Mrs. W.) HOW TO IDENTIFY
OLD CHINESE PORCELAIN. Seamd
Edition. PostBw. 6s.

Hogg (Thomas Jefferson). SHELLEY
AT OXFORD. With an Introduction by
R. A. STXEATPBILD. Feat. Bvo. ts. net.

Holden-Stene (G. de). See Books on
Business. -

Holdtch (Sir T. H.), K.C.I.E. THE
INDIAN BORDERLAND: beina a
Personal Record of Twenty Years, illus-
trated. Demy Bw. to*. 6d. net.
A Colonial Edition is also published.
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Holdsworth (W. S.), M.A. A HISTORY
OF ENGLISH LAW. In Two Volumes.
Vol. /. Demy Bvo. 10*. 6d. net.

Holland (H. Scott), Canon of St. Paul's

See Library of Devotion.
Holt (Emily). THE SECRET OF POPU-
LARITY : How to Achieve Social Success.
Cr. Bvo. 3*. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Holyoake(0. J.). THE CO-OPERATIVE
MOVEMENT TO-DAY, Fourth Edition.

Cr. toe. as. tot.

Hone (Nathaniel J.). See Antiquary's Books.

Hoppner. See Little Galleries.

Horace. See Classical Translations.

Horsburgh(e.L.S.),M.A. WATERLOO:
A Narrative and Criticism. With Plans.

Second Edition. Cr. Bvo. $s.

See also Oxford Biographies.

Horth (A. C.)- See Textbooks ofTechnology.
Morton (R. F.),D.D. See Leaders of Religion.
Hotle (Alexander). MANCHURIA. With

Illustrations and a Map. Second Edition.

Demy Bvo. js. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

How (P. D.). SIX GREAT SCHOOL-
MASTERS. With Portraits and Illustra-

tions. Second Edition. Demy Bvo, js. 6<t.

Howell (A. Q. Ferrers). FRANCISCAN
DAYS. Translated and arranged by. Cr.
Bvo. 3S. 6d. net.

Howell (G.). TRADE UNIONISMNEW
AND OLD. Fourth Edition. Cr. Bvo.

2S. 6d.
Hudson (Robert). MEMORIALS OF A
WARWICKSHIRE PARISH. Illustrated.

Demy Bvo. isx. net.

Hugglns (Sir William), K.C.B., O.M.,
D.C.L., F.R.S. THE ROYAL SOCIETY ;

OR, SCIENCE IN THE STATE AND IN THE
SCHOOLS. With 95 Illustrations. Wide
Royal Bvo. is. 6d. net.

Hughes (C. E.). THE PRAISE OF
SHAKESPEARE. An English Antho-
logy. With a Preface by SIDNEY LEE.
Demy Bvo. 39. 6d. net.

Hughes (Thomas). TOM BROWN'S
SCHOOLDAYS. With an Introduction
and Notes by VERNON RRNDALL. Leather.

Royal 33wt0. M. 6d. net.

Hutcblnson (Horace G.) THE NEW
FOREST. Illustrated in colour with

Pictures by WALTER TYNDALE and 4
LUCY KHMP-WELCH. Third Edition.

. , Bvo. 6s.

Hutton (A. W.), M.A. See Leaders of

Religion and Library of Devotion.
Hutton (Edward). THE CITIES OF
UMBRIA. With many Illustrations, of
which 20 are in Colour, by A. PISA. Second
Edition. Cr.Bvo. 6>.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
THE CITIES OF SPAIN. Second Edition.

With many Illustrations, of which 94 are in

Colour, by A, W. RIMINGTON. Demy Bvo,

js.6d.net.

FLORENCE AND NORTHERN TUS-
CANY. With Coloured Illustrations by
WILLIAM PARKINSON. Cr. Bvo. dr.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
ENGLISH LOVE POEMS. Edited with

an Introduction. Fcap. Bvo. y. td. net.

Hutton (R. H.). See Leaders of Religion.
Hutton (W. H.), M.A. THE LIFE OF
SIR THOMAS MORE. With Portrait.
Second Edition. Cr. Bvo. 55.
See also Leaders of Religion.

Hyde (A. O.) GEORGE HERBERT AND
HIS TIMES. With 33 Illustrations.

Demy Bvo. IQS. 6d. net.
I Hyett (P. A.). A SHORT HISTORY OF

FLORENCE. Demy Bvo. 7;. 6d. net.

Ibsen (Henrik). BRAND. A Drama.
Translated by WILLIAM WILSON. Third
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 3$ . 6d.

Inge (W. R.), M.A., Fellow and Tutor of
Hertford College, Oxford. CHRISTIAN
MYSTICISM. The Bampton Lectures for

1809. Demy Bvo. ^as. 6a. net. See also

Library of Devotion.

Innes(A. D.), M.A. A HISTORY OFTHE
BRITISH IN INDIA. With Maps and
Plans. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

ENGLAND UNDER THE TUDORS.
With Maps. Demy Bvo. IDJ. 6d, net.

Jackson (C. E.), B.A. See Textbooks of
Science.

Jackson (S.), M.A. See Commercial Series.

Jackson (P. Hamilton). See Little Guides.

Jacob (P.), M.A. See Junior Examination
Series.

James (W. H. N.), A.R.C.S., A.I.E.E. See
Textbooks of Technology.

Jeans (J. Stephen). TRUSTS, POOLS,AND CORNERS. Cr. Bvo. a*. 6d.
See also Books on Business.

Jeffreys(D.dwyn). DOLLY'STHEATRI-
CALS. Described and Illustrated with 94
Coloured Pictures. SuperRoyal \6rno. w,6rf.

Jenks (E.), M.A., Reader of Law in the

University of Oxford. ENGLISH LOCAL
GOVERNMENT. Second Edition. Cr.
Bvo. us, 6d.

Jenner (Mrs. H.). See Little Books on Art.

Jennings (Oscar), M.D., Member of the

Bibliographical Society. EARLY WQDB-
CUT INITIALS, containing over thirteen
hundred Reproductions of Pictorial Letters
of the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries.

Demy +to. VLS. net.

Jestopp (Augustus), D.D. See Leaders of
Religion.

Jevons (P. B.), M.A., Litt.D., Principal of
Bishop Hatfield's HaH" Durham. ^IB-
LIG10N IN EVOLUTION. Cr. to*.
3*. 6d. net.
See also Churchman's Library and Hand*

books of Theology.
Johnson (Mrs. Barbara). WILUAM BOB-HAM DONNE AND HIS ITIU8NB&

Illustrated. Demy Bvo. zor. 6W. net.
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Johnston (Sir H. HA K.C.B. BRITISH
CENTRAL AFRICA. With nearly aoo
Illustrations and Six Maps. Third Edition.
Cr. tfo. I&T. net.
A Colonial Edition Is also published.

Jones (R. Cromjpton), M.A. POEMS
OP THE INNER LIFE. Selected by.
Thirteenth Edition. Fcap.too. as.6d.net.

Jftnes (H.). See Commercial Series.
Jones fH. P.). See Textbooks of Science.
Jones (L. A. Atherley), K.C., M.P. THE
MINERS' GUIDE TO THE COAL
MINES REGULATION ACTS. Cr. too.
or. 6d. net.

COMMERCE IN WAR. Royaltoo. w.net.
Jonton (Ben). See Standard Library.
Juliana (Lady) of Norwich. REVELA-
TIONSOF DIVINE LOVE. Ed.byGRACK
WAHRACK. Second Edit. Cr. too. $s. 6d.

Juvenal. See Classical Translations.

'Kappa.' LET YOUTH BUT KNOW:
A Plea for Reason in Education. Cr. too.

Kaufmann
"

fM.). SOCIALISM AND
MODERN THOUGHT. Second Edition.
Cr. too. as. 6d. net.

Keating- (J. F. ), D. D. THE AGAPEAND
THE EUCHARIST, Cr. too. 3*. 6d.

Keats (John). THE POEMS OF. Edited
with Introduction and Notes by E. de Selin-

court, M.A. Second Edition. Demy too.

7* 6d. net.
REALMS OF GOLD. Selections from the
Works of. Fcap. too. 3^. 6d. net.
See also Little Library and Standard

Library.
Keble(John). THE CHRISTIAN YEAR.
Withan Introduction and Notes byW. LOCK,
D.D., Warden ofKeble College. Illustrated

by R. ANNING BELL. ThirdEditioti. Fcap.
too. 3*. & ; padded morocco* 5*.
See also Library ofDevotion.

Keiynack (T. N.), M.D., M.R.C.P., Hon.
Secretary of the Society for the Study of

Inebriety. THE DRINK PROBLEM
IN ITS MEDICO -SOCIOLOGICAL
ASPECT. Edited by. With a Diagrams.
Demy too. is. 6d. net.

Kempfc (Thomas a). THE IMITATION
OF CHRIST. With an Introduction by
DEAN FARRAK. Illustrated by C. M. GERE.
ThirdEdition, fcaj.too. &.6d.; padded
morocco* 5*,
Also Translated by C. BIGG, D.D. Cr.

too. 3*. 6tf. See also Library of Devotion
. and Standard Library.
Kennedy (Bart.). THE GREEN
SPHINX. Cr. too. 3*. 6d. net.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

Kennedy (James Houphton), D.D., Assist-
ant Lecturer in Divinity in the University of
Dublin. ST. PAUL'S SECOND AND
THIRD BPISTLES TO THE CORIN-
THIANS. With Introduction, Dissertations
and Notes. Crv too. 6s.

Klmatlns (C. W.), M.A. THE CHEMIS-
TRY OF LIFE AND HEALTH. Illns-

Cr.toc. 9*. 64,

See Little Library.
, BARRACK-ROOM

8oM Thousand. Twenty-
second Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
THE SEVEN SEAS. 63^ Thousand.

Eleventh Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
THE FIVE NATIONS. 4itt Thousand.

Second Edition. Cr. too. 6j.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
DEPARTMENTAL DITTIES. Sixteenth

Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Knight (Albert E.). THE COMPLETE
CRICKETER. l\\vs.

f
Dcntytoo. js.6d.net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.

Knight (H. J. C.), M.A. See Churchman's

KnowHng (R. J.), M.A., Professor of New
Testament Exegesis at King's College,
London. See Westminster Commentaries.

Lamb (Charles and Mary), THE WORKS
OF. Edited by E. V. LUCAS. Illustrated
In Seven Volumes. Demy too. *js. 6d. each,
See also Little Library and E. V. Lucas.

Lambert (P. A. H.). See Little Guides.
Lambros (Professor). See Byzantine Texts.
Lane- PoolefStanley). A HISTORY OF
.EGYPT IN THE MIDDLE AGES. Fully
Illustrated. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Lanbride(F.),M.A. BALLADSOFTHE
BRAVE: Poems of Chivalry, Enterprise,
Courage, and Constancy. Third Edition.
Cr. Bvo. af. &/.

Law (William). See Library of Devotion
and Standard Library.

Leach (Henry). THE DUKE OF DEVON-
SHIRE. A Biography. With za Illustra-
tions. Demy too, 12jr. 6V. net,

See also James Braid.
GREAT GOLFERS IN THE MAKING.

With 34 Portraits. Demy too. js. 6d. net.
Le Braz (Anatole). THE LAND OF
PARDONS. Translated by FRANCES M.
GOSTLING. Illustrated in colour. Second
Edition. Demy too. if. 6d. net.

Lee (Captain L. Melville). A HISTORY
OF POLICE IN ENGLAND. Cr. too.

Lelih(Percival). THECOMICENGLISH
GRAMMAR. Embellished with upwards
of 50 characteristic Illustrations by JOHN
LEECH. Post \6wo. M. 6./. net.

Lewes (V. B.), M.A. AIR AND WATER.
Illustrated. Cr. too. as. 6d*

Lewis (Mrs. Qwyn). A CONCISE
HANDBOOK OF GARDEN SHRUBS.
Illustrated. Fcap. too. yt.6d. net.

Lisle (Fortunfede). See LittleBookson Art.

Uttlehales(H.}. See Antiquary's Books.
Lock (Walter), D.D., Warden of Keble

College. ST. PAUL, THE MASTER-
BUILDER. Second Ed. Cr. too. v. 6V.

THE BIBLE AND CHRISTIAN LIFE.
Cr.too. 6s.

See also Leader* of Religion and Library
of Devotion*
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Locker (P.). See Little Library.
Lodge (Sir Oliver), F.R.S. THE SUB-
STANCE OF FAITH ALLIED WITH
SCIENCE: A Catechism for Parents
and Teachers. Eighth,Ed. Cr. Bvo. a*, net.

Lofthouse(W. P.), M.A. ETHICS AND
ATONEMENT. With a Frontispiece.
Demy Bvo* $s. net.

Longfellow (H. W.). See Little Library.
Lorimer (George Horace). LETTERS
FROM A SELF-MADE MERCHANT
TO HIS SON. Sixteenth Edition. Cr.Bvo.

3S.6<*.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

OLD GORGON GRAHAM. SecondEdition.
Cr. Bvo, 6*.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Lover (Samuel). See I. P. L.
E. V. L. and C. L.X1. ENGLAND DAY BY
DAY : Or, The Englishman's Handbook to

Efficiency.
Illustrated by GBORCB MORROW.

Fourth Edition. Fcap. Ato. is. net.

Lucas (E. V.). THE LIFE OF CHARLES
LAMB. With 25 Illustrations. Third
Edition. Demy Bvo. ys. 6d. net.
A Colonial Edition Is also published.

A WANDERER IN HOLLAND. With
many Illustrations, ofwhich 20 are in Colour
by HttRBERT MARSHALL. Seventh Edition .

Cr, Bvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
A WANDERER IN LONDON. With 16

Illustrations in Colour by NELSON DAWSON,
and 36 other Illustrations. Fifth Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
FIRESIDE AND SUNSHINE. Third

Edition. Fcap. Bvo. 55.
THE OPEN ROAD : a Little Book for Way-

farers. Eleventh Edition. Fcap. Bvo. ss. ;

India Paper> ^s. 6d.

THE FRIENDLY TOWN : a Little Book
for the Urbane. Third Edition. Fcap.
Bvo. ss. : India Paper> js. 6d.

CHARACTER AND COMEDY. Second
Edition.

Luclan. See Classical Translations.

Lyde (L. W.> M.A. See Commercial Series.

Lydon (Noel S.). Seejunior School Books .

Lyttclton(Hon. Mrs. A.). WOMEN AND
THEIR WORK. Cr. Bvo. 9s. M.

Macaulay (Lord). CRITICAL AND HIS-
TORICAL ESSAYS. Edited by F. C. MON-
TAGUE, M.A. Three Volumes. Cr. Bvo. 18*.

The only edition of this book completely
annotated.

M'Allen (J. E. B.)t M.A. See Commercial
Series.

MacCulloch (J. A.). See Churchman's
Library.

MacCunn (Florence A.). MARY
STUART. With over 60 Illustrations, in-

c&ding a Frontispiece in Photogravure.
Secondand Cheaper Edition. Cr.Bvo. 6s.

See also Leaders of Religion.
McOermott (E. R.). See Books on Business.

MDowall(A. S.), See Oxford Biographies.
Mackay(A. M.). See Churchman's Library.

Macklin (Herbert W,), M.A. Sec Anti-

Mackenzie(W. Leslie), M.A., M.D.,
D.P.H., etc. THE HEALTH OF THE
SCHOOL CHILD. Cr. Bvo. as. 6d.

Mdlle Mori (Author of). ST. CATHER-
INE OF SIENA AND HER TIMES.
With 28 Illustrations. Demy Bvo. -js.6d.net.

Magnus (Laurie), M.A. A PRIMER QF
WORDSWORTH. Cr. Bvo. as. 6d.

Mahaffy (J. PALitt.D. A HISTORY OF
THE EGYPT OF THE PTOLEMIES.
Fully Illustrated. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Maitland(P.W.), LL.D., Downing Professor
of the Laws of England in the University of

Cambridge. CANON LAW IN ENG-
LAND. RoyalBvo. <js. 6d.

Maiden (H. E.), M.A. ENGLISH RE-
CORDS. A Companion to the History of
England. Cr. Bvo. 3-f. 60".

THE ENGLISH CITIZEN : HIS RIGHTS
AND DUTIES. Seventh Edition. Cr.
Bv&. is. 6ei.

See also School Histories.
Marchant (E. C.), M.A., Fellow of Peter-

house, Cambridge. A GREEK ANTHO-
LOGY Second Edition. Cr. Bvo, 3*. 6W.
See also A. M. Cook.

Marr(J. E.). F.R.S., FellowofSt John's Col-

lege, Cambridge. THE SCIENTIFIC
STUDY OF SCENERY. Second Edition.
Illustrated. Cr. %vo. 6s.

AGRICULTURAL GEOLOGY. Illustrated.

Marriott* (J. *A. R.). FALKLAND AND
HIS TIMES. With ao Illustrations.

SecondEd. Demy Bvo. js. 6d. net.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Marveil (Andrew). Sec Little Library.
Maselield (John). SEA LIFE IN NEL-
SON'S TIME. Illustrated. Cr. Svo.
or. 6d. net.

ON THE SPANISH MAIN. With 92
Illustrations and a Map. Demy Bvo.
xof. 6d. net.

A SAILOR'S GARLAND. Edited and
Selected by. Cr. Bvo. 3*. 6d. net.

Maskell (A.). See Connoisseur's Library.
Mason (A. J.), D.D. See Leaders ofReligion.
Massee (George). THE EVOLUTION OF
PLANT LIFE : Lower Forms. Illustrated.
Cr. Bvo. as. 6d.

Masterman (C. P. d.), M.A., M.P.
TENNYSON AS A RELIGIOUS
TEACHER. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Matheson(Mrs. E. P.). COUNSELS OF
LIFE. Fcap. Bve. *s. 6d. net.

May (Phil). THE PHIL MAY ALBUM.
Second Edition. 4/4. x*. net.

Mellows (Emma S.). A SHORT STORY
OF ENGLISH LITERATURE Cr,
Bvo. 3*. 6V.

Methuen (A. M. SA THE TRAGEDY
OF SOUTH AFRICA. Cr.Bvo. **. ntt.
Also Cr. Bvo. $d. net.
A revised and enlarged edition of the

author's * Peace or War in Soota
Africa.'
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ENGLAND'S RUIN : DISCUSSED m Six.
TEEN LETTERS -TO THK RIGHT HON.
JOSEPH CHAMBERLAIN, M.F. Seventh Edi-
tion. Cr. Bvo. 3< net.

Miles (Eustace), M.A. LIFE AFTER
LIFE, OR, THE THEORY OF REIN.
CARNATION. Cr. Bvo. 9s. 64. net.

Millais (J. Q.). THE LIFE AND LET-
TERS OF SIR JOHN EVERETT
MILLAIS, Presidentofthe Royal Academy.
With many Illustrations, of which a are in

Photogravure. New Edition* Dewy Bvo.

ys. td.net.
See also Little Galleries.

MUlIn (d. P.). PICTORIAL GARDEN-
ING. Illustrated. Cr. Bvo. 3$. 6d. net.

M1H1 (C. T.), M.I.M.E. See Textbooks of

Technology*
Milne (J. O.), M.A. A HISTORY OF
ROMAN EGYPT. Fully Illus. Cr.Bvo. 6s.

Milton (John). A DAY BOOK OF.
Edited by R. F. Towndrow. Fcap. Bvo.

31. 6d. net.

See also Little Library and Standard
Library.

MJnchln (H. C.),M. A. See R. Peel.

MltchelKP. Chalmers), M.A. OUTLINES
OF BIOLOGY. Illustrated. Second Edi.
tion. Cr, Bvo. 6s.

Mltton (0. E.j. JANE AUSTEN AND
HER TIMES. With many Portraits ana
Illustrations. SecondandCheaper Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Moffat (Mary M.). QUEEN LOUISA OF
PRUSSIA. With so Illustrations. Fourth
Edition. Demy Bvo. 7*. 6d. net.

Moll (A.V See Books on Business.
Molr (D. M.). See Little Library.
Mollnos (Dr. Michael de). See Library of

Devotion.
Money (L. O. Chlozza). M.P. RICHES
AND POVERTY. Third Edition. Demy
Bvo. 5*. net.

Montagu(Henry), Earl of Manchester. See
Library ofDevotion.

Montaigne. A DAY BOOK OF. Edited
by C.T. POND. Fcap. Bvo. 3*. 6d. tiet.

Montttiorenc3
THOr
BOOF
Edition. Demy Bvo. 7t. 6d. net.

Moore (H. B.> BACK TO THE LAND.
An Inquiry into Rural Depopulation. Cr.
too. M, id.

^
Moot-house (B. Hallam). NELSON'S
LADY HAMILTON. With 51 Portraits.
Second Edition. Demy Bvo. <js.6d.net.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

Moran(ClarenceO.). See Bookson Business.
Mote (Sir Thomas). See Standard Library.
Mortal (W. RA Oriel College, Oxford. A
HISTORY OF RUSSIA F&6M PETER
THE GREAT TO ALEXANDER II.

With Mipsand Plans. Cr. Bvff. 3*. 6d.

Morich (R. JA late of Clifton College. See
School Examination Series.

tnorency(J. B. Q. de)* B.A., LL.B.
OMAS A KEMPIS, HIS AGE AND
DK. With aa Illustrations. Second

Morris (J.). THE MAKERS OF JAPAN.
With 94 Illustrations. Demy Bvo. us. 6d
net.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

Morris (J. B.). Sec Little Guides
Morton (Mis* Anderson). See Miss Brod-

Moule(H. C. (1.), D.D., Lord Bishop of Dur-
ham. See Leaders of Religion.

Mulr (M. M. Pnttison), M.A. THE
CHEMISTRY OF FIRE. Illustrated.

Cr. Bvo. ts. 6tt.

Mundella (V. A.). M.A. See J. T. Dunn.
Munro(RA LL.D. See Antiquary's Books.
Naval Officer (A). See I. P. L.
NeaKW.Q.). See R.N. Hall.
Newman (Ernest). HUGO WOLF.
Demy 8vo. 6s.

Newman(Geor8^),M.D.,D.P.H.,F.R.S.E.,
Lecturer on Public Health at St. Bartholo-
mew's Hospital, and Medical Officer of
Health of the Metropolitan Borough of
Finsbury. INFANT MORTALITY, A
SOCIAL PROBLEM. With 16 Diagrams.
Demy Brto. js. 6d. net.

Newman (J. H.) and others. See Library
of Devotion.

Nichols (J. B. B.). See Little Library.
Nicklin (T.), M.A. EXAMINATION
PAPERS INTHUCYDIDES. Cr. 8vo. as.

NImrod. See I. P. L.
Nororate (Q. Le Grys). THE LIFE OF
SIR WALTER SCOTT. Illustrated.

Demy Bvo. is. 6d, net.

Norregaard (B. W.) THE GREAT
SIEGE : The Investment and Fall of Port
Arthur. Illustrated. Dcinylvo. tos.6d.net.

Norway (A. H.). NAPLES. With 25 Col-
cured Illustrations by MAUKICB GREIFFEN-
HAGEN. Sfcond Edition, Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Novalis. THE DISCIPLES AT SAIS AND
OTHER FRAGMENTS. Edited by Miss
UNA BIRCH. Fcctf. Bvo. 3*. 6d.

Oldfield (W. J.), M.A., Prebendary of
Lincoln. A PRIMER OF RELIGION.
BASED ON THE CATECHISM OF THE CHURCH
OP ENGLAND. Fcap. Bvo. as. 6d.

Oldham (P. M.), B.A. See Textbooks of
Science.

Ollphant (Mrs. ). See Leaders of Religion.

Oman(C. W.C.), M.A., Fellow of All Souls'.
Oxford. A HISTORY OF THE ART
OF WAR. The Middle Ages, from the
Fourth to the Fourteenth Century. Illus-

trated. Demy Bvo. IQJ. 6d. net.

Ottley (R. JL.XD.D. See Handbooks of
Theology and Leaders of Religion,

Overton (J. H.). See Leaders of Religion.
Owen (Douglas). See Books on Business.
Oxford (M. N. ), ofGuy's Hospital. A HAND-
BOOK OF NURSING. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 3*. 6d. t

Pakes (W. C. C.% THE SCIENCE OF
HYGIENE. Illustrated. Demy Bvo. 15*.

PalmerfFrederick). WITH KUROKI IN
MANCHURIA. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Demy Bvo. 7f.Gd.net.
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Parker (Gilbert). A LOVER'S DIARY.
Fcap. Bvo. 5*.

Parkes (A. KA SMALL LESSONS ON
GREAT TRUTHS. Fcap. Bvo. is. 6W.

Parkinson (John). PARADISI IN SOLE
PARADISUS TERRESTR1S, OR A
GARDEN OF ALL SORTS OF PLEA-
SANT FLOWERS. Folio. 3, 3*. net.

Parmenter(John). HELIO-TROPES, ORNEW POSIES FOR SUNDIALS, 1625.
Edited by PERCIVAL LANDON. Quarto.
3*. 6d. net.

Parmentler (Prof. Leon). See Byzantine
Texts.

Paron* (Mrs. Clement). GARRICK
AND HIS CIRCLE. With 36 Illustra-

trations. Second Edition. Demy Bvo.

12*. 6d, net.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

Pascal. See Library of Devotion.

Paston (George). SOCIAL CARICA-
TURE IN THE EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY. With over 200 Illustrations.

Imperial Quarto. a, izs. bd. net.

See also Little Books on Art and I.P.L.

LADY MARY WORTLEY MONTAGU.
With 24 Portraits and Illustrations.
Second Edition. Demy Bvo. ^s.A Colonial Edition is also publis

Peterson(W. R.)(Benjamin Swift). LIFE'S
QUESTIONINGS. Cr. Bvo. 3*. 6d. net.

Patterson (A. H.). NOTES OF AN EAST
COAST NATURALIST. Illustrated in

Colour by F. SOUTHGATK. Second Edition.
Cr.Bvo. 6s.

NATURE IN EASTERN NORFOLK.
A series of observations on the Birds,
Fishes, Mammals, Reptiles, and Stalk-

eyed Crustaceans found in that neigh-
bourhood, with a list of the species. With
12 Illustrations in colour, by FRANK
SOUTHGATE. Second Edition. Cr. Bvo.

6s.

Peacock (N.). See Little Books on Art.

Peake (C. M. A.), F.R.H.S. A CON-
CISE HANDBOOK OF GARDEN
ANNUAL AND BIENNIAL PLANTS.
With 94 Illustrations. Fcaf. Bvo. 3*. 6d. net.

Peel (Robert), and Mlnchin (H. C.), M.A.
OXFORD. With loo Illustrations in
Colour. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Pc*l (Sidney), late Fellow ofTrinity College,
Oxford, and Secretary to the Royal Com-
mission on the Licensing Laws. PRACTI-

CAL LICENSING REFORM, Second
Edition. Cr.Bvo. w. &

Petrie(W.M. Flinders), D.C.L., LL.D,. Pro-
fessor of Egyptology at University College.
A* HISTORY OF EGYPT, PROM THE
EARLIEST TIMES TO THE PRESENT DAY.
Fully Illustrated. In six volumes. Cr.
Bvo, 6>. f*ch.

you i. PREHISTORIC TIMES TO XVIrn
DYNASTY. Sixth Edition.

VOL. ii. THK XVllTH AND XVIIlTH
DYNASTIES. Fourth Edition.

VOL. in. XIXrH TO XXXrH DYNASTIES.
VOL. iv. THE EGYPT OF THE PTOLBUIKS.

J. P. MAHAFPY, Litt.D.
VOL. v. ROMAN EGYPT. J. G. MILNE, M.A.
VOL. vi. EGYPT IN THE MIDDLE AGES.

STANLEY LANE-POOLE, M.A.
RELIGION AND CONSCIENCE IN
ANCIENT EGYPT. Illustrated. Cr.

Bvo. as. 6d,
SYRIA AND EGYPT, FROM THE TELL
ELAMARNA TABLETS. Cr.Bvo. as. 64.

EGYPTIAN TALES. Illustrated by TRIS-
TRAM ELLIS. /* Two Volumes. Cr. Bvo.

7f. 6tf. each.

EGYPTIAN DECORATIVE ART. With
120 Illustrations. Cr. Bvo. 3*. 6d.

Phillips (W. A.). See Oxford Biographies.

muprtb (BdMi). MY DEVOrf VEAR.
With 38 Illustrations by J.

LEV PETHY-
BRIDGE. Second and Cheaper Edition.

. DOWN ALONG.
Illustrated by CLAUDE SHEPPERSON.
Cr. 4/0. $s. net.

A volume of poems.
Plarr (Victor O.). See School Histories.

Plato. See Standard Library.
Plautus. THE CAPTIVI. Edited, with

an Introduction, Textual Notes, and a Com-
mentary, by W. M. LINDSAY, Fellow of

Jesus Collece,Oxford. Demy Bvo. Tvs.6d.net.

Plowden-Wardlaw (J. T.), B.A., King's
College, Cambridge. See School Examina-

Podmo
S
re
ne

(

R

Prank). MODERN SPIRI*
TUALISM. Two Volumes. Demy Bvo.

21*. net.

A History and a Criticism.

Poer (J. Patrick Le). A MODERN
LEGIONARY. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Pollard (Alice). See Little Books on Art
Pollard (A. W.). OLD PICTURE BOOKS.

Illustrated. Demy Bvo. 7s.-64.ttef.

Pollard(EllzaP.). See Little Books on Art.
Pollock (David), M.I.N.A. See Books on

Business.
Potter (M. C.), M.A., F.L.S. A TEXT-
BOOK OFAGRICULTURAL BOTANY.
Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr. Bvo.

4s. 64.

Power (J. O'Connor). THE MAKING
OF AN ORATOR. Cr. Bvo. 6*.

Prance (Q.). See R. Wyon.
Preflcott(0. LA ABOUT MUSIC, ANDWHAT IT IS MADE OF. Cr. Bvo.

Price (L/L.), M.A., Fellow of Oriel College,
Oxon. A HISTORY OF ENGLISH
POLITICAL ECONOMY. Fourth Edi.
tion. Cr.Bvo. as. 64.

Primrote (Deborah). A MODERN
BCEOTIA. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Protheroe (Brneat). THE DOMINION
OF MAN. GEOGRAPHY IK ITS HUMAN
ASPECT. With 31 full-page

""
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Pittln and Rowlandson. THE MICRO
COSM OF LONDON, OR LONDON IN
MINIATURE. With 104 Illustrations in

colour. In Three Volumes. Small +to.
*. 3*. net.

'O* (A. T. Outlier Couch). THE
GOLDEN POMP. A PROCESSION OF
ENGLISH LYRICS. SecondEdition. Cr. 8

as. 6d, net.

uuevedo Vlllegas. See Miniature Library.
O.R. and E.SAHE WOODHOUSE COR-
RESPONDENCE. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Rackham (R. B.), M.A. See Westminster

Commentaries.

Ragff (Laura M.). THE WOMEN-ART-
ISTS OF BOLOGNA. With 20 Illus-

trations. Demy Bvo. 7*. 6d. net.

Rare (Lonsdafo). B.D., Oxon. DANTE
AND HIS ITALY. With 32 Illustra-

tions largely from contemporary Frescoes
and Documents. Demy 8v0. is*. 6d. net.

Rfthtz (P. J.). M.A., B.Sc., Lecturer in

English at Merchant Venturers' Technical

College, Bristol. HIGHER ENGLISH.
Second Edition. Cr. Bvo. 3*. 6d.

Randolph (B. W.), D.D. See Library of
Devotion.

Rannle (D. W.), M.A. A STUDENT'S
HISTORY OF SCOTLAND. Cr. Bvo.

&.6d.
Rashdall (Hastings), M.A., Fellow and

Tutor of New College. Oxford. DOC-
TRINE AND DEVELOPMENT. Cr.
Bvo. 6s.

Ravett (J. J.), D.D. See Antiquary's Books.
Rawstorne (Lawrence, Esq. ). See I . P. L.

Raymond (Walter). See School Histories.

AReal Paddy. Seel.P.L.
Reason (W.),M.A. UNIVERSITY AND
SOCIAL SETTLEMENTS. Cr. Bvo.

at. 6d.

Redpath (H. A.), M.A. See Westminster
Commentaries.

Reynold*. See Little Galleries.

Rhoades (J.P.). See Simplified French Texts.
Rhodes (W. E. ). See School Histories.

Rtou (H.), M.A. See Simplified French
Texts.

Roberts (M. B.). See C. C. Channer.
Robertson (AA D.D.. Lord Bishop of

Exeter. REGNUM DEI. The Bampton
Lectures of 1901. DtmyBvo. is.6d.net.

Robertson (C. Grant). M.A., Fellow of All
Souls' College, Oxford, Examiner in the
Honours School oTModern History, Oxford,
K*.xoo4. SELECT STATUTES, CASES,AND CONSTITUTIONAL DOCU-
MENTS, 1660-1832. Demy Bvo. xo*. 6d.

Robertson (C. Grant) and Bartholomew
a. OA F.R.S.E.. F.R.G.S. A HIS-
TORICAL AND MODERN ATLAS OF
THE BRITISH EMPIRE. DemyQuarto.
M. 6d.net.

RoWton(Sira.S.).K.CS.I. CHITRAL:
. Tiat STORT OP A MINOR SIBGE. Third

diti#n. Illustrated. Cr.Kvo. 9t.6d.net.

Robinson (A. W.), M.A. See Churchman's
Bible.

Robinson (Cecilia). THE MINISTRY
OF DEACONESSES. With an Introduc-

tion by the late Archbishop of Canterbury.
Cr. Bvo. 3*. 6d.

Robinson (F. S.). See Connoisseur's Library.
Rochefoucauld (La). See Little Library.
Rodwell (Q.), B.A. NEW TESTAMENT
GREEK. A Course for Beginners. With
a Preface by WALTER LOCK, D.D. ,

Warden
of Keble College. Fcap.Zvo. 3*. 6rf.

Roe(Pred). OLDOAKFURNITURE. With
many Illustrations by the Author, including
a frontispiece in colour. Demyftvo. tos.Gd.
net.

Roarers (A. Q. L.), M.A. See Books on
Business.

Romney. See Little Galleries.

Roscoe (E. S.). See Little Guides.
Rose (Edward). THE ROSE READER.

Illustrated. Cr. Bvo. vs. 6d. Also in 4
Parts. Parts /. and II. 6d. each ; Part
///. Bd. ; Part IV. lod.

Rowntree (Joshua). THE IMPERIAL
DRUG TRADE. A RE-STATEMENT OP
THE OPIUM QUESTION. Second and
Cheaper Edition. Cr. Bvo. a*, net.

Royde-Smlth (N. <3.). THE PILLOW
BOOK: A GARNER OP MANY MOODS.
Second Edition. Cr. Bvo. 45. 6d. ntt.

Ruble (A. E.), D.D. See Junior School
Books.

Russell (W. Clark). THE LIFE OF
ADMIRAL LORD COLLINGWOOD.
With Illustrations by F. BRAKGWYN.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Salnsbury (Harrington), M.D., F.R.C.P.
PRINCIPIA THERAPEUTICA.
Demy Bvo. %s. 6<i. net.

St. Anselm. See Library of Devotion.
St. Augustine. See Library of Devotion.
St. Bernard. See Library of Devotion.
Sales (St. Francis de). See Library of

Devotion.
St. Cyres (Viscount). See Oxford Bio-

.. . incls of Asslsi. THE LITTLE
FLOWERS OF THE GLORIOUS
MESSER ST. FRANCIS AND HIS
FRIARS. Newly translated by WILLIAM
HEYWOOD. With an Introduction by A.
G. F. HOWKLL, and 40 Illustrations from
Italian Painters. Demy Bvo. p. net.

See also Standard Library ana Library of
Devotion.

SakI' (H. Munro). REGINALD. Second
Edition. Feat. Bvo. as. 6d, net.

Salmon (A. L.). See Little Guides.

Sargeannt (J.), M.A. ANNALS OF
WESTMINSTER SCHOOL. Illustrated.

Demy Bvo. ys. 6d.
Sathas (C.). See Byzantine Texts.
Schmttt (John). See Byzantine Texrf.
Scott (A. MO. WINSTON SPENCER
CHURCHILL. With Portraits and lllu*.
trations. Cr, Bvo. 3*. 6d. .

Scudamore (Cyril). See Little Guides.
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Sells (V. P.), M.A. THE MECHANICS
OF DAILY LIFE. Illustrated. Cr. Bvo.

Selotts (Edmund). TOMMY SMITH'S
ANIMALS. Illustrated by G. Vf. OKD,
Ninth Edition. Fcap. Bvo. us. 64.

School Edition, is. 6d.

TOMMY SMITH'S OTHER ANIMALS.
With xa Illustrations by AUGUSTA GUEST.
Third Edition. Fcap. Bvo. .6d.

Settle (J. H.). ANECDOTES OF
SOLDIERS. Cr. Bvo. y. 6d. net.

THK
C
F<DtII? FOLIOS, '1623; 1633; 1664;

1685. Each ,4, 45. net, or a complete set.

;Cia, i as. net.

Folios 3 and 4 are ready.
Folio 2 is nearly ready.
See also Arden, Standard Library and

Little Quarto Shakespeare.
Sharp (A.). VICTORIAN POETS. Cr.

Bvo as 6d.

Sharp (Cecil). See S. Baring-Gould.

Sharp (Mr*. E. A.). See Little Books on
Art.

Shedlock (J. S.) THE PIANOFORTE
SONATA. Cr. Bvo. 5*.

Didot, 1821. as. net.

Sheppard (H. P.), M.A. See S. Baring.

Sherwell (Arthur), M A. LIFE IN WEST
LONDON. Third Edition. Cr. Bvo.

as.6d.

Shipley (Mary E.). AN ENGLISH
CHURCH HISTORY FOR CHILD-
REN. A.D. 597-1066. With a Preface by
the Bishop of Gibraltar. With Maps and
Illustrations. Cr. Bvo. as. 6d. net.

Slme (J.)* See Little Books on Art.

Slmonson (G. A.). FRANCESCO
GUARD I. With 41 Plates. Imperial
4/4. a, as. net.

Sketchley (R. E. D.). See Little Books on
Art.

Skipton (H. P. K.). See Little Books on
Art.

Sladen (Douglas). SICILY: The New
Winter Resort. With over aoo Illustrations.
Second Edition. Cr. Bvo. 5*. net.

Small (Evan), M.A. THE EARTH. An
Introduction to Physiography. Illustrated.
Cr. Bvo. as. 6d.

Smallwood (M. G.). See Little Books on
Art.

Smedlcy(F. E.). Seel.P.L.
Smith (Adam). THE WEALTH OF
NATIONS. Edited with an Introduction
and numerous Notes by EDWIN CANNAN,
M.A. Two volumes. Demy Bvo. ns.net.

Smith (Horace and James). See Little

Library. .

Smith (H. Bompas). M.A. A NEW
JUNIOR ARITHMETIC Crown Bvo.

as. With Answers, as. 6d.

Smith (R. Mfldle).' THOUGHTS FOR
THE DAY. Edited by. Fcap. Bvo.

Smith (*Nowell C.). See W. Wordsworth.
Smith (John Thomas). A BOOK. FOR
A RAINY DAY : Or, Recollections ofthe
Events of the Years 1766-1833. Edited By
WILFKBD WHITTEN. Illustrated. Wide
Demy Bvo. ras. 6d. net.

Snell (P. J.). A BOOK OF EXMOOR.
Illustrated. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Snowden(C. E.). A HANDY DIGEST OF
BRITISH HISTORY. Demy Bvo. 4*. 6d.

Sophocles. See Classical Translations.

Sornet (L. A.). See Junior School Books.

South (E.Wilton), M.A. See Junior School
Books.

Southey (R.). ENGLISH SEAMEN.
Edited by DAVID HANNAV.

Vol. i. (Howard, Clifford, Hawkins,
Drake, Cavendish). Second Edition. Cr.
Bvo. 6s.

Vol. n. (Richard Hawkins, Grenville,

Essex, and Raleigh). Cr. Bvo, 6s.

i See also Standard Library.
1 Spence (C. H.), M.A. See School Examina-

tion Series.

Splccr (A. D.). THE PAPER TRADE.
With Maps and Diagrams. Demy Bvo.

las. 6d. net.

Spooner (W. A.), M.A. See Leaders of

Religion.

Staley (Edgcumbe). THE GUILDS OF
FLORENCE. Illustrated. SecondEdition.
Royal Bvo. i6s. net.

Stanbridge (J. W.), B.D. See Library of
Devotion.

1 Stancliffe.' GOLF DO'S AND DONT'S.
Second Edition. Fcap. Bvo. is.

Stead (W. J.). See D. Gallaher.

Stedman(A. M. M.), M.A.
INITIALATINA : Easy Lessons on Elemen-

tary Accidence. Tenth Edition, Fcap.
Bvo. is.

FIRST LATIN LESSONS, Tenth Edi-
tion. Cr. Bvo. as.

FIRST LATIN READER. With Notes
adapted to the Shorter Latin Primer and
Vocabulary. Seventhfd. revised. iBwo.

EASY SELECTIONS FROM CAESAR.
The Helvetian War. Third Edition.

EASY SELECTIONS FROM LIVY. The
Kings of Rome. rOme. Third Edition.
is. 6d.

EASY LATIN PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN
TRANSLATION. Eleventh Ed* Fcap.
Bvo. is. 6d.

EXEMPLA LATINA. Firtt .

in Latin Accidence. 'With Voi
Third Edition. O.Btv. u.
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EASY LATIN EXERCISES ON THE
SYNTAX OF THE SHORTER AND
REVISED LATIN PRIMER. With
Vocabulary. EleventhewdCheaperEdition,
rewritten. Cr. Bvo. M. 6d. Original
Edition. *s.6d. KBY, 3*. net.

THE LATIN COMPOUND SENTENCE :

Rules and Exercises. Second Edition.
Cr, Bvo. is, 6d. With Vocabulary, as.

NOTANDA QUAEDAM : Miscellaneous
Latin Exercises on Common Rules and
Idioms. Fourth Edition. Fcap. Bvo.
is. tot. With Vocabulary, ax. Key, as.

net.

LATIN VOCABULARIES FOR REPE-
TITION : Arranged according to Subject*.
Fourteenth Edition. Fcap. Bvo. i *. 6d.

A VOCABULARY OF LATIN IDIOMS.
iBmo. Fourth Edition, is.

STEPS TO GREEK. Third Edition, re-
vised. iBtHO. IS.

A SHORTER GREEK PRIMER. Second
Edition. Cr. Bvo. is. 6d.

EASYGREEK PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN
TRANSLATION. fourth Edition, re-

vised. Feet}. Bvo. is. 6d.
GREEK VOCABULARIES FOR RE-
PETITION. Arranged according to Sub-
jects. Fourth Edition. Fcap. 8w. is 6d.

GREEK TESTAMENT SELECTIONS.
For the use of Schools. With Introduc-

tion, Notes, and Vocabulary. Fourth
Edition. Fcap. Bvo. as. 6d.

STEPS TO FRENCH. Eighth Edition.
iBmo. Bd.

FIRST FRENCH LESSONS. Seventh Edi.
tion, revised. Cr. Bvo. i*.

EASY FRENCH PASSAGES FOR UN-
SEEN TRANSLATION. Ftfth Edi-
tiont revised. Fcap. Bvo. is. 6d.

EASY FRENCH EXERCISES ON ELE-
MENTARY SYNTAX. With Vocabu-
lary. Fourth Edition. Cr. Bvo. as. 6d.

KLuv. ys.net.
FRENCH VOCABULARIES FOR RE-
PETITION: Arranged according to Sub-
jects. Thirteenth Edition.

f FcaJ>. Bvo. i*.

See also School Examination aeries.

Steel (R- Elliott), M.A., F.C.S. THE
WORLD OF SCIENCE. With 147
Illustrations. SecondEdition. Cr, Bvo. as. 6d.

See also School Examination Series.

Stepbenson (C.), of the Technical College,
Bradford, and Cuddards (P.) of the
Yorkshire College, Leeds. ORNAMEN-
TAL DESIGN FORWOVEN FABRICS.
Illustrated, Deny Bvo. Third Edition.

?*.*/.

Stephenson (JA M.A. THE CHIEF
TRUTHS OF THE CHRISTIAN
FAITH. Cr. Bvo. &.M.

Steme<Laurence). See Little Library.

Start? (W.). M.A. ANNALS OF ETON
COLLEGE. Illustrated. DtmyBvo. 7s.6d.

_____ (KfttfMrlne). BY ALLAN
WATER. SecondEdition. Cr.Svo, 6s

Stevenson (R. L.) THE LETTERS OF
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON TO
HIS FAMILY AND FRIENDS.
Selected and Edited by SIDNEY Coivw.
Third Edition. Cr. Bvo. las.

LIBRARY EDITION. Demy Bvo. a vets, asf.net.A Colonial Edition is also published.
VAILIMA LETTERS. With an Etched

Portrait by WILLIAM STRANC. Fifth
Edition. Cr. Bvo. Buckram. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.THE LIFE OF R. L. STEVENSON. See
G. Balfour.

Stevenson (M. I.). FROM SARANAC
TO THE MARQUESAS. Being Letters
written by Mr*. M. I. STKVBNSON during
1887-8. Cr. Bvo, 6s. net.

LETTERS FROM SAMOA, 1891-95. Edited
and arranged by M. C. BAI.KOUR. WitJi

many Illustrations. Second Edition Cr.
Bvo. 6s. net.

Stoddart (Anna M.)* See Oxford Bio.

graphics.
Stokes <F. O.), B.A. HOURS WITH
RABELAIS. From the translation of SIR
T. URQUHART and P. A. MOTTKUX. With
a Portrait in Photogravure. Cr. Bvo. 3;. 6d.

Stone (S. JA POEMS AND HYMNS.
With a Memoir by F. G. ELMCRTON,
M.A. With Portrait. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Storr (Veraon P.), M.A., Lecturer in
the Philosophy of Religion in Cambridge
University ; Examining Chaplain to the
Archbishop of Canterbury; formerly Fellow
ofUniversity College, Oxford. DEVELOP-
MENT AND DIVINE PURPOSE Cr.
Bvo. 55. net.

Straker (F.). See Books on Business.
Streane (A. W.), D.D. See Churchman's

Bible.
Streatfelld (R. A.). MODERN MUSIC
AND MUSICIANS. With 24 IHustra-
tions. Second Edition. Demy Bvo. ys. 6d.

Stroiid (HA B.Sc., M.A. PRACTICAL
PHYSICS. With many Diagrams. Secomf
Edition. 3^. net.

Strutt (Joseph). THE SPORTS AND
PASTIMES OF THE PEOPLE OF
ENGLAND. Illustrated by many Engrav-
ings. Revised by J . CHARLES Cox, LL.D. ,

F.S.A. Quarto. BIS. net.
Stuart (Capt. Donald). THE STRUGGLE
FOR PERSIA. With a Map. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

5turch(F.).t Staff Instructor to the Surrey
County Council. MANUAL TRAINING
DRAWING (WOODWORK). Its Prin-

ciples and Application, with Solutions to
Examination Questions, 1893-1905, Ortho-
graphic, Isometric and Oblique Projection.
With 50 Plates and 140 Figures. Foolscap.
5*. net. %

Suddards (PA See C. Stephenson.
Surtees (R. SA See I.P.L.

Symes (J. EA M.A. THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION. StctHdEditioH. O.Sw,
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Sywps<m(E,MO, M.A., M.D. SeeAncient

Tacttas. AGRICOLA. With Introduction

Notes, Map, etc., by R. F. DAVIS, M.A.,
Fcafi. Bvo. as.

GERMANIA. By the same Editor. Fc*p.
Bvo. 2*. See also Classical Translations.

Tallack(W.). HOWARD LETTERS AND
MEMORIES. Demy Bvo. IQS. 6d. Met.

Tauldr (J. ). See Library of Devotion.

Taylor (A. E.) THE ELEMENTS OF
METAPHYSICS. Demy too. ios.6d.net.

Taylor (F. Q.), M.A. See Commercial Series.

Taylor (I. A.). See Oxford Biographies.
Taylor (John W.). THE COMING OF
THE SAINTS : Imagination and Studies
in Early Church History and Tradition.
With a6 Illustrations. Demy too. 74. 6d. net.

Taylor (T. M.), M.A., Fellow of Gonville
and Caius College, Cambridge. A CON-
STITUTIONAL AND POLITICAL
HISTORY OF ROME. Cr. too. js. 6d.

Tennyson (Alfred. Lord). THE EARLY
POEMS OF. Edited, with Notes and
an Introduction, by J. CHURTON COLLINS,
M.A. Cr. too. 6s.

IN MEMORIAM, MAUD, AND THE
PRINCESS, Edited by J. CHURTON
COLLINS, M.A. Cr. too. 6s. See also
Little Library.

Terry (C. S.). See Oxford Biographies.
Thackeray (W. M.). See Little Library.
Theobald (P. V.), M.A. INSECT LIFE.

Illustrated. Second Edition Revised. Cr.
too. as. 6d.

Thompson (A. H.). See Little Guides.

Tlleton(MaryW.). DAILY STRENGTH
FOR DAILY NEEDS. Thirteenth. Edi-
tion. Medium i6tM0. ps. 6d. net. Also an
edition in superior binding, 6s.

Tompklns (H. W.), F.R.H.S. See Little
Guides.

Townley (Lady Susan). MY CHINESE
NOTE-BOOK With 16 Illustrations and
a Maps. Third Edition. Demy too. 10*.

6<t. net.

Toynbee (Pasret), M.A., D.Litt. See
Oxford Biographies.

Trench (Herbert). DEIRDRE WEDDED
AND OTHER POEMS. Cr. too. $s.
An episode of Thirty hours delivered by

the three voices. It deals with the love of
Deirdre for Naris and is founded on a Gaelic
Version ofthe Tragical Tale of the Sons of
Usnach.

Trevelyan(Q. M.)t Fellow ofTrinity College.
Cambridge. ENGLAND UNDER THE
STUARTS. With Maps and Plans. Second
Edition* Demy Boo. lot. 6d. net.

Troutbeck (a. E.). See Little Guides.

Tyler (E. A.), B.A., F.CS. See Junior
School Books.

TrreU-aill (Prances). See Little Books
on Art.

Vardon (Harry). THE COMPLETE
GOLFER. Illustrated. Eighth Edition.

Demy 8w. >o*. td. net.

A Colonial Edition is also pubifched.

Vaughan (Henry). See Little Library.
Vaughan (HerbertMA B.A. (OxdnA THE
LAST OF THE ROYAL STUARTS,
HENRY STUART. CARDINAL,
DUKE OF YORK. With 30 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Demy too. iw. && net.

THE NAPLES RIVERIA. With 25 Illus-

trations in Colour by MAUKICB GREIPFSN*
HAGEN. Cr. too.

f
6s. i

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Voegelin (A.), M.A. See Junior Examina-

tion Series.

WaddelltCol. L. A.), LL.D., C.B. LHASA
AND ITS MYSTER I ES. With a Record
of the Expedition of 1903-1904. With 155
Illustrations and Maps. Third and

Wade(_-
ith Maps.

Cr. too. 6s.

Wagner (Richard). MUSIC DRAMAS :

Interpretations., embodying Wagner's own
explanations. By A. L. CLEATHER and
lu CHUMP. In Four Volumes. Fcttp Bvo.

as. 6d. each.
VOL. i. THE RING OF THE NIBELUNO.

Third Edition.
VOL. ii. PARSIFAL, LOHENGRIN, and

THE HOLY GKAIL.
VOL. ui. TRISTAJ* ANU ISOLDE.

WallCJ. C.). DEVILS. Illustrated by the
Author and from photographs. Demy Bvo.

45. 6d. net. Sec also Antiquary's Books.
Walters (H. B.). See Little Books on Art

and Classics of Art.
Walton (P. W.). See School Histories.
Walton (Izaac) and Cotton (Charles).

See I.P.L., Standard Library, and Little

Library.
Warren.Vernon (Hon. William), M.A.
READINGS ON THE INFERNO OF
DANTE, based on the Commentary of
BKNVKNUTO DA IMOLA and otherauthorities.
With an Introduction by the Rev, Dr.
MOOKE. In Two Volumes. Second Edi-
tion, entirely re-written. Cr. *vo. 15*. net.

Waterhouse (Mrs. Alfred). WITH THE
STMPLK-HEARTKD : Little Homilies to
Women in Country Places. Second Edition.
SmallPottle, a*, net.
See also Little Library.

Weatherhead (T. C.), M.A. EXAMINA-
TION PAPERS IN HORACE. O.Bcv.
2*. See also Junior Examination Scries.

Webber (P. C.). Sv Textbooks of Techno*
lo;y.

Weir (Archibald), M.A. AN INTRO-
DUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF
MODERN EUROPE. Cr. 8w. 6*.

Wells (Sidney H.) See Textbooks ofScience.
Wells(J.),M. A., FellowandTutor ofWadham

College. OXFORD AND OXFORD
LIFE. Third Edition, Cr .%vo. . 6d.

A SHORT HISTORY OF ROME.
Edition. Wit,h 3 Mapn. Cn tew.
See also Little Guidei.

Wheldon(P. W.). A LITTLE HROTHfcR
TO THE BIRDS. With 15 HlMtmioo*,
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7 of which we by A. H. BUCKLAND. Large
Cr. too. ox.

Whibley(C). See W. E. Henley.
Whlbley (L.), M.A., Fellow of Pembroke

College, Cambridge. GREEK OLIGAR-
CHIES : THEIR ORGANISATION
AND CHARACTER. Cr. too. 6s.

Wbitaker(Q. H.), M.A. See Churchman's
JJible.

WTiite (Gilbert). THE NATURAL
HISTORY OF SELBORNE. Edited by
L. C. MIALL, F. R.S., assisted by W. WARIJR
FOWI.RR, M.A. Cr.

Bj>o.
6s.

See also Standard Library.
Whltfleld (E. E.). See Commercial Series.
Whltehead (A. W.X G A S P A R D D E
C O L I G N Y. Illustrated. Demy 8r><;.

Whiteley"(R. Lloyd), F.I.C., Principal of
the Municipal Science School, West Brom-
wich. AN ELEMENTARY TEXT-
BOOK OF INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

See Lady Dilke.
See John Thomas Smith.

B.Sc. See Books on Business.

ilfrld). See Little Books

WJjltley(J
Whltten ('

Whyte(A. G
Wilberforce
on Art.

Wilde (Oscar). DE PROFUNDIS. Ninth
Edition. Cr. Br>o. 5^. net.
A Colonial Edition is also published.THE DUCHESS OF PADUA. Demy 8.

12*. 6d. net.

POEMS. Demy 8*v. iw. 6d. net.
INTENTIONS. Demy too. itts.6d.net.

SALOME, AND OTHER PLAYS, Demy
Bve. 19f. 6d. net.

LADY WINDERMERE'S FAN. Demy
%v. IBS. 64. net.

A WOMAN OF NO IMPORTANCE.
Dettty Bvo, iajf. 6d. net.

AN IDEAL HUSBAND. Demy Bvo.

IK. 6d. net.
THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EAR-
NEST. Demy Bvo. *. 6d. net.

A HOUSE OF POMEGRANATES and
THE HAPPY PRINCE. Demy too.

LORD ARTHUR SAVILE'S CRIME and
OTHER PROSE PIECES. Demy Bvo.

Wllkins fW. H.)( B.A. THE ALIEN
INVASION. Cr.too. a* . 6d.

Williams (A.). PETROL PETER: or

Pretty Stories and Jiunny Pictures. Illus-

trated in Colour by A. W. MILLS, Demy
4/0. 3J. 6d. net.

WllUomson (M. G.). See Ancient Cities.

Williamson (W.). THE BRITISH
GARDENER. Illustrated. Demy 8r^.

TOf ftrfi.

WiUIamson (W.), B.A. See Junior Ex.
amination Series, Junior School Books, and
Beginner's Books.

WlUMm(Beckles). LORD STRATH.
ONA the Story of his Life. Illustrated.

K 8w, 7. 6d.

ual Edition is also published.

Wllmot-Buxton (6. M.). MAKERS OF
EUROPE. Cr. Svo. Seventh Ed. 3*. 6d.
A Text-book of European History for

Middle Forms.
THE AN ClENT WORLD. With Maps and

Illustrations. Cr.Bro. 31.6^.
See also Beginner's Books.

Wilson( Bishop.)* See Library of Devotion.
Wilson (A. J.). See Books on Business.
Wilson (H. A.). See J?ooks on Business.
Wilson (J. A.). See Simplified French

Wilton "(Richard), M.A. LYRA PAS-
TOKALIS: Songs of Nature, Church, and
Home. Pott Kvo. vs. 6W.

Wlnbolt (S. E.). M.A. EXERCISES IN
LATIN ACCIDENCE. Cr. 8z*>. JJT. 6*.

LATIN HEXAMETER VERSE: An Aid
to Composition. Cr. 8m, 35. fid. KEY,
5*. net.

Windle (B. C. A.), F.R.S., F.S. A. See Anti-

quary's Books, Little Guides, Ancient

Cities, and School Histories.

Winterbotham (Canon), M.A., B.Sc.,
LL.B. See Churchman's library.

Wood (Sir Evelyn), F.M., V.CM G.C.B.,
C.C.M.G. b ROM MIDSHIPMAN TO
FIELD-MARSHAL. With 94 Illustra-

tions and Maps. 7'7t>o J'e/uwfs. Fourth
Edition. Dewy 8w. 25.7. net.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

Wood (J. A. E.). See Textbooks of
Technology.

Wood (J. Hickory). DAN LEND. Illui.
trated. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A Colonial Edition is also published.
Wood (W. Blrkbeck), M.A., late Scholar of

Worcester College. Oxford, and Edmonds
(Major J. E.X R.E., D.A.Q.-M.G. A
HISTORY OF THE CIVIL WAR IN
THE UNITED STATES. With an
Introduction by H. SFKNSKR WILKINSON.
With 34 Maps nnd Plans. Demy 8r/<p

12;. 64. net.

Wordsworth (Christopher). See Anti-

quary's Books.
Wordsworth (W.) POEMS BY. Selected

by STOPFORU A. BROOKE. With 40 Illus-

trations by EDMUND H. NEW. With a
Frontispiece in Photogravure. Demy 8t/o.

7*. 6rf. net.

A Colonial Edition h alr-o published.
Wordsworth (W.) and Coleridge (S. T.).

See Little Library.
Wright (Arthur), D.D., Fellow of Queen's

College, Cambridge. See Churchman's
Library.

Wright (C. Gordon). See Dante.
Wright (J. C.). TO-DAY. Dewy *6m*.

Wright (Sophie). GERMAN VOCABU-
LARIES FOR REPETITION. Fcp. 9w.
is. 6d.

Wrong (George M.), Professor of History
in the University of Toronto. THE
EARL OF ELGIN. Illustrated. Dtmy
8tw. fs.6d.net.
A Colonial Edition is also published.
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KateM.). See M. R. Gloae.
_ ,A. B.). MODERN ABYSSINIA.

rith a Map and a Portrait. Demy 8cw.

15*. **/.
A Colonial Edition is also published.

Wyndhamdtt. Hon. George). M.P. THE
POEMS OF WILLIAM SHAKE-
SPEARE. With an Introduction and
Notes. Demy Bvo. Buckram, gilt top.

Wyon <R.) and Prance (C.). THE LAND
OF THE BLACK MOUNTAIN. Being
a Description of Montenegro. With 40
Illustrations. Cr. Bvo. *f. 6d. net.

Yeati (W. B.)* A BOOK OF IRISH
VERSE. Selected from Modern Writers.

Revised a*4 EnUrfed Edition.

.
3*- *

Cr. 80*

Young (PlUon). THE COMPLETE
MOTORIST. With 138 Illustrations.
Sixtk Edition. Demy Bvo. la*. 6d. neU
A Colonial Edition is also published.THE JOY OF THE ROAD : An'Apprecia-

tion of the Motor Car. Small Demy tono.

YounS'cT. M.). THE AMERICA^
COTTON INDUSTRY: A Study of
Work and Workers. Cr.Bvo. Cloth, a*.6rf.;
paper boards* is. 6d.

Zlmmern (Antotila). WHAT DO WE
KNOW CONCERNING
CITY? Fcaf.Zvo.

ELECTRI-
u. 6d. net.

Ancient Cities

General Editor, B. C. A. "WINDLE, D.Sc., F.R.S.

Cr. &vo. 45. 6d. net.

CHESTER. By B. C. A. Windle, D.Sc. F.R.S.
Illustrated by E. H. New.

SHREWSBURY. By T. Auden, M.A., F.S.A.
Illustrated.

CANTERBURY. By J. C. Cox, LL.D., F.S.A.
Illustrated.

EDINBURGH. By M. G. Williamson! M.A.
Illustrated by Herbert Railton.

LINCOLN. By E. Mansel Syataon, M.A.,
M.D. Illustrated by E. H. New.

BRISTOL. By Alfred Harvey. Illustrated

by E. H. New.
DUHJ.IN. By S. A. O. Fitzpatrick. Illustrated

by W. C. Green.

The Antiquary's Books
General Editor, J. CHARLES COX, LL.D., F.S.A.

Demy 8ve. 71. 6V. net.

ENGLISH MONASTIC LIFE. By the Right
Rev. Abbot Gasquet, O.S.B. Illustrated.
Third Edition.

REMAINS OK THR PREHISTORIC Acs IN
ENGLAND. By B. C. A. Windle, D.Sc.,
F.R.S. With numerous Illustrations and
Plans.

OLD SERVICE BOOKS OP THE ENGLISH
CHURCH. By Christopher Wordsworth,
M.A., and Henry Littlehales. With
Coloured and other ItluKtrationK.

CELTIC ART. By I. Romilly Allen. F.S.A.
With numerous Illustrations and Plans.

ARCHEOLOGY AND FALSE ANTIQUITIES.
By R. Munro, LL.D. Illustrated.

SHRINES OP BRITISH SAINTS. By J. C. Wall.
With numerous Illustrations and Plans.

THE ROYAL FORESTS OF ENGLAND* By I
C. Cox, LL.D., F.S.A. Illustrated.

THE MANOR AND MANORIAL RECORDS.
By Nathaniel J. Hone. Illustrated.

ENGLISH SEALS. By J. Harvey Bloom.
Illustrated.

THE DOMESDAY INQUEST. By Adolphns
Ballard, B.A. , LL. B. With ay Illustrations.

THE BRASSES OP ENGLAND. By Herbert
W. Macklin, M. A. With many Illustrations.
Second Edition.

PARISH LIFE IN MEDIAEVAL ENGLAND. By
the Right Rev. Abbott Gasquet, O.S.B.
With many Illustrations. Second Edition.

THE BELLS OF ENGLAND* By
Raven, D.D., F.S.A.
Second Edition.

*

The Arden Shakespeare
Demy Svo, 2s. &/. net each volume.

General Editor, W. J. CRAIG.
An edition of Shakespeare in single Plays. Edited with a tall Introduction, Textual

Notes, and a Commentary at the foot of the page. .'.'.;
HAMLET, Edited by Edward Dowden.

f
KIHG LEAR. Edited by W. J.<'

ROMKO AND JULIET. Edited by Edward JULIUS CAESAR. Edited by M. vim
Dowden. j THE TEMPEST. Edited by Mewton 1
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tinned.AXOBN SHAKBSFBAXI
OTHELLO. Edited by H. C. Hart.
TITUS ANDROMICUS. Edited by H. B. Bail-

don.
CYMBELINK. Edited by Edward Dowden.
THE MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR. Edited by
H. C. Hart.

A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM. Edited by
H. Cuningham.

KING HENRY V. Edited by H. A. Evans.
ALL'S WELL THAT ENDS WELL. Edited by
W. O. Brigstocke.

THE TAMING OP THE SHREW. Edited by
R. Warwick Bond.

TIMON OP ATHENS. Edited by K. Deighton.
MEASURE FOR MEASURE. Edited by H. C.

Hart.
TWELFTH NIGHT. Edited by Moreton Luce.

THE MERCHANT OF VENICE. Edited by
C. Knox Pooler.

TROILUS AND CRESSIDA. Edited by K.
Deighton.

ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA. Edited byR. H.
Case.

LOVE'S LABOUR'S LOST. Edited by H. C.
Hart.

THE Two GENTLEMAN OF VERONA. R,
Warwick Bond.

PERICLES. Edited by K. Deighton.
i

THE COMEDY OF ERRORS. Edited by H.
Cuningham.

KING RICHARD in. Edited by A. H.
Thompson.

I KING JOHN. Edited by Ivor B. John.

With Answers.

The Beginner's Books
Edited by W. WILLIAMSON, B.A,

EASY FRENCH RHYMES. By Henri Blouet. _ . Without Answer
SecondEdition. Illustrated. Fcap, Zve. is. is. $d.

EASY STORIES FROM ENGLISH HISTORY. By
E

â,2 TI
g\ 'mukjS

Ll
$E*. ll

'

E. M. Wilmot-Buxton, Author of Makers AJw 1^80
?^S \! cT^^' A^1?** ri,;~j trJis*;, r~ R.M ,* AN EASY POETRY BOOK. Selected andof Europe. Third Edition. Cr. Br,o. .

arran5ed by W. Williamson, B,A., Author
EASY EXERCISES IN ARITHMETIC. Arranged of 'Dictation Passages.' Second Edition.

by W. S. Beard. Second Edition. Fcap, Cr. Bvo.

Books on Business

Cr. Svo. 2s. 6d. net.

PORTS AND DOCKS. By Douglas Owen.
RAILWAYS. By E. R. McDermott.
THE STOCK EXCHANGE. By Chas. Duguid.

Second Edition.
THE BUSINESS OF INSURANCE. By A. J.

Wilson.
THE ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY : LIGHTING,

TRACTION, AND POWER. By A. G. Whyte,
B.Sc.

THE SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY : Its History.
Science, Practice, and Finance. By David
Pollock, M.I.N.A.

THE MONEY MARKET. By F. Straker.

THE BUSINESS SIDE OF AGRICULTURE. By
A. G. L. Rogers, M.A.

LAW IN BUSINESS. By H. A. Wilson.
THE BREWING INDUSTRY. By Julian L.

Baker, F.I.C., F.r.S.

THE AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY. By G. de H.
Stone.

MINING AND MINING INVESTMENTS. By
'A. Moil.

1

THE BUSINESS OF ADVERTISING. By Clarence
G. Moran, Barrister-at-Law. Illustrated.

TRADE UNIONS. By G. Drage.
CIVIL ENGINEERING. By T. Claxton Fidler,

M.Inst. C.B. Illustrated.

THE IRON TRADE OF GREAT BRITAIN. By
J. Stephen Jeans. Illustrated.

MONOPOLIES, TRUSTS, AND KARTELLS. By
F. W. Hirst.

THE COTTON INDUSTRY AND TRADE. By
Prof. S. J. Chapman, Dean of the Faculty
of Commerce in the University of Man*
Chester. Illustrated.

Byzantine Texts
Edited by J. B. BURY, M.A., Litt.D.

A series oftexts of Byzantine Historians, edited by English-and foreign scholars.

THE HISTORY OF PSELLUS. Edited Jay C
Sathas. Demy to*, iju. met.

w
ECTHESIS CHEONICA. Edited by Professor

Lambroi. Dtmytoe. jt.&f.ntt.
Edited by Leon Parraentter and THE CHRONICLE OF MOREA. Edited by Jofcn

M. Bide*. JtVff0>8tv. iot.M,H*t, Schmitt Dtmylv* i$t.ntt,

~

ZACHARIAH OF MITYLENE. Translated by F.

J. Hamilton, D,J>.. and E. W. Brooks.
fa* "*. & net.
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Tlio Qlmrcluiian's Biblo
*

General Editor, J. H. BURN, B.D., F.R.S.E.

Fcap. 8vo. is. 6d. net each.

A scries of Expositions on the Books of the Bible, which will be of service to the

general reader in the practical and devotional study of the Sacred Text.
Each Book is provided with a full and clear Introductory Section, in which is*

stated what is known or conjectured respecting the date and occasion of the com-
position of the Book, and any other particulars that may help to elucidate its meaning
as a whole. The Exposition is divided into sections of a convenient length, corre-

sponding ns far as possible with the divisions of the Church Lectionary. The
Translation of the Authorised Version is printed in full, such corrections as are
deemed necessary being placed in footnotes.

THE EPISTLE OF ST. PAUL THE APOSTLE TO
THE GALATIANS. Edited by A. W. Robin-
son, M.A. Second Edition.

ECCLESIASTES. Edited by A. W. Strcane,
D.D.

THE EPISTLE or ST. PAUL THE APOSTLE TO
THE PHILIMMANS. Edited by C. R. D.
Biggs, D.D. Second Edition.

THE EPISTLE OF ST. JAMES. Edited by
H. W. Fulford M.A.

ISAIAH. Edited by W. E. Barnes, D.D. Two
Volumes, With Map. a*, net each.

THE EPISTLE OF ST. PAUL THE APOSTLE TO
THE EPHBSIANS. Edited by G. H. Whitaker.
M.A.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. MARK.
Edited by J. C. Du Buisson, M.A. a*. &
net.

ST. PAUL'S EPISTLE*? TO THE COLOSSIAN*
AND PHILEMON. Edited by H. J. C. Knight,
M.A. as. net.

The Churchman's Library
General Editor, J. H. BURN, B.D..F.R.S.E.

Crown 800. 31. 6d. each.

SOME NEW TESTAMENT PROBLEMS. By
Arthur Wright, D.D. 6j.

THE CHURCHMAN'S INTRODUCTION TO THE
OLD TESTAMENT. By A. M. Mackay, B.A.

THE CHURCH OF CHRIST. By E. T. Green,
M.A. 6s.

COMPARATIVE THEOLOGY. By J. A. Mac*

THE BEGINNINGS or ENGLISH CHRISTIANITY.

By W. E. Collins, M.A. With Map.
THE KINGDOM OP HEAVEN HERE AND HERE*
AFTER. By Canon Winterbotham. M.A.,
B.Sc.,LL.B.

THE WORKMANSHIP OF THE PRAYER BOOK :

Its Literary and Liturgical Aspects. By J.

Dowden,D.D. Second Kdition.

EVOLUTION. By F. B. Jevons, M.A., Litt.D. Cullocb. 6*.

Classical Translations

Edited by H. F. FOX, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Brasenose College, Oxford*

1L>fWtftt ovo.

A series ofTranslations from the Greek and Latin Classics, distinguished byliterary
excellence as well as by scholarly accuracy.

HORACE The Odes and Erodes. Translated
by A. D. Godley, M.A. .

LUCIAN Six Dialogues (Nigrinuft, Icaro-Me-

nippus, The Cock, The Ship, The Parasite,
The Lover of Falsehood) Translated by S.
T. Irwin, M.A. 3s. 64.

SOPHOCLES Electra and Ajax. Translated by
B. D. A. Mowhead, M.A, . &*

TACITUS Agricola and German!*. Traai-

S "~Afameinnon Choepnoroe> P!u-

menides. Translated by Lewis Campbell,

CiCERO-^-De Oratore I. Translated by E. N.
P. Moor, M.A. y.6A

CICERO Select Orations fPro Mibne, Pro
Mureno, Philippic n., in Catiliruun). Trans-
lated^ H. E. D. BUViston, M.A. 5J.

Cioup DC Natura Pcorum. Translated by
F. Brooks, M.A. 3*. 6rf.

Ciotmo-D* Officii.. Traotlated by G. B.

Srdintr, M.A.

lated by R. B. Townsbend. at. fo
THE SATIRES or JUVBKAL. Trailad by

S. O. Owen. M, 6*
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Classics of Art
Edited by DR. J. H. W. LAING

THE ART OF THE GREEKS. By H. B. Walters. VELAZQUEZ. By A. de Bernete. With 94
With 112 Plates and 18 Illustrations in the Plates. Wide Royal %vo. iot.6tt.nti.
Text. WidtKoyalZvo. ras.6ti.net.

Commercial Series

Edited by H. DE B. GIBBINS. Litt.D., M.A.

Crown 8#0.

COMMERCIAL EDUCATION IN THKOKY ANU
PRACTICE. By E. E. Whitfield, M.A. 5s.
An introduction to Methuen's Commercial

Series treating the question of Commercial
Education fully from both tlie point of view
of the teacher and ofthe parent.

BRITISH COMMERCE AND COLONIES FROM
ELIZABETH TCI VICTORIA. By H. de ]).

Gibbins, Litt.D., M.A. Third Edition, a*.

COMMERCIAL EXAMINATION PAPERS. By H.
de B. Gibbins, Litt.D., M.A. . &/.

THE ECONOMICS OK COMMERCE, By H. de
B. Gibbins. Litt.D., M.A. Second Edition.
is. 6d.

A GERMAN COMMERCIAL READER. By S. E.

Bally. With Vocabulary. .

A COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY OK THE BRITISH
EMPIRE. By L. W. Lyde, M.A. Sixth
Edition, as.

A COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY UK FOREIGN
NATIONS. By F. C. Boon, B.A. 21.

A PKIMER OP BUSINESS. By S. Jackvon.
M.A. Third Edition, w. 6//.

COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC. By F. G. Taylor,
M.A. Fourth Edition, is. 6</.

FRENCH COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE. By
S. E. Bally. With Vocabulary. Third
Edition, as.

GERMAN COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE. By
S. E. Bally. With Vocabulary. Second
Edition, as. 6d.

A FRENCH COMMERCIAL READER. By S. E.
Bally. With Vocabulary. SecondEdition, as.

PRECIS WRITING AND OKKICE CORRESPOND-
ENCE. By E. E. Whitfield, M.A. Second
Edition, as.

A GUIDE TO PROFESSIONS AND BUSINESS.
By H. Jones, is. 6d.

THE PKiNCii'LKsoK BOOK-KEEPING BYDOUBLE
ENTRY. By J. E. B. M'Allen, M.A. 2*.

COMMERCIAL LAW. By W. Douglas Edwards.
Second Edition, as.

The Connoisseur's Library
Wide Koyal Bvo. 25*. net.

A sumptuous series of ao books on art, written by experts for collectors, superbly
illustrated in photogravure, collotype, and colour. The technical side of the art is

duly treated. The first volumes are

EUROPEAN ENAMELS. By Henry H. Cunyng-
haine, C.B. With 54 Plates in Collotype
and Half-tone and 4 Plate* in Colour.

MEZZOTINTS. By Cyril Davenport. With 40
Plates in Photogravure.

PORCELAIN. By Edward Dillon. With 19
Plates in Colour, ao in CoHotypc, and 5 in

Photogravure.
MINIATURES. By Dudley Heath. With 9

Plates in Colour, 15 in Collotype, and 15 in

Photogravure.
IVORIES. By A. Maskell. With 80 Plates in

Collotype and Photogravure.
ENGLISH FURNITURE, By F. S. Robinson.

With 160 Plates in Collotype and one in

Photogravure. Second Edition*

GOLDSMITHS' AND SILVERSMITHS' WOKK. By
Nelson Daw.son. With many Plates in

Collotype and a Frontispiece in Photo-
gravure.

ENGLISH COLOURED BOOKS. By Martin
Hardie. With 28 Illustrations in Colour
and Collotype.

GLASS. By Edward Dillon. With 37 Illtu*

trations m Collotype and ia in Colour,

The Library of Devotion
With Introductions and (where necessary) Notes.

Small Pott Svo, cloth, 2s. ; leather , 2s. 6d. net.

5 or ST. AUGUSTINE. Edited THE IMITATION or CHRIST, Edited by C
g,D.D. Fifth Edition. Bigg, D.D. Fourth Edith*.* "

Edited by Walter A BOOK or DEVOTIONS. Edited by Jf. W.._ YEA*.
Stanbridge. B.D. ton.

{Continued.
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THE LIBRARY OP DEVOTION continued.

LYRA INNOCBNTIUM. Edited by Walter
Lock, D.D.

A SERIOUS CALL TO A DEVOUT AND HOLY
Lire. Edited by C. Bigg, D.D. Fourth
Edition.

THE TEMPLE. Edited by . C. S. Gibson,
D.D. Second Edition.

A GUIDES TO ETBRHITY. Edited by J. W.
Stanbridge, B.D.

THE PSALMS OP DAVID. Edited by B. W.
Randolph, D.D.

LYKA APOSTOLICA. By Cardinal Newman
and others. Edited by Canon Scott Holland
and Canon H. C. Heeching, M.A.

THK INNBK WAY. By J. Tauler. Edited by
A. W. Hutton, M.A.

THE THOUGHTS OK PASCAL. Edited by C.
S. Jerram, M.A.

ON THB LOVE OK GOD. By St. Francis tie

Sales. Edited by W. J. Kuox-Little, M.A.
A MANUAL OK CONSOLATION FROM THK

SAINTS AND FATHERS. Edited by J. H.
Burn, B.D.

THK SONG OK SONUS. Edited by B. Blaxland,
M.A.

THE DEVOTIONS or ST. ANSF.LM. Edited by
C. C. J. Webb. M.A.

GKACU ABOUNDING. By John Bunyan. Edited
by S. C. Freer, M.A.

BISHOP WILSON'S SACKA PRIVATA. Edited
by A. E. Burn, B.D.

LYKA SACRA: A Book of Sacred Verse.
Edited by H, C. Seeching, M.A., Canon of
Westminster.

A DAY BOOK PROM THB SAINTSAMD FATHER*.
Edited by J. H. Burn, B.D.

HEAVENLY WISDOM. A Selection from the

English Mystics. Edited byE C. Gregory*
LIGHT, LIFE, and LOVE. A Selection from tie
German Mystics. Edited byW.R.Inge.M.A.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THK DEVOUT LIKE.
By St. Francis de Sales. Translated and
Edited by T. Barns, M.A,

MANCHESTER AL MONDO : a Contemplation
of Death and Immortality. By Henry
Montagu, Earl of Manchester. With an
Introduction by Elizabeth Watcrhouse,
Editor of ( A Little Book of Lifeand Death.'

THE LITTLE FLOWKRS OK THE GLORIOUS
MKSSER ST. FRANCIS AND OP HIS
FRIARS. Done into English by W. Hey^
wood. With an Introduction by A. G.
Ferrers Howell.

THB SPIRITUAL GUIDE, which Disentangles
the Soul and brings it by the Inward Way
to the Fruition of Perfect Contemplation,
and the Rich Treasure of Internal Peace.
Written by Dr. Michael de Molinos, Priest.

Translated from the Italian copy, printed at

Venice, 1685. Edited with an Introduction
by Kathleen Lyttelton. With a Preface by
Canon Scott Holland.

The Illustrated Pocket Library of Plain and Coloured Books

Fcap Sv0. 3-r. 6d. net each volume.

A series, in small form, of some of the famous illustrated books of fiction and
general literature. These are faithfully reprinted from the first or best editions
without introduction or notes. The Illustrations are chiefly in colour.

COLOURED BOOKS
OLD COLOURED BOOKS. By George Paston.

With 16 Coloured Plates, Fcap.lvo. -2s.net.

THE LIKE AND DEATH OP JOHN MYTTON, ESQ.
By Nimrod. With 18 Coloured Plates by
Henry Alken and T. J. Rawlins. Fourth
Edition.

TUB LIFE OP A SPORTSMAN. By Nimrod.
With 35 Coloured Plates by Henry Alken.

HANULBY CROSS. By R. S. Surtees. With
17 Coloured Plates and xoo Woodcuts in the
Text by John Leech. Second Edition.

MR. SPONGE'H SPORTING TOUR. By R. S.

Surtee*. With 13 Coloured plates and 90
Woodcuts in the Text by John Leech.

JORROCKS' JAUNTS AND JOLLITIES. By R. S.

Surteef. With 15 Coloured Plates by H.
Alken. Second Edition.
This volume is reprinted from the ex-

tremely rare and costly edition of1843, which
contain* Alken's very fine

m
illustrations

UMteao of t*w otial ones by Phiz.

ABK.MAMMA. By R. S. Surtees. With 13
.,- Coloured Plates and 70 Woodcuts in the

Text by John Leecb.

THE ANALYSIS op THE HUNTING FIELD. By
R. S. Surteeg. With 7 Coloured Plates by
Henry Alken, and 43 Illustrations on Wood.

THE TOUR OP DR. SYNTAX IN SEARCH OF
THE PICTURESQUE. By William Combe.
With 30 Coloured Plates by T. Rowlandspn.

THE Toux OP DOCTOR SYNTAX IN SKAUCH
OK CONSOLATION. By William Combe.
With 24 Coloured Plates by T. Rowland&on.

TUB THIRD TOUR OF DOCTOR SYNTAX IN
SEARCH OP A WIFE., By William Combe.
With 24 Coloured Plates by T. RowUndson.

THB HISTORY OP JOHNNY QOAB GENUS : the
Little Foundling of the late Dr. Syntax.
By the Author of ' The Three Tours.

1 With
34 Coloured Plates by Rowlandson.

THB ENGLISH DANCE OP DBATH, from the
Designs of T. Rowlandson, with Metrical
Illustrations by the Author of Doctor
Syntax.' Two Volnmt*.
This book contains 76 CoJootoo Plate*.

THBDANCBOpLrr*: APoem. By theAuthor
of 'Doctor Syntax*'

'

llhiitflted with 06
Coloured Engravings by T. Rmrian4Mi:
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ILLUSTRATED POCKET LIBRARY or PLAIN AND COLOURED BOOKS co*tt*t4.

LIFE IN LONDON : or, the Day and Night
Scenes of Jerry Hawthorn, Esq., and his

Elegant Friend, Corinthian Tom.
Scenes of terry Hawthorn,
Elegant Friend, Corinthian Tom. By
Pierce Egan. With 36 Coloured Plates by
I. R. and G. Cruikshank. With numerous
Designs on Wood.

REAL LIFE IN LONDON: or, the Rambles
and Adventures of Bob Tallyho, Esq., and
his Cousin, The Hon. Tom Dashall. By an
Amateur (Pierce Egan). With 31 Coloured
Plates by Alken and Rowlandson, etc.
Two Volumes.

THE LIFE OF AN ACTOR. By Pierce Egan.
With 27 Coloured Plates by Theodore Lane,
and several Designs on Wood.

THE VICAR OF WAKEFIELD. By Oliver Gold-
smith. With 24 Coloured Plates by T. Row-
landson.

THB MILITARY ADVENTURES OF JOHNNY
NEWCOME. By an Officer. With 15 Coloured
Plates by T. Rowlandson.

THE NATIONAL SPORTS OF GREAT BRITAIN.
With Descriptions and 51 Coloured Plates

by Henry Alken.
This book is completely different from the

large folio edition of ' National Sports
'

by
the came artist, and none of the plates are
similar*

THE ADVENTURES OF A POST CAPTAIN. ByA Naval Officer. With 34 Coloured Plates

by Mr. Williams.

GAMOMA : or, the Art of Preserving Game ;

and an Improved Method of making Planta-
tions and Covers, explained and illustrated

by Lawrence Rawstome, Esq. With 25
Coloured Plates by T. Raw Iins.

AN ACADEMY FOR GROWN HORSEMEN : Con-
taining the completest Instructions for

Walking, Trotting, Cantering, Galloping,
Stumbling, and Tumbling. Illustrated with
37 Coloured Plates, and adorned with a
Portrait of the Author. By Geoffrey
Gambado, Esq.

REAL LIFE IN IRELAND, or, the Day and
Night Scenes of Brian Boru, Esq., and his

Elegant Friend, Sir Shawn O'Dogherty.
By a Real Paddy. With 19 Coloured Plates

by Heath, Marks, etc.

THE ADVENTURES OF JOHNNY NEWCOME IN
THE NAVY. By Alfred Burton. With 16
Coloured Plates by T. Rowlandson.

THE OLD ENGLISH SQUIRE: A Poem. By
John Careless, Esq. With 20 Coloured
Plates after the style of T. Rowlandson.

PLAIN BOOKS
THE GRAVE : A Poem. By Robert Blair.

Illustrated by 12 Etchings executed by Louis
Schiavonetti from the original Inventions of
William Blake. With an Engraved Title Page
and a Portrait of Blake by T. Phillips, R.A.
The illustrations are reproduced in photo*

gravure.
ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE BOOK OF Too. In-

vented and engraved by William Blake.
These famous Illustrations 21 in number
are reproduced in photogravure.

CHOP'S FABLES. With 380 Woodcuts by
Thomas Bewick.

WINDSOR CASTLE. ByW. Harrison Ainsworth.
With sa Plates and 87 Woodcuts in the Text
by George Cruikshank.

THE TOWER OF LONDON. By W. Harrison
Ainsworth. With 40 Plates and 58 Woodcuts
in the Text by George Cruikshank.

FRANK FAIRLKGH. By F. E. Smedley. With
30 Plates by George Cruikshank.

HANDY ANDY. By Samuel Lover. With 24
Illustrations by the Author.

THE COMPLEAT ANGLER. By Izaak Walton
and Charles Cotton. With 14 Plates and 77
Woodcuts in the Text.
This volume is reproduced from the beauti-

ful edition ofJohn Major of 1824.
THE PICKWICK PAI-ERS. By Charles Dickens.

With the 43 Illustrations by Seymour and
Phiz, the two Buss Plates, and the 32 Con-
temporary Onwbyn Plates.

,
Junior Examination Series

Edited by A. M. M. STEDMAN, M.A. Fcttp. 8m

JUNIOR FRENCH EXAMINATION PAPERS. By
F.Jacob, M.A. Stcond Edition.

JUNIOR LATIN EXAMINATION PAPERS. By C.
G. Betting, B. A. Fourth Edition.

JUNIOR ENGLISH EXAMINATION PAPERS. By
W. Williamson, B.A.

JUNIOR ARITHMETIC EXAMINATION PAPERS.

By W. S. Beard. Fovrtk Edition,
JUNIOR ALGEBRA EXAMINATION PAPERS. By*

S. W. Finn, M.A.

JUNIOR GREEK EXAMINATION PAPERS. By T.
C. Weatherhead, M.A.

JUNIOR GENERAL INFORMATION EXAMINA.
TION PAPERS, ByW. S. Beard.

A KEY TO THE ABOVE. 3*. 6d. ntt.

JUNIOR GEOGRAPHY EXAMINATION PAPERS.
ByW. G. Baker, M.A.

JUNIOR GERMAN EXAMINATION PAPERS, By
A. Voegelin, M.A.
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Junior School-Books

Edited by O. D. INSKIP, LL.D.. and W. WILLIAMSON, B.A.

A CLASS-BOOK OF DICTATION PASSAGES. By
W. Williamson, B.A. Thirteenth Edition.
Cr. Bvo. is. 6d.

THE GOSPEL, ACCORDING TO ST. MATTHEW.
Edited by E. Wilton South, M.A. With
Three Maps. Cr. Bvo. M. &/.

THEGOSPEL ACCORDINGTOST. MARK. Edited
by A. E. Rubie, D.D. With Three Maps.
Cr. Bvo. M. 6di

AJUNIOR ENGLISH GRAMMAR. By W.William-
son. B.A. With numerous passages for parsing
and analysis, and a chapteron EssayWriting.
ThirdEdition, Cr. Bvo. a*.

A JUNIOR CHEMISTRY. By E. A. Tyler, B. A. ,

F.C.S. With 78 Illustrations. Fourth Edi-
tion. Cr. Bvo. as. 6d.

THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. Edited by
A. E. Ruble, D.D. Cr. Bvo. as.

A JUNIOR FRENCH GRAMMAR. By L. A.
Cornet and M. J. Acatos. Second Edition.
Cr. Bvo.

ELEMENTARY EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCE. PHY-
SICS byW. T. Clough, A.R.C.S. CHEMISTRY
by A. E. Dunstan.B.Sc. With a Plates and
*54 Diagrams. Fifth Edition. Cr. Bvo.
as. 6d. r

A JUNIOR GEOMETRY. By Noel S. Lydon.
With 276 Diagrams. Fifth Edition. Cr.
Bvo. as.

ELEMENTARY EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY.
By A. E. Dunstan, B.Sc. With 4 Plates and
zog Diagrams. Second Edition. Cr.
Bvo. as.

A JUNIOR FRENCH PROSE. By R. R. N.
Baron, M.A. SecondEdition. Cr.Bvo. as.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST. LUKE. With
an Introduction and Notes by William
Williamson, B.A. With Three Maps. Cr.
Bvo. as.

THE FIRST BOOK OF KINGS. Edited by
A. E. RUBIE, D.D. With Maps. Cr. Bvo.

Leaders of Religion

Edited by H. C. BEECHING, M.A., Canon of Westminster.

Cr. Bvo. 2J. net.

With Portraits.

CARDINAL NEWMAN. By R. H. Hutton.
JOHN WESLEY. By J. H. Overton, M.A.
BISHOP WILBERFORCE. By G. W. Daniell,

M.A.
CARDINAL MANNING. By A. W. Hutton, M. A.
CHARLES SIMEON. By H. C. G. Moule, D. D.
JOHN KEBLE. By Walter Lock, D.D.
THOMAS CHALMERS. By Mrs. Oliphant.
LANCELOT ANDRBWSS. By R. L. Ottley,

D.D. Second Edition.
AUGUSTINE OP CANTERBURY. By E. L.

Cutts, D.D.

WILLIAM LAUD. By W. H. Hutton, M.A.
Third Edition*
OHNK.NOX. ByF.MacCunn. SecondEdition.
OHN Hows. By R. F. Horton, D.D.
JISHOP KEN. By F. A. Clarke, M.A.
GEORGE Fox, THE QUAKER. By T. Hodgkin,
D. C. L. Third Edition.

JOHN DONNE. By Augustus Jessopp, D.D.
THOMAS CRANMBR. By A. T. Mason, D.D.
BISHOP LATIMER. By R. M. Carlyle and A.

J. Carlyle, M.A.
BISHOP BUTLER. By W. A. Spooner, M.A.

Little Books on Art

With many Illustrations. Demy i6tno. 2s. 6d. net.

A series of monographs in miniature, containing the complete outline of the

subject under treatment and rejecting minute details. These books are produced
with the greatest care. Each volume consists of about oo pages, and contains from

30 to 40 illustrations, including a frontispiece in photogravure.

ART. H. B.Walters. Third Edition. WATTS. R, E. D. Sketchley.~ " '

LEIGHTON. Alice Corkran.
VELASQUEZ. Wilfrid Wilberforoe and A. R.

Gilbert
COROT. Alice Pollard and Ethel Bimatingl,
RAPHAEL. A. R. Dryhunt.
MILLET. Netta Peacock.
ILLUMINATED MSS. J. W. Bradley.
CHRIST IN ART. Mrs. Henry Jenn% , .

JEWELLERY. Cyril Davenport.

BOOKPLATES. E. Almack.
REYNOLDS. J. Sime. SecondEdition.
ROMNEY. George Paston.
Git&VXV AMD BOUCHBR. Eliza F. Pollard.
VAJ&YCK. M. G. gmaHwood.TURNER. Frances TyrreU-Gill.
DOHER. Jessie Allen.
HOPPNER. H. P. K. Skipton.
HOLBEIW. Mrs, G* Fortescoe.
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LITTLB BOOKS ON ART continued.

BURNB-TONES. Fortunee de Lisle. Second CLAUDE, Edward Dillon.
Edition. THE ARTS OF JAPAN. Edward Dillon.

REMBRANDT. Mrs. E. A. Sharp. ENAMELS. Mrs. Nelson Dawson.

The Little Galleries
*

Demy i6mo. 2s. 6d. net.

A series of little books containing examples of the best work of the great painters.
Each volume contains 20 plates in photogravure, together with a short outline of the
life and work of the master to whom the book is devoted.

A LITTLE GALLERY OF REYNOLDS. A LITTLE GALLERY OF MILLAIS.
A LITTLE GALLERY OF ROMNBY. A LITTLE GALLERY OF ENGLISH POETS.
A LITTLE GALLERY OF HOPPNER,

The Little Guides
With many Illustrations by E. H. NEW and other artists, and from photographs.

Small Pott Svo, cloth, 2s. 6d. net.; leather, 3*. 6</. net.

Messrs. METHUEN are publishing a small series of books under the general title

of THE LITTLE GUIDES. The main features of these books are (i) a handy and
charming form, (2) artistic Illustrations by . H. NEW and others, (3) good plans
and maps, (4) an adequate but compact presentation of everything that is interest-

ing in the natural features, history, archaeology, and architecture of the town or
district treated.

CAMBRIDGE AND ITS COLLEGES. By A. HERTFORDSHIRE. By H. W. Tompkins.
Hamilton Thompson. Second Edition. F.R.H.S.

OXFORD AND ITS COLLEGES. By J. Wells, THE ISLE OF WIGHT. By G. Clinch.
M.A. Seventh Edition. KENT. By G. Clinch.

ST. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL. By George Clinch. KERRY. By C. P. Crane.
WESTMINSTER ABBEY. By G. . Troutbeck. MIDDLESEX. By John B. Firth.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE. By Wakeling Dry.
THE ENGLISH LAKES. By F. G. Brabant, M.A. NORFOLK. By W. A. Dutt.
THE MALVERN COUNTRY. By B. C. A. OXFORDSHIRE. By F. G. Brabant. M.A.

Windle, D.Sc., F.R.S. SUFFOLK, By W. A. Dutt.
SHAKESPEARE'S COUNTRY. By B. C. A. SURREY. By F. A. H. Lambert.

Windle, D.Sc., F.R.S, Third Edition. SUSSEX. By F. G. Brabant, M.A. Second
Edition.

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE. By . S. Roscoe. THE EAST RIDING OF YORKSHIRE. By J. E.
CHESHIRE. By W. M. Gallichan. Morris.
CORNWALL. By A. L. Salmon. THENORTH RIDING OF YORKSHIRE. By J. E.
DERBYSHIRE. By J. Charles Cox, LL.D., Morris.

F.S.A.
{

DEVON. By S. Baring-Gould. BRITTANY. By S. Baring-Gould.
DORSET. By Frank R. Heath. NORMANDY. By C. Scudamore.
HAMPSHIRE, By J. Charles Cox, LL.D., ROME ByC. G.Ellaby.
F.S.A. I SICILY. By F. Hamilton Jackson.

The Little Library

With Introductions, Notes, and Photogravure Frontispieces.

Small Pott Svo. Each Volume, cloth, is. 6d. net; leather, 2s. 6d. ne^
Anon. ENGLISH LYRICS, A LITTLE NORTHANGER ABBEY. Edited by K.V.
BOOK OF. LUCAS.

Austen (Jane). PRIDE AND PREIU- Bacon(Frond*). THE ESSAYS OF LORD
DICE. Edited by E.V.LUCAS. TwoVols. BACON. Edited by EDWARD WRIGHT.

{Continued.
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THE LITTLE LIBRARY <:0*/mw^.

Barbara (R. HA THE INGOLDSBY
LEGENDS. Edited by J. B. ATLAY.
Two Volumes.

Barnett (Mrs. P. A.). A LITTLE BOOK
OF ENGLISH PROSE.

Beckford (William). THE HISTORY
OF THE CALIPH VATHEK. Edited

by E. DENISON Ross.

Blake (William). SELECTIONS FROM
WILLIAM BLAKE. Edited by M.
PERUGINI.

Borrow (George). LAVENGRO. Edited

by F. HZNDES GROOME, Two Volumes.

THE ROMANY RYE. Edited by JOHN
SAMPSON.

Browning (Robert). SELECTIONS
FROM THE EARLY POEMS OF
ROBERT BROWNING. Edited by W.
HALL GRIFFIN, M.A.

Canning (George). SELECTIONS FROM
THE ANTI-JACOBIN: with GEORGE
CANNING'S additional Poems. Edited by
LLOYD SANDERS. i

Cowley (Abraham). THE ESSAYS OF '

ABRAHAM COWLEY. Edited by H. C.
MlNCHIN.

Crabbe (George). SELECTIONS FROM
GEORGE CRABBE. Edited by A. C
DKANE. -

Cralk (Mrs.). JOHN HALIFAX,GENTLEMAN. Edited by ANNE
MATHESON. Two Volumes.

Crashaw (Richard). THE ENGLISH
POEMS OF RICHARD CRASHAW.
Edited by EDWARD HUTTON.

Dante (Allghlerl). THE INFERNO OF
DANTE. Translated by H. F. GARY.
Edited by PAGET TOYNBEE, M.A., D.Liu.

THE PURGATORIO OF DANTE. Trans.
lated by H. F. CARY. Edited by PAGET
TOYNBEE, M.A., D.Litt.

THE PARADISO OF DANTE. Trans-
lated by H. F. CARY. Edited by PAGET
TOYNBEE, M.A., D.Litt.

Darley (George). SELECTIONS FROM
THE POEMS OF GEORGE DARLEY.
Edited by R. A. STREATFKILD.

Oeane (A. C.). A LITTLE BOOK OF
LIGHT VERSE.

i

Dickens (Charles). CHRISTMAS BOOKS.
Two Volumes.

Ferrler (Susan). MARRIAGE. Edited
by A. GOODRICH - FREER and LORD
IDDESLEIGH. TVJO Volumes.

THE INHERITANCE. Two Volumes.

GaskeUtMrs.). CRANFORD. Edited by
E.V.LucAS. Second Edition.

Hawthorne (Nathaniel). THE SCARLET
LETTER. Edited by PERCY DEARMER.

Henderson (J. FA A LITTLE BOOK
OF SCOTTISH VERSE.

Keats (John). POEMS. With an Intro
duction by L. BINYON, and Notes by J.
MASEFIELD.

Klnglake (A. W.). EOTHEN. With an
Introduction and Notes. Second Edition.

Lamb (Charles). ELIA, AND THE
LAST ESSAYS OF ELIA. .dited by
E. V. LUCAS.

Locker (P.). LONDON LYRICS. Edited

by A. D. GODLEY, M.A. A reprint of the
First Edition.

Longfellow (H. W.). SELECTIONS
FROM LONGFELLOW. Edited by
L. M. FAITHFULL.

Marvell (Andrew). THE POEMS OF
ANDREW MARVELL, Edited by E.

Mllton
GI

(John). THE MINOR POEMS
OF JOHN MILTON. Edited by H. C.

BEBCHING, M.A., Canon of Westminster.

Molr(D. M.). MANSIEWAUCH. Edited
by T. F. HENDERSON.

Nichols (J.B.B.). A LITTLE BOOK OF
ENGLISH SONNETS.

Rochefoucauld (La). THE MAXIMS OF
LA ROCHEFOUCAULD. Translated
by Dean STANHOPE. Edited by G. H,
POWELL.

Smlth (Horace and James). REJECTED
ADDRESSES. Edited by A. D. GODLEY,
M.A.

Sterne (Laurence). A SENTIMENTAL
JOURNEY. Edited by H. W. PAUL.

Tennyson (Alfred, Lord). THE EARLY
POEMS OF ALFRED, LORD TENNY-
SON. Edited by J. CHURTON COLLINS,
M.A.

IN MEMORIAM. Edited by H. C.
BEECHING. M.A.

THE PRINCESS. Edited by ELIZABETH
WORDSWORTH.

MAUD. Edited byELIZABETH WORDSWORTH.
Thackeray(W. M.). VANITY FAIR.

Edited by S. GWYNN. Three Volumes.
PEN DENNIS. Edited by S. GWYNN.

Three Volumes.
ESMOND. Edited by S. GWYNN.
CHRISTMAS BOOKS. Editedby S. GWYNN.
Vaughan (Henry). THE POEMS OF
HENRY VAUGHAN. Edited by EDWARD
HUTTON.

I Walton (Izaak). TUE COMPLEAT
1 ANGLER, Edited by J.BUCHAN.
|
Waterhouse (Mrs. Alfred). A LITTLE
BOOK OF LIFE AND DEATH. Edited
by. Tenth Edition.
Also on Japanese Paper* Leather. ST.

net.

Wordsworth (W.). SELECTIONSFROM
WORDSWORTH. Edited by NOWELL
C. SMITH.

I Wordsworth (W.) and ,

I
LYRICAL BALLADS.
SAMPSON.
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The Little Quarto Shakespeare
Edited by W. J. CRAIG. With Introductions and Notes

Pott i6mo. In 40 Volumes. Leather^ price is. net each volume.

Mahogany Revolving Book Case. Ior. net.

Miniature Library

Reprints in miniature of a few interesting books which have qualities of

humanity, devotion, or literary genius.

EUPHRANOR: A Dialogue on Youth. By
Edward FitzGerald. From the edition pub-
lished by W. Pickering in 1851. Demy
339*0. Leather, as. net.

POLONIUS: or Wise Saws and Modern In-
stances. By Edward FitzGerald. From
the edition published by W. Pickering in

1852. Deftty yitrto. Leather, as. net.
THE RusAivAT OP OMAK KHAYYAM. By
Edward FitzGerald. From the zst edition
of 1859, Fourth Edition. Leather , is. net.

THE LIFE OF EDWARD, LOUD HERBERT or
CHERBURY. Written by himself. From the
edition printed at Strawberry Hill in the

year 1 764. Demy ynio. Leather ,
as. net.

THE VISIONS OK DOM FRANCISCO QUKVEDO
VILLEGAR, Knight of the Order of St.

James. Made English by R. L, From the
edition printed for H. Hcrringtnan, 1668.
Leather, as. net.

POEMS. By Dora Greenwell. From the edi-
tion of 7848. Leather> as. net.

Oxford Biographies

Fcap. %vo. Each volume^ cloth, 2s. 6d. net ; leather^ $s. 6d. net.

DANTE ALIGHIERI. By Paget Toynbee, M.A. ,

D.Litt. With xa Illustrations. Second
Edition.

SAVONAROLA. By E. L. S. Horsburgh, M.A.
With i a Illustrations. Second Edition.

JOHN HOWARD. By E. C. S. Gibson, D.D.,
Bishop of Gloucester. With la Illustrations.

TENNYSON. By A. C. BENSON, M.A, With
9 Illustrations.

WALTER RALEIGH. By I. A. Taylor. With
xa Illustrations.

ERASMUS.
. By E. F. H. Capey. With 12

Illustrations.

THE YOUNG PRETENDER. By C. S. Terry.
With xa Illustrations.

ROBERT BURNS. By T. F. Henderson.
With 12 Illustrations.

CHATHAM. By A. S. M'Dowall. With ra
Illustrations.

ST. FRANCIS OP ASSISI. By Anna M. Stod-
dart. With 16 Illustrations.

CANNING. By W. Alison Phillips. With la
Illustrations.

BEACONSFIEI.D. By Walter Sichel. With ia
Illustrations.

GOETHE. By H. G. Atkins. With xa Illus-

trations.

FENELON. By Viscount St Cyres. With
xa Illustrations,

School Examination Series

Edited by A. M. M. STEDMAN, M.A. Cr. Bvo. 2s. 6d.

FRENCH EXAMINATION PAPERS. By A. M.
M. Stedman, M.A. Fourteenth Edition.
A KEY, issued to Tutors and Private
Students only to be had on application
to the Publishers. Fifth Edition.
Crown &vo. 6s. net.

LATIN EXAMINATION PAPERS. By A. M. M.
Stedman, M.A. Thirteenth Edition.
KEY (Sixth Edition) issued as above.

6j. net.

OKBBK EXAMINATION PAPERS. By A. M. M.
Stedman, M.A, Ninth Edition.
KEY (Fonrth Edition) issued as above.

6t. tut*

GERMAN EXAMINATION PAPERS. By R. J.

Moricik Sixth Edititn.

KEY (.Third Edition) issued as above
6s. net.

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY EXAMINATION
PAPERS. By C. H. Spence, M.A, Third
Edition.

PHYSICS EXAMINATION PAPERS. By R. E.
Steel, M.A., F.C.S.

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE EXAMINATION
PAPERS. By A. M. M. Stedman, M.A.
Sixth Edition. m
KEY (Fourth Edition) issued as above.

, 7*. net.

L EXAMINATION PAPERS IN ENGLISH HISTORY.
By J. Tait Plowden-WardUw, RA.
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School Histories

Illustrated. Crown 8w. is. 6d.

A SCHOOL HISTORY OF WARWICKSHIRE. By
B. C. A. Windle, D.Sc., F.R.S.

A SCHOOL HISTORY OF SOMERSET. By
Walter Raymond. Second Edition..

A SCHOOL, HISTORY OF LANCASHIRE, by
W. E. Rhodes.

A SCHOOL HISTORY OF SURREY. By H. E.

Maiden, M.A.

A SCHOOL HISTORY OF MIDDLESEX.
G. Plarr and F. W. Walton.

ByV.

Textbooks of Science
Edited by G. F. GOODCH1LD, M.A., B.Sc. f and G. R. MILLS, M.A.

PRACTICAL MECHANICS. By Sidney H. Wells.
Fourth. Edition. Cr. Bvo. y. 6a.

PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY. Part i. By W.
French, M.A. Cr. Bvo. Fourth Edition.
is. 6d. Part H. By W. French, M.A., and
T. H. Boardman, M.A. Cr. Bvo. rs. 6<t.

TECHNICAL ARITHMETIC AND GEOMETRY.
By C. T. Millis, M.I.M.E. Cr. Bvo.

. .

EXAMPLES IN PHYSICS. By C. E. Jackson,
B.A. Cr. Bve. as. 6d.

PLANT LIFE, Studies in Garden and School.

By Horace F. Jones, F.C.S. With 320
Diagrams. Cr. Bv<r. 3$. 6d.

THE COMPLETE SCHOOL CHEMISTRY. By F.
M. Oldham, B.A. With 126 Illustrations.

Cr. Bvo.

AN ORGANIC CHEMISTRY FOR SCHOOLS AND
TECHNICAL INSTITUTES. ByA. E. Dunstan,
B.Sc. (Lond.), F.CS. Illustrated.

Cr. Bvo.

ELEMENTARY SCIENCE FOR PUPIL TEACHERS.
PHYSICS SECTION. By W. T. Clough,
A.R.C.S. (LondA F.C.S. CHEMISTRY
SECTION. By A. E. Dunstan. B. Sc. (Lond.),
F.C.S. With a Plates and xo Diagrams.
Cr. Bve. a*.

Methuen's Simplified French Texts
Edited by T. R. N. CROFTS, M.A.

One Shilling each.

L'HISTOIRE D'UNB TULIPS. Adapted byT. R.
N. Crofts, M.A. Second Edition.

ABDALLAH. Adapted by J. A. Wilson.

LA CHANSON DE ROLAND. Adapted by H.
Rieu, M.A.

MrfMOIRES DB CADICHON. Adapted by J. F.
Rhoades.

Methnen's Standard Library
In Sixpenny Volumes.

THE STANDARD LIBRARY is a new series of volumes containing the great classics of the

world, and particularly the finest works of English literature. All the great masters will be

represented, either in complete works or in selections. It is the ambition of the publishers to

place the best books of the Anglo-Saxon race within the reach of every reader, so that the
series may represent something of the diversity and splendour of our English tongue. The
characteristics ofTHE STANDARD LIBRARY are four : x. SOUNDNESS OF TEXT. a. CHEAPNESS.
3. CLEARNESS OF TYPE. ,4. SIMPLICITY. The books are well printed on good paper at a
price which on the whole is without parallel in the history of publishing. Each volume con-
tains from zoo to asp pages, and is issued in paper covers, Crown 8vo, atfeSurpence net, or in

cloth gilt at One Shilling net. In a few cases long books are issued as Double Volumes
or as Treble Volumes.

THE MEDITATIONS OF MARCUS AURELIOS.
The translation is by R. Graves.

SENSE AND SENSIBILITY. By Jane Austen.

ESSAYS AMD COUNSELS and THE NEW
ATLANTIS. By Francis Bacon, Lord
Verulara.

RELIGIO MEDICI and URN BURIAL. By
' Sir Thomas Browne. The text has ben

collated by A. R. Waller.

THE PILGRIM'S PROGRESS. By John Bunyan.
REFLECTIONS ON THE FRENCH REVOLUTION.

By Edmund Burke.
THE POEMS AND SONGS or ROBERT BURNS.

Double Volume.
THE ANALOGY OP RELIGION, NATURAL AND

REVEALED. By Joseph Butler, D.D.
THE POEMS OP THOMAS CHATTBKTON. In a

volumes.
VoUi.-MiBcellaneousPoema.
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MBTHUBN'S STANDARD LIBRARY c0*#w4?.
Vol. ii. The Rowley Poems.

THB NKW LIFE AND SONNETS. By Dante.
Translated into English by D, G. Rossetti.

TOM JONES. By Henry Fielding. Treble Vol.

CRANFORD. By Mrs. Gaskell.

THB HISTORY OF THB DECLINE AND FALL OF
THB ROMAN EMPIRE. By Edward Gibbon.
In 7 double volumes.

The Text and Notes have been revised by
J. B. Bury, Litt.D., but the Appendices of
the more expensive edition are not given.

THB VICAR OK WAKEPIELD. By Oliver
Goldsmith.

THB POBMSANDPLAYSOF OLIVER GOLDSMITH.

THE WORKS OK BEN JONSON.
VOL. i. The Case is Altered. Every Man

in His Humour. Every Man out of Hit>

Humour.
Vol. ii. Cynthia's Revels ; The Poetaster.
The text has been collated by H. C. Hart.

THB POBMS OF JOHN KEATS. Double volume.
The Text has been collated by E. de
Selincourt.

ON THK IMITATION OF CHRIST. By Thomas
a Kempis.
The translation is by C. Bigg, DD.,

Canon of Christ Church.

A SERIOUS CALL TO A DEVOUT AND HOLY
LIFE. By William Law.

PARADISE LOST. By John Milton.
ElKONOKLASTES AND THE TENURE OF KlNCS
AND MAGISTRATES. By John Milton.

UTOPIA AND POEMS. By Sir Thomas More.
THB REPUBLIC OF PLATO. Translated by

Sydenham and Taylor. Double Volume.
The translation has been revised by
W. H. D. Rouse.

THB LITTLB FLOWBRS OF ST. FRANCIS.
Translated by W. Heywood.

THB WORKS OF WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE. In
10 volumes.

VOL. L The Tempest ; The Two Gentlemen
of Verona ; The MerryWives ofWindsor ;

Measure for Measure ; The Comedy of
Errors.

Like It.

VOL. HI. The Taming of the Shrew : All 's

Well that Ends Well; Twelfth Night ; The
Winter's Tale.

Vol. iv. The Life and Death ofKing John ;

The Tragedy ofKing Richard the Second ;

The First Part of King Henry iv. ; The
Second Part ofKing Henry iv.

Vol. v. The Life of King Henry v. ; The
First Part ofKing Henry vi. ; The Second
Part of King Henry vi.

Vol. vi.~The Third Part of King Henry
. The Tragedy of King Richard in. ;

The Famous History of the Life of King
Henry vm.

THE POEMS OF PBRCY BVSSHE SHELLEY. In 4
volumes.
Vol. i.-Alastor ; The Daemon of the World ;

The Revolt of Islam, etc.

The Text has been revised byC D. Locock.
THE LIFE OF NELSON. By Robert Southey.
THE NATURAL HISTORYAND ANTIQUITIES OF

SBLBORNB. By Gilbert White.

Textbooks of Technology
Edited by G. F. GOODCHILD, M. A., B.Sc., and G, R. MILLS, M.A.

Fully Illustrated.

How TO MAKE A DRESS. By J. A. E. Wood.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Bvo. is. 6^.

CARFBNTRV AND JOINERY. By F. C. Webber.

Fifth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 3*. 6rf.

MILLINERY. THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

By Clare Hill. Third Edition. Cr. too.

a*.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THB STUDY OF Tsx-
TILB DESIGN. By Aldred F. Barker. Dewy
Ow. ys.6<t.

BUILDERS' QUANTITIES. By H. C. Grubb.
Cr. Bvo. AS 6

RBPOUSS* MET
Cr. 8c*. w.

AL WORK. By A. C. Horth.

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWBR: An Intro-
duction to the Study of Electrical Engineer-
ing. By E. E. Brooks, B.Sc. (Lond.)
Second Master and Instructor of Physics
and Electrical Engineering, Leicester
Technical School, and W. H. N. James,
A.R.C.S., A.I.E.E.. Assistant Instructor
of Electrical Engineering, Manchester
Municipal Technical School. Cr. 8w. 4*. 6rf.

ENGINEERING WORKSHOP PRACTICE. By
C. C. Allen, Lecturer on Engineering,
Municipal Technical Institute, Coventry.
With many Diagrams. Cr. Bw, at.

Handbooks of Theology
Edited by R. L. OTTLEY, D.D., Professor of Pastoral Theology at Oxfor8,

and Canon of Christ Church, Oxford.

The aeries is intended, in part, to furnish the clergy and teachers or students of

Theology with tiustworthy Textbooks, adequately representing the present position
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of the questions dealt with ; in part, to make accessible to the reading public an
accurate and concise statement of facts and principles in all questions bearing on
Theology and Religion.

THB XXXIX. ARTICLES OF THE CHURCH OF
ENGLAND* Edited by E. C. S. Gibson,
D.D. Fifth and Cheaper Edition in one
Volume. Demy too. iar. 6d.

AM INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF
RELIGION. By F. B. Jevons. M.A.,
Litt.D. Third Edition. Demy too. ios.6d.

THK DOCTRINE OF THE INCARNATION. By R.
L. Ottley, D.D. Second and Cheaper
Edition. Demy too. ias. 6d.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF THB
CREEDS. By A. E. Burn, D.D. Dtmy
too. ios. 6d.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION IN ENGLAND
AND AMERICA. By Alfred Caldecott. D.D,
Demy too. ros. 60.

A HISTORY OF EARLY CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
ByJ. F. Bethunc-Baker, M. A. Demy too.

10*. 6d.

The Westminster Commentaries
General Editor, WALTER LOCK, D.D,, Warden of Keble College,
Dean Ireland's Professor of Exegesis in the University of Oxford.

The object of each commentary is primarily excgetical, to interpret the author's

meaning to the present generation. The editors will not deal, except very subor-

dinately, with questions of textual criticism or philology ; but, taking the English
text in the Revised Version as their basis, they will try to combine a hearty accept-
ance of critical principles with loyalty to the Catholic Faith.

THK BOOK OF GENESIS. Edited with Intro- THK FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL THE APOSTLE
duction and Notes by S. R. Driver, D.D. TO THK CORINTHIANS. Edited by H. L.
Sixth Edition Demy Bw. tos. 6d. Goudge, M.A. Demy too. 6*.

THE BOOK OF JOB. Edited by E. C. S. Gibson, THK EPISTLE OF ST. JAMES. Edited with In-

D.D. Second Edition. Demy too. 6s. troduction and Notes by R. J. Knowling,
THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. Edited by R. D.D. Demy too. 6s.

B. Rackham, M.A. Demy too. Third THE BOOK OF EZEKIEL. Edited H. A. Red-
Edition. i<a.6d. path, M.A., D.Li tt. Demy toff. xof. 6d.

PART II. FICTION
Adderley (Hon. and Rev. James), Author
of 'Stephen Remarx.' BEHOLD THE
DAYS COME. Second Edition. Cr.too.

. Maria). SUSANNAH AND
ONE OTHER. Fourth Edition. Cr.
too. 6s.

THE BLUNDER OF AN INNOCENT.
Second Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

CAPRICIOUS CAROLINE. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. too. 6s.

LOVE AND LOUISA. Second Edition.

PBTERTA PARASITE. Cr. too. 6s.

THE BROWN EYES OF MARY. Third
Edition. Cr.too. 6s.

I KNOW A MAIDEN. Third Edition.
Cr.too. 6s.

Anitey (P.). Author of 'Vice VersaV A
BAYARD FROM BENGAL. Illustrated

by BERNARD PARTRIDGE. Third Edition.

A ROMAN MYSTERY.
Cr.too. 6t.

THB PASSPORT. Fourth Edition. Cr.

too 6r.

TEMPTATION. F^fth Edition. Cr.too.
6*.

CASTING OF NETS. Twelfth Edition. Cr.
too. 6s.

DONNA DIANA. A New Edition. Cr.
too. 6s.

LOVE'S PROXY. A New Edition. Cr.too.
6s.

Baring-Gould (S.). ARMINELL. Fifth
Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

URITH. Fifth Edition. Cr.too. 6s.

IN THE ROAR OF THE SEA. Seventh
Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

CHEAP JACK ZITA. Fourth Edition.

MARGERY*' OF QUETHER. Third
Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

THE QUEEN OF LOVE. Fifth Edition.
Cr. too. 6s.

JACQUETTA. Third Edition. Cr.too. 6s.

KITTY ALONE. Ftfth Edition. Cr.too. 6s.
NOEMI. Illustrated. FourthEdition. Cr.

too. 6s,

THE BROOM-SQUIRE. Illustrated.
Fiflh Edition. Cr.too. 6s.

DARTMOOR IDYLLS. Cr. too. 6s.
THE PBNNYCOMEQUICKS. Third

Edition. Cr.toa. 6s.

GUAVAS THE TINNBR. Illustrated.
Second Edition. Cr.too. 6s.
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BLADYS OF THE STEWPONEY. Illus-

trated. Stcond Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

PABO THE PRIEST. Cr. too. 6*.

WINEFKED. Illustrated. Second Edition,
Cr. Boo. 6s.

ROYAL GEORGIE. Illustrated. Cr. too. dr.

MISS QUILLET. Illustrated. Cr. 8w, 6*.

CHRIS OF ALL SORTS. Cr. too 6s.

I DEWISLAND. Second Edition. Cr.
too. 6s.

LITTLE TU'PENNY. A New Edition. 6d.
See also Shilling Novels.

Barnett (Edith A.). A WILDERNESS
WINNER. Second Edit on. Cr.too. 6s.

Barr (James). LAUGH ING THROUGH
A WILDERNESS. Cr. too. 6s.

Barr (Robert). IN THE MIDST OK
ALARMS. Third Edition. Cr. 87 . <*.

THE STRONG ARM. Second Edition.
Cr. too. 6*.

THE MUTABLE MANY. Third Edition.
Cr. two. 6s.

THE COUNTESS TEKLA. Fourth
Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

THE LADY ELECTRA. Second Edition.
Cr.too. 6s.

THE TEMPESTUOUS PETTICOAT.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

See also Shilling Novels and S. Crane.

Bejrble (Harold). THE ADVENTURES
OF SIR JOHN SPARROW. Cr.too. 6s.

Belioc(HlUire). EMMANUEL BURDEN,
MERCHANT. With 36 Illustrations by
G. K. CHESTERTON. Second Edition.
Cr. too. 6s.

Beaton <B. P.) DODO. Fifteenth Edition.
Cr.too. 6s.

See also Shilling Novels.
THE CAPSINA. Second Edit. Cr.too. 6s.

Beacon (Margaret). SUBJECT TO
VANITY. Cr. too. y. 6d.

Bretherton (Ralph). THE MILL. Cr.

Burton (J. Blonodelle). THE FATE
OFVALSEC. Cr. too. 6s.

See also Shilling Novels.

CAM* (Barnard), Author of ' The Lake of
Wine> THE EXTRAORDINARY CON.
FESSIONSOFDIANAPLEASE. Third
Edition. Cr.too. 6s.

A JAY OF ITALY. Fourth Ed. Cr.too. 6s.

LOAVES AND FISHES. Second Edition.
Cr.too. 6s.

A ROGUE'S TRAGEDY. Second Edition.
Cr.too. 6s.

THE GREAT SKENE MYSTERY.
Second Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

Charfton (Randall), MAVE. Stcond Edi-
tion. Cr.too 6s.

Cbe*ttey(Weatherby> THE TRAGEDY
OF THE GREAT EMERALD. Cr.

THE MYSTERY OF A BUNGALOW.
Second Edition. Cr.too. 6s.

Set also Shilling Novels.
CoreJll (MarfcV A ROMANCE OF TWO
WORLDS. TuHnfrStvenik Edition. Cr.
too. 6s.

VENDETTA. Twenty-Fifth Edition, Cr.

THELMA. Thirty^eventh Edition. Cr. fit*.

ARDATH : THE STORY OF A DEAD
SELF. Seventeenth Edition. Cr.too. 6s.

THE SOUL OF L1LITH. Fourteenth Edi-
tion. Cr. too. 6s.

WORMWOOD. Fifteenth Rd. Cr.too. 6s.

BARABBAS: A DREAM OF THE
WORLD'S TRAGEDY. Fortytecond
Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

THE SORROWS OF SATAN. Fifty-second
Edition. Cr too. 6s.

THE MASTER CHRISTIAN. Tenth
Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

TEMPORAL POWER: A STUDY IN
;

SUPREMACY. iso/A Thousand. Cr.
1

too. 6s.

GOD'S GOOD MAN : A SIMPLE LOVE
STORY. Eleventh Edition. Cr.too. 6s

THE MIGHTY ATOM. Twenty-sixth Edi-
tion. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

BOY: a Sketch. Ninth Edition. Cr.too. 6s.

CAMEOS Twetfth Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

Cotes (Mr. Everard). See Sara Jeannette
Duncan.

Cotterell (Constance). THE VIRGIN
AND THE SCALES. Illustrated. Second
Edition. Cr too. 6s.

Crane (Stephen) and Barr (Robert).THE O'RUDDY. Cr8w 6s.

Crockett (S. R.), Author of 'The Raiders/
etc. LOCH1NVAR. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

THE STANDARD BEARER. Cr. too. 6s.

Croker (B. M.). THE OLD CANTON-
MENT. Cr.too. 6s.

JOHANNA. Second Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

THE HAPPY VALLEY. Third Edition.
Cr. too. 6s.

A NINE DAYS* WONDER. Third
Edition. Cr.too. 6s.

PEGGY OF THE BARTONS. Sixth
Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

ANGEL. Fourth Edition. Cr.too. 6s.

A STATE SECRET. Third Edition. Cr.
too. 35. 6d.

Crosbie(Mary). DISCIPLES. Second Ed.
Cr.too. 6s.

Dawson (A. J). DANIEL WHYTE.
Cr. too. 3*. 6d.

Deane (Mary). THE OTHER PAWN.
Cr. too. 6s.

Doyle (A. Conan), Author of 'Sherlock
Holmes,' 'The White Company/ etc.

ROUND THE RED LAMP? 7M4
Edition. Cr.too. 6s.

Duncan (Sara Jeannette) (Mrs. Everard
Cotes). THOSE DELIGHTF0L
AMERICANS. Illustrated. ThirdEdition.
Cr. too. 6s. See also Shilling Novcla

Plndlater(J. H.). THE GREEN GRAVES
OF BALGOWRIE. Fifth Edition.
Cr.too. 6s.

THE LADDER TO THE STARS. Second
Edition. Cr. too. 69.

See also Shilling Novels.
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r \ (B. Phillips). MASTER OF
JlEN. Fourth Edition. Cr.too. 6s.

teenham (John), Author of 'Barbe of
Grand Bayou.* A WEAVER OF WEBS.
Second Edition. Cr.too. 6s.

THE GATE OF THE DESERT. Fifth
Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

PROFIT AND LOSS. With a Frontispiece
in photogravure by HAROLD COPPING.
Fourth Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

THE LONG ROAD. With a Frontispiece
by HAROLD COPPING. Third Edition*

l^a'fBiirry).' LINDLEY KAYS. Third
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Parker (Gilbert). PIERRE AND HIS
PEOPLE. Sixth Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

MRS. FALCHION. Fifth Edition. Cr. 8.

THE TRANSLATION OF A SAVAGE.
Third Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

THE TRAIL OF THE SWORD. Illus-

trated. Ninth Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

WHEN VALMOND CAME TO PONTIAC :

The Story of a Lost Napoleon. Sixth
Edition. O.Sr/o. 6s.

AN ADVENTURER OF THE NORTH.
The Last Adventures of 'Pretty Pierre.'

Third Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

THE SEATS OF THE MIGHTY. Illus-

trated. Fifteenth Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

THE BATTLE OF THE STRONG: a

Romance of Two Kingdoms. Illustrated.W* Edition. Cr.too. 6s.

THE POMP OF THE LAVILETTES.
Second Edition. Cr.too. 3s. M.

Pevbertoa (Max). THE FOOTSTEPS
OF A THRONE. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Cr.too. 6s.

I CROWN THEE KING. With lllustra-

tions by Frank Dadd and A. Forrestier.

PhtUjpotts (Bden). LYING PROPHETS.
JIM Edition. Cr.too. 6s.

CHILDREN OF THE MIST. Fifth Edi-
tion. CV.Stw. 6s.

THE HUMAN BOY. With a Frontispiece.
Fourth Edition. Cr.too. 6s.

SONS OF THE MORNING. Second
Edition. Cr. too. 6.

THE RIVER. Third Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

THE AMERICAN PRISONER. Fourth
Edition, Cr.too. 6s.

THE SECRET WOMAN Fourth Edition.

KNOCK AT A VENTURE. With a Frontis.

plec*. ThirdEdition. 0. 8-0. 6s.

THE PORTREEVE. Fourth Edition. Cr.
8t*. 6f.

THE POACHER'S WIFE. Second Edition.
Cr. 8tv. 6s.

Jee also Shlllinf Novels. __

Ptdfthal! (Marnuutafce). SAfD THE
FISHERMAN Sixth Edition. Cr.too.
6s.

BRENDLE. Second Edition. Cr.too. 6>.

THE HOUSE OF ISLAM. Third Edi-
tion. Cr.too. 6s,

'Q,' Author of ' Dead Man's Rock.' THE
WHITE WOLF. Second Edition. Cr.

TH^'MAYOR OF TROY. Fourth Edition.

ME"'RRY GARDEN AND OTHER
STORIES. Cr.too. 6s.

Rawsen (Maud Stepney), Author of 'A
Lady of the Regency. 'The Labourer^
Comedy.' etc. THE ENCHANTED
GARDEN. Cr. too. 6s.

Rhys (Grace). THE WOOING OF
SHEILA. Second Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

Ridge (W. Pett). LOST PROPERTY.
Second Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

ERB. Second Edition. Cr.too. 6s.

A SON OF THE STATE. Second Edition.
Cr. too, 3*. 6d.

A BREAKER OF LAWS. A New Edition*
Cr.too. yt.6d.

MRS. GALER'S BUSINESS. Illustrated.
Second Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

SECRETARY TO BAYNE, M.P. Cr. too.

TH*E WICKHAMSES. Ftntrth Edition.

RobertMC. Q. D.). THE HEART OF
THE ANCIENT WOOD. Cr. too. y. 6d.

Russell (W. Clark). MY DANISH
SWEETHEART. Illustrated. Fifth
Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

HIS ISLAND PRINCESS. Illustrated.

Second Edition. Cr. 6vo. 6s.

ABANDON ED. Second Edition. Cr, too. 6s.

See also Books for Boys and Girls.

Sergeant (Adeline). BARBARA'S
MONEY. Cr. too. 6s.

THE PROGRESS OF RACHAEL. Cr.
too. 6s.

THE MYSTERY OF THE MOAT. Second
Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

1 THE COMING OF THE RANDOLPHS.
Cr. too. 6s.

See also Shilling Novels.

Shannon. (W.P. THE MESS DECK.
Cr.too. y.6d.
See also Shilling Novels.

Shelley(Bertha). ENDERBY. Third Kd.

Sid**** (Mrs* Alfred), Author of 'Cyn-
thia's Way.' THE KINSMAN. With 6
Illustrations byC E, BROCK. Third Ed.
Cr.too. 6s.

*
Sormlcbsen(Albert). DEEP,SBA VAOA-
BONDS. Cr.too. 6s.

Sunbury (George). THE HA'PENNY
MILLIONAIRE. Cr.lvc. y.6d-

Urqubart (MA A TRAGEDY IN COM-
MONPLACE. SecondEd. Cr. 0s*. .

Walneman(Pmnl). THE SONG OF THE
FOREST. Cr.to*. 6s.

See also Shilling Novels.
'-

Walt* (B.C.). THE ANCIENT 1AN1X
MARK: A Kentucky Roatanot,

*-
6s.
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Wfttaott (H. B. Marriott), ALARUMS
AND EXCURSIONS. Cr. 8tw. 6f.

CAPTAIN FORTUNE. 7"A<>rf Eaition.
Cr. Be*, to

TWISTED EGLANTINE. With 8 Him-
(rations by FRANK CRAIG. Third Edition.

THE HIGH *T06Y. With a Frontispiece.
_ Third Edition. Cr. %vo. 6*.

& MIDSUMMER DAY'S DREAM.
Third Edition. Crown Bv0. 6s.

See also Shilling Novels.

Welle (H. <!.). THE SEA LADY. CV.
8v*. 6s.

Wevman(Stanley), Author of 'A Gentleman
of France.' UNDER THE RED ROF.K.
With Illustrations by R. C. WOODVILLE.
Twentieth Edition. Cr.too. 6s.

White (Stewart E.), Author of ' The Blazed
Trail/ CONJUROR'S HOUSE. A
Romance ofthe Free Trail. Second Edition.
Cr. few. 6s.

White (Percy). THE SYSTEM. Third
Edition. Cr.lvo. 6s.

THE PATIENT MAN. Second Edition.
Cr.Bvo. 6s.

Wllllans (Margery). THE BAR. Cr.
8w. 6s. 1

Williamson (Mrs. C. N.) Author of Tbe
Barnstormers.' THE ADVENTURE
OF PRINCESS SYLVIA. Stctnd Edi.
tion. Cr. 8t>0. 6c.

THE WOMAN WHO DARED. Cr. too. 6s,
THE SKA COULD TELL. Stand Edition.

Cr. Ivo. 6s.

THE CASTLE OF THE SHADOWS.
Third Edition. Cr. 8ev. 6s.

PAPA. Cr. 8w. 6*.

Williamson (C. N. and A. M.). THE
LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR : lleing the
Romance of a Motor Car. Illustrated.
Sixtftntk Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE PRINCESS PASSES. Illustrated.

Eighth Edition. Cr. &w. 6s.

MY FRIEND THE CHAUFFEUR. With
16 Illustrations. Eighth Edit. Cr.tv*. 6s.

THE CAR OF DESTINY AND ITS
ERRAND IN SPAIN. Fourth Edition.
Illustrated.

LADY BETTY ACROSS THE WATER.
Ninth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

THE BOTOR CHAPERON. Third Ed.

Wyliarde (Dolf). Author of Uriah the
Hittite.' THE PATHWAY OF THE
PIONEER (Nous Autres). Fourth
Edition. Cr.Bvo. 6s.

THE GREATAuthor of 'Mice Molly.
RECONCILER.

Balfoor (Andrew). VENGEANCE

TO ARMS.
s*s- CURGENVEN

Ifethuen's Shilling Novels
Cr. 8w, Cloth, is. net.

IS

AT A WINTER'SCapet (Bernard).
FIRE.

Chesney (Wcatherby). THE BAPTISTRING. ?*u

DOMIT1A.
THE FROBISHERS.
CHRIS OF ALL SORTS.
DARTMOOR IDYLLS.
Barlow (Jane), Author of 'Irish Idylls.'
FROM THE EAST UNTO THE
WEST.

A CREEL OF IRISH STORIES.
THE FOUNDING OF FORTUNES.
THE LAND OF THE SHAMROCK.

.

IREEN.
__> LEAGUERS.
(J. Btonndelle).

RING.
THE BRANDED PRINCE.
THE FOUNDERED GALLEON.
JOHN TOPP.
THE MYSTERY OF A BUNGALOW.
Clifford (Mrs. W. K.). A FLASH OF
SUMMER.

Cobb, Thomas. A CHANGE OF FACE.
Colllngwood (Harry). THE DOCTOR
OF THE 'JULIET.'

Comford (L. Cope). SONS OF ADVER.
SITY.

Cotterell (Constance). THE VIRGIN
AND THE SCALES.

Crane (Stephen). WOUNDS IN THE

Denny (C. E.). THE ROMANCE OF
UPFOLD MANOR.

|
Dickinson (Evelyn). THE SIN OF

A STRETCH OFF
|

ANGELS.
Dickson (Harris). THE BLACK WOLF'S
BREED.

Duncan (Sara J.). THE POOL IN THE
DESERT.

A VOYAGE OF CONSOLATION. Illus-

Erabree(C. P.). A HEART OF FljftlB.
Illustrated.

Fenn (O. Manville). AN ELECTRIC
SPARK.

A DOUBLE KNOT.

EVEN-

Author of 'Dodo.' THE

THE POET'S CHILD,
). THE BARRYS.

THE CLASH
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Plndlater (Jane H.). A DAUGHTER OF
STRIFE.

Pttxstephen (Q.X MORE KIN THAN
KIND.

(J. S.>. DAVID MARCH.
LUCIAN THE DREAM *R._

<R. E.). THE SWORD OF
AZRAEL.

Francis (ML E.). MISS ERIN.
Gallon (Tom). RICKERBY'S FOLLY.
Gerard (Dorothea). THINGS THAT
HAVE HAPPENED.

THE CONQUEST OF LONDON.
THE SUPREME CRIME.
Qllchrlst(R. Murray). WILLOWBRAKE.
Qlanville (Ernest). THE DESPATCH
RIDER.

THE KLOOF BRIDE.
THE INCA'S TREASURE.
Gordon (Jullen). MRS, CLYDE.
WORLD'S PEOPLE.
Qoss (C. F.X, THE REDEMPTION OF
DAVID CORSON.

Cray (B. M'Queen). MY STEWARD.
,

Haies^A. Q.). JAIR THE APOSTATE. J

Hamllton(Lord Ernest). MARY HAMIL-

Harrison (Mrs. Burton). A PRINCESS
{

OF THE HILLS. Illustrated.

Hooper (I.). THE SINGER OF MARLY. !

Trh (Emerson). THE MISSISSIPPI ,'Hooffh

r*' ANNE
'WEES*
Jepson Bdear). THE KEEPERS OF
THE PEOPLE.

Keary (C. P.). THE JOURNALIST.
Kelly (Florence Pinch). WITH HOOPS

Langbrldge (V.) and Bourne (C. H.). 1

THS VALLEY OF INHERITANCE.
Unden (Annie). A WOMAN OF SENTI-
MENT.

Lorlmer (Norma). JOSIAH'S WIFE.
Lush (Charles K.). THE AUTOCRATS.
Macdonell (Anne). THE STORY OF
TERESA.

^ (Harold). THE PUPPET

._ Pauline Bradford). THE VOICE
THE DESERT.

j

,_ _J| (Richard). THE SEEN AND
THE UNSEEN.

GARNERED.
A METAMORPHOSIS.
MARVELS AND MYSTERIES.
BOTH SIDES OF THE VEIL.

MayalKJ. W.). THE CYNIC AND THE

Moado (L.' T.). RESURGAM.
Moadchottse (Allan). LOVE IN A LIFE.
Moore (Arthur). THE KNIGHT PUNC.

,

TIL10US.

MacWe (

IN TH

Norrls(W. B.). AN OCTAVE.
MATTHEW AUSTIN.
THE DESPOTIC LADY.
Ollpbant (Mrs.). THE LADY'S WALK.
SIR ROBERT'S FORTUNE.
THE TWO MARY'S.
Pondered (M. L.. AN ENGLISHMAN.
Penny (Mrs. Prank). A MIXED MAfc.

Phlllpotts (Eden). THE STRIKING
HOURS.

FANCY FREE.
Pryce (Richard). TIME AND THE
WOMAN.

Randall (John). AUNT BETHIA'S
BUTTON.

Raymond (Walter). FORTUNE'S DAR-

Rayner (Olive Pratt). ROSALBA.
Rhys (Grace). THE DIVERTED VIL.
L^GE.

Rickert (Edith). OUT OF THE CYPRESS
SWAMP.

Roberton(M. H.). AGALLANTQUAKER.
Russell, (W. Clark). ABANDONED.
Saunders (Marshall). ROSE A CHAR.
LITTE.

Sergeant (Adeline). ACCUSED AND
ACCUSER.

BARBARA'S MONEY.
THE ENTHUSIAST.
A GREAT LADY.
THE LOVE THAT OVERCAME.
THE MASTER OF BEECHWOOD.
UNDER SUSPICION.
THE YELLOW DIAMOND.
THE MYSTERY OF THE MOAT.
THE PROGRESS OF RACHAEL.
Shannon (W. P.). JIM TWELVES.
Stephens (R. N.). AN ENEMY OF THE

Strain (E. H.). ELMSLIE'S DRAG NET.
Stringer (Arthur). THE SILVER POPPY.
Stnart(Bsme). CHRISTALLA.
A WOMAN OF FORTY.
Sutherland (Dnchess of). ONE HQtiJt
AND THE NEXT.

Swan (Annie). LOVE GROWN COLD.

Tanquemy (Mrs. B.>U, THE ROYAL

Thompson (Vance). SPINNERS t>F

Upward (Allen). ATHELSTANE
Waloeoiati(Paal). A

'

FINLANI/. ,

' '

'. ^.41 *,*

BY A FINNISH LAKE.
Watson (H. B. Marriott).
OF HAPPY CHAK

'Zack.' TALESOF D



FICTION

THE GETTING WELL OP DOROTHY. By Mr*.
W. K. Clifford. Second Edition.

ONLY A GUARD-ROOM Doc. By Edith E.
Cuthetl.

THE DOCTOR OF THE JULIET. By Harry
... Collingwood.
KITTLE PETER. By Lucas Malet. Second

Edition.
MASTER ROCKAPBLLAR'S VOVAGK. By W.

Clark Russell. Third Edition.
THE SECRET OP MADAM* DB MOMLUC. By

the Author of " Mdlle. Mori."

BookB for Boys and Girls
Illustrated. Crtwn 8tw. 3*. 64

SVD BBLTON : Or, the Boy who wtroM MC go
to Sea. ByG.ManvillcFenn.

THE RED GRANGE. By Mrs. Moletwotth,
A GIRL OP THE PEOPLE, By L. T* Meade.

Second Edition.
HEPSV GIPSY. By L. T. Meade. at. 64.
THE HONOURABLE Miss. By L. T. Meade.

Second Edition.
THERE WAS ONCE A PRINCE. By Mrs* M. .

Mann.
WHEN ARNOLD COMES HOME. By Mrs. M. K.

Mann.

ACTS.
THE ADVENTURES OP CAPTAIN PAMPHILE.

The Novels of Alexandra Bunas
Price td. Double Volume*, is.

HELENE DE CHAVERNY.

THE BIRD OP FATE.
THE BLACK TULIP.
THE CASTLE -p EPPSTEIN.
CATHERINE BLUM.
CECILE,
THE CHEVALIER D'HARMENTAL. Double

volume.
CHICOT THE JESTER. Being the first part of
The Lady of Monsoreau.

CONSCIENCE.
THE CONVICT'S SON.
THE CORSICAN BROTHERS ; and OTHO THE

ARCHP.R.

CRpp-EARED JACQUOT.
THE FENCING MASTER.
FERNANDR.
GABRIEL LAMBERT.
GRORGKH.
THE GREAT MASSACRE. Being the fir*t part of

Queen Margot.
HENRI DE NAVARRE. Being the second part
of Queen Margot.

Being the first part
of the Regent's Daughter.

LOUISE DB LA VALLIERK. Being the first

part of THE VICOHTB DB BRAGBLONNE.
Double Volume.

MAtTRB ADAM.
THE MAN IN THE IRON MASK. Being

the second part of THE VICOMTE Dt
BRAGELONNE. Double volume.

THE MOUTH OP HELL.
NANON. Double volume.
PAULINE ; PASCAL BRUNO ; and BONTEKOE.
PBRE LA RUINS.
THE PRINCE OP THIEVES.
THE REMINISCENCES OF ANTONY.
ROBIN HOOD.
THE SNOWBALL and SULTANETTA.
SYLVANDIRB.
TALES OP THE SUPERNATURAL.
THE THREK MUSKETEICRS. With

Introduction by Andrew Lang.
volume.

TWENTY YEARS AFTER. Double volume.
THE WILD DUCK SHOOTER.
THB WOLP-LEADER.

long
Double

Methuen's Sixpenny Books
Albane*! <E. M.). LOVE AND LOUISA.
Autton (Jane). PRIDE AND PRE-
JUDICE.

B.Rot (Richard). A ROMAN MYSTERY.^^ " -

nr). BY STROKE OF
"l&St:

mtTY ALONE,
URITH. J

THE BROOM SQUIRE.
IN THE ROAR OF THE SEA.

pIC OF FAIRY TALES. Illustrated.

--LETUTENNY.
iiE FROBISHERS.
INEFRED.

[Robert). JENNIE BAXTER,
&NALIST.

._JE MIDST OF ALARMS.
; OtrtJNTESS TEKLA.

THE MUTABLE MANY.
Beacon (E. P.). DODO.
Bronte" (Charlotte). SHIRLEY.
Brownell (C. L.). THE HEART OFTAPAN
Barton (J. BloandeUe). ACROSS THE
SALT SEAS.

Cffyn (Mrs). , (' Iota '). ANNE MAULE-

CM5
R
(Bernard). THE LAKE OF

WINE.
Clifford (Mr*. W. K.). A FLASH OF
SUMMER.

MRS. KEITH'S CRIME.
Council (P. Norreyc). THE NIGGER
KNIGHTS.

.

Croker (Mr.. B. M.).
HARTONS.

A STATE SECRET.

PEGGY OF THK



MESSRS. METHUEN'S

ANGEL,
JG&&NNA.

THE VISION OP

THE RED

VOYAGE

LICANS.
QN THE

N TRAVEL-

THE* INCA S

rBRIDE.
r(Charle). HUNTER'S CRUISE.V (The Brother*). GRIMM'S
fRY TALES, Illustrated.

Hope (Anthony). A MAN OF MARK.
A CHANGE OF AIR.
THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT
ANTONIO,

PHROSO.
THE DOLLY DIALOGUES.
ffanranjr OB. W.). DEAD MEN TELL
NOTALES.

Incrabain (J. H.). THE THRONE OF

LoC^ixfWA THE HUNCHBACK OF
WESTMINSTER.

Lavtt*Yaatf<S. K.). THE TRAITOR'S
" '

'(E/Lynn). THE TRUlt HIS-
RY OF JOSHUA DAV 1 DSON.* *

DERRICK VAUGHAN*;
THE CARISSIMA.

"" PERFECTION,

BURDENS.
MISER

PKTElt SIMPLE,

TWICKENHAM

ENTINA

SAM'S SWEETHKART.
Meade (Mrt. L. T.X DRIFT. /

Mltford^Bertnun).
THE SIGN QF

Montreor (F. FA THE ALIEN.
Moore (Arthur). THEGAV DECEIV \

THE HOLE

GILES INGILBY.
THE CREDIT OF THE COUNTY. *

LORD LEONARD.
MATTHEW AUS UN.
CLARISSA FURIOSA.
OIIpbant(Mr.). THE LADY'S WA)
SIR ROBERT'S FORTUNE.
THE PRODIGALS.
Oppenhelra (E. Phillip*). MASTEF '

Parker (Qllbert). THE POMP OF '

LAVILETTES.
WHEN VALMONDCAME TO PONT
THE TRAIL OF THE SWORD.
Pemberton (Max). THE FOOTST
OF A THRONE.

I CROWN THEE KING.
Phttlpottft (Eden). THE HUMAN B
CHILDREN OF THE MIST.

THE WHITE WOLF.
<W. Pottl. A SON OFTHE STA

____ >ROPK.RTY.
GEORGE AND THE GENERAL.
Riutell <W. Clark). A MARRIAGE

,

ABANDONED.
MY DANISH SWEETHEART.
HIS ISLAND PRINCESS.

BARBARA'S MONEY.
THE YELLOW DIAMOND.
THE LOVE THAT OVERCAME.
Sartoe< (R. S.). HANDLEY CRr

Illtwtrated. L
MR. SPONGE'S SPORTING TO

,

Hhutrated.
SK MAMMA. Ulnstrated. _ ,-

Jae (Walor E. S.). VELDT /
'

;

iGER.
'

*
*




















